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OPERATOR WORKLOAD: COMPrXHRNSIVE REVIEW AND EVALUATION OP OPERATOR VORKLOAD

METHODOLOGIES

EXIMv SUMMAR.

Requirement:

The overall purpose of this report is to provide useful, and practical
Information concerning operator workload (OWL). It is specifically ained at
information applicable in conceptualizing, specifying, designing, developing
or evaluating systems for the Army.

Procedurev

Relevant research and published materials were identified and obtained
through libraries and personal contact. The literature obtained was reviewed
for specifiz OWL techniques. A workload technique taxonomy served as the or-
ganizational scheme within which the workload literature was reviewed. Organ-
ization3 enazged in significant workload research were visited to discuss
current and ongoing OWL research.

Findings:

Operator Workload is explained and defined using several informal exam-
ples, definitions of workload used by researchers as reported in the litera-
ture, the foundation of a general definition, a framework (taxonomy) to
organize the various workload estimation techniques, and some general issues
concerning the techniques. After considering a variety of performance Issues
and definitions in the literature, the idea of a performance envelope is de-
veloped. Workload determines the current position in the envelope. The pri-
mary interest is the operator's position relative to the boundaries of the
envelope and the operator's relative capacity to respond.

Techniques that have been used for assessing OJL and determining the op-
erator's current and future position in the performance envelope are reviewed
and analyzed. These techniques are classified into two broad categories:

"* Analytical--predictive techniques that may be applied early in system
design without an operator-in-the-loop, and

"* Empirical--operator workload assessments that zre taken with an
operator-in-the-loop during simulator, prototype, or system
evaluations.

The analytical techniques can be used early in system design when there
is greatest design flexibility and throughout the materiel acquisition proc-
ess. The analytical category includes comparison techniques, mathematical
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"modalat, expert opinion, task analyses, and simulation. Considerable progress
has been made in developing workable analytical tools but much remains to be
done.

Empirical techniques are used when operators and a simulator, a proto-
type, or a system are available for testing. The empirical category includes
primary task measures, subjective methods, secondary task techniques, and
physiological techniques. Each of these subcategories is discussed in sepa-
rate chapter*. Descriptions of the methods and techniques are provided, along
with discussion concerning available information about their validity, relia-
bijity, sensitivity, diagnosticity, intrusiveness, and practicality. Recom-
mendations for application are inclu•ded with the discussion of individual
techniques.

Utilization of Findings:

The information from the reviews is integrated into a foundation for a
practical guide for the user. Example case studies are provided, along with
suggestions for the most appropriate techniques, both .nalytical and empiri-
cal, to use for various system-resource chrracteristics. A working guide is
also provided for a general approach to the selection and application of
workload techniques. 'This application guide encompasses all major issues.
Twenty-three general questions are developed to assist in identifying the
proper techniques. The anaswers provided by the user aid in the selection and
application of techniques. These include general questions about stage of
system development, category of system, and resources available--both person-
nel and equipment, and a number of specific questions about workload.
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~eOp*W ottdab: WIWmp Ohene vb Iw sid Evskmaton of Opetamo

LAiMPT" 1. PITRODUCTION

"wlb. human fectois in most practkIca situations have osen neglected largely because of
caoneoousnees of lgnorance and our Inability lo control them (human fam~rs]. Wheoea mvginwes

deal constantly with physical problems of quaty. capackty, stress, and strain, they have tended to
think of problems of human conduct and experienc as unsolved or inmOluble, At the same tirne

there has existed a growing consciousness of Ithe pracical significance of these human factors
and of the importance *4 suh sysematic research as *hall extend our knowledge of them &nd

increase our directive power.

'rho great war from whic-h we are now emeiging into a civilization in many respects now has
already worked marvelous changs In our points of view. our expectations and practical demands.

Never before in the hist"~ of civilization was bral i, as contrasted! with brawn, so Inipurtant; never

before, the proper placement and utilztsdkn of brain power so esentia to success.

"Re~printd in part from a Hamve lecure delivered by Major Robert M, Verkes in
New York, January 25,.1919, and published with the approval of the Surgeoii General of
the Army, from the Section of Pschology ol the Medica Department." In turn, reprinted
from: Yoakum, C.S.8& Yerkes, R. M. (Eds.) (1920). Anry Aerital Tests. Now York: Henry

Holt and Company.

There are seferal noteworthy points libout this quote from 1919. First, many problems about "human

conduct" can now be Solved. Techinkiqes have osen developoed In the last seven docades which are

applicable to these problems, and turthsrmore, engineers are using the resuls of these techniques as

design preinciples, This report Is a testa)?wter to these techiniques. However, ýust as evolving technology
produoes better .tnd mo-we sophisticated hardware, technology will evolve to produce even better and

more sophisticated assessment technikpjes. Second, the trend for brain, as contrasted %vfth brawn," has

accelerated. Indeed, the buk of the woriduad Ilterature deals with brain and not brawn.

7fe Owighi Robe of Amty Operstors

T~tchno~logy is hectiming Increasingly advanced and complex. As new systems are developed, new
technologi as are empk*yed, and the rohl of the operator is changed. The newestd generation of advanced



military systems uses advanced computer technology for multifunction displays, decision alds, intelligent

systems, or computationaly-assisted control. Technological advances have res.,ltd in changes to

operational procedu-es and the functions of the system operators. Operators perform more plarnning,

supervisory, monitoring and overseeing functions than In t"~e past. In many Instances computers are

doing the computational work and the operators are continually chocking for system failures or emergency

conditions. It seems fair to characterize the changes In operator functions as more mental or cognitive In

nature. Furthermore, opertors are often required to perform these functions in stressful and physically

demanding environments.

A plausible scenario could have an operator sifting In front of one or more computer displays. The

displays contain Information which must be processed and acted upon. Several potential targets are

displayed and the operator must decide which, If any, should be fired upon and with what priority. In this

scenario, the operator is one member of a crew who is expected to perform both night and day, even

when fatigued. Some functions can be shared among the crew members, others can not. The amount

and rate of displayed information is high; communications channels are open and busy; decisions must be

made within seconds. In this situation, the single operator or crew may not be able to perform the required

tasks within the critical time window. This situation may lead to operator overload resulting In performance

degradation AND mission failure. This generic scenario is applicable to many emerging combat systems

and this report is concerned with one specific part of this problem: Operator Wokdload (OWL).

Cur Stalus of OWL In tts Amy

MANPRINT is an Army initiative which considers the role of the soldier in system performance. Through

this initiative, the Army addresses the question, Can this soldler, with this training, perform these tacks to

theso standards under these conditions? The Army MANPRINT guidance is contained in Army

Regulation (AR) 602-2, Manpower and Personnel Integration (MANPRINT) in the Materiel Acquisition

Process (U.S. Army, 1987). It Is clear that AR 602-2 requires MANPRINT issues be addressed, and

hence that human performance data be obtained and analyzed at all stages of the Materiel Acquisition

Process (MAP). it is also Increasingly apparent that the MAP often does not allow consideration for the

possible effects of exceeding OWL capacity. Due to changes in technology, cognitive overload is more

likely than in the past and this cognitive overload can easily Induce operator errors and cause critical

information to be processed incorrectly or missed entirely, leading to a degradation of system

performance.

While it can be argued that OWL concerns are not synonymous with MANPRINT, OWL is related to the

six MANPRINT domains. These domains are:

2



"• Manpower

"• Personnel

"• Training

"* Human Factors Engineering

"• Safety

"* Health Hazards

Consideration of the interrelations between OWL and the MANPRINT domains will assist in Identifying
MANPRINT trade-offs that may be made in an effort to maximize system performance. For ex, imple,
economic pressures to reduce crew sizes (manpower) has immediate Impaclt on operator workload. As

new devices are added to raplace humanrs, the wokdload of the reduced crew certainwy chf'tnges ar d the
perceptual and mental workload of individual operatom may actually Increase. This, In turn, has Imp ict on

the interrelation between OWL and perponnel issues which involves trade-offs between soldier quality (as
measured by the Armed Services Vocational Aptitude Battery [ASVAB]) and the degree to which i oldier

per.eptual, mental, and psychomotor loading occur. Further, workload may vary due to training, soldier

quality, soldier-machino interface and the degree of soldier informaton loading. Knowledge of the OWL-
related requirements may assist In better, more efficient personnel and training actions. Ths MANPRINT
doma.ns are overlapping, and because of this a change in one domain will have an influence on o:thers

including OWL, Clearly, MANPRINT and workload concerns are Interrelated.

A requirement has been established that OWL issues need to be addressed at all stages o,, the MAP.
The regulation AR 602-1, Human Factors Engineering Program (U.S. Army, 1983), specifies ttOat the

Human Factois Engineering (HFE) program shall be performed In accordance with MIL-H-468,615B, 4litary
Specification: Human Engineering Requirements for Military Systems, Equipment ard Fac-ilitie,; (U.S.
Army, 1979). This latter military specification (Section 3.2.1.3.3) requires that individual and crew workload

analyses shall be performed and compared with performance criteria. However, no guidance is p'ovided
to the system developer as to how such a workload analysis should be performed (Hill & Bulger 1988).
This lack of guidance has led to the effort which comprises the body of this report.

"Purpose of the Report

A goal of this report is to present a review of currently available methodologies and liechniques that
have been developed and used In the assessmeni of OWL. In this effort, more than 1500 report,; were

3



reviewed and close to 500 research reports are cited. This review was Intended as a critique of the

methods and techniques that have previou•ly been used to examine workload. It contain. descriptions o'

the methodologies and techniques as well as discussions concerning the available Information regarding

validity, relability, senuilvtiy, intrusiveness, and practicalfty. In addition to methods and techniques that

havo tpreviousiy been used to assess workload, other methods are also Identified that may be applicable

to OWL.

A second equally important goal of this report Is to analyze and Integrate these methodologies Into a

practical guide for the user. Thus, the reviewed techniques are analyzed with respect to reported

effectiveness and resources needed for Implementation. References guide the reader to sources for

additional Information. In addition, sample applcations are considered in Chapter 8. The overall purpose

of this report Is to provide useful and practical Information concerning OWL to those Involved In

conceptualizing, specifying, designing, developing, and evaluating systems for the Army.

Mst1hodology Used In #thi Report

The approach of this comprehensive review of OWL research and methodologies had two major

thrusts. The first was to provide a technical review and analysis of available literature related to OWL. The

3econd thrust was to be aware of the practical utility and Importance of OWL Issues to the Army. In recent

years, OWL has received considerable research attention reflecting its Importance, and efforts continue to

understand theoretical as well as application issues. The practical ways in which workload issues could

impact system performance, conceptualization, design, development, and evaluation were considered at

all times.

R*MwA

Relevant research and published materials were Identified and obtained through libraries and personal

contact. The literature obtained was reviewed for specific OWL techniques. The workload techn!que

taxonomy, d;escribed In Chapter 2, served as the organizational scheme within which the workload

literature was reviewed. Organizations engaged in significant workload research were visited to discuss

current and on-going OWL research. These included Douglas Aircraft Company; NASA-Ames Research

Center: Wright-Patterson Air Force Base; USAHEL; and NASA-Langley Research Center.

The usefulness of the various techniques for addressing Army needs was the focus of the project.

Particular emphasis was placed on the sensitivity of the OWL techniques for measuring differences in

various tasks. In addition, other important practical criteria that received particular consideration are the
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intrusiveness of the techniques and the relative costs and the level of expertise needed for their use.

DPsc•pt',.ns cý the tfchnrlues and 61scussion cunce-lng Iheik Iniplementation In Army appikatKns are

given throughout the volume.

Oranization of th Repu

This report presents a review and synthesis of literature related to operator workload. Each chapter

begins with a brief discussion of the purpose of the techniques. In the body of the chapter, definitions,

details, and examples of the techniquers are given an well as research concerning the speeific techniques.

Included In these discussions are commen~s about Issues concerning salient characteristics which will be

defined later; these Include the Issues of sensitivity, diagrnostIcity, intrusion, validity, reliability,

implementation, operator acceptance, and relative cost of use of key techniques. These criteria were

chosen as important to practitioners and as appropriate to characterize the methods.

In Chapter 2, basic issues concerning OWL are discussed, Including the definition of operator

wordload, a taxonomy of workload assessment methods and techniques, as well as ther Important

general OWL Issues. Subsequently, the descriptions and discussions related to specillic workload

techniques and methodologies are presented in Chapter 3 lor Analytical Techniques and Chapters 4

through 7 for Empirical Techniques. The organization of these 1!ive chapters follows the organization of

the taxonomy to be presented In Chapter 2. Chapter 8 describes an approach for the selection of

appropriate techniques for assessing workload. Finally, a concluding and summary Chapter is provided

including a different perspective on OWL and indications of sorne future directions.
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CHAPTET. 2. TN1. COC,,Cr-t•r F WORKLOAD

Tils chapter provides a discussion of the concept of workload a some definitlons. It provides the

forma! background for the reviews and evaluations of the specific workload assessment techniques

discussed in subsequent chapters. Hcwever, in order for the reader to have an Intuitive understanding of

operator workload, several examples are presented first.

An Earp: DnMhg

As an illustration of what Is meant by the term workload, Imagine you are driving in your fayorite car. As

you go through thist mental exercise, we will increase the difficulty with each successive statement In a

number of different ways. Additionally, we will use some words like stress and effort in a colloquia! marner;

these wi!l be defined more precisely later. When we are through with the exercise you may not know

exactly what workload Is, but you will have a feel for the range of operator workload possible for a task as

common as driving a car. And more Importantly, you will have a feel for the Importance of workload and the

various factors that affect workload. One point we wish to make In this example is that workload Is not the

same as performance.

Since you are an Important personage, the St~"e Police have closed the Interstate to
all other drtvers. You are cruising down the highway at the speed limit on a nice,
sunny day..E right?

- You have just passed the state One. This second state clesnl think you are quite as
Important and now you have some traffic. Still not bad.

* You have beea driving for a while, it Is approaching the rush hour near a metropolitan
area and traffic is picking up.

It Is Friday afternoon and every one wants to get home or out of town before the storm
hits. Traffic is now much hevieor than normal and slowing down. (Wle must be in
Connecticut.)

0 You iKft early this morning and didnt realize you hmdn't stopped for lunch. You're
tired and hungry.

0 Trffic is now reduced to a crawl. You P!:o forgot to get ans when you forgot lunch.
You've got to get to an ,xit and find a o.s station.

a While you are crpA, irn g'orr, thi w','her has turned. It Is now r;intr q.

preceding Page Blank



" It has also gotten dark and visibility is rot good. The highway Is not well marked and
ycj must be careful not to miss your turnoff.

" Worse, Mte car In front does not have brake Ights so you have to pay very close
attention to this stop-and-go stuff. Eyes on car in front.

" A few miles are covered, but with the dark, the outside temperature has also dropped.
It Is no longer Just raining, it Is freezing. Several cars are off the road. Still bumper to
bumper and gas is getting very low.

" Your two year old, who was Wleeping in the backseat, wakes up. He is hungry, scared,
and crying.

" It's not a lot of fun with all that Is going on. In addition, the engine sounds like it is
missing and you know you are not yet quite out of gas. (Youve turned the radio down
and would like to turn the kid down.)

You are about to 'lose it' as anyone who has been In a similar situation can attest. Improbable, yes, but not

impossible. (And note, we didn't cheat by giving you an unfamiliar vehicle with shift Instead of automatic,

or even an English car with the wheel on the 'wrong side.' We assumed thAt your prior training and

experience was In effect.) Further, we didn't even have hostiles shooting at you. Nor did we have you

crash - -Perfomnflee rfMalIied accepdtAbe.

A Second Example: Mental Load

Before we start discussing workload in a formal way, we want to consider one more example, this time

strictly mental load. First, we are going to ask you to do a couple of tasks that are highly overleamed and

very easy. Then we will do the tasks again, but In a combined manner. Not only does the demonstration

illustrate an example of cogative workload, It Miusttrates an Important point about measu -'g workload: Two

easy tasks added together can sometimes result In a very difficult task. Not an easy situation to predict. As

you do the task, take your time. You might even want to time yourseff on each of the parts.

• Recite the alphabet,

"" Count from I to 26,

"* Now do both, Interleaving the alphabet with the counting, A-1, B-2, etc. saying the
answers.

If you actually got all the way through the coniined task, you are unusual. Most people give up about G-7

or H-8. Why is it so difficult? Let us use this example to diagnose the basis of the difficulty and Illustrate

workload analysis. Get out a pencil and a piece of paper. Do the double task age'n, this time writing down

the answers. Any difficulty in getting all the way through this time? Part of the differenc,4 between the two

is that the pencil and paper reduces the heavy burden on memory. There are some additional reasons,
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but the point Is that the same task caus be difficult or relatively easy depending on how we do it. And we

can Identify the masons for the differences. In this example, there 13 usually a performance failure on the

first attempt which burdens memory and success on the second attempt which uses pencil and paper -

ftrowvmuce Is soompta only In the aeonWd cae.

These two examples should give you an Idea about the variation of difficulty of tasks and the difference

between measuring performance and the amount of effort you have to expend to perform the task.

In this chapter, we consider a number of general Issues Involving workload. Later chapters will cover

more specific, detailed issues. First we present a description of the relation of performance and workload.

This leads to a discussion of some human porformance concepts in the context of system operation. To a

large degree, this discussion is the foundation of all that Is to come later. Then, the chapter provides a

review and discussion of definitions of OWL. Also included Is an organization of workload assessment

techniques In the form of a taxonomy that provides a structure w~thin which to classify the measures.

Petowma vL. Wouldoed

Performance is what we are ultimately concerned with, Can the operator successfully complete the

mission? One goal of workload research is to predict Impending doom - failure cf performance. Not only

do we not want the mission to fail, we also do not want the man or machine to be damaged. Having

,nticipated and predicted a trouble spot, the second goal is to correct those situations in which

performance falls. As an aid In this effort toward better and safer performance, researchers have

developed the concept of workload.

The relation between wcrkload and performance is Illustrated in Figure 2-1. In the figure, it can be seen

that workload and performance seem to have an inverted U relation. At extremely low levels of workload as

in Region 1, the operator may become bored (Hart, 1986a). Boredom can lead to missed signals and

instructions, resulting In poor performance (Parasuraman, 1986). (Although this report will not address

cases subsumed in Region i, it is well to note that performance can be adversely affected if OWL is too

low as well as too high.) With a reasonable level of workload, performance can be expected to be

acceptable as shown in Region 2. However, further increases of workload Into Region 3 show a marked

degradation In performance. Figure 2-1 also illustrates that workload Is not the same as performance.

Performance may remain at an acceptable level over a considerable range of workload variation as in the

driving example. In general, however, workload extremes are related to poor performance.
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- wna/rd ExtenmW Pet/mn L hnb

There is general agreement about many of the detemilnants of good or poor operator performance.

Norman and Bobrow (1975), for example, differentiate between two categories of limitations on

performance: data-limited and resource-limited. Data limitations occur when task processing is

constrained by unavailable data, e.g., trying to road a map in tho dark, This is a limitation external to the

operator; stimuli may be below threshold or may contain Insufficient information to solve the problem. By

contrast, resource limitations occur when the human Information processing system cannot handle the

data rapidly enough. In this case, performance decrements are due to internal limitations. In either case,

performance decrements can be observed in several forms, gradual, Intermittent, or catastrophic. One of

the goals of OWL research is to uncover, identify, and eliminate those instances In which the domands of

human tasks would degrade human and system perforrrmance.

Region 1 Region 2 Region 3

Woriood -

Figure 2-1. The hypothetical relationship between workload and performance. (This figure is a
compilation of the concept discussed in several places [e.g., Hart, 1986a; O'Donnell & Eggemeier, 1986;
Tole, Stephens, Harris, & Ephrath, 1982]).
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Presumably. the data-0mited decrements should be oi@Wroated in the design phase of a system. Dials

and g'suges should be easy to reaJ; communirations shaJkl be easy to understand, and all key data

accessible. However, to tho extent that neoesmary information is simply not available during a nission, the

operator must seek the Information from other sources or spend additional time estimating parameters

Il4usv lu der4sion making. This illustrates the important point that the operator, the system hardware,

and the evMronment all interact in affecting performance and this Interaction can change the nature of the

task. The form of the interaction mr also have important consequences for mission performance.

A MdocA of 1he OWL C.o•x•M Facwor Afecting Petloemmnce aOd OWL

"The previous discussion illustrated one way of looking at performance limitations and interaction of the

human with thf, environment. -icouse human behavior is dynamic, such Interaction- abound - - much to

the frustration of 'fh workload rerea;&;he&o T3 help tWe reader understand the intricacies of behavior,

performance, and workload, a brief discuasslon of the variety of influences on the operator is presented.

Performance is affected by two major kinds of factors: (a) the operator tasks defined by the mission, by

the environment, and by the de!uign of the workstation and (b) the transitory states and stable traits of the

human operator. Figure 2-2 Illustrates these factors, all of which combine to Influence how the Individual

will respond to the ongqing demnids. The interaction of these factors will determine both operator

workload and operator performanc(, and, hence, system and mission performance. Each of these

components is considered in more detail below. The upper portion of the figure contains some external

influences. The system design, mission and other external factors combine to create situational demands

ior the operator. In the middle of the figure is represented the operator including a breakdown of some of

the internal factors of the operator which have a bearing on OWL. At the bottom of the figure, the ovals

reprosent approaches to obtaining responses from the operator which are used to make Inferences about

the operator. It is important to note that the bottom oval, system performance, is directly related to

MANPRINT concerns. More will be said about these measurements In Chapter 4.

S/fhston DWna and * zExtmalnt Whotms

AMsiion -qulvments and Task AIlocatWon. The allocation of system functions to the human is an
initial step in system design and this allocation will, in turn, lead to situation demands on the operator.

During system design, the design team decides which functions are allocated to humans and which are

allocated to the system. Once allocated, those functions plus the design of the controls and displays will

define the operator tasks. The tasks allocated to a given operator represent that operator's job. The
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FACTOR S

STABLE TrANSITORY

ARAITS STATES

GOAALS/MOTIVATION REST1NOURISHMENT

KNOWLEDGE/SKILLS TRAINING/PRACTICE

COGNITIVE PROCESSiNG FATIGUE/BOREDOM
CHARACTERISTICS 

C

PHYSICAL FITNESS

IAFFECTIVE STATE

PERFORMANCE

MISSION

Figure 2-2. A conceptual framework of the OWL context and Influences on operator/system performance.

human factors technique of task analysis is concerned with understanding how these tasks will Impact the

probable overall performance of the operator, and the extent to which some of these tasks might not be

performed at acceptable levels.

Two tasks may differ in a variety of ways which can affect their accomplishment. The two tasks may

require different types of ations. In turn, those actions may require more effort or time by the operator

than does another task. Regardless of the type of task, the operator must perform some sequence of acts

on some objects or entities in order for the task to be accomplished. In some tasks, a majority of the
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required actions involve manipulations of physical objects. Other tasks may be dominated by actior-s

requiuing thu operatol to sense or perceive the attributes and characteristics of objects. Still other tasks

exist in which a majority of the actions involve manipulations of Intemaized definitions, facts, or concepts.

Sima,1"y, two jobs may differ In the kindu of teaks required by an operator, and in the sequernce in which

the tasks must be performed. Some jobs may have many taska that do not overlap In time. Other jobs may

have multiple ongoing tasks during tho same time periods and require the operator to time-share amrorng

those tasks.

Finally, tMe system's machine capabilities (e.g., sensor, data processor, and propulsion subsystems),

the relative capabilities of hostile forces, and tie availability and capabilities of cooperating, friendly forces

will ch&nge from mission to mission, and will impact the speeds and accuracies with which various opel3tor

tasks must be accomplished.

In summary, tasks can influence the woikloaa that Wil be imposed on the operator by:

"• Actions required by each task,

"• Sequence of actions performed for a task,

"• Number and types of tasks to be performed,

"* Time available for each task to be completed,

"* Overall time constraints, and

"• Required accuracy levels.

Taken togethor, these influences constitute a comprehensive svt of factors that contribute to tho

situation demands illustrated in Figuro 2-2.

The Environmental Context. The tasks performed by the operator are not done in isolation,
however. A given task may occur in widely differing circumstances that can affect Vte level of ditilculty of
that task for the operator. The way in which the operator Interacts with the Immediate surroundings will
also have important Implications for perlormance and workload. It is widely recognized by engineers that
machine components cannot tolerate some kinds of physical disturbances. They must be protected
(hardened) to function in the presence of hostile environments. Delailed attention is given to specifying
how machine components will he packaged, supported, and interfaced with other machine components.
Similar attention must be given to thri support and interfacing of hurnarn, toth with one another and with
machine components. Among the external factors which alter situational demands and which affect levels
of task diflfculty aro:
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* The external onvirornent in which tIf task must be perlomied (e.g., heat, humidity,
sound, illumination, vibravtn, and g-to ves)

0 The design of the human-machine I, forimation exchange units (e.g , types and sizes
of displays and controls, and their ayouis and formats)

0 The design for human packaging (e.|., protective ciothing, seating, and restlaints)

• The design of the overall workstatlcov (e.g., Its size, internal fighting, ventilation,
temperature and humidity oontrol, arkn vibration dampening)

To a large extent, external environmental factors ca nnot be controfled by the system design team; these

are determined by the missions. However, the immediate external environment and the extent to which it

impinges on the operator can be partially countroiled bl' other design factors. Because manmy operator tasks

involve the exchange of Information between the machine and human, the design of the operator

console will affect human performance on the tasks. B oth the speed and accuracy with which the operator

can perform a given task and the e:,tent to which the operator can maintain acceptable performance for

long periods of time will be partially dependent on the ambient environment. Thus, operator support and

workstation design factors will influence the workload cif the operator.

The Operator

Every operator enters into a situation carrying a number of Influences which can impact performance.

These artt divided into transitory which can be nrodifled relatively easily and stable which are much more

difficaIh to modify.

Transltoti, States. Transitory states can be considered to be initial states such as the amount of

rest level of physical fitness, etc. which may or may not be appropriate for the mission. These are

depicted in the center right potion of Figure 2-2. Training Is, of course, an important factor. Indeed,

training is sometimes considered to be the single most important factor In mission success/failure and

often a panacea: If the mission fails, provide more training. Certainly, training and specific skill acquisition

are important and extend the operators capability to handle workload (Bainbridge, 1978). In the context

of Figure 2-1, this would be represented by In creasing the effective area of Region 2. Harris, Tole,

Stephens, anid Ephrath (1982) have expressed similar Ideas. However, there are numerous aspects of

hWgh workload which cannot be handled by additional training, for example, the requirement to perceive

faster. Many of these high workk)ad factors are related to the cognitivo processes of the operator.

Stable Traits. In addition to transitory states, the human operator Is characterized in the let center

portion of Figwre 2-2 by severai interrelated facets which change slowly over time: goals/ motivational

state, knowledge/skills, and processing capabiities. Processing capabilities refer to the operators higher-

level behavioral components (e.g., thinking) which Interacls with and Integrates knowledge and skills to

accomplish task element goals.
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Inuividuals may differ in the relative ilmporance of various goals, the extent to which those goals are

currently satisfied, alnd the extent to which performing a given task Is perotived as being Important to goal

achievement. They may also differ in their perceptions of the speed and accuracy with which a task needs

to be done. These factors, In turn, determine the level of motivation for task accomplishment and,

consequently, the effort an Individual Is willing and able to put forth In wccomplishing the task. The

motivational aspect of the workload often Is Ignored by researchers. Gupher and Donrrhin (1986) handle

,he motivation issue by ruing It out; they assume that every operator Is highly motivated and wants to

maximize his or her performance.

The cognitive processing capablities of an Individual are distinguished hem from the knowledge and

skills an Individual has acquired through training and oxperlence. Knowledge (e.g., facts, rules,

equipment usage procedures) can be considered as a resource of the individual to be utilzed by

cognitive processes. To use that knowledge, however, the individual must Invoke other dynamic

processes to retrieve and manipulate the knowledge requIred to execute a task. Other cognitive

processing capablitles are needed to glean information from displays and to nipulate controls.

Humans are known to differ In terms of lndividual traits or capacifts that can impact task performance.

Two individuals may differ from each other In a variety of ways which may make accomplishment of the

same task easier, faster, or better for one rdlvldual then for the other. Physical size and strength are two

obvious dirmensions along which differenois may be observed.

More important in modem technological systems tire the, mental and cognitive differences among

individuals. A Ust of the important cognitive componerVos is pribably longer than a list of the researchers

studying the problem. Some of these variables inckie Information processing, perceptual processing,

decision making, numerical operations, an spatial processes used for tasks such as map reading. Some

of these variables are represented In the Armed Services Vocational Aptitude Battery (ASVAB). The

aviation community has led the %ay In using such testoi in selection. However, it is probably fair to say that

little research has been done exploring Individual differences In cognitive skills In the context of worfklad.

This, then, Is the situation we need to study and It is complex. Clearly, workload and human

pertformance are afftected by external Influences, and operator states, both transitory and stable. How do

we measure performance success or failure? Because there are many determinants of performance,
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0sea80 have devisxd marny ways o predict and to measure thtr irdluonce on behavior. Each method

may provide dIfferetM answers. Thus, the way the question Is phrased and the approanh to assessing

behavior becomes Imnortart. Consequently, workload Is generally considered to be complex and a multi-

dimensional concept.

DeWk*on of Operto Workadd

A parade of definitions can be rather duN. However, ,farlous authors have discussed the meanings und

definitions of workkad in different manners. Even thmugh no single definition of workload Is generally

accepted, it Is well lo organize the various threads of thoght Into a morm coherent and practical package.

Aocordingly, ai eview of the atormative deflnitions will be Instructive. What we will find is that each author

has a different twist and this twist is reflected In associated research efforts. The differences often stem

from an incomplete understanding of underlying mechanisms and processes. So It Is in workload;

workload is not a untary concept but, in fact, a mutidinmenslonal one. The particular definition one adopts

has qxtremsly important implications in the application of the various techniques to measuring workload.

Webster', defines workload in the following ways:

workload n 1: amount of work or of working time expected from or assigned to an
employee. 2: the total amount of work to be performed by a department or other
group 01 workrs In a period of time (Webster's Third International Dictionary, 1976, p.
2635).

A scientific definition becomes much more detailed than just amount of work or of workllig time. Rather

than just considering the individual, one can consider parts of the individual. Thus, one can analyze the

amount of work done by the hands or by the eyes, or any other part of the body. A common distir..Alon

made along these lines Is between physical and mental workload. Similarly, the definition Implies some

external agency defining the amount of work and the number of things to be done. Bosses are good at

that. However, for purposes of argument, we could also consider workload from the employee's

viewpoint. Comparing the two viewpoints may show a discrepancyl Indeed, we will discuss the viewpoint

of some investigators who state the latter viewpoint Is the correct viewpoint.

Webster's second definition refers to crew workload and will not be discussed In this volume. Individual

operator workload relates to personnel and training considerations; crew workload relates to manpower

consideramions as well. At a basic level, the term workload carries a number of meanings within the military

community, especially the second dictionary definition. In particular, within a MANPRINT context,

workload often is associated with the number, frequency and durations of activity-based tasks performed

by a specific number of Army personnel of particular Military Occupational Specialities (MOS's), skill levels,
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and paygrades. It Is clear in this context that workload does not reter to cognltivethysical underload or

overload, but rather to task-based manning considerations. Obviously, care must be taken to specify

cleoaly what Is being discussed when using terms like workload and workload analysis. Crew workload and

manpower considerations are closely tied to the potential cognitve overload of lrdviuual operators (tIl &

Bukier, 1988), but they are different and should be clearly differentiated.

The discussion of the human operator model suggests that an operators performance on a given task

depends not only on the demands of the task, both in accuracy and time, and the situation in which it is

embedded, but also on the capability and the willingness of the operator to respond to those demands, A

difficulty In defining operator w.jrkload ls :hat thore are alternate, leglimate ways In which workload can be

considered. We will not consider all possibte dflrntions, but rather just the set that has been most often

used by the resoarchowt. To a large extent, definitions depend on the techniques used and the

constraints Imposed by those te9hPiques. In this section, three broad categories of workload definitions

are discussed:

"• amount of work and number of things to do,

"• time and the particular aspect of time one Is concerned with, end

"* the subjective psychological experiences of the human operator.

We will consider each of these categories from several vantage points. The first two are congruent with

the first dictionary definition and have parallels with traditional time and accuracy performance

measurement. The psychological dimension is added. Doing so reveals gaps in research which obviously

have implications for application. Although it is somewhat premature, we will also relate the definitions to

follow to the workload assessment techniques employed.

Every reader is farniliar with the table of the three blind men exarnirvrg the elephant. Each of the blind

men was right is his observation but wrong In his conclusion. Much o what will be discussed In the next

section is a lving example of this fable. But science is like that. Writ o;Aaln one observation at a time, and

through a collection of observations, the truth begins to emerge. 1.ater we will descnbe the eiephant

called workload. First, however, let us review some observations.

Amount of Work/N mber of Things To Do

To quantify operator workload, some researchers have sougt t to identify the absclute amount of work

required to complete a given task. Although this is a desirable I oel, it must be recov nized that the actual

amount of work needed to complete a given task (e.g., asse ;sing a tactical situallc'on]r varies with the
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situation (e.g., the number of targets on a screen). Nevertheless, a given task will still poseress a

distribu'on of amounts of work required, and it might be useful to estimate that distribution. This approach

to quantifying workload considers It as a function of tho task and situation - a point of view external to the

human operator. A parallel conception is the number of things which have to be done In a psychomotor

context (Mck, Brown, & Bailey. 1976). Both of these conceptions are performance based. Note that this

conception implies an accuracy or a quaity component of human performance. The quality Is not always

well defined; sometimes it is just in terms of satisfactory completion: 'Any landing you can walk away from is

a good landing.'

The concept of work in the physical sciences is readily understood. it is sometimes less clear what work

means for biological systems. There Is a large oveilap in the concept of work for machines and hurmans,

and It is Instructive to describe an analogy between them. First, work is not performed without sonri cost.

Energy or other resources must be expended for work to be accomplished, for example, gasoline is

stored In a vehicle's tanks, electricity Is stored in batteries, etc. Second, the burning of fuel and oxygen

results in energy being released. Third, the rate at which fuel is burnt may change from moment to

moment depending on the current demands of the situation. The vehicle could also run out of fuel.

Something or someone must detect or be aware of the changing situational demands and regulate the

rate at which fuel and oxygen is being delverad to the finglne.

Thi Stable Capacity ot an Indivldal. While most would agroc that the amount of work to be done
is an important element of task workload, the amount of work must be considered in relation to the capacity

of the individual to perform that worst. Hers again, there are excellent analogies to mechanical workloads.
For example, we may define a taslh as moving a wagon having a particular load from one location to

another. A vehicle having a large capacity motor may experience no difficulty In performing that task.
However, as the capacity of the motors of altemalve vehicles gets smaller and smaller, greater and greater

difficulty will be expedenced In porlorrming that task. In fact, at some point, the load might be too much for
one of the vehicles to handle. In the sae fashion, humans differ in their capacities to perform a given

task. Some might Uind a task easy to, do wnv'e cihers might find that sarnm task krnpossible to perlorm. This
viewpoint of wo!load represents a conceptn ol workload internal to th9 operator rather than external to
him. Furthermore, the capacity of the humav is assumed to be fairly stablai across time, as what might bc
found by administering personnel selection tists.

There are two different meanings for the Irenn 'capacity'. One involves considerations between

individuals (individual differences) and the Vry ]•i performance and workl'e.i; d1iffer from one individual lo

another. Little work has been done In this area. The other meaning refnri to a single individual and is

used In the context: How much more can the opnrator do? This latter meaning has been conridered In

much greater detail by researchers.
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Sp#a CupWaciy of an Indlvkful to Pwomi 00w Tav& Much discussion of workload has been
based on the foundation of Information processing concepts. Gopher and Donchln (1986) suggest that

workload Implies "imitations on the capacity of an Information processing system" (p. 41-3). Gopher and
Donr-hin (1986) and Kantowitz (1985; 1987a) overview some of the more prominent theoretical models
related to the workload area. In these overviews, a major theoretical perspectivc' of workload Is the spare

capacity model, Under this formulation, the human Is viewed as having a limited capacity or ability with
which to process Information. A simplistic example would be a person who has the capacity to receive and

process a specific amount of Intormation. If that person Is currently using only 25% of that capacity, then
the person has 75% spare capacity currently not In use.

Reswurc. Avallable. A related model also based In Information processing Is referred to as the
muitiple-resources theory. In this theory, multiple pools related to specific abilities, such as verbal and

spatial, are postulated to exist. Workload Is then considered In the context of utilization of the abilities,
singly and In contmnation. Much work has been done in support of this theory (e.g., Navon & Gopher,
1979; Wlckens, 1980; 1984) that suggests there will be less competition for the limited resources, and

hence less overall workload, when controls and displays do not all require the same resource pool (e.g.,
verbal) for processing and controlling than If the display and associated control require the same
resources. (Our second example at the beginning of this chapter, Interleaving recitation of the alphabet

and numbers, is an example of competition for memory resources.) From this perspective, "mental
workload can be oie.cribed as the cost of performing one task in terms of a reduction in the capacity to

perform additional tasks, given that the two tasks overlap in their resource demands* (Kramer, Sirevaag, &
Braune, 1987, p. 146). However, this theoretical perspective lias its skeptics who suggest that single
pool rapacity Is sufficient; multiple pools of capacity are simply urrnecessary to .xpli i human information
processing (e.g., Navoin, 1984; Kantowitz, 1987a).

Vhu Based Concepftios- Working fn

"The preceding section discussed several ways in which reseam:hers have described workload In terms

of amount. In this secltion, we consider the issue of time. Threei different ways r! considering operator

workload are described, all based on temporal elements. Each dfines workload In relation to some time

component, as In the amount of something that has occurred, is occurring, or Is scheduled to occur.

Simply defining workload as amount of working time fails to infonn L3. of whether we should attend to (a)

the past, work completed, (b) the present, work currently bein~i accomplished, or (c) the future, work

scheduled and work anticipated.

The future is the easiest to deal with. To date, there have tIeen few published cLiscus,'ions of work

scheduled as a factor determining workload. Nevertheless, thoi current activity of an individual will be

influenced by what has to be accomplished I-fer. As Hart (personal communication, Jul 1987) has
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pointed out, the emrount of time spent on a current task is Influenced by the known and expected time

requirements of fture tasks. Sheridan and Simpson (1979) call this nearness to deadlines.

One oi thie nuost ccmmony used conceptualizations of time involves the present. It Includes the time

required (Tr) fWi ai task in relatMin to the time available (Ta) to perform the task: Tr/Ta (e.g., Holley & Parks,

1987). A ratio cf greater than 1 implies that the task cannot be done in the time allotted; a ratio less than 1

indicates acceptaible times. This 4s a perfomiance definition of workload; the task can be done within the

time frame or it cannot. The Tr/T&, ratio definias an Important but limited condition for overall workload

definition. Nomrallr, the application 0f this definition assumes an acceptable quality of performance when

the task Is completed, but the definition does not take Into account the degree of quality of performance.

Uke the amount defirition, Inferences about workload are made from performance. If the task can be

accomplished within the time available, then the operator may have spare time and spare capacity. The

Tr/Ta ratio Is also called time stress by some authors.

A qjite difffrent approach Is to uonsider the time already expended. Although you will not read much

about It in this volume,, this Is related to the effects of fatigue and the Issue of workload duration. That Is, a

greater effort may b.: needed to perform an act If the person's current capacity for that action has been

depleted or is currently low. Mbntal effort may not require great amounts of physical energy and the laws

may differ for mental and physical fatigue. Nevertheless, probably everyone has had the experience of

being pushed to the point that it is relatively difficult to think, leading to slower processing. Indeed,

performance on a vaidety of coinitive tasks declined In a sustained command and control environment

(Angus & Helsgrave, 1983). Mean time to process messages increased, showing the operitors were

working more slowly. Similarly, the number of correct responses decreased on a logical reasoning task

and other tasks. However, errors did not necessarily Increase on these tasks, Indicating slower but equally

accurate performanc a.

ComposNe Cmmt(LlR

Having understood the limitations with the definitional approanhes described above, several

researchers have suggested that workload is really a composite of several different things. For exampla,

Jahns (1973) proposed that workload can be thought of as containing the components of

"* input load,

"* operator effort, and

"* performance.
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According to Jahns, input load is the task requIrements (situation demands In Figure 2-2) Imposed; on the

operator, that is, what is required of the operator. The second component Is the degree of effort being

expended by the operator to accomplish the requirements. The third component relates to operator

performance and to what degree the required tasks have been accompished.

Many other Investigators also consider workload to be a multidimensional concept, Workload has been

expressed as a global concept that affects operators in relation to their ability to accompish a task (e.g.,

Hart, 1986b). Edholm and Weiner (as cited in Rohmer t, 1987) suggest that workload is the total of all

determinable Infljences on the working person. Therefore, all elements of work includ!ng environmental,

social, motivational and other factors will affect the w'rkload. There can be ittle doubt that there are

individual preferences rega',ding what workload means a nd the factors that may cause it. Certainly this was

the case when, for example, Hart, Childress and Hauser (1982) asked 117 people which of 19 possibl:

components were a primary component of, were related to, or were unrelated t) workload. Each of the 19

components were considered as primary by at least 25% )f the Individuals. However, only task difficulty

and time pressure were considered a primary component by more than 72% of the raters.

Sub*wv & ObNecte

Amount of work and time to do the work are two .;ojective ways of Inferring workload. Somehow,

however, they do not capture all there is to workload. In the driving example, pelormance remained

acceptable throughout, but the pm:eived difficulty of the task increased in both titmie pressure and the

amount of work. One would like to capture the level of perceived difficulty as an indicator of when the task

will become too dhificuit. Workload researchers have recognized this omission and defined workload in

the context of sub ective and psychological variables.

Eftort NeeoWd to Perfom a Task. Closely associated with the performance of a task is the effort
needed to do a task. From this standpoint, workload depends net only on the particular task to be

accomplished, but also tie current capacity of the operator to perform the task. That is, a greater effort will
be needed to perform an act, not only if the person's capability lo perform that task is inherently limited,
but also when the resources needed to perform the task have been partially depleted. For example, one

might measure the actual physical work being done by a person doing pushups by determining the actual

distances and weight being lifted. Some persons who are in better physical condition will have little
difficulty in doing a certain number of pushups. For others, the same task can only be done with great
difficulty. However, becaLse of the progressive depletion of resources during this task, the final pushup
may be perceived as having required contiderable more effovt than the first.

The concept of workload as effort also considers workload to be something internal to the operator.

This makes the definition dependont not only on the normal capabilities of the individual, but also on tha
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current states of the operator. Thus, If workload Is defined as operator effort should one be measuring

efforts expended, efforts anticipated, or effort currently being put forth? All three ways are implicit In

formal models of the human operator, but have not always been Included in definitions of workload.

Subective E*on When Perorming a Task. Some rosearchers have viewed workload as
subjective experionce. Johanssen, Moray, Pew, Rasmussen, Sanders and Wickens (1979) concluded
that, "if the person feels loaded and effortful, he Is loaded and effortfui whatever the behavioral and
performance measures show" (p. 105). Similarly, Sheridan (1980) suggested that "mental workload
should be defined as a person's private subjective experience of his or her own cognitive effort. (p. 1)."

Sheridan and Simpson (1979) have suggested that there are three categories of words that are usod

when talldng about workload. There are words associated with task time constraints, S4Jch as the time

available to complete work, the number of Interruptions and the nearness of deadlines. There are also

those words that are related to the uncertainty and complexity associated with a task. These include such

things as uncertainty as to what the tasks are and what the moncequences of various tasks will be, as wall

as the type and amount of planting that must be done to accomplish the task. The third kind of words are

those related to psychological stress such as risk, frustration, confusion, and anxiety.

This three-dimensional definition based on time constraintt, task complexity, and psychological stress

was adapted and operationalized by Reid, Shingledecker and Eggemeler (1981) for use in their

Subjective Workload Assessment Technique (SWAT). Time load refars to the relative amount of time

available to the operator (AAMRL, 1987) and the percentage of tlrno an operator Is busy (Eggemeler,

McGhee & Reid, 1983), and includes elements such as overlap of tasks and task interruption. Mental

effort (task complexity) refers to thn amount of attention or concentration directed toward the task,

independent of time considerations. Psychological stress is the degree to which confusion, frustration,

and/or anxiety is present and adds to the subjective workload of the operator. Factors that may increase

stress and elevate distraction from the task include personal factors such as motivation, fear or fatigue, and

environmental factors such as temperature, noise, or vibratiorn (AA11A RL, 1987).

sumnary Conmnat

Stating that operator workload is a multidimensionai concept may appear reasonable, at first glance, but

It tends to beg the question of what workload really is. Workload is often used as a practical, atheoretical

term. Sometimes, workload is defined In terms of the amount arid number of tasks to do and the time

available to do them. Instead of attempting to define the conce14, these approaches tend to imply how

workload should be measured and assessed. In many cases, thars is tlittle In the definition to distinguish

between workload and performance. Some dsfl'itions are nwhre internal and include psychological
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dimensions such as stress, effort, and difficulty. However, one can appreciate the complexity of the

operator workload concept by noting all the facets 1hat have been ascribed to It from the various

definitions or conceptualizations.

wMt We Alm by Waiukd: An Anogy

Earlier in this chapter, it was pointed out that workload is not the same as performance although

workload Is related to performance and assumed to be a determiner of the quality of performance. It was

also pointed out that there are a variety of Influences on performance in the context of a human model:

Performance is the coin of the realm. The various definitions of workload hint at what is deemed to be

important, specifically, number of things to do, the time to do them in, and psychological factors. These

points all describe performance and workload from a relatively static stan point.

However, an operator is highly adaptable and dynamic. By putting fc rth more effort for short periods of

time, adequate performance can often be maintained even on tasks the: are too difficult or too complex to

handle for extended periods of time. But high workload conditions tako their toll, they deplete rescurces

needed for various capabilities, and they may well result in inadequate performance in the future. An

analogy would be if a design engineer evaluated the pelormance ot a new vehicle only by the distance it

was capable of traveling without ever considering the size of the fuel tank or the rate at which fuel was

being used. The fact that the vehicle can reach long distances under some conditions does not mean

that it can always reach those distances. To take the analogy further, it is also true that the relationship

between engine load in revolutions per minute (RPM) and fuel consumption is non-linear. Requiring the

vehicle to travel a specified distance at a very low or high RPM will use more resources per unit distance

than if the same distance were traveled at an optimally efficient RPM.

These characteristics are depicted in schematic form in Figure 2-3. The ordinates show the load on the

engine in RPM and distance or vehicle range as performance. In addition, the capacity of the fuei tank or

amount of fuel available is represented as a parameter with several different capacities shown as curied

lines. To determine the distance that can be traveled (performance), ong needs to know RPM and the

size of the tank. There are boundaries. RPM cannot exceed some practical maximum, i.e., the red ;ine, If

engine damage is to be avoided, and obviously, if RPM is zero, no distance will be traveled. Similarly,

there are limitations of the capacity of the fuel tank; it cannot be zero and there is a practical maximu.m. It

one wanted information about a 12.5 gallon tank, one would interpolate between 10 and 15.

P•'rformance of the vehicle under varying conditions can thus be described in non-liiuear terms with

respect to RPM and in terms of a performance envelope whicb is r(oresented as the white space in the

figure.
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Figure 2-3. A schematic representation of a vehicle performance envelope as a functIon of workload/RPM
with fuel tank capacity as a pardmeteb,.

There are several other points one can make in this context. Dynamic changes made In the course of
execution can be represented In the figure. At or above the optimal RPM, an Increase in RPM will result in

a reduction of travel range which would be represented as a shift of relative position within tho envelope;
for example, an increase in RPM from point A In the figure to A' results in a lower vehicle range. Similarly,

one would want to plan a safety margin. For example, in eviation, the pilot is responsible for calculating the
amount of fuel needed to reach the destination, plus the amount needed to reach an alternate airport,
plus a further safety margin of at least 10%. In aviation, it is standard practice to stay away ;rom the
performance envelope boundaries.

In a similar way, we can consider human performance in terms of a performrnce envelope. We show

this in Figure 2-4 which is basically a human analogy to Figure 2-3. In this case we have depicted workload
(time or amount) and peiformanco on the ordinates. The parametor -,an be viewed as an estimate of the
operators current states, in shoat, his current capability. There is a paralle; between a dynamic change :n
the vehicle analogy and a dynamic change in human work. Both performance functions are non-linear;
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unlike the vehicle example, however, the amount of currently available human capacity can vary with

changes in effort expended, at least up to a limit. As In the vehicle example, one would want a safety

margin and that is attained by avoiding the performance envelope boundarles. But, in order to avoid the

boundaries, one ncads to know where in the space the operator currently Is, hew much additional work is

coming in, and the rate at which this additional work will cause the operator to move toward a boundary.

Thus, workload cannot be evaluated merely by knowing the amount of work that a task requires of the

human. One also needs to know the rate at which the work must be done and the extent to which it will

deplete the human resources that are available, not only for the current task, but for others that will be

occurring in the future. In shorR, one needs to know whera the operator is in the performance envelope at

any given time.

I

Rled

Zero Worldoed R Line

Task Loading

Figure 2-4. A schematic representation of human performance and the workload envelope.

Nor is it sufficient merely to ccnsider the impact of various tasks on the average operator. Individuals

differ in their capabilities and resources at the beginning of a mission, and those differences may become

more pronounced as the mission unfolds. Operators who start a mission with lessor capabilities may have

to expend theki 0lmited resources easter than those who began with greater capabilities. Task demands

and the IMkelihood of humans being able to accomplish thern cannot be analyzed and evaluated without
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considering both the Irxdividual and the impIW that previous tasks may have had on the Individual. Just as

we are interested In the readiness of a military unit to respond to various types of demands that may be put

on It, the practitioner should be interested In the moment-to-moment readiness of the individuals to

respond to various task demands. That Is, we need to know the starting position (the capacities of the

mental and physical fuel tanks) of the operator in the workload space and how ciose the operator is to the

boundaries of the envelope.

WM We Mten by Wo&dod: DesclbIng go Ma hWpt

The review of the definitions did not Indicate any overwhelming unanimity among the authors. Indeed,

the definitions reviewed have more in common with assessment technique descriptions than with

conceptual definitions per se. Hpvilag ma•de these few points, let us be venturesome and extract some

conceptual principles concerning workload. Our tenets of workload are:

" Workload Is relative. It depends on both the external demands and the Internal
capabilities of the individual. This relativity exists In both dimensions of amount and
time, e.g., it can vary over time for an Individual.

" Workload causes the individual to react in various ways. Workload Is not the same as
the Individual's performance in the face of work or tasks.

Workload involves the depletion of internal resources to accomplish the work. The
higher the workload, the faster resources are depleted.

There are a diversity of task demands and a corresponding diversity of Internal
capabilities and capacities to handle these demands. Persons differ in the amount of
these capabilities that they possetis.

Out of these tenets we can derive a working definition of workload. It is not the intention here to

propose the definitive meaning, but rather to suggest the working definition for the purposes of

understanding and of practical application. In the wense that workload and performance are related in the

manner shown in Figure 2-1, what is really of interest is to predict that point just short of rapid dogradation

of performance. This can also be stated in term!;i of the current vs future position of the operator in the

workload envelope of our analogy in Figure 2-4. Fast performance can be measured, but the future ability

of the operator to perform is what the practitioner would like *.o know. Where in that hypothetical

performance envelope does the operator currently le? In this sense, the aspect of workload that needs

most to be estimated or measured is considered to be the relative capacity to respond. This working

definition is meant to imply not only the amount of splire capacity, but also the ability of the operator to use

that capacity in the context of the specific personal arid environmental situation.
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By proposing a working definition as the ralettive capacity to respond, the emphasis is on predicting
what the operator will be able to accompl:h Ir, the future. It Is a global definition in that it does not

necessarily attempt to explicate the specific factors or dimensions that will Influence individuals in their

performance or perception of workload. (The definitlon is, however, consistent with all the points made.)

At all times, workload will involve the interaction of the operator with the task and these two elements

cannot be separated totally. At the same time, the circumstanr'e will dictate to what extent operator

characterstics or task characteristics will be Important in the assessment of workload. The specific

situation will determine the most appropriate questions to ask about operator workload, and consequently

the most appropriate ways to answer those questions.

TOXormmne of Workload

Our working definition cuts across the varioun techniques used in workload assessment. To discuss

the techniques we need a different framewodic, and for that organizational framework, we utilize a

taxonomy. Taxonomles are developed as aids in classification. Classification serves the useful purpose of

grouping similar items together as well as being helpful in explicating their structure. Researchers hav3

used various workload taxonomies for the two rrmain purposes of (a) classifying the nature of the operator

tasks and (b) classifying workload assessment techniques.

Task taxonomies are useful because some workload techniquos appear to be able ko discriminate hiigh'

and low levels of workload in some typis of tasks better than others. Often this differential discriminaw'ion
results from the specific desiqn of and ihe intention behind the technique. A task taxonomy can be useful

in helping to determine the more app~ripdate workload techniques for a specific application.

Taxonomies also have been tieveloped to classify workload methods and techniques into descriptive

categories. As will be discussed later, some categories of rrmethods are more useful for specific

circumstances than others; and the classification scheme provides a convenient vehicle for categorization.

By classifying both tasks and techniques, matches may be found more easily.

By Task. A comprehensive review of the operator workload literature was c;ompleted nearly a
decade ago by Wierwille arid Williges (1978) In the report, they provided a survew and analysis of 400
workload studies. For classification, they used a human operator task taxonomy (called Universal Operator
Behaviors) that had been developed earlier by Berliner, Angell, and Shearer (1964). In this task
taxonomy, human activities in systems are separated into four broad categories:

* Perceptual tasks or sensing tasks; for example, seeing a warning light on an
instrument panel;
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a Mediational or cofur A:ive tasks are those that Involve thinking (e.g., solving
"rr.,"hematicau problems);

o Cnmmunication includes face-to-face speaking, radio, and other communication
tasks; and

• Motor processes are these which involve muscles or body movement (e.g,, activating
a pushbutton).

The Universal Operator Behaviors taxonomy has been adopted by other workload researchers as a useful

task taxonomy. (A complete description of the taxonomy appears 4i1 Chapter 8). Some of these

categories will be discussed indirectly in the context of the review of techniques.

By Technique. Wierwille and Williges (1978) separated workklad techniques and measures into

four categories, namely subjective opinion, spare mental capacity, primary task, and physiological
measures. Having developed these categories, they used them, ku ca•,gorize workload techniques with
roepect to operatoi behaviors. Other taxonomies of workload have been developed as well, including

subjective/ubjective subjective/performance/physioklocal, and sindlar varants. For example, Johanasen
(1979) suggests a ftur-group classifluation for techniques to measure operator effnrt: time-Ulne analyses,
information processing studies, operator activation-level studies, and subjective effort ratings. Moray
(1979a) suggests that OWL techniques be divided into normative, phys~ologlcal, and empirical measures

corresponding to the thr\',9 components of the structure suggested by Jahns (1973), specifically, Input
load, operator effort, and performance. As suggested by Moray (1979a), normative mneasuros tnchcde
those which look at the Input load, such as queueing theory; physiological measures iticlude those that
attempt to measure the effort or activation level involved, such as heart rate or EECI; &nd, empirical
(behavioral) measures are those related to performance such as reaction time or root mean squared [RMS]

error.

Other researchers suggest clossification schemes with more categories. For example, Strasser

(Hamilton, Mulder, Strasser, & Ursin, 1979) has developed a taxonomy of OWL methodologies with elgh2

categories:

A Vegetative variables - heart rate, bloo'J pressure, respiration, galvanic skin response;

* Central nervous variables - electroencephalogram, evoked potentials;

• Biochemical variables - hormone levels in bodily fluids;

* Peripheral variables - pupil diameter, electrooculogram, critical flicker fusion
frequency;

- Subjective methods - rating scales;

* Loading tasks - continuous and discrete; paced and self-paced tasks;

* Performance measures - reaction time, etc.; and
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0Observations - task analysis and behavioral measures.

The categorization of toy nique In ths taxonomy rekfets a particular Interest in physiological measures of
workload (Strasser, 1937). Clearly, classification schemres are created to meet specific floods of the
researcher and the intended user and appicatlor.

An E~wxW 7b~aia 1kn=

The workload technique taxonomy used for Ws reportIsshown In Table 2-1. It s designedto be
tlexM- and meaningful In addrkessing OWL lisues in the Ainiy. It differs from previous taxonormies in that
greater emphasis Is placed on those analytical techniques that can be used to predict OWL during systemn
concept developmenI and preliminary system design. Previous taxonornies and most OWL research
have concentrated on empirical techniques that are appicabl only at more advanced stages in the
"ytem development cycle - - I.e., they are lest and evaluation oriented rather than design oriented. The
ternm analytit:al is used to label techniques which are used In a predlictive manner without actually
employing an operator; operator-In-the-loop techniques are labeled empirical. It is qufte clear that the
"Army ees bolh types of techniques. The taxonomy Is elaborated In the discussion of classes of
techniques In subsequent chapters and preeented in detail to Includle all techniques In Chapter 8.

AnalyticalThnAWMe The twos of "h analytical technicques is on workload analysis that maky be
applied without operators-ln-the-kcop. These techniques are used to predict workload early in systemn
development where the greatest design eIxbflity Is available with the least Impact on system cst. These
techniques may also be used throughout hardware development to guide, augment, or extrapolate
beyond operator-ln-the-bWo Investigations. The analytical techniques are classilfied Into five catsegores:
(a) Comparison; (b) Expert Opinion; (c) Mathematical Models; (d) Task Analysis Methods; antd (e)
Shrnulattn Models. These analytical categories are dkscusse In detail in Chapter 3.

Enhpfrfca Tachnkses. The empirical technkiqes have received considerable attention and are
,he most familiar methods (O'Donnell & Eggemeler. 1986). The taxonomy of empirical techiqkues
presented here includes four majo categories (O'Donnell and Eggemoler, 1986) and is simnilar to that
develoe by Wierwille and WVI~ges (1978) . These Includle: (a) Primary task measurements which focus
on the degree to which human and system performance achieve stated goals. (b) Subjective rnoolhods
that atses operator opinion and Include rating scales as well as questionnaire$ and Interviews, (c:)
Secondary task approaches have been used to examine the amount of operator spare capacity. ((d)
Physiological techniques, both classical (e.g., heart rate) and specilaized (e.g., heart rae variability or
evoked potentials) which continue to be examined as to their most appropriate appication in workload
assqssmne;,. These classes of techniques are discussed in I.Chapters 4, 5, 6, and 7, respectively.
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Table 2-1. Taxonomy of workload assssment tocheiiques.

TECHNIQUE CATEGORY SUBCATEGORY

r xpert Opinion Manual Control Models

Math Models Information Theory/Anwlytic -. Task Analysis ModeelsgTer
ModelsSMethods Models

Simulation
Models

Primay Task Systern Response
Operator Response

Subjective F Rating Scales
MethodsL Questlonnaire/interview

Empirical Subsidiary Task

Secondary Task Probe Task

Dual Task

Physiological Classical

P Specialized

Some Addkltia Dflnltlonal luu In OWL

Trere are some additional definitons and conceptual toolb useful for workload analysis. Because of

Ihair relevance for analysis and workload assessment, they ate addressed in this setVrmn The issues tend

to be more important for empirical techniques than for analytical techniques; however, the) are relevant for

both. Analytical techniques use definitions to identify performance and workload measurement. The

developer and user can decide in a relatively direct manner how he wants to assess workload. With
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empircal techniques, however, the Issue is not quite as straightforward. It Is rot easy to go back to collect

data that were nissed on the first test. Nor is it easy to scrap a technique and replace it with another that

provides a more desirable level of qualty and detall. Clarification of these concepts at this point will hqlp

the reader in evaluating the subsequent review and discussion.

Sw MWy of Tecnoe and Mimsau

Sensitivity of workload assessment techniques Is the degree to which the various techniques cci-i

differentiate between levels ot load placed upon the operator. Some Investigators (e.2., Wlerwitle et al.,

1985) have stressed Issues of workload assessment sensitivity. It Is generally accepted, mistakenly, that

most empirical workload estimation techniques are sensitive to changes In load impotoed on or

experienced by an operator. In fact, the majority of techniques are Insensitive when tested In scientific

experiments. For example, Wierwille and his colleagues tested 25 different techniques In four

experiments and found that only about 25 to 30% of the techniques had any usable sensitivity. However,

the sensitivity aWso depends on the appropriateness of the technique for the system.

Lack of sensitivity is the single most critical Issue In selection of an empirical lechnklue. If a, Insensitive

technique is used, dt will indicate there are no changes In workload regardless of the values of the

irdependent variables. This could lead to systems with wor'eload problem.s discovered only after fielding.

It IE for this reason that we advocate using multiple techniques when assessing workload.

Dbagncetk~i4

Diagnosticity refers to the extent to which a technique reveals not only ovrall assessment of OWL but

also informaTion about component factors of that assessment. For example, an important diagnostic is the

ability of a measure to differentiate among various sensory, perceptual, cognitive and psychomotor

aspects of human performance. The concept as used in workload has been attributed to resource theory

(O'Donnell and Eggemeler, 1985) but the basic methodology for such a differentiation can be traced back

to Garner, Hake and Edksen (1956). The essence of the notion of diagnosticity is to be able to Identify the

specific mechanism or process Involved or overloaded during performance of a particular task. Typically,

the diagnosis is an Inference based on the Irdormation available. Garner at al. (1956) have formaiized the

concept of converging operations, a diagnostic methodology for attacking the problem in several different

ways to insure the quality of the Inference. The converging operations method is critical to the

diagnosticity of workload techniques.
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Diagnosticity is an Important issue, but most workload measursn are Inherentiy weak In this regard.

Diagnosticity can often be improved significantly by simultaneously recording system changes Induced by

the operator, i.e., recording control inputs or other observable behaviors. This Is a version of oonveiging

operations. An example is provided by Harris and Chrdsthiff (1980) In which Wontrol Inputs of the operator

were recorded simultaneously with eye movements. This allowed the Invesmgators to relate control inputs

to dwell times. They found that longer fixation time or dwell time on an instninient were associated with

control inputs while shorter times on the same Instrument were not associated With control inputs. Thus, a

long dwell time without a control input would Imply difficuy in interpreting the Instrument and in turn would

implicate a cognitive mechanism. By Inference, more mental activity anrki therefore more decision

processes were associated with the longer dwell times. Other analyses are consistent with this

suggestion (Dick, 1980). One measure by Itself would not have permitted such an Inference.

TechNiw vsA. Rom

A l'echnique is a generic term referring to a workload assessment methodology. A measure is a specific

asses•gnent scale or a metric. For example, collecting heart data with either a wrist band for pulse or chest

ele.rodes qualifies as a technique. Sooring the data for mean heart rate quaifies as s measure; it Is a form

of a metric and data analysis applied to heart data. (it may also Involve considerably different assessment

scales.) Similarly, evaluatiýr' ý'eart rate variability is another measure or metric appled to data collected with

a heart technique.

When selecting empirical estimates of performanca to derive workload, an Investigator must not only

choose appropriate techniques, but also appropriate measures. Within a technique, sensitivity may vary

with the measure selected. For examnple, If time estimation has been selected as a technique to be used,

there are many measures that could be employed: absolute error, standard deviation of estimates, root

mean squared (RMS) error, or number of no-response Intervals. Technique sensitivity Is often dependent

upon the measure used. Wierwille and Connor (1983) and Savage, Wierwille, and Cordes (1978)

demonstrated this for two secondary task techniques (i.e., time estimation and digit shadowing).

Measures should be selected carefully and should be based upon previous research or preliminary

hnvestigation.

Technique vs. Procedure

A procedure is the application of a technique specifying the steps taken in applying a technique. This

is like plotting out two different routes to get from point A to point B. Differences will be in terms of the
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quality of the ride, the time taken, the likelihood of getting lost, etc. Similarly, a given technique (,,n be

applied In different ways and each variation may affect performance dfferently. For example, time
estimation can be used in many ways. The following are examloles o1 procedural variations:

* Subject produces intervals x seconds long, or x seconds after an auottory or visual
signal.

"* Instructions ;ndicate whether task Is to be neglected under high load or to be
performed regardless of load.

"• Interval produced Is to be 5, 10, 15, 20, or 25 seconds.

"• Subject's response is verbal, pushbutton, or pedal actuation.

"• Subject is inmtructed to count or subject Is instructed not to count.

Because performance, as well as sensitivity and diagnosticity of the technique, is affected by procedure

as well as by technique and measure, each aspect of a procedure should be considered and decided

upon before actual data collection. Procedural aspects should be based on results reported in the
literature and application specifics. As with the second example at the beginning of this chapter, a
procedural chae as simple as altering the mode of response from verbal to written responses can rmke

a big difference in both performance and the subjective experience of the respondent.
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An analytic,-l technique produces results that are wvJ'd to prod~ct performance and estimate workload
withoot-at~ually havi nah'umran operator exercise thIe sys-tem. This definition of analytical technique
applies even when a oot~ntlal operator of the Wsysem under devel•pment, or the operator of a similar
system, may offer expert opinion as a subjI•c ma',ter expert (SME).\,r contrast to analytical techniques,

empfldcai techniques are those which require a human op) rator to Interact with the system in question.

The identification and development of useful analytical •cod•ures for estimating workload and predicting
performance continues to be an actively pursued goal. This is especially true in the alpliled sector, where

system developers need to assess workload early in the design process while conceptual designs are

easily modified.

S
The general difficulties that exist with the assessment of OWL (as described In Chapter 2) are most

pronounced for analytical techniques. The lack of operator Interaction with the system presents problems;
in defining the relevant workload Issues and measures. There i13 also the added difficulty of the scarcity of !

detailed data' about the system that is to be operated by the human. Typically, analytical techniques
predic•t performance and potential performance failures. Wo)rkload, therefore, is often an Inference

derived from a prediction that a task cannot be performed tc, criteria or standards. For example, an

operator's activities may require more time than is avtuilable with n the time constraints and requirements of

the mission.

There is no fully accepted formal model defining the fact( rs wh;•h drive workload nor relating the

contribution of each factor t.o overall workload and its subseqL' ent Impact on performance. The result of
this deficiency is that variouls analytical techniques use differ nt measures to assess workload. Some

techniques estimate workload without explicitly considering thr hu~man, 'efining workload In terms of task

deans uc a umer o tss o e er~rnd.OterStytoa\imt th prtr tetoa
reserve capacity, following theoretical COnstruct,.of hurman a :)Illfes. Finally, some analytical techniques
attempt to Incorporate empirical or ob.served human pr, rorr~nnce c•p~#blitltes within the workload

estimation process.

Few, If any, of the available analyticcal arproaches may b,, coneldored to captuhre the fuli complexity of
the workload issue. Hownver, the techr•'oJes cover a vrlrfry of v'o~'Wo~d hrt'•. Thus, each individual

method can provide the developer some useful OWL Info.,mn ftc, a• well a• itrhrm~!ion abou.t the operator
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and system performance. In general, two conclusions may be drawn about analytical techniques In

particular, and OWL techniques In general:

"* A battery of techniques, both analytical and, Vf possible, empirical, Is needed for each
situation.

"* Different Attuatlons require a different mix of OWL assessment technklues.

A number of very useful techniques have evolved. Some are more general than others, and some

more applicable to certain problem domains thani to others; the difficulty Is to determine which techniques

are best suited for a specific application. The intent of thIs chapter Is to describe the various analytical

procedures, assess the utility of each, and provide specific examples of each procedure. Table 3-1

comprises five major categories of workload estimation techniques, each of which Is described in detail in

subsequent sections of this chapter. The firsl class of techtiques Involves comparison with predecessor

or reference systems. The second technique, expert opinion, Involves the elicitation of workload

estimates and predictions from operators or other system experts. Third, matheratical models represent

attempts to abstract and quantify aspects of the human-machine system through the use of formal

mathematical representations and relationships. Fourth, task analysis techniques, based on detailed

decompositions of the Intended missions Into individual tasks, are described. Lastly, approaches to

computer simulation of human performance are considered.

Table 3-1. Taxonomy of analytical techniques.

ANALYTICAL TAXONOMY

* Comparison

* Expert Opinion
* Mathematical Models

* Task Analysis Methods

* Simulation Models

A .mnary Evaimm of Ana""l/ Techn4.ss

In addition to a review of the techniques, there Is an intent to provide guidance on which procedures

may bo best suited to a given set of resources and measurement goals. Toward that end, Table 3-2

provides an overview of the techniques and a consensual judgment of the present authors about the data
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Table 3-2. Comparative overview of the analytical techniques.

Dow Ccwfo
Technique Reqtur�enMe RIequiremrnts DOgnoutcity SUboclvky

CaIPWtn System level Low cost/ Low High
Low effort

Export
Opinion Task level Low cost/ Low-Moderate High

Low effort

MA Models Task level Low cost/ Low-Moderate Low
High effort

TAk Aneyala

Time Based Task level Low cost/ Low-Moderate Low
Moderate effort

McCracken- Task level Low cost/ Low-Moderate Moderate
Aldrich M'oderate effort

Sl~mJullon

Siegel-Wolf Task level Moderate cost/ Low Moderate
High effort

SAINT Task level Moderate cost/ Low-Moderate Moderate
High effort

Micro SAINT Task level Low cost/ Low-Moderate Moderate
Moderate effort

SIMWAM Task level Moderate cost/ Low Moderate
Moderate effort

SWAS Task element High cost Low Moderate
level Moderate effort

HOS Task element Low cost/ Moderate-High Low
level High Effort

" Cost refers to acquisition costs in dollars. Effort Includes number of personnel and development
time/effort.
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requirements, costs, diagnosticity, and subjec",vty of each technique.The column entries ate defined as

follows. The term data requirements refers to the level of detail required to use the technique. These

range from system level data for comparison down to the task element level for simulations. Cost refers to

the acquisition cost of the technique while effort refers to the relative number of human hours needed to

apply the technique. Diagnosticiy gives an estmate of how well the technique will pinpoint causes of

workload. Subjectivity refers to the amount of judgment required on the par of the user and/or SMEs.

The potential user may consult this table as a guide to identify techniques of particular interest, and then

pursue additional reading for more information.

- wkm Eft" SyWms

New system development is traditionally more evolutionary than revolutionary. Typically, an enemy's

technological developments or increased level of threat requires upgrading or replacing older weapons

systems with newer versions that perform essentially the same functions. In this case, trMe older system

can provide an abundance of lessons learned, if that Information can be obtained in a useful format. Tho

comparison method uses the physical arid functional similarities between existing and proposed systems

to extrapolate data from the fielded system and apply them to the conceptual system. There is little

published material describing the application of comparison to workload Issues, although some

techniques have been developed in allied areas. However, more formal techniqueJ for this comparison

process must be developed if its full potential is to be realized. Relevant work which has been reported is

briefly summarized below.

Use of Compariwon for Predicting WodbWad

A systematic attempt to use a comparative technique for predicting OWL is that of Shaffer, Shafer and

Kutch ('986). They developed workload estimates for a single crew light experimental helicopter (LHX)

scout mission. They based "heir estimates on an earlier detailed, time-based workload analysis of scou'.

missions conducted in a OH-58D helicopter with a two-person crew. Had a good workload database

already existed on the OH-58D, their comparison might have been performed more easily and effectively.

Nevertheless, their offort represents one of the flist attempts to systematically compare conceptual and

existing systems in terms of OWL.
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UV* of CoinPadhn for ProtIct bgSystern Eftcflvecet

John, Klein and Taylor (1986) have developed a formnalzed comparison method for evaluating a system

by using analcgical reasoning based upon what Is known about a comparable system. Their method,

known as Corrarison-Based Prediction (CBP), Is an extension of Comparatility Analysis used by the Air

Forie to estimate system reliability and logistic requirements. CBP Is essentially a technique for

structioring and quantifying SME opinion and Involves identifying factors that are expected to Influence

rmlevant system characteristcs of interest. Comparison cases or systems are then selected and rated as to

whether they possess more or less of these characteristics. The causes of these judged differences are

then examined ultimately, to Identify adjustment factors that can be applied to the comparison system

operational data to produce predictfons for the systom under study. In cases where applicable operational

data do not exist, they can be generated by SME estimates, although this will reduce confidence in the

results obtained.

CBP feasibility studies were conducted to develop estimates of the training effectivenes8 of three

traling devices: automotive maintenance task trainers, tank gunnery simulators, and nowitzer trainers

(John et al., 1986). These studies indicated that CBP was a viable fistimation technique that was useful in

generating design recommendations. While CBP has not yet bwen applied to workload explicitly, the

authors atate that It could "... enhance a preliminary subjective workload assessment model by providing

reference anchors in comparable equipment, existing metrics, and operational experience" (p. 152).

Eady Ccunpmubfty AnalYss In Aftfowv Puanng aWi TraIng (MPT)

The Army MANPRINT initiative encourages the use of predecessor or reference systems in the

analysis of anticipated new system requirements (U. S. Army, 1987). To that end, an Early Comparability

Analysis (ECA) methodology has been developed (U. S. Army Soldier Support Center, 1986) to Identify

MPT requirements early in the material acquisition process. A baseline comparison system, either an

actual whole system or a composite system made up of applicable components of other systems, is

defined and used to establish high driver tasks. These tasks which significantly impact MPT concerns

help to define the expected number and types of peopie or the required amount of training. The

MANPRINT Initiative may be expected to promote the use cf comparability assessments of OWL.
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The advantage of the comparison technique for predicting OWL Is Its ability to obtain more rigorous

data than purely subjective estimates. Currently, comparison is less of a well defined technique than it Is a

generalized procedure. Although one nmgit Ike to see empirical workload data used as the basis for

estimating the workload on the conceptual system, such a data base could Miso be obtained from val!dted

analyticall techniques such as task analysis. These data can be oxisting, or collected specifically for

comparison purposes. Unfortunately, most current operational systems do not have a workload database,

and for those systems that do, the data often have questionable reliability and validity.

Thus, the comparison technique offers a fairly straightforward analysis, but only If data are available on a

predecessor system. The if seems to loom large. While it is likely that the technique is often used

informally (and overlaps the expert opinion technique), there appears to be a lack of documented

applical•ions. One major impediment to making comparison analysis a viable technique is the lack of

systematic databases on existing systems. However, as operator-in-theloop workload evaluations of

existing systems become more of an estabWshed practice, use of comparative techniques to estimate

new, derivative system workload should be facilitated. For example, a good, solid database is being built

for heico)pter evaluations (e.g., Szabo, Bierbaum, & Hocutt, 1987) which will make OWL comparison much

easier for helicopters. If similar databases are constructed for other types of systems, the comparison

techniques may be expected to have growing utility,

Expr Opinion

Expert opinion is the oldest and most extensively employed workload prediction technique. This is

probably due to several factors incdricIng ease of implementation, relatively low cost, and a large supply of

experts. The first part of this apprcach, given a system defined to some preliminary level of detail, is to

identify the users or developers of systems that are either predecessors or functionally similar to the

system under study. These individuals or subject matter experts are then given a description of the new

system and its intended use, perhaps within the context of a detailed operational scenario. The next step

is the elicitation of the subjective opinions of the SMEs on how the system might perform, focusing on

major strengths and weaknesses. Analytical evaluations of workload may be developed through this

approach in a manner similar to that used in the comparison method. Employed as described, this

technique provides a capability to identify broad workload problem areas early In the design process.

The application of the expert opinion technique desudi)ed above is usually relatively informal. Often, it

is of considerable benefit for the workload analyst to have an expert describe the details of operation in an
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unstructured manner. However, this Informality may introduce considerable variability Into the quality of

the results obtained, Whether due to levels of expericice, familiarity with types of systems, verbal

capabilities or SME bias, individual differences In SMEs can produce a substantial spread in the workload

estimates. There also may be miscommuricatlon between the Investigator describing the system and the

SMEs, resulting in an erroneous understanding of how the system operates. Flschoff (1983) provides a

good overview of the problem of eliciting expert opinion. For this technique to be more objective, a

structured, formal approach Is needed in both the selection of SMEs and the elicitation of Information.

Delphi Technique

Attempts to structure expert opinion have been made; the Delphi method, for example, has been

developed for reducing the variability in SMEs' workload estimates (Dalkey, 1969). This technique is "...a

process whereby subjective Judgements or the implicit decision-making processes of experts can be

made more objective and explicit" (Moister. 1985, p. 423). Generally, Delphi is adrinistered to a group of

SMEs. The eventual goal is to arrive at a group consensus, for example, on the expected workload for the

defined system and scenario. The Delphi Technique involves several phases, most of which are Iterations

or rounds in which the results of previous rounds are summarized and returned with a questionnaire to the

group of SMEs. The method is most applicable to situations In which existing referents or comparison

systems are not available, or where extrapolation or prediction are required. The validity and reliability of

the Delphl method is subject to the same constraints as any other subjective method, but where such

methods are required, the more structured Delphi method may strengthen the results.

Prospective Subjective Techniques

The most significant systematic effort in expert opinion has been the development of an analytical,

prospective application of the Subjective Workload Assessment Technique (SWAT), dubbed Po-SWAT

(Reid, Shingledecker, & Eggemeier, 1984). Because less work has been done using Pro-SWAT, we

defer discussion of most of the details of its development and application to Chapter 5 which describes.

SWAT. Like SWAT, Pro-SWAT has a scale development phase and an event scoring phase. The

procelural outline of a Pro-SWAT session, as described by Kuperman and Wilson (1985), involves the

following steps:

" Define workload and describe SWAT and Pro-SWAT.

"Develop the measurement scale.
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Describe the mission equipment tackage including controls and displays (i.e., the
switching logic and formats).

" Provide an overview of the rnissioii scearlo segments that comprise the role playing

exercise.

"* Execu!e role playing - Run through the sce, ,.. io using whatever props are available.

"* Obtain Pro-SWAT ratings- Obtain ratings after completion of each signifi.ant task or
mission segment.

"• Conduct a structured debriefing.

Pro-SWAT has been applied to a variety of systems Acton an, Crabtree (1985) used it to eviluate an

improved version of a military C3 system; Detro (1985) Eggleston (1984), Eggleston and Quinn (1984) all

describe applications to advanced aircraft systems; anc Kuperman (1985) describes the use of Pro-SWAT

in evaluating advanced helicopter crewstation concepis. Eggleston (1984) compared Pro-SWAT and

SWAT wcrkload ratings provided by two separate groaiil of pilots. One group participated in a Pro-SWAT

exercise using several configur3tions of an adv3nced attack aircraft, the other group flew these

configurations under the same scenarios in a flight simulator. A Pearson correlatiomi coefficient of .85 was

obtained beiwoen Pro-SWAT and SWAT, indicating s, high degtee of agreement between the analytical

and empirical techniqups.

In summary, the utility of tt•; expert opinion techniques for OWL prediction is high during initial stages

of system design. Evidence from the studies reporter, above suggests their use in situations when more

objective methods are not applicable, and forma iz ng expert op!nIon, as represented by the Delphi

technique, helps the SME to define workload more objectively.

Theoretically, any empirical subjective assessm(int technique such as SWAT could be used as an

analytical technique and performed prospectively. Doing so would provide a more structured process for

eliciting expert opinion. However, the results wculd be subject to the same caveats as the parent

empirical toichnique, as well as considerations based on the introspective nature of SME estimates.

MMNOMcal Models

One of the earliest goals of rasearchercs in workioad-related areas was to develop a rigorous

mathematical rrodel which would be useful for predicting cperator/system performance. In principle, such

a model would identify the relevant variables awl, combine them al. prmpriately so that workload-associated
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effects on performance could be accurately and miably estimated or predicled. The major teps, at In all

attempts to model numan performance, were to:

I identify variables that Influence woridoad either directly or indirectly.

* Determina the lawful relationships by which these variables combine.

* Establish how the resultant workload predictions drive predictions of performance.

To date, no fuily comprehensive maihematical model has been developed. Several Investigators have

taken existing models from engineering applicatlon domains and extended them to some aspect(s) of

wokload-related operator performance. The most prominent of these models are based on manual

control, information theory, and queuing theory. Each model is proposed to contain some parameter or

component that reflecs the operators load or effort under specified conditions. Some models contain

specific parameters that are proposeJ to be an Index of load; others presume loading by defining the

environmental Input characteristics that are assumed to affect OWL and performance. The assumption in

both cases is that these models will predict workload-related drivers and resulting performance.

Many of the models described below are aimed at continuous control tasks or Information monitoring

tasks which have information presented on separate displays. In part, this ls because these tasks have

been and still are Important In complex system control. More Importantly, the associaed performance

characteristics are definable and thus are amenable to this level of mathematical modeing. Today, with

greater use of automated flight control systems and tultifunctlon informatlon displays, the manual control

task characteristics are becoming relatively less important. This does not mean, however, that operator

workload is concomrnitantly reduced. Indeed, the reverse Is true. The Implication Is that mathematical

models need to be developed that reflect the current set of Increasingly cognitive tasks.

A bmnu Codn o AWN#

The manual control models fall into two genI ,al categodos, those based on classical control theory and

those that use modem state-space estimation methods as exemplified by the optimum conrol model.

Both were deveklpad within thoi context of continuous manual control tasks, such as piloting a vehicle.

Consequently, their application to workload estimation and prediction i generally restricted to

environments InvoMng continuous controlling tasks, )eslgners attempt to rmodel the human operator

engaged In such a task so the combined human-niachne system performance may be determined. The

resultant model reflects the effctt (workdoad) the operator Is expending In order to maintain control of the

system. Extended treatments of both of these types of models can be found in the literature (e.g., Kelley,
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1966; Shertoar. & Fefrell, 1974; Rouse, 1960). For an excellerd treatment of behavioral aspects of cont tol
theory see Pew (1974).

Manual control models have proven extremely valuable In aircraft system developmnent where acaj rat a
prediction of handing qualities Is essertWalto development of flyable aircraft. Although these models may
be adapted to estimate measures assoccared with OWL, In tWe context, the mathematical sophistication
requi~red to develo or even understand the models limits their applicability. Detailed system parameters
must also be provided to exercise Owese models fuly; these parameters are frequently not aval!able during
early concet development. Consequently, manual control models are i'* viable for many coniceptual
system evaluations.

Oasia Oifrb Theory. rlassical control theory uses cloec :oop stability analysis methods to
generate desevtbng functions of the human oporsatc engaged In a corthuous control task. In essence,
the human Is consWarsd to be & servomnechansm t~erting to elmninate paceived errort, Error, such as
doeviation from paWt, Is the Input to the model, and operator response via iorne manipulator device Is the
output. These models provide a continuous prediction of operator coAput over time. In workload
eallmatkin applications, a baseglne operator descri~ng function Is developoid. Excternal boating factors are
then applied which change the characeristIcs of the model In a manner Wriich Is believed to be indicative
of workload. For example, system response lags to operator control ln%-u3. can be varied. Changes
ascribed to Increased loading may be used to predic OWL to the e~xtent that the conditions under which
the describing function was developed are generalizable.

Ant application of classicial control theory to the workload estimation problem Is described in Holisater
(1966). A model Is developed to estimaste the aillocation of an aircrMf plkWs ftnterbn among continuos
control and a number (f other manage"a tasks. The model provides rWdWight r the nature of control task
degradation due to divided attention through changes In the describing turnctons. It also provides vin
indication of the attentional demands rsqured for control activiy anr the excess capacity left lor
managerial tasks. The stated assumption is VWa bad handing qualulos leave little capacit for managerial
tasks; good handing qualities leave more capacity. System desigo goals are to fiwumixize excess control
capacity. For example, to reduce the attentional demandW for primary flight cortrol, displays can be
redesigned so 1hat lest time Is rsrluired for gathering flight Information. Degsie thei ability of the model to
predic perofmuncs, it Is generally limited to continuous cozWro workload. However, the model has been
ablie to predict jpila ratings of aircaft handlin quality.

OPOMnI Contro A~bdeL Modem control dheory uses sets of differerlla tua~lons contairing state
variabls and contro Variables to describe the controlled systom. This state-space estimation theory has
produced the optimal contro model (0CM). An opkimal controller, whein given a process to control, does
so by (a) observ#ing the state variables to the degre of accuracy possible, and (b) generating a control
response to these vrtsbles while ffinimlzlng a peroforance crietein or cost function. Thq criteria are
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usuailly dieflned as a function of error, control effort, or time. The 0C M assumes that a well trained human
operaltor will betive as an optimal contrW'tier. This Inpies that the operator will be aware of Nis own and the
system dynarnis. That is, the operator has knowledgje of human response capablty, the disturbances
alffacIng the system, and the criterion which defines optimal control. Variabes such as observation noise
and motor noise are used to introduce error (Baron, 1979) and can' be rslated to attontlonal scanning
which is one variable consideted to reflect difficulty, and heice workload. OG-Ma of the human operator
have performed reasonabl well In matching obseried behavior and are eapable of handling comoplex
muvltivarlaWl "ysems (Baron, 1979). Within the appfvpriate context, the predictive wildidty of these
models rmakes thern very useful, although their mathemnatcal conmloxlty makes them inaccessible to most
Investigators.

An excellent treatmenet of applications of 0CM to workload estimation may be found In Levison (1979).
In this report, Levison trame the development of the model, defines the basic workload rrodole, cites a
number of validation studies, and suggests Issues for further development of the model. Additonal
examples of the moders application can be found In Rickard and, Levison (198 1) for the prodkilion of pilot
ratings of the handling qjiality of different aircraft cornlgoratlona,. and in Wewerinko (1974) arid Smft and
Woewrirnke (1978). Thes applications of 0CM predict a workload index based on control effort wMAh is
dovelcpod In termns of 0CM pararnetera. Levlson (1970) deflnes an 0CM model containing an atten~ion
parameter which influonrces; the obsevation noise withn the stat variable estimator. This parameter min
be used to deterymine the attention allocaed to a display variabl and hence the relative Importance of th~it
display variable in a cooni task. The 0CM model can aMs be used for display design evaluation (Baron &
Levison, 1977; Gainr,. 1979).

A recent development of tha OCM approach is the Procedure-Oriented Crew (PR0CRU) Modcl
(Baron, Zachauias, Murailkharan, & tancraft, 1960). PROCRU provides a framewvork for dealing with bot'1
(Ascrete and cor4itnuous task's. In a discrete task application, Levison and Tanner (1971) replaced thi
control law with a B&iyeslan formulaton and were able to simulate hufma performance for detection ot 3
signal In noise. This 0CM has considerable breadth and most of the studies have corresponding
validation data, 0CM is clearly a performance model with parameters which represent workload
m'anipulations. These manipulations are of the form of amiplitude, frwquncy, or phase lags In' the
equations. As a retwit, workload definitions ar asmvried as the manipulations employed.

Aitý*Mn~ 7 wyllbab

Inftormation theory as applied to models of human activity achieved Its height of popularity during the
15,60's. A good general treatment of information theory can be found In Sheridan and Ferrell (1974).
Applications of information theory In psychology can be found in Attneave (1959) and Gamner (1962).
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Information theory provides a metric of the transmission nf Information through an imperfect

communication channel. The metric Is stated in terms of the log (base2) of the number of alternatives

weighted by their probabilities of occurrence. Infrormation transmission is a reduction in the number of

8ltematives which Is expressed as a reduction of uncertainty. Two alternatives which contain common

information stre said to be redundant. The channel IMrerfections are defined, for example, as noise and

limits of channel capacity which result In lost lidormation (equlrocation).

One of the first applications of Information theory to the workload domain was that of Senders (1964).

In this applica3tion, a model was used to describe this division of attention by an operator monitoring

intonnatioii displays. It assumed that an operator, wilth a limited input channel capacity, sampled each

Information display at a frequency necessary to reconmruct the signal being presented on that display

within spcifi error tolerances. The amount of time spent sampling each Instrument Is summed over all

Instruments to determine the fraction of the operator's time that must be spent observing. This time

fraction is used as a measure of visual workload imposed by the information displays.

The use of Information theory in the analysis and estimation of workload has been limited. Despite

some efforts (e.g-, Crawford, 1979; Rault, 1976), applications in realisticafly complex environments are

difficult to achieve due to the necessity of a priori establishment of the relevant simple and conditional

stimulus and response probabilities. Because information theory provides output with respect to steady-

state situations, it is not well suited for representing dynamic changes In workload. The impact ol

information theory is probably most strongly felt through the adoption of its concepts such es limited

channel capacity, Information transmission, redundancy, and other concepts now contained in Information

processing approaches to behavior (Gamer, 1974).

Queuing Theory Models

Queuing theory models of human-machine interaction characterize the operator as a single-channel

processor sharing attertional resources serially among a variety of tasks. The human is conceptualized as

a "serverN processing multiple tasks and "server utilization" or "busyness" Is used as a measure of

workload. These models generally apply to situations In which performance times are critical. Within

queuing theory, performance times include both the time it takes to execute various tasks, as well as the

time that tasks must wait before being performed. Rouse (1980) provides a good discussion of queuing

theory and its appication to human-machine modeling.

The emphasis in queuing models Is more on when tasks are performee, rather than how they are

performed. As indicated by Rouse, these models are most appropriate in multltask situations in which the
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operator must cope with task priorities and with perfomiance requirements that vary among the tasks.

Using Jahns' (1973) categorization of workload (Chapter 2), queuing theory models are concerned

primarily with the Input load to the operator. A benefit of queuing models Is that fractional attention is

computed as , function of time and system performance dynarmics are taken into acocunt.

The queuing theory approach to workload estimation is generally considered in conjLnction with

Senders' analysis of monitoring lasks (e.g., Senders. Elkind, Grignetti, & SmralWood, 1966; Senders &

Posner, 1976). However, others such as Schmidt (1978), analyzing the workload of air traffic controllers,

ard Walden and Rouse (1978), modeling pilot decision behavior, have also successfully appled this

approach.

OwN•mhr Aftm**

The above sections have suggested the major appWIcatlonm of mathematical models to predicting

workload. However, a variety of other nx)delirg; approaches have be"n proposed, but have had limited

ure in a workload context. For example, Morly (1976) discussed the use of Signal Detection Theory.

Signal detection involves asking A subject to detect signals imn1edded In noise. De2ection of a signal

when present is a true positive (correct) and detection of a signal when none was prosented is a false

positive, (error). By varying the probability of a signal actudiilly pnrsent, It Is possIble to ')enerate receiver

operating curves (ROC) which indicate both true signal Oitection and cubject bias fc r false positives.

Signal Cete,'ion analogues have been developed and used within optimal control theory (Leviason &

Taoiner, 1971); this aqricatlon may be useful for predicting OWL.

Finally, White, MacKinnon and Lyman (19851) have outlined a model based on a ffodifled Petri net

system for workload estimation and prediction. The work was an attempt to demonstrale that the model

was sersitlive to workload manipulations and achieved promising results. However•, the predictive

capability of the model Is still to be demonstrated.

summw

The application of manual control theory to workload estimation and prediction is generally restricted to

environments involving continuous controlling tasks. During that period when workload was practically

synonymous with vehicular r/ontrol, manual r.ontrol models were easily the most irderesting and promising

class of techniques providing predictions to system desigriers. In the present day, these models may be

adapted to estimate measures generally associated with OWL, but the rmeathematical sophisticailon

required to develop or even understand the models limits their appicabl~ity. Detailed system parameters
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must also be provided• o exercise these models fully; these parameters are frequently not available during

early concept development. Consequently, manual control models are generally not viable for most

conceptual system evaluatlons.

Siisw populanty of mathematical models seems to have waned. information theory was most popular in

the 1960's and manual control theory and queuing theory predominated during the 1970's. Although

many of these models have experienced considerable success within the domain for which they were

Intended, they seem to have been supplanted in the 1980's by computerized task analysis and

simulation models. A major problem with mathematical modeling Is the absence of explicitly defined

worldoad parameters. Thus, whle model outputs my Identify and quantify particularly busy periods within
a given time slice, or particularly high periods of In•fomatlon transfer, it is never quite clear how, or if, these

phanomena relate to high workload. This observation, it should be pointed out, is not restricted to

mathematical models alono and probably has relevance to most analytical techniques and methodologies.

"There is always a place for a useful mathematical model, even if the model is not as broad as one would

like. An obvious and hopeful evolution would be that certain of these niathematical models, especially the

optimal control model which can cover aspects of queuing formulations, might be Incorporated into the

simulation models. It would certainly seem feasible to bring such models Into simulations in a form which

more people could use.

Tok An**

Ta,.k analysis techniques have a Ong history (Drury et al., 1987) and are the most commonly used of all

analytical tools for predicting workload In the preliminary design process. This is partly due to the military

requirement for a task analysis to be performed during system development (MIL-H-48855B). It Is a fairly

natural extension from this requirement to derive OWL estimates from the task analysis.

Task analysis methods seek to produce operator performance requirements as a function of fixed

increments of tme defined against a scenario background. The basic task analysis process begins with

definition of a mission scenario or profle. Next, the general mission requirements are systematically

decomposed Into mission segments, functions, and operator tasks; the tasks In turn are decomposed into

detailed operator task element requirements. These elernentel task requirements are defined as operator

actions required to complete the task within the cotrext of the system characteristics. Thus, the timing

and sequencing of operator actions will depend on the nature and layout of controls and displays. The

result of the analysis Is an operator activity profile as a function of mission time and segment, essentially a

time-based analysis of performance requirements.
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A natural consequence of time-based task analysis Is to define OWL operationally as t0"r stress. Time

stress is expressed as a ratio of Time required (Tr) to perform a task over the Time a/ailable (Ta), yielding

Tr/Ta. Workload situations of concern are, therefore, those which cause the operator to approach the

edges of the performance envelope, that is Tr/Ta approaches 1.0. This definition enompasses only one

aspect of workload: time stress. A technique Incorporating such a definition Is useful, but probably best

utilized as an Initial coarse filter to Identify gross design deficiencies and for cases In which the time

required for a task is well defined. Diagnosticity, In the time-Ono technique, is limited to identifying general

functional Imitations where demands exceed operator capacity to respond within some time frame.

Other approaches are more detailed In the analysis of tasks, further partitioning them into components

relevant to sensory channel or body part (e.g., eyes, ear, hand, foot, etc.). Recent methods have

included a still more detailed analysis structure in an attempt to identify types of cognitiva loads imposed

on the operator. However, these more detailed approaches still typically contain tGme stress (Tr/Ta) as a

major contributor in the estimation of workload. Nevertheless, diagnosticity Improves by virtue of

identification of specific components that may be overloaded.

There are many variations on the basic task analysis structure. The differences will be clarified in the

discussions of each of the methods. The models presented her4 are Intenued to "_ illustrative of the

class of infomation that can be integrated into the models and the nature of the results that can be

obtained. A review of many task analysis technriques may be found in Meister (1985).

Tkne-Bm6 Task Analyft A=c.m

Timeilne Task Analysis. A recent application of the timeline analysis technique employing the
Tr/Ta metric is that described in Stone, Gulick and Gabriel (1987). They used this technique to Identify
workload with respect to specific sensory-motor channels encountered In overall aircraft operations.
Validation efforts are reported by the authors, with the results indicating that the procedure "...provides a
reasonably accurate Index for predicting the time required to complete observable tasks within the
constraints of an actual riVesson."

Woediowi Ausmwnoer Mok (VAM). The Workload Assessment Model was introduced as part of
a more comprehensive human-machine system design aid, Computer Aided Function-Allocation
Evaluation System (CAFES). WAM Is Intended to estimate the effects of alternate function allocations on
OWL (Edwards, Cumow, & Ostrand, 1977). In WAM, a mission timellne is developed which indicates what
tasks are performed durlrg the mission and in what sequence they ate performed. The individual
sensory-motor channels (e.g., eyes, ears, hands, feet, etc.) that are involved in the execution of each task
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are WIentlfied. WAM computes the channel utilization percentape Including the amount of time that each

channel Is occupied within a specific time segment. Percentages over a specified threshold level are

considered exce'jslvo, and Identify either function allocation deficiencies, design Inadequacies, or both.

A variant of WAM, the Statistical Workload Assessment Model (SWAM), allows shifting excessive

work•oad tasks in time in an attempt to reduce the workload level. This, In effect, is a rescheduling of tasks

to reduce time stress. Linton, Jahns, and Chateller (1977) report one application of SWAM. They

examined a conceptual VFNA-V/STOL aircraft to determine whether a single pilot could manage the

aircraft and its avionics subsystems In defined mission phasos. The results indicated the potential single-

pilot operablilty for the aircraft, but did not estabell any validity measures for the assessment technique.

The 1'te.Basod AnaWlsi of Significant Coordinated Opmratlons (TASCO). TASCO analyzes

tactical miston cockp; workdoad using the standard time-based approach (Roberts & Crites, 1985; Ellison
& Roberts, 1983), The basic analytical component of the method is the EDAM (Evaluation, Decision,
Action, and Monitoring) loop. Evaluation takes into account the Impact of Inforrmaion display design. The

decision Is made by the pilot based on training, experience. tactical doctrine and situatk al awareness

applies to the evakiation of the data displayed. The decision results In an action via the cockpit controls
which is then monit•)red to evaluate the outcome of the action.

Two types of analysis are performed in TASCO. The first is crewstation task analysis, which is a design

evaluation performed by an SME using a 5 point rating scale to Judge design elements that are especially

crucial tu mission performance. The second is a Busy Rate Index analysis, which is essentially a Tr/Ta

estimate over a set time interval. How the above mentioned EDAM loops are integrated Into these

analyses Is unclear, as 1i; the current state of development of 0., TASCO model.

Computerized Rapid Analysis of Workload (CRAWL). CRAWL Involves expert opinion

superimposed upon a task analysis background with two basic sets of inputs (Bateman & Thompson,
1986; Thompson & Bateman, 1986). The first set of Inputs includes task descriptions generated by
SMEs on the proposed system under study, along with SME-generated workload ratings for four separate

channels - visual, a=uditory, cognitive and psychomotor. Additionally, the average time for task completion
and a short verbtl description of each task are included. The second cet of inputs contains timing
information. including the starting time for each occurrence of each task executed during the mission

segment. Overal! workload for each time segment is computed by summing the workload ratings for the

four channels.

In an effort to validate CRAWL, workload estimates obtained while operator, flew a single seat simulator

were compared to CRAWL predictions of workload for six combat misseon scenarios. Overall, an average

correlation of 0.74 was found between the predicted workload levels and pilot subjective workload ratings

obtained during the simulation study. The correlation !.dlicates good agreement between the two

measures.
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Wci*kw h*iiu (W4NODEX. W/INDF.X oxorttnes mr~sslon, task, and tlw*Ilne anslyywm with theories
of attention and human perlonnance to predict aftentlobial demandsi in a orewstatlon (North, I 9d6). It
dMf~rs from other task an&ayIca techniques by provitling estimates of the effect of time-sharing loads
Imposed by concurrent task demands. W/INDEX estimates workload demtands foh one-second segmentds
baseo on individusi task difficulty and timne-sharing deficits.

W/1NDEX operates on the following data:

" C4rwetafion Interface channels,

"* Human activity list,

"* Attention Involvement levels,

*Interface confdct matrix, and

*Operator activity timelines.

W/INDEX was applied to three different conceptual cockpi designs and was denonstrateo to be sensitive
to design changes although apparently not validated against empirical studes.

Thw PftftwK4m.A~h Aqxwh

McCracken, Aldrich, and their associates have recently developed a task analysis approach bor
predicting OWL that does not rely solely on the time-based definition of workload (McCracken & Aldrich,
1984; Alt~rlch, Craddock & McCracken, 1984; Aldrich & Szabo, 1988). These authors attempted to
improve the cdlagnostlcity of workload predictions by identitying four (and later, five) behavioral dime3nsions
which contribute Ito overall workload levels. They were also among the first to Isolate explcitly cognitive
workload demands, This approach has Impacted other task analysis methods (e.g., CRAWL described
above) and simulation methods (e.g., Micro Saint, descrbed below).

The McCracken-Aldrich methodology Involves performinp rnisslon anid task analyses that generate a
rough timeilne (i.e., one without a strict time scale) of operator tasks. These tasks are further partitioned
into elemental task requrements which, based on systm characteristics, are used to generate estimates
of workload for up to five workload dimensions (Szabo 9', &1., 1987):

0 cognitive,

*visual,

*auditory,

*kinesthetic, and
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psychormotor.

Workload assessments are made by assigning numerical ratings for oach of tI applicable workload

componera. These ratngs represent the dificu"y or effort associated with perfonning the task. It Is In

the ratings that this technique differs most from other task analyses The ratings are generated by

oomparn verbal descrptors of the task elements with the verbal anchors Idtiled with each scale value.

The five workload components are assigned scale values of one through seven (Szaibo et al., 1987). For

example, during the post mission checklist of a helicopter, the copilot performs the task of Inspecting the

exteroir of the aircraft. That task, In turn, requires that the copilot "visually Inspect each side of the

airframe" (visual scale value - 2) and "evaluate the current status of the airframe for damage" (cognitive

wcale value - 2). The scale and verbal anchors for the cognitive component ae presented for Illustrative

purposes in Table 3-3.

Estimates of the duration of each task element Ltimately are developed to construct a detailed task

timeline using one-half second intervals. Total workload Is estimated by summing across concurrent task

elements for each workload component, visual, auditory, cognitive, kinesthetic, and psychomotor, during

each time Interval. If this sum exceeds a threshold value, e.g., 7 on visual, then the operator Is assumed to

be overloaded on the component. The frequency of overloaded Intervals for each mission segment can

then be determined and the causative workload component Identified.

Table 3-3. Cognitive workload component scale (McCracken & Aldrich, 1984).

Scale Value Veebal Anchors

1 Automatic, simple association

2 Sign/signal recognition

3 Alternative eleoction

4 Encoding/decoding, recali
5 Formultdion of plans

6 Evaluation, judgement

7 Estimation, calculation, conversion

Hamilton and Harper (1984) proposed a modification of the McCracken-Aldrich technique. Their variant

replaces the summation method of workload estimation with an interference matrix approach for detailed
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workload analysis. This maltix defi~nes acccpable, marginal, a,--,4 unacceptable workloaeJ evels for each of
four workload components. A seodes of dictslon rules aire then emnployed to daflne whitether or not entire
mission segmnents have acceptable, marginal, or unascotable womload levtoi. This technique alleviates
certain interpretive problems concerning the Implcei'on of having,1 nr example, a total mission segment
rating, of 10 on visual tasks with a scale ruinge of only one to seven, WI)jatlon efforts with this technIque
Indicated that it Is sensitive to task dRiferences and reflected empirical pllo! opinion ratings obtained in
simulation studies. it was also fotind to predict slightly higher workload retlhlgs th&vr those obtained by the
empirical ratting; this bias mvay be de~irable for ~eig ptposes.

Cq#Mf Task Ars"hM

The Idea that a more detailed task-analyss structure can provide increased diagnostlcity Is an Important
one. Combining this Idea with the fMc of Increased lnflojence of cognitive tasking leads 10 the approach of
detailed decomposition of cognitive workload Into component types. This epproach has been developad
and applied to selected aircraft systems (Zachary, 1981). As In more traditional task analysis, operator
tasks are decomposed and are grouped Into four prl~nuy estegodes: cognitive, psychomotor, motor, and
commujnicativelnterntclional. A mission scenario Is Independertly developed with a variabe timeilne grain
depending on mission segmnent kfor example, an attack mission segment may be decomposed to second
by second events whereas a rt~um-to-base segment may be decomposed Into five minute Intervals).
Operational personnel then work with cognitive scientists to map operator tasks onto the scenario
timeline. Next, workload 4.veis are assigned to each operator task as the scenario unfolds. Workload
ratings for the some task may vary depending on the rnission segment! In which It is perfomrred.

In particular, the workload analysis Is based an a set of workload rating scales that describe five distinct
types of cognitive workload:

"* planning difficulty,

"* prediction difficulty,

"* calculation difficulty,

"* information processing compleotity, and

"* information absorption complexity.

In addition, eight other workload scales are utilized In the categories of: psychomnotor (pointer movement
and writing), motor (button-pushing frequency and keyset entry frequency), and Inteutctional (interruption
frequency, interruption mgitud, cominur~cation frequency, and cornmu nication complexity).
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Applications of this methodology for each time segment yields Individual ratings on thirteen scales and

averaged ratings for the four artegories (cognitive, motor, psychomotor, and Interactional), an, well as an

overall workload (average of 13 measures). This promlsing methodology has be"n recently applied to two

syst.s= - the P-3C n"ti-subnmalne warfare tactical coordnator (Zaklad, Dolmler, lavecchla, & Stokes,

1982) and the F/A-18 single-seat aircrad (Zachary, Zakiad, & Davis, 1987). Uttle formal validation has as

yet been accomplished, although the effort Is still ongoing.

Task analysis has demonstrated high utily. This defitnr.n ro workload within the various tqsk analyses

are not complete, but being based principally on time, they are clearly closely rePated to perceived OWL.

Indeed, the criteria for most tactical missions rontain a temporal component In the measure of

effectiveness (MOE). And It Is true, if a task cannot be done within the time requirerrmnts, of what

importance Is accuracy? For those situations In which time required (Tr) Is estimated to be near or

approaching the performance envelope boundaries (Ta), additional evaluations can and should be

performed to Identify OWL components which may be adversely affecting performance time.

SiMulatlon Models

The application of simulation models to the workload estimation problem Is conceptually an extension

of the traditional operator-in-the-;oop simulation procedure. The major difference, of course, Is that the

simulation effOrt Is expanded to Include a simulated operator. Similarly, simulation may be considered an

extension of tar*c analysis. Within simulation models, differences among the models Include: (a) whether

operator charrteristlcs must be deflned along with system and environmental characteristics or (b)

whether the operator model Is Incxlued as part of the overall simulation model. Melster (1985) and Chubo,

Laughery and Pdtsker (1987) review simulction modols and their applications.

Good descriptions of the operato•r, system and operational environment are the first prerequisites.

Given such a model, the problem remains to define an appropriate workload Index that can be used to

compare differences across tactical mnisions, system configurations or operational uses. In most

instances, a task loading Index such as time required/time available Is used. Furthermore, some simulation

models can predict not only operator workload, which Itself may or may not affect syctem performance, but

also system perfo mance for future comparison with empirical measures of effectiveness IMOEs).
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ShukdWW va To*& Arwjis

The distinction between the task analysis methods and the computer simulation methods is not always

clear. Simulation models have been described as elai.orated task aralysis methods with consideration of

the statistical nature of constituent elements. Most computer simulation models employ a ",sk analysis as

part of tO•h evelopment effort, and most task analyticWl methods are now computerized. The basic

distinction that is Intended in this categorization is that the task analysis methods produce operator

performance requirements as a function of fixed Increments of time defined egainst a scenario

background. Simulation models, In contrast, attempt to represent (simulate) operator behavior stati~sically

within the system under study and produce measures of effectiveness for human-system performance. In

other words, running a computerized task analysis twice would y~eld identical answers. Running a

simulation model twice would not necessarily yield the same results due to different consequences of

branching staternmnts and statistical modification of task times and, where appropriate, performance

accuracies.

Recently, Sticha (1987) has discussed two general types of models to simulate human performance,

According to Sticha, the difference between these two existing classes can be stated In terms of the ways

in which the control of sequencing of the behaviors Is accomplished. The first of these Is a network

model. This approach controls the order directly in a network by means of the way the analyst has

developed the procedures - order is defined in the procedure. Network models are a combination and

amaljamation of a number of techniques: flowcharts, program evaluation and review technique (PERT),

Markov models, decision trees, and reliability models. The second method of simuIlation is the production

rule approach. Production models control the ordering through a set of production rules and through

these rules by the environment. Sequencing Is Indirectly Inferred by a set of rules which associate a

behavioral action with an environmental event. The actions are performed only when the environmental

conditions of the rules have been met - order Is thus defined by the e.,nvironment. There are no true

production models used In workload, however, there are several hybrid models employing both the

network and the production rule approach. Sequiturs Workload Analysis System (SWAS) and the Human

Operator Simulator (HOS) are examples of hybrid models. Although both classes of models may In some

situations produce Identical results, they have different capab!ttles. In particular, StIcha points out that

procedural tasks are characterized by Internal control whereas tasks Involving the recall and application of

rules are driven by the environment.
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The majority of siiulation models are derivatives of the retwork model developed by Siegel and Wolf

•Q,,). ,S'lgel and Wolf models come In several verlants Involving the number of operators simulated.

The basic purpose al the models Is to provide an incdicafdon to developers about where in a proposed

system the operators may be over-stressed or under-tessed. The models predict task completion times

and probabilities of successful task completion. The variable that relates to workload Ip termed stress.

Stress Is caused by:

"* faling behind in irne on task sequence parfonnaryce,

"* a realization that the operator's partner is not performing adequately,

" the inability to successfully complete a task on the tIrst attempt with the possible need
for repeated attempts, or

"* the need to wait for equipment reactions.

Both time and quantity of tasks enters Into the stress definition. Note, however, that task quantity can be

reduced to time. Stress is typically calculated as the ratio of the sum of the average task execution times to

the total time available. A task difficulty factor has been inrluded in recent model developments (Meister,

1985).

Input to the network model i Aically consists of 11 date items for each subtask and operator (Meister,

1985). These are shown In Table 3-4. There are many sources of the necessary data, Includin0 detailed

task ana!ysis, but the major source is direct questioning of subject matter experts (SMEs). The type of

data input is usually not sensitive to design changes within a specific type of system component (e.g.,

dials), but can difierentiate between different types of components (e.g., dials vs. status lights). Model

outputs include a number of performarv,,e measures such as number of runs, average run time, number

and percent of successful runs, average, peak, and final stress, and several others. The primary uses for

these models are for the coarse prediction of system effectiveness and design analysis. Siegel-Wolf

models are typically used for discrete task modeling.

SAUWI/kjc SARNT

An Important extension of the Siegel-Wolf model is called the System Analysis of Integrated Networks

ej, rasks (SAINT). SAINT, along with its microcomputer version Micro SAINT, is actually a task network

simulation language. It contains a number of process branching rules, multiple distributions for modeling

individual task operations, and a Monte Carlo sampling procedure for determining task execution. As a
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general purpose sirulatiaton language, k provlkie a framework arid conrtains Wt~e Implici Inormation toward

a developed model. This means that operator, system, and environmerital charac~teristics must be
efNered by '.he mouwler. Micro SAINT provides a merw-driven intairface to facilitate this development
effnv' 5AlNrft lintioeryipsg appftach$ to estlimaft ingordoad Is the same as the Ske9*4Woff mvodls. SAINT
defie satress as the ratio oftime required to omlx ea taskSo the tim available (TrfTa). SAINT can be
used to model boh dimscrt and continuous tasks.

Table 3-4. The elevn data elements require for each subtaak and operator for SIegel-Waif Models
(frmmMoister, 1985, p. 125).

1. Decision subta~sa,

2. Non-essential subtasks,
3. Subtasks which must Le completed before it can be attempted by

another operator,
4. Time before which a sublask cannot be Wtarted,
5. The subtask that must b,-, perfomrmed next,
6. Average lask duration in secionds.
a. Average standard deviation of task duration,
9. Probablity of being successful,
10. Tims required for all remaining essential tasks, and

11. lime required br all remaining non-essential tasks.

Micro SAINT has been used in conjunction with ai separate workload 9stimation methodology.
Laughery et al, (4.986) used Micro SAINT to predict OWL in four alemnative he:Icopter cockpit 'lesigais

using a mo*del which incorporated characteristic of the operator, a helicopter, and the threat environment
as task networks. OWL was assessed during the Micro SAINT simulation folluwinr the technique

de veloped by McCracken and Aldrich (1984). The use rd the MaCracken-Aldrich task analysis required
the assignment o1 workload requirements for eatch of five workload components - auditory, visual,
cognitive, kinesthetic, and psychomotor dimonsions - for each operator act"t. Thus, each task Is
characterized oy its requirements for each of the components. Overell, workload could then be assessed
for tasks executed Individually or In combilnation If executed concurrently. Workload was assessed at 2-
second intervals In order to track it through the simulated mrusslon scenario. The results demonstrated thatI ~the methodology was sensitive to variations among the helicopter designs, and that specific components
overloads could be identr~led. Tho authors report thai total development and execution time was on the
order of 10 weeks, although subsequent development times can be sub-,tartlally less. This integration of
network simulation with more robust and diagnostic workload prediction methodoblogies is a promising

development.
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lbil, momeitoWIf- W(MAVM)

Another rolated sinwiaton nmethodofo Is o&We the Simulation for Workload Assesment and
Manning (SIMWAM) (KHOIpalci, Malone & Andrews. 1984). SIMWAM Is beswd on 8SNNT and the
Workload Assessment Model (WAMs) (Edwards. Curnow, & Oslran4, 1977'), laa has been developedl to
make It espoially sullable for examrdnng wio~wer buams. as well is lidvidua operato workload, in
complex muklloperto systems. SIMWAM has been used lo asess wortilad oWi menpower Issues for
an aircraft carriers aircraft operations mnagm~et"r systemn (Malone, Klrlpetrick & Kopp. 1966).
Specif llay,, the SIM WAN application focused on Ulm offects of bkmwpoalin an sauomnald status board
(ASTAB) ino the existing systerm The scwrom Irwolml 35 9*board operators engagedl In #nt Iunch-
recovery cycle of 25 akrcoA. Two workboad mosseenw~ts were maed: one on the oxisfirig baselne systemn
and another wvith the proposed ASTAB. The results of the analysis Indkaed Ithat the intoduction of
ASTAB would allow a reduction in the number of requird personnel by four indlividuals. That conclusion
was based on the workload having been reduced t* neart~m for then four irdlvkidals, where workload
was defined by number of tasks they performed anti fte amount of time thW the were busy (i.e.,
occupied with tasks). Also, the niumber of operatora wilo were heavily baded (Le., busy at lWWs 75% of
the time) was reduced by one half. Thus. SIMWAM provides a basis for prediftin the Impact on
marpcower requirements of proposed system modificatlons. Such results are especially mneaNingful to
program managers.

Soeq 1,ft Wbwkkd Anau Systun (SWAS)

Sequiturs Workload Analysis System is a hybrid modal incorporatlng featuires of both "ye of models,
network and production technkiqes, as discussed in the introductOry section on simulation models.
(Holley & Parks, 1987). In contras to the network models discussed above which are performnance
simulation tools, this model has been developed specifically for wxkkWa analysis. 11e definition of
workload Is the by now famiilar times required over time available (Tr/a). Succes is defined strctly in terms
at the Trfra ratio.

SWAS contains a structured helicopter task database, organ~zed according to task categories which in
turn are broken ino task blocks containing task elsmfts. (This task analysis Wolows reqiuirements in MIL-
H-468558.) Each task element In the datab~ase hat, ten attrloutes Including the mean times and standard
deviation, and differentiation of discree and continatous tasks. It also has built in sssurrptlons, about the
organtrition and functioning of behavior, following the Wickens (1964) resourc, model. This model plays
a major role In the organization, sequencing, and resource tlme-shing of task elements as well as
modification of performance times. (See Nmvn 1 19641 for a crfttcal revieow of the resource model.)
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Addbonaiy SWAB containi; a Methods Time Moasurmen (MTU) module which Is used to assist the
user In produang mean podormance *MS.. Finmy. equationis ame bulk In to adOt fpr types of cloth.Ing
an4 Individl c~lerenos5 (on a scale from I aL good foB 9 beo), 00i insam and standard deviations are
a*~ss In a mulpiotiv manne In fte equatis

The model has rooseived several validation studies at Sol Hsokorer comparing the Simulation results
wtih rsults frorn operstorn-tho-loop Studies using both simulation and actual flight of a single pilot
hodcopter. In thm studies, error mates prediced by SWAS differd from operator Irimes by 1% to M~
(underestimate).

MM 0010rSWMA~

The Human Operator Slnmjiatoi (MOS) Is a skimulation model using an approach different from the
Slorjel-Wolf models (Wherry, 1969; Lauie, Strieb, Glenn, & Wherry, 1981; Harris, Glenn, lavecchla, &
Zaklad, 1986). The original NOB approach was base on four assumptions:

Human behavior Is predictable and 9,>W oriented, especially for trained operators.

*Human behavior can be defined as st sequence of discrete micro-evenits, which can
be aggregaed to explain task perf ormnance.

Humans can time-share (switch) among several concrrently executing tasks.

*Fully trained operators rarely make errrs or for"e procedujres.

The implication of these assumptions Is that the model Is deterninistic, that Is, the outcomnes of operator
actions are derived from functional relationships formed as equations rather than by sampling from a
probability i4stributlon.

The Wooe version, HOB-I V Is a general purpose airaujiatlon facility that provides fth capaIlity to predict
system performance by dynamic, Interactive simulation of the human operator. the hardware/ software
system, and the environmetw. HOS-IV is In4*lemerfd on a mi~crocomputer (IBM PC-AT) (Harris, Miviocchia,
Ross, & Shaffer, 1987). HO$-IV contains an enhanced user Interface to assist lin defining, executing, and
Cfl~lying the Simulation, The HOS-IV user can build Independent models of the environment, hardware,
and operator to the desired level of detail using a top-dcwn approach. Operator task times can be crudely
estimated and entered Into the simulation or tasks can be deconposed In order to utilize the set of basic
human performance rnicromodels resideont In HOS. For example, a target recognition task could be
modeled coarsely by merely specifying a time estimate for the overall recognition process. Alternatively,
the recognition task could be decomposed Into micro-events Such as an eye movemnent followed by a
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visual perception followed by a decision. In the ltner cast. HOS-IV4 would deterrrdne the time req~ulired to
complete the tssk.

HOS-IV contains, a library of human perfwrniance micromodels tkat can be used .o simnulate the tirning
and accuracy of particular human behaviors. Tho core sest of micromodele ame a? based on expe~irr~tiritaI
literature and can be soornsed by the user. The micromodels lnckiA4e eye meoverrxnit visual percep:on,
decision tImne, short-termn memory. Ustening and speaking, finegrlnd condro manipulation, hand
movement, and waldng. These rnlcromodels can be easily modfied or nspaced entirelly.

Models of environment, system, and operator are defined with the 11ollowing Cnulattorn W.3ding bliks:

"o An object database contasining names and characterliatics of the entities to be
simulated (for examp~le. Emitters, Radar, Dlsp[aW. and Contlrols).

"* A set of rules which start an action when condiltions awe appropriate.

"* A set of sequential actions required to aooomplsh a process. The process can be
defined for the environment, systemn, or operator. Operator processes can utilize
human micromodels provided by HlOS-hV.

"* An optional set of events which define external occurrvinces that afict Vie simulation
flow at predetermined times.

The result of the simrulation is a detailed timeline of operator, PP;jsro, anl enviironmental eve~nts and
actions which can be summarized and analyzed for a broad variety vi purposes;. Standiard oultut analyses
are available which prvilde statlislics associated with performing taslia subtaske arid basic behaviors. This
lncludeb the numb~er of times a uicromodel Is executed, the meai and standard rlimiatloin of th q time to
complete a process, and the percent of simulation time spent on each procoess. Adciibonaliy, the user can
define and access Informaition on systemn measures of effoctiveness.

Lane et al. (1981) idlentiftoed a numb~er of appliations and validation efforts moer a widco range of
systems. Generally, the results have been very favorable. HOS allows a very detailed mnodel to be
developed, providing a greater degree of diagnoa~ddy than other simulation models. HOS :s probably
more applicable as a follow-on sinalvels after less *eailed analytical techniques hevo boon used to refine
the systi'm design.

A*Wxb Hsanw Phm~ AW

Card, Moran and Newall (1983. 1966) have developed a potentially powerful collection of mnlcromodels
collectively called the Model Humnan Processor (MHP) Via Vie MHP, they have established a framnewolk
for presenting data containedI In the human performance literature In a manner which will make it more
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This mnayloc technique taxonomny provides a useful strucure In which to classify workload assessment
tools that can be used while "at~m concepts and afternatives are being explored. The categories of
techwiques described require different Information end specific techniques mnay be more appropriate for
answering different kinds of questions.

Some of the analytic techniques have not yet been systemnaticafly formalized or fully vaildated (e.g.,
comp~arison). Further work should be done to develop these techniques for workload assessment that
can be used very early In conceptual development and systm design.
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CHAPTER 4. EMPIRICAL TECHNIQUES - PRIMARY TASK MEASURES

OvwvlmW fM epa lC Tohnfiqume

With this chal~er, we begin the review of empirical techniques used to measure operator workload. As

discussed In Chapter 2 and Illustrated In Table 2-1, we divided empirical techniques Into four major

categories:

"* Primary Tasks,

"• Subjective Methods,

"* Secondary Tasks, and

"* Physiological Techlniques.

Each of those major classes of measures has been researched extensively and we have provided an

overview of a nurrber of studies In each category. Further, each of the categories has distinctive features,

especially in the context of workload definitions, and these features are manifested In the literature. We

have sought to capture these distinctions and differing flavors In our reviews, and accordingly the review

for each category differs both in the approach to the literature and organization.

In our discussion of OWL assessment techniques, the overall Intention Is both an analysis, especially in

the context of sekisitivity and diagnosticity, and an Integration of the literature. The objective of this

integration is to provide practical guidance for designers, developers, and evaluators of systems. It is

recognized that the individual who should be concerned with human workload Issues cannot wade

through hundreds of studies to obtain OWL assessment guidance. Resources are very limited and

should be expended largely performing the OWL assessment, not learning about workload research.

Thus, each class of OWL techniques Is reviewed with summaries and recommendations provided.

A S&mwuyEvmknUtn ofEmpkkal iochn~as

Because of the amount and variety of material to follow, a summary evaluation of selected techniques is

shown In Table 4-1. The entries in the table represent the authors' considered judgments on the

sensitivity, cost and effort, and dlagnosticity for a number of the techniques to be discussed. The

techniques shown in Table 4-1 were judged on a basis relative to all the other measurement techniques,

not just within their own category. Also, the techniques were rated independently for each of the three
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crkeda. (The authors of this volume have oolctively wodred with virluallf every technkque In the table.)

Please note, It may be better to use a technique rated %owLy ha• no t*•*o.rque at all. Although relative

judgments have been attached to these tecrnlqueu, all tecitniquI's can ali beo used to obtain Information

rsgarding OWL. In addition, as a pokit mnvde throughout this rpcit, rnultipie measures of workload should

be used to obtain more complete Infonmation regarding potential and existingj OWL problems.

Table 4-1. Sumnry of empirical technrques judped for sensitivity, cost, ljrvJ liagnostkhy.

Technique slIt Fequlrsits Dlqnookcty

Prin"y Task Msasuormuita

System Response Low/ligh1  Low Co0t Low
SModerale Effort

Operator Response High1  Low/Moderate Moderate/High

Moderate Effort

Subjsctlve Me~thods,

Analytic Hierarchy Process High2  Low Cost Moderate 2

Low Effort

Bedford High2  Low Cost Low
Low Effort

Cooper-Harper High for Low Cost Low
psychomotcr Low Effort

Modified Cooper-Harper High Low Cost Low
Low Effort

NASA-TLX High Low Cost Moderate/High
Low Effort

SWAT High Low Cost Moderate/High
Low Effort

Psychometric Techrnques High Low Cost Low
Low Effort

Interviews Varies Low Cost Moderate/High
Low Effort

Questionnaires Varies Low Cost Moderate/High
Low Effort

Varies with workload
2 Represents some uncartainty about sensitivity and diagnosticity due to limited research.
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Table 4-. 1,Summary of empirical techniques Judged for sensitiit, rnost, and dlagnostiktty (Cont.).

Technique Senelltify Rsqiirm"Snt Dbgricetfty

Emb~ledded Socotary Task High LOW Cost Mioderate/High
Low Effort

Choice Rasction Time Moderate Moderato Cost Moderate
Low Effort

Sternberg Memory Task Moderate Moderate Cost Moderate
Low Effort

Time Estimation Task Modevate, Moderate Cost Moderate
Low Effort

Physiologicl"Technlue

Blink Riate Law Moderate Cost LOW
Moderate Effort

Body Fluid Analysis LOW LOW Coat LJOW
Low Effort

Evoked Potentials Moderate High Coat High3

High Effort

Eye Movements & Scainning High High Cost High3

High Effort
Hwart Rat& Moderate Moderate Cost Moderate

Moderate Effort
Heart Rate Variability Moderate Moderate Cost Moderate

Moderate Effort

Pupil Measures Moderate High coat Moderatg3

Moderate Effort

SThe rating applies within a narrow. specialized range.

The sensitivity rating reflect.] the relative ability of the measure to discriminate among differenit levels of
workload. The cost and effort requirements reflect a judgment of the overall resource requirements
including personnel, tine, effort, and equipment. The diagnosticity ref lecta the uselulness of the
measure in pinpointing tile prmoesse3 Invoived In high workload.

As will be seen below, primary task measurement has some interecting properties that cause sensitivity
to vary with workload'. Although relative judgments have been made regarding secondary tasks, there is
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uncertainty as to their seneltlty and dlagnostllaty outside of the aviation environments, For those entries

with more than one rating, the jbgmneo*s are Intended to reflect the range of sensitivity or diagnostIcty.

Them, are several areas where insufficient Intormation exists to make a jdgmgrner4. although preliminary

findings suggest the degree of sensitivity or dagnosticity; these uncertainties e'xe manweo. A few entries

reflect the variable nature of the measurement technique depending on specific situations; these are also

mafied.

Video recording of operator performance is a useful tool In OWL assessments, but can not be easily

placed in a table such as the one presented. It can be used as an Imporkant, practical empirical method

and should not be overlooked In developing empirical measurement procedures.

For primary task techniques, there are a very large number of specific measures that have been used -

nearly every situation requires Its own measures. Because of this diversity, theoretical and conceptual

analysis is very important. First, we have classified primary task measuros Into system performance and

operator performance rneasurec. Then, the development and selection of unique primary measurements

is considered. Primary task measurement is covered In this chapter.

Subjective methods research Is very different. The emphasis Is on assessing the operator's

experiences and the amount of subjective effort expended. Most OWL research is concerned with

subjective rating scales, but there are a relatively small number of these scales In wide use. Accordingly,

our review focuses on these scales In detail and analyzes the comparative features of the rating scales.

Subjective techniques are covered In Chapter 5.

For secondary task techniques, the situation Is somewhat similar to primary task techniques In that a

great many individual measures have been used; however, a substantial part of the research has utilized a

Uimited number of techniques. In our discussion, we have examined some underlying theoretical issues to

the use of secondary tasks. These Issues revolve around attempts to assess residual capacity or to fill and

load that residual capacity. Our review and analysis takes the point of view that real systems are mnultitask

environments and that the secondary task paradigm is most effective in that context. Chapter 6 covers the

secondary techniques.

Finally, physiological techniques represent a different class of techniques. In particular, these

techniques generally require specialized expertise, extensive equipment, and procedures sometimes

difficult to perform outside the laboratory. We have provided some background and rationale for the use

of these techniques, techniques that probably assess activation or arousal. Chapter 7 covers the

physioloq_!ca_:,Liass of techniques.
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PdmuY Tek M 41W R

The goal of system development Is to produce a system which relably achieves its mission. The

operator Is an Imponant part of the systeat System performnaie is a combination of operator performance

and the hardware system and is reflected In meeting the fission goals. It Is the operators task by means

of decision making, Integration of information, manipulation of controls, etc. to guide the hardware toward

successful completlor of the mission. The system responds to the oporators commands;. Thus, it Is

reasonable to talk about two kinds of performance: the operator and the system. A statement about

operator performnare is mearingless unless system performance is alto acceptable. AooordSngly, there Is

a need to measure both.

OWL, as was discussed in Chapter 2, Is not the sam as performance of the operator ar the system.

OWL was defined as the relative capaclty to respond. OWL arises as the lnteruction between the operator

and other system components during mission execution. Workload evaluation assessas this Interaction,

i.e., the contribution of the operator to the system and the Impact *I the hardware and other sltuhtlonal

components on the operator. S•f ed differently, workload evaluation atcsesses the location of the

operator within the workload envelope. Cng approach to assessing OWL is by means of primary task

measures.

Pfawy Task Deffrinon

Even though it may seem surpnsing, it Is not always clear what is meant by a primary task. In flying or

driving, the primary task for the operator is to keep the iubber side down, that is, operate the vehicle in a

manner that will maintain proper vehicle orientation. But the operator may have other important functions

within a mission. Communications Is often considered a secondary or subsidiary task. However, If an

aircraft is performing a scout fui-ction, accurate and timely communication would be of utmost importance

to the mission. Similarly,. what Is a copilot's primary task? In some helicopters, the job Is designated as

Copilot/Gunner. At least by the designation, the Copilot/Gunner has two primary tasks, and he may also

have to handle communicatiors. 'Thus, here and in other easily developecd examples, the operator may

have several primary tasks.

During the course of a mission the emphasis on various operator tasks will change, that is, the priorities

associated with one primary task wil change in relation to another. What Is labeled as the primary task may

change depending on the specific situation and where the operator Is In the overall mission. For example,

most investigators analyzing a mission have seen the need to divide the mission Into segments to capture

the flavor of the different task emphases and priorities. Further, the label, primary task, is sometimes
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simply a definition assigned hy interested analyst., such as a woddoad evaluator. (This definitional issue

will arise again in Chapter 6 when consideration of secondary tasks Is discussed.) In some cases, the

detinitlin is clear, Ih other cases however, It may seem somewhat arbiVary. For these reasons, it is better

to think, of multiple tasks rather than a single primary task. lNi short, one needs to evaluate several tasks

coupled wiih the priorities associated with those tasks and not just a single primary task. We are going to

discuss primary tasks In a general way and as though the dafinitlon were always clear.

Prlrnarý task measures are Important as part of a battery of workload measures. However, it should be

pointed out that this position is not universal, Some authors (e.g., Hart, 1986a; O'Donnell & Eggemeler,

1986) state that primary task measurement may not be useful In worldoad assessment. Certainly, there am

many exampies where this is true. However, the very fact that the results appear to be contradictory

suggests that further analysis and clarification is in order. The following dismcason provides the necessary

clarification.

Prwny Task MAsuuw, Types

Primary task techniques may be categorized into two broad types. Type I includes thoce measures

which are of the system and contain a contribution in some form (sometimes unknown) of operator

performance. For an instrument landing task, glide slope and localizer errors, often measured using root

S nman square (RMS) or standard deviabon of relative position, are of this type (Wlerwille, et al., 1985). Type

2 measures, by contrast, are a moem direct Index of operator performance, often finer-grain, fine structure

measures that reflect strategies adopted by the operator to cope with task demands. For the landing task

example, this could be the numner of control movements per un-t time (as measured at the stick or

column, not at the aircraft control surfaces).

To understand the importance and Implications of this classification, let us consider again the

relationship between performance and workload shown earlier in Figure 2-1. Figure 4-1 is a replot of

Figure 2-1.

" Region I - the operators load is too low. (This region Is not discussed In this report).

"• Region 2 - the operators load is not excessive, because &cditional resources can
and may be mustered tc 'mkJh.eln performance, and the performance level is held
relatively constant and high.

"* Region 3 - the opera~tors load has become excessive. In this region, the load
increases well beyond the operators capability for compensation, and performance
levels become asymptotically low.
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Region 1 Region 2 Regon 3

Type 2 10

Tgpe 1 -*

Figure 4.1. Hypothetical effect of workioad on sensitivity of Type 1 and Type 2 measures.

These response regions provide a framework for understanding where Type 1 and Type 2 primary task

measures are sensitive to workload. Sensitivity Is a critical Issue with primary task measurements. Type I

will be sensitive in Region 3, whereas, Type 2 will be more sensitive In Region 2 as well as covering

Region 3.

"Tlype I Measures: The Systeri+Operator. Type I measures of primary task performance are indices of

system+operator performance. Typically, they Include measures of human tracking errors or other

measures of system performance (e.g., Wlerwille et al., 1985). However, measures of system

perfomiance such as engine thrust, RPM. movement of control surfaces could be classified as a Type 1

measurement, since changes in thrust, for exariple, reflect operator activitles plus system lags. Similarly,

any mea3urs of effectiveness (MOE) for mission performance would ordinarily qualify as a Type 1

measure. Type 1 measures were an initial focus of workload research, no doubt because of their

association with the quality of system performance (Sanders, 1979; Williges & Wierwille, 1979). This

category of measures provides an index of system performance (MOEs) and Is useful in this regard.

Type 2 Measures: The Operator. Type 2 measuresr of primary task performance are defined here

as those which assess the nature of operator parformance directly (Hart, 1986a). The measurement can
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take several different forms: a measure may be directed at quaistity. frequency, or quality criteria of

operator performance. Type 2 measures may also be directed toward detecting the fine structure of
operator performance, i.e, those that Unk operator activity to measurable performance (Hart, 1986a). In
general, the category Includes such measures as: (a) contiol movements per second In a psychomotor
tank, (b) response times In a porceptual or cogniive task, (c) errors of omission, (d) errors of commission,

or (o) communications response times in a communications task (Wierwilie et al., 1985), The very reason

Type I measures are insensitive is also the reason Type 2 measures are sensitive: As the operator copes

with workload and under Increasing load marshalis greater resources to hold Type 1 performance

constant, the operator may perform differently and pattems of performarne may change and fine structure

tends to shift. Type 2 measures are vajable because these shifts may provWe evidence of a change in

OWL and hence provide a means to moss OWL levels.

Comepalson of Typ I and Type 2. Several studies have used Type I measurements in parallel

with Type 2 measures. For example, O'Donnell and Eggemeler (1986) discuss a study by Schultz, Newell

and Whitbeck (1970) which showed Increases in turbilence had no effect on glide slope error (Type 1).

Similarly, Wierwille et al. (1985) did not find significant effects of task loading on glide slope error.

However, if one examines the frequency of control Inputs for wheel, column, or throttle (Type 2), there is a

clear effect of turbulence on frequency of control movements in the Wlerwii;e st al. study and in two other

separate studies by Dick (Dick, 1980; Dick et al., 1976). (In the Dick studies, pilot ratings of handling

quality ranged from 3 in a no turbulence condition to 7 in a high turbulence conditfon and there was no

effect of turbulence on glide slope error.)

Sancers, Burden, Simmons, Lees, and Kimball (1978) tested nine helicopter pilots on each of three

levels of stabilization augmentation (for yaw, pitch and roll) during hover. Altitude control was under

manual control for all three cond~ions. Thus, the stabilization device should facilitate altitude control since

less effort would be expended on the other dimensions. Type I measures did not show any effect for the

three levels of stabilization augmentation or for altitude control. In short, system performance did not differ

for the three conditions. By contrast, Type 2 measures for Fore-Aft control and pedal movements for

altitude control showed significant variations with both fewer movements ano smaller magnitude of

movement with the stabilization augmentation devices operational. Other Type 2 measures did not show

an effect. (Of interest, average pilot ratings only ranged from 3.1 to 4.3 for the thres conditions, showing a

relatively small subjective spread among the conditions.) In accordance with the Type 1 - Type 2

distinction, Type 1 measures were Insensitive while Type 2 measures were sensitive to variations In

variables that affect workload.

Summary. Althuugh we have cited only a few studies, the general statement can be made that

Type 1 measures of system+operator are not often sensitive to workload manipulations, however, they

are important in system evaluation considerations. Type 2 measures of 'Mhe operator directly generally

show effects on relev3.it dimensions; relevant dimens~ons being thcse moasures one would reasonably
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expect to show a difference as In the Sanders at al. (19-"B) study. Type 2 measures are essential for

workload evakiatk'n.

Enhancing Tpe 2 M•sms: The Fine !Anwture of Behevk'r

Some investigainr: have questioned both the sensitivity and the diagnostic capability of primary

measures. However, as shown above, when one makes the distinction between Type 1 and Type 2

measures, It is dear that Type 2 primary measures are sensitive. Furthermore, it is possible to enhance

sensitivity and often diagnosticity by exarrining the fine structure of behavior. This enhancement can be

an especially valuable approach, because tlrrmo and money are almost always imited. Some ideas are

developed below which provide background for pracical appication of such measures.

Many of the primary task measures shown to be especially sensitive to workload variations are indicators

of strategy shifts (Hart,1986a). While some investigators have avoided the strategy interpretation, the

results reported seem to be consistent with the Ideas being developed here. (See O'Donnell and

Eggemeier 1986] for additional studies In this category.) Strategy is widely used in describing behavior

and the term without restriction encompasses too many types o; action descriptions Including style, S-R

mapping process, etc. Accordingly, we will use rule as a more neutral, easily defined, and precise term.

This usage here has parallels with the idea of rules in production models of behavior (Card, Moran, &

Newell,1983). Rule driven performance changes also proved to be sensitive to manipulations of load for

many of the techniqueos ,nd measures Investigated by Wienvile et al. (1985).

A brief digression. In order to draw out the value of Type 2 measures fully, it is appropriate to
consider what is meant by rule driven performance. In some sense, one could argue that all behavior is

rule driven. There are global rules which might involve surival, for example, and there are more detailed
rules. What we sire interested in primarily is the fine structure of rule driven behavior. Identification of rules

is done by inference from detailed examination of the performance measures. Accordingly, measurement

should be done with care so as to permit the correct Inferences to be made.

A hypothetical simple visual di,,rimination task will illustrate a detailed example of rule driven behavior.

In this experiment, the Kimul are purposely picked and will be either an H or an i", since they differ only in

the crocs I~ar. They will be presented at the same point in space (and all other conditions are controlled).

When the H is presented, the operator Is to push the left button to Indicate 1 response; when the N Is
presented the operator will press ihe right button. The experiment Is performed, but the operator is not

informed about the fact tWat his reaction time is also being recorded in addition to accuracy. Alter

completing the data collection for this task, the operator Is asked to do the experiment again. 'or this

second case, however, the operator is told about recording rection time AND the operW~or is told to
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respond as fast as possible. To conlinue our hypothetical example. 6ftew having fikishedl the second inek.
the operatorIs aslod to doIt yetmathirdtime. The operatorlIs WWdthat the performance on the second
case contained too many errors and consequently the operator should be maro accurate. bout reaction
lIme will again be meoasured in Vthi thiid case.

Mast would the colletve result of such an experiment show? l"Irt, the average response time would
be diflarent for each of the three expeuirnerts. The second case would be the fastest, the third case the
next fastest, and the first case the slowest. Second, the accuracy would also dliffer with Case I best and
Case 24 vtorst. Specifically. the pattern of performance is cliierer for the three cases. Wh~y? Basically,
biecause ¶1he operator was worlding under three dSifferent sets of Instructions or three ses of rules. These
rules migh't be. In order of execu~tion the cases above:

Case 1 . Do the visual clsclririnatlon as saccuately as possible: lime Is not a factor.

Ca~se 2. Do the discrin'irsiaon as fast as possible: Accuracy is less Important than time.

Case 3. Do the discrimination as fast and accurately as possible: Accuracy andl time are
of equal Inlrvnrtnce.

The time-accuracy tradeoff Is a well known phenomenon In the reaction time literature (e.g.. Posner.
1978; 1986). However, there Is a catch - not all people use all of the rules or In the manner logic w-ould

dictate. Unless the Instructions are expicit, any of the three rules mnay be used depending on ths
Individual. Only wheni the oondlitions are changed by Instruction or by a situational demand, ib It p".issbe
to determine which 'Di the rules were used, that Is, several levels of a workidad variable need to bo
included. A further requisite to discovering the rules Is the measurem-ent of two conponen's of beh&aior,
time and accuracy. Without both measures, the discovery of this underlying rule structure would be
difficult. Additionally. had we measured It, we might have found that the forco appled to the response
buttons diff ered for the three cases as well. This, and other measures oi behavior, could provide
additional lnfe.-atior 0*2,t the ilne structure of operator behavior.

Appik-stlot, ol inw Structure Me"swue. The process of identifying fine-struchure and rule-related
measures for Army systems may be Illustrated with a hypothetical example (patternied after the
communication task experimerlts of Wierwille et al. [1985D. This commnunication tAsk approach has boen
shown to be so, is&t@v to workload railpulations in, another context (Green & Flux. 1977). These rules will
be executed according to perceived time demands. That Is. an Assumption is inade that the operator will
not perform at a rate higher than the situation demands. These hypothetical rulerv tight be:

Flule 1.- I TIME IS AVAILABLE then DO NORMAL communicalions paice~.

Rule 2. 1 TIME IS SHORT then SPEED UP speech rate
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Rule 0. f TIME IS CRITICAL then SHORTEN messages.

Rule 4. 1 TIME IS VERY CRITCAL then DELAY or ELIMINATE non-essntial
communWations.

Applicatlon of those rules by the operator would have important implications on performance and

simultaneously reflect changes in workload. The types of changes In performance one would expect for

each of the rules are as follows:

Rule I performance. Normally paced performance. This forms a baseline against
which to compare other performance hracteodstics under other
rules.

Rule 2 performance. Ouicker response than Rule I and/or message =ompaded Into a
shorter time. A few ernors of orrdslon.

Rule 3 performance. Fewer words In message than Rule 2, rate of speaking similar to
performance with Role 2. Poesible errors of omission.

Rule 4 performance. Few words In message and spoken fast as compared with Rule 3,
less essential messages omitted or delayed. Both errors of
commission and omission.

Some Previous Studies. Many tasks can be dissected in this way and anticipated operator
performa•ce rules established. The exact types of performance rules and associated changes will differ
wit, Vhe situation. For instance, pilots wilN nmke more control movements on the stick (and/or wheel) and

possibly throttle under heavy turbulence conditions than under light turbulence conditions. However,

just because one observes a change In the performance measure, one cannot necessarily conclude that

workload Is higher. Use of an autopilot with manual thrott:e, is certainly a lower workload condition as

compared with total manual control; nevertheless, the number of throttle changes Increases substantially

under the autopilot mode (Dick, 1980). Indeed, this difference represents a rule driven performance

change, but not one caused by Increased workload; the overall pattern of performance measures is

needed to identify the reasons for this finding. Similarly, a reduction In performance may reflect fatigue
mr•re than workload per so (Angus & Heligrave, 1983).

Bainbridge (1974; 1978) has reviewed and discussed performance rules and their role in determining

p3rformance. For example, air traffic controllers were asked to find conflicts between aircraft. The

controllers used two methods: some controllers arranged fights under their control geographically and

others by altitude. Those controllers who used the altitude approach were able to perform better (faster

and more efficiently) than those who used geography (Leplat & Bissert [1965J cited In Bainbrldge, 1974).

Sirnila.,ly, as the number of aircraft Increased, there was increasing simprcty and decreasing redundancy in

messages (Sperandio [1971] cited in Bainbridgu, 1974). These and other examples are indicative of

performance rule changes as a function of l3rk demands and task IoLdinq.
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Suommry. Some Type 2 measures are oonducive to Identifying rules through the fine stnrcture of

performance and others are not, that Is, the measures vary in sensitivity for rule detection and

Identification. There Is no easily categorized structure of behavior which fits this fine structure analysis
approach. Generally, as In Identifying the speed-accuracy trade-off, It Is nectsoary to employ several

different measures. Accordingly, one should attempt to tread the flei Ane between Musing an important
parameter and burying the analyst in a flood of loes relevant data (Hart 1986a). Multiple measures provide
greater capabilities for probing aspects of rule driven performance as well as providing potentially

enhanced statistical sensitivity via multiveriate analysis (O'Donnell & Eggemeler, 1988). Multiple measu:re
[including fine structure] assessment frequently will also serve to overcome the criticism of primary

measures as insensitive and non-diagnostic (e.g., Gopher & Donchin, 1986; O'Donnell & Eggemeler,

1986).

ovsa Inw! ot Pr mery TAr aaUW

A major difficulty with primary measures is their potenti lack of tramferabilty across applications (Hicks

& WIerwille, 1979; Wiliiges & Wierwille, 1979). 'The specific measures to be used must typically be

developed for each application and may not be used routinely in another application. The difficulty stems

from the simple fact that operators may perform different tasks in different systems, and consequently

outputs or work products differ. Of course, measures may be arid should be adopted across systems in

cases where tasks are essentially unchanged (e.C., stick-movements for aircraft evaluations, steering

wheel and accelerator movements for driving, communications in a variety of contexts). Because of the

potentially reduced transferability of primary measures, general guidance for their development is outlined

in the 1o0lowing discussion. Specific considera'lon is provided for selection, implementation, and

preliminary evaluation of reliability of primary measures.

Selwtln wowt on Prbvwy Tas

Appropriate primary task measures may be devised for each application. Remembering that measures

of performance have differing utilities, an Investigator should identify measures that are most appropriate

for th- application at hand. Where appropriate, Type 1 system performance measures may be identified

by examining system objectives and outputs. These measures might Include mrumber of targets detected,

number of targets fired on, accuracy and rate of firing, etc. The measures selecied, of course, will be

highly dependent on the system under eval;ation. For the Type 2 category, usually potential rate and

error measures for each task can be Identfied that provide the requisite direct mapping between operator

behavior and measurable performance (Hart, 1986a). In general, latency and error scores are excellent
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carndldates and have been reprted as oensitive anros a half dozen studies by O'Donnell and Eggemeler

(1986).

For Identifying Type 2 rule related measures, asking an operator io describe the rules Is helpful, but not

a~ay.i' .... fl,, There are otien differences between wthoit operators do and what they think or say they do

(Spady, 1978a). One approach Is for the Investigator to do a preminae, y evaluation before performing the

actual test. This can be done by monitoring operator task performances under known varied loads. As

load increases, the Investigator may then discover the performance rules used by the operator for

adaptation or coping with the additional ioad. Candidate rule-related measures may then be chosen which

reflect this adaptation process.

An altematlve Is to use measures which have been shown to be successful. Melster (1985, pp. 256-263)

has considered Issues of selecting task measures as well as provided a listing of possible measures for

system evaluations based on earlier work (Smode, Gruber, & Ely, 1962). Table 4-2 presents an extract of

this listing that may serve as as guida to selecting a variety of prnmary task measures. In the table, a

Category like TIME Is a general class of measurement with three Subcategories, e.g., reaction time, which

in turn can be applied to several events listed under Description. In the communication example these

could include: (a) mean elapsed time between the end of received message and the beginning of the

next transmitted message, (b) mean length of each transmitted message, (c) variance in time beiween end

of received message and beginning of corresponding transmitted message, or (d) proportion of

messages shed (omitted). The process of Idantifying rule related measures ultimately Involves the

mapping of expected rule usage to correspondirg measures that reflect the use of such rules.

Errors are an especially interesting measure. Errors can take several forms: omission, commission, or

wrong order of execution. Not only might they reflect high workload, they can be the cause of increased

workload (Hart, 1986a). When an error Is made, often some corrective response has to be made by the

operator. This adds on to the number of things the operator has to do and Increases time pressure. If the

number of errors is substantial, then elimination of the cause of the errors will substantially reduce

workload. Any technique that provides diagnosticity, will be of general help.
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Table 4-2. Varietl•s of pdrmary tUs measure candIdates (Moister, 1985).

ICATEGOlES SUBCATEGORIES DESCRIPTION

TIME Reaction time. I.e., time to • perceive event;
* inltiato movement;

* initiate correction;
• initiate activity following completion of

prior activity;
• detect trend of multiple related events.

Time to complete an ictvity already
in progress

9 Identify stimulus (discrimination time);
0 complete message, decision, control

adjustment;
* reach criterion value.

Overall (duration) time * time spent in activity;
* percent time on target.

FREOUEICY OF Number of responses per unit, * control and manipulation responses;
OCCURRENCE activity, or interval * communications;

* personnel Interactions;

* diagnostic checks.

Number of performance • number of errors;
consequences per activity, • number of oui of-tolerance conditions.

unit, or interval
Number of observing or data

gathering responses
V observations;

. veda or written reports;

Srequests for Information.
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Table 4-2. Varieties of primary task measure candidates (Meister, 1985) (Cont.).

[8QRIES SUBCATEGORIES DESCRIPTION

AMMA"
Correctne&s of observation; i.e,

accuracy, in

"• identifying stimuli Internal to system;
"* Identifying stimuli external to system;

"* estimatin~g distance, direction, speed,

time;

"* detection of stimulus change over time;

"* detection of trend based on multiple

related events;

"• recognition: signal in noise;

"• recognition: out-o(-tolerance condition.

Response-output correctness; i.e.,

accuracy, in

"* control positioning or tool usage;
"* reading displays;

"* symbol usage, decision making and

computing;
"* response selection among altomatives;

" sorial response;

"* tracking;

"* communicating.

Error characteristics

"* amplitude measures;
"• frequency measures;

"* content analysis;.

"* change over time

Additior~al guidance for deciding what to measure can be developed through established task

taxonomies like the Universal Operator Behaviors that developed by Berliner, Angell, and Shearer (1964).

In this organization, human activities in systems are separated Into four broad categories:

Perceptual tasks are sensing tasks; for example, seeing a warning light on an
Instrument panel.
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Medlatlonal or cognitive talks are those that involve thinking (e.g., solving
mathematical problems).

* Communication includes face-to-face speaking, radio, and other communication
tasks.

Psychomotor processes are manipulative tasks; those which Involve muscles or
movement (e.g., activating a pushbutton).

By spreading the selection of tasks across these categories, one Increases the opportunities for

identifying performance measures that are sensitive to workload and are diagnostic of the causes of

workload. There is little point, for example, to measure two tasks that fall in the same category. But it

would be highly useful to measure two tasks In different categories.

Because the operator ordinarily performs the task as part of his duties, primary measures have the

advantage that they generally need not be Intrusive on the operator nor require specialized trainirg

(O'Donnell & Eggemeler, 1986; Williges & Wierwilie, 1979). All that Is required to obtain Type I and Type

2 measures is to instrument the system. There are many Instrumentation methods that may be used and

their use is dependent on the application. In fielded systems, it may necessary o add sensors as well as

transponding or recording equipment. Of course, there are some situations whea, due to the absence of

ample space for adding Instrumeaitation, there may be a physical space Intrusion This space intrusion is

typically less severe than the intrusion required for implementation for some other methods for

assessment of OWL (e.g., physiological). Mcreover, such Irritatlions can often be overcome %ith a bit of

Ingenuity. In simulators, space is usually less of a problem; sensors are often already in place 3nd may be

used for the purpose of gathering data on the primary measures. The proliferation and use of

microcomputers and interface cards has simplified implementation and reduced space requirements. In

general, primary task measures typically take up less space and have fewer implomentation diffiulties than

other methods for assessment of OWL. More importantly, implementation of pvmnry task measures will

ordinarily be required for combat system evaluations in the context of MANPRINT considerations.

FaIbft of Prfwy Tm* )ews~

Primary task measures have the potential to provide Important information about OWL. This potential

will not be realized, however, if the relabilities of measures across sessions are inadequate. Frequently

assessed by correlation coefficients, reliability is the consistency of measurement and involves the

accuracy and stabiI!ty of measures and thd observational condition under which the measures are made
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(Meister, 1985). Addressing the growing concern with operatlonal performance assessment (General

Accounting Office, 1982), Lane and colleagues have recently Indicted low rellabilitles (and resulting

Inadequate sensltivites) as a major, chronic problem of such Investigations (e.g, Lane, 1986; Lane.

Kennedy, & Jones,1986). Their Indictment of the operational literature parallels that directed at human

performance evaluations as part of environmental Investigations (Blttner, Carter, Kennedy, Harbeson, &

Krause, 1086). These parallel Indictments are based ont mathematical arguments as to the limitations on

sensitivity Imposed by low reliabilitles.

Much of the operational literature addressed by Lane and colleagues Is concerned with flight

performance evaluation; however, they also point to other examples tIncuding operator performance In

armor (e.g., Blers & Sauer, 1982). The body of evidence points out the need to evaluate reliabilities and

sensitivities of primary measures before use in operations: performance investigations. Reliabilities and

sensitivities may be evaluated using a diverse number of direct and Indirect approaches. Three of these

approaches are delineated below because of their particular utilities In the context of combat syrmem

evaluations.

Operational Test Experiemce. Measures may be selected based upon sensitivities and reliabikties
demonstrated in previous operational tests of similar systems under test conditions generally parallel to

those planned. Since many systems are derivatives of previous systems, this approach has the

advantage of building upon experience. A possible disadvantage is that of discouraging the

development of potentially superior measures. This disadvantage can be overcome by using good,
demonstrated measures along with new ones which are specific to Issues of Interest to the system. For

totally new systems, the practilloner may be forced to develop new measures but can build on experience

to the extent the functions and missions are similar.

Baseline A&ýesament or Pilot Test. Reiabilties of measures may be deterrmined by administenng
parallel operational test conditions to a group of subjects on two or more occasions as part of a baseline
evaluation '. tfore an operational test formally begins. A pilot test may be an opportunity to obtain the

baseline me tsurements. Although not widely appreciated, the results of such baseline evaluations may
be used to (i) evaluate the readiness and training of the operator-sub!ects, and (b) identify fundamental or
gross evath ation prw;hlems before resources are wastefully expended. Baseline assessments of
reliabilitles i nd other Tmeasurement qualities have previously been applied by a number of researchers
(e.g., Bittne, .#L l., 1986; Jobe & Banderet, 1986). Averaged correlations across occasions may be used
to identify measures with highest reliabilities and inr!al potential for sensitivity when the numbers of

operator-subjects 2re inodvst (Dunlap, Silv6r & Blttner, 1986).

Theoretical ConsIderations. Reliabilitles and sensitivities of measures may occasionally be
evaluated based upon theoretical considerations. Where aspects of a single performance may involve a
trade-off by an operedcr (e.g., accuracy and speed In a data Input task), a theory-based measure (e.g.,
transnitted-bits/second) integrating these trade-off aspects may be simpler to consider, more reliable, and
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sensitive. Care is required before use of such theoretical integrations, however. For example, the signal

detection theory sensitivity metric (d') may not be applicable because low frequency of errors

(Parasuraman, 1986). In addition to this caveat, there are several related scoring procedures (occasionally

advocated to control for individual differences) whose use should be questioned, if not avoided. These

Include slope, difference, and proportion of baseline procedures which have been attacked for low

reliabilities and on other grounds based upon both analytical and empirical results (cf., Bittnor et al., 1986,

pp.700-701).

Summary. These three reliability considerations are directeci at a range of combat system

evaluation contexts. The operational test experience approach is applicable where an evaluation history
exists and the baseline assessment approach may be apped where some preliminary data can be

collected. The scoring consideration approach is applicable when there is neither an appropriate

evaljation history nor an opportunity to gather preliminary data. These three reliability approaches appear
to span most evaluation contexts.

OwaUiSurrinary

Primary task measurements are divided into two categories. Type 1 measures are of the system

(including the operator) and are used to establish and verify the meeting of mission goals. Type 2

measures are of the operator directly and are used in the evaluation of OWL Additionally, when several

Type 2 measures are used in combination, it Is sometimes possible to assess the fine structure of

behavior and determine performance rules; we advocate taking several Type 2 mepsures In every

evaluation. In general, Type 2 primary measures are shown to be sensitive to workload variations while

Type I measures are not typically sensitive.

Systems differ in their primary task(s) and measures used in one situation may not always be applicable

in another situation. Accordingly, general guidelines are laki out for selection of measures and their

implementation. A list of possible measures, based on time, accuracy, and frequency is presented.

Special consideration is given to reliability of measures and the means to assess the reliability.
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CHAPTER 5. SUBJECTIVE METHODS

"If the person feels loaded and effortful, he is loaded and effortful whatever the
behavioral and performance measures show" (Johanssen, Moray, Pew, Rasmussen,

Sanders, & Wickens, 1979, p. 105).

"...mental workload should be defined as a parson's private subjective experience of
his or her own cognitive effort" (Sheridan, 1980, p. 1).

The primary purpose for the use of subjective methods Is to gain access to the experiences of the

operator. Physical workload can be observed, but mental workload occurs Internally and can only be

Inferred by observers. Subjective methoLis seek to obtain and quantify the opinions, judgments, and

estimations of the operators. Indeed, some investigators suggest that subjective methods are the most

appropriate methods by which to measure workload. For example, when mental workload Is deilned as "a

person's private subjective experience of his or her own cognitive effort" then workload measurement is

"best and most directly done by a subjective scale" (Sheridan, 1980, p. 1).

Investigators interested In mental activities have worked on measurement and scaling of judgments.

Many mathematical techniques are available to handle subjective opinion; in recent year, some of these

have been applied to workload. There has been much written on the use of subjective methods for

measuring workload. The multitude of reviews indicates quite clearly the attitude of the research

community for the extensive use and the value Cf subjective methods (Gartner & Murphy, 1976; Moray,

1979b, 1982; O'Donnell & Eggemeler, 1986; Wierwille & Williges, 1978, 1980; Williges & Wlerwille,

1979). Although some researchers think thalt subjective reports are of low value, most think these

methods can provide significant information about operator workload (Hart, 1986a).

There are many reasons for the widespread use of subjective measures. As outlined by O'Donnell and

Eggemeler (1986), these include:

"* easy to implement; little (if any) equipment Is needed;

"• relatively non-intrusive;

"• Inexpensive (i.e., cost of the measure is low):

"• face validity (at the least);

"* many good techniques exist; and

"• current data suggert they are sensitive to wotkload variations.
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It is knpoetant to be familiar with the various subjeclive techniques currenttV available and the research that

has been performed in their development and refinement Literature describing applications of subjective

workload measures give examples of how and for what types of systems subjective workload measures

have been uld.

The sUective methods can be brok~er, Into two broad classes: (a) rating scales and (b) questionnaires

and interviews. Expert opinion might .. considered an associated type of subjective measure, but that

method of worlJoad ussessment was dkhcussed earlier In Chapter 3. Rating scales employ psychometric

scaling methods to derive scales with w1lki qust.iftotive estimates of some behavior or characteristic can

be made. Questionnaires and Interviews, rsly on written or oral reports and while there may be quantitative

aspects to these data, for the most part, the 6241. obtilried are qualitative. Rating scales, questionnaires,

and Interviews have been used extensively In workktad assessment. These methods are reviewed and

specific subjective techniques for workload assessment are presented, analyzed, and compared in the

following sectons. At the end of each discussion the technique or method is summarized. Before

discussing eac;h technique, an overview of the nature and properties of measurement scales is provided

to set the stage for leter discussion.

Lovels of Meaaunamnt and Scales

There is a wide body of information on the use of scales to measure psychological variables. Many

ways to create scales have been developed and tIh resulting scales may have different properties, each

may be appropriate for different circumstancos. Which method to use depends on the questions that

need answering as well as practical considerationa. As background to the description and discussion of

specific techniques that have been developed aind used for operator workload assessment, a brief

discusskin of various scale characteristics wi" be pesesnted.

There aire four widely-used levels of measurement: nominal, ordinal, interval, and ratio. Nominal

measures only classify objects and distinguish cdasses of items. Ordinal measures place objects in order

of magnitude, although distance between the objects is not defined. For example, on an ordinal

measurement scale, a stick with a rank of 4 wou;d not necessarily be twice as long as a stick wkth a rank of 2.

Interval levels of measurement possess equal Intervals between objects; there is a standard unit of

measure but without a fixed zero point, e.g., a thermometer. Ratio measures have equal intorvals and a

known zero point. A ruler is an example of a ratio measurement; a 6-irtch sti, ". Is twice as long as a 3. inch

stick. Ratios can then be formed and statemrerls aboul the relative amount of a characteristic being

measured can be made (Allen & Yen, 1979).
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A scale Is an organized set of measuroments (Allen & Yen, 1979). The different tqpes of scales can be

produced by different methods. Scales tfat list values of a property along a line, even if the properties are

placed an equal distance apart on the line, are at least ordinal and may be Interval. Just because lines are

equidistant on a piece of paper does not mean the scalar Is interval. The method of paired comparisons

also produces scales with ordinal levels of measurement. Interval scales can be produced through

Thurstone's method of comparative judgments or conjoint measurement. Ratio scales cart be obtained

using methods of estimation where observers ehctively make judgments of the ratio between the

magnitudes of two perceptions. These imnethods are described In detail In books on psychological or

psychophysical measurement (e.g., Edwards, 1957; Geschelder, 1985). However, It Is important to

realize that the way in which scales are developed will determine whether a scale has nominal, ordinal,

interval or ratio properties. This level of measurement In turn will be one of the major factors in determining

how the data can be interpreted.

Another characteristic of a measurement scale Is its dimensionality. In essence. ,is Is an indication of

what the scale is Intended to measure. There can be unidimensional scales that bro intended to measure

only one aspect or attribute. Multidimensioral scales, on the other hand. are inter ded to measure more

than one dimension concurrently. Specific statistical methods are available to crmatN muttidimenslonal

scales and these have been used to create ecales that specifically address OWL. Whether the sWale is

uni- or multi- dimensional has implications as !o what is to be measured (i.e., what Is to be rated) and how

workload is conceived. For example, a global, unidimensional rating of workload implies that there is a

single attribute of workload that can be Identified anm rated. For such a rating, operators have to combine

internally all aspects of workload into a single metric and the degree to which various aspects contributed

to the overall rating are not ascertainable. Tsang and colleagues have employed such a unidimenrsir)nal

overall workload scale using a line divided into 20 intervals with the end points anchored at low and uigh

w:)rkioad (Tsang & Johnson, 1987; Vidulich & Tsang, 1987). With multidimensional scales It is espei ially

important that the relative importance of the variou; measured components of workload be lden died

explicitly. For example, the NASA-Task Load Index (TLX) uses six dimensions while the Subje ctive

Workload Technique (SWArI) uses three.

Operators and observers can both be asked to make ratings. Operators can make judgments about

their subjective experiences. At the same time, observers could monitor the behavior of the oporators

and make judg]ments about tne level of workload the operator Is experiencing. This is essenlally a

subjective opinion about someone else's subjective experience. However, since observers :,annot

coserve internalized operator activities such as Infr•,,nation processing and monitoring, their jutgments

may ;e less useful than those of the operator. On the other hand, observers may be able to s ie more

than a busy operator (Hart, 1986a). For example, operators; may experience tunnel vision, 1,thilh the
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observer maintains a larger field of view. The use of ratings of the same tasks or mission segments by both

operators and observers may provide more reliable Information regarding OWL.

Workload Rating Scales

Subjective scaling techniques have been used to develop rating scales for workload measurument. In

general, these rating scale., have been developed in aviation communities for measurement of pilot

workload, with the exception of the Modified Cooper-Harper scale. In some instances, the rating scale is

specific to pilot activities and would need modification to extend its applicability to non-piloting activities. In

othor instances, the scale would be applicatle as it exists to a wide range of tasks and environments. The

degree of applicability has been noted where appropriate.

The specific subjoctive scale techniques described in this report include:

t the Cooper-Harper scale and nodified versions of the scale which use a decision tree
structure.

* the NASA-Task Load Index and Bipolar scales that obtain individual weighted scores
of several dimensions of workload,

* psychometric techniques, such as magnitude estimation and equal-interval scales,
and

* the Subjective Workload Assessment Technique (SWAT) which uses conjoint
analysis.

Other rating scales which have been developed and used for specific purposes are discussed as

examples of applications. Comparisons among the techniques as well as other key issues are discussed

following presentation of the techniques.

cowper-Hwpw Sca am Vai S

Perhaps the most widely used workload-related decision tree rating scale is the Cooper-Harper (CH)

scale (Cooper & Harper, 1969). R Is a 10-point unidimensional rating scale, resulting In a global rating on

an ordinal scale of the experience of piloting an aircraft. It was primarily intended for use by pilots to rate

aircraft handling and control qualities, but pilot workload and compensation are mentioned in the scale

shown, in Figure 5-1. O'Donnell and Eggernier (1986j,).''",• Vie supporting evidence which shows a

relation between CH ratings and workload (e g., Hess, 1977). Wierwille and Connor (1983) also found the

CH scale to be sensitive to handling properties. They concluded "hat the CH scale can be confidently

used for tasks that are primarily motor or ps;ychomotor. These findings are generally supported by
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previous workload literature (Wierwille & Willges, 1980). Haworth, Blvons. and Shively (1986) have

receitly found a corrmlatlon of .75 between CH raings and NASA PApolar ratings and a c wrreiatkon of .79

between CH and SWAT ratlogs, Indicating considerable agreement among the scales and overlap of the

und~erlying psycho"oical dimension.
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Workload and effort In the Honeywell version may be ooni~sdeied task-related, rashor thAn the terms
conrensation and deficiencies in the CIA, which are more hardware, especially aircraft, oriented, This
scale was used In a study of vertical take off and laodcing (VTOL) aircraft displays (North, Sta'*house, &
Gratfuncter, 1979). In general, the rW&V1s were in agremant with th~e porformnance date: however, scoas
were obtained for oNy a isubset of all coMidlbw~. North et Wt. did niot draw strong conclusins concerning
the use of this scale because not aC factors Intbielsc workload were rated.
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M~odifie Cooper-hu~per. Wierwille and Casall (1983) developed the 11odilled Cooper-:-oaiptt
scale for the putpose of worklotad assessment In SyStern5 Where perce..tu-si. mediationa! and
communications activity is present (Figure 5-3). The modification was devalopocf for use In those
situations where the task was not primarily motor or psychornuoor and the CH might nwt be appropriate.
Wherwili6 and his omdlsagues have performed a berles of laboratory experimrents to validate the Modified
CH as a woldoad assessment tochnkpje. Ttrmee experiments using Ohils scale are desctibea in W~ewiIle
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Involyedlihe identification of clanger Indicators and required a pushbution IU¶spense. One of three load

levels (iowi, medium, or high) was used for each flight. After each flight, subjects gave a Modified CH
rating. The results Indicate scores were signiffcanlty different for each level of load with the sc~ore

Increasing monotonically with load. Trhe oxpti dment that locked at medlatlonal (cognitive) load uised

navigation tasks Involving various number and complxity of arithmetic and geometric operation~s for each
load level. The navigation solktions were only calculated, not Implemented, so the psychomrotor
v61 ,wnt~i did not differ. Results showed signiflcant differences between low vs. high and mvedium vs.
high with the score means increasing monotonically with load. The LUonKT uncations experiment Involvacd

the Asz of radio aircraft control anid communications tasks Winlding commands for changes In altitude and
neading and communications such as reporting call signs and heading, altitude, and airspeed kIormatin.

Significant differences were found between low vs. medkum load and low vs. high load. Score means
increased monotonically with load level. The authors conclude th~at the Modifiled CH scale ratings are valid

and statistically reliable measures of overall workload and that the Modified CH shows a consistent, good
6yel of sensitivity across the three types of tasks (WiIrwIII, Casall. Connor, & Rahiml, 1985). Modified CH

ratings were found to be equally sensitive to task difficulty as SWAT (Warr. Cole, & Reid. 1986).

Wierwille, SKJpper and Rieger (1984) conducted two studies to test whether the sensitivity of the
Modified OH could be IncreaseJ by changjing from a 110-point to a 15-point scale or by changing the format
to computer-based or tabular form. In general, they concluded that the original Modified CH was the most
consistently sensitive measure of the five alternatives tested.

The Badford Scale. The Pilot Workload Rating Scale, also called the Bedford scale, Is a decision
tree scale derived from the CH. It Is shown In Figure 5-4. It was developed by Roscoe and Ellis (Roz.cc.,
1 987a) at the Royal Aircraft Estabishmrent, Bedford, England for workload assessment In the military
aviation environment. The technkiqe obtains subjective judgments about workload based on ability to
complIete tasks and the amount of spare capacity vaialable. It was found that aircrew were able to
unr'erstand the scale and that It was easy to rernenmer and sinall enough to be carded on a flight suit knee
pad (Lidderdale, 1987).

The Bedford scale has been applied In several workload evalustiormt of a.lrcrews. Wainwright (1987)
reports its epplicalon to assss workload for a mnimrum crew of two pilots of a civilian (SAE 148) aircraft.
ihree tea ms of two pilots each pailicipated In the certification prograrn. ibe evaluation was based on

subjective opinion and heart rate monitoring for high workload segments with crews that weire asked to fly
long duty days with minimum rest. Pliots gave ratings and an ofiseerer of the pilot's perlorrnance gWe a
rating as well as the signal to the pilot to rMt the prervious task. The ovivrall analysis of workload, Iri~uding
sl"bjective measures, heart rate and performance errors, suggist~d that the two-P"it crews were not

v~~3rloaded, L~a., crew membemrs reported they had s"re capacity.
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A simiflar fltudý measurud worklioad for a two person1 crew in an advanced combat aircraft during low level

maneuvers. Although there was concern that ?eal-time ratings would not be possible, the aircrew were

able to give ln-tightd ratings even in demanding circumstances (Uidderdale. 1987). However, the Bedford

scale was found to be lnapprop~iate for obtaining wo~ldoad assessments dluring post-f light debrief Ings.

Workload Description Rating

Worddoied blgcant WtL

10 www~or low WL2

nough spare capecity lor asa

YES h~csWu. aaiyfrm
attnton lo additional Mal- Ws

w as worldoad N O o oscd up .', capaciy additonal wil e m

without rsuc~obn? attention______________
Uttle spere Capacity Irval of ~ho
eloas Ns MMattention to ddorl w1

momm

VESVery moos Opeas Cqmft .but

nwit~~wim f ofot ~3mpdnry WL7
tuft not In queston

NO very h~ig wofdoed wlih amste no spmr
Was worldoad tolerable capacity. DIoutty in nukhtk*Ig lwowa o WA

liernetsy Nhworkdoad No spow

Figurecaacty Seriou Thef Bedor scal (describe InRooe.1

The airvew foundit diffiult to rconstru~the tompex experen el ofthflgtaitushecod

not e ccnfientinte inkco hirrsone.N other disusiont wasI maeo dti oins tI

not clear whether the post-flight rating difficulty was due to workload descripidons In the Bedford scale

Itself or a more general problemn that would occ~ur in all post-flight ratings of workload.
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The use of the Bedford scale was well acxepted by aircrews (l.dderdale, 1987), parlioularty when tasks

are short and well defined (Roscoe, 1987a). Ra, pads with 10 push buttons were used as the means to

obtain the ratings. Roscoe has Identified some limitations in the scale's use: the ratings given are not

absolute values and are dependent on the operator's personal experience, therefore comparisons

between operators are not valid. Also, real-time ratings may not be be possible if a second person Is not

available. Uke other versions of the CH scale, the Bedford scale produces ordinal data and therefore

statistical analysis Is limited to rank ordar tests.

Bedford ratings were found to correlate well with heart rate, although not always consistently (e.g.,

Wainwright, 1907). The use of the Bedford scale has been primarily in applied settings - only one study

was fount wihere it was used In a controlled setting with defined levels of task difficulty. Tsang and

Johnson (1987) used the Bedford sale, the NASA-TLX, and an overall workload scale !o measure

subjective workload in several manual and serni-automated tasks. i(he Bedford Rcalb ratings were slightly

different from those obtained with the other two measures although the authors suggest these findings

support the ability of the Bedford to measure spare capacity. However, these findings are based on a

small amount of data and should be used cautliously.

Summary. Workload rating scales based on decision tree structures have been lound to be

sensitive to different levels of workload in various task types (e.g., Wierwille et aL., 1985). The scales have
been found to be easy to administer and well accepted by operators. These rating scales have been used
almost exclusively in aviation research to assess pilot workload; however, the Modified CH and the
Bedford scales would be applicable to other operational environments (with minor modifications such as
changing the word pilot to operator). Finally, interpretations other than as ordinal scales should be
approached with great caution because of the nature of the scales.

NAS4-Ame Workldd Rating Scafti

The Human Performance Group at the NASA-Ames research facility has been extensively involved in

workload assessment research. As part of the overall effort, much work has gone into the development of

workload rating scales as subjective measurement techniques. Two major theoretical considoratkns

influenced the scale developmn.,n The first consideration was the multidimensional nature of workload,

resulting in multiple wofdo".' dimensions. The second consideration was the individual nature of which

dimensions of workload are riore Important lor Individual operators rating specific tasks. 'rhis

consideration led to development of lndMdual weighting prouedures.

The NASA-Bipolar scales are a group of nine scales that reflect nine dimensions of workload plus an

ovcrall workload scale. The descriptions of the ten scale dinmensions are prosented in Table 5-1. Each

scale is presented as a single line broken into 20 spaces as siown In Figure 5-5. The operator marks the
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location on thescale that corresponds to his or her subjective experience related to a specific task. A

score ormm 0 lo 100 is obtained for each scale (assigned to the nearest 5). The ratings are assumed to

have interval properties. The weighting procedkre used to combine individual scale ratings Involves a

paired comparison task using all pa!rs of Individual dimensions. Paired oompardsons require the operator

Table 5-1. NASA Bipolar rating scaie descriptions (Hart & Staveland, 1987).

OVERALL WORKLOAD Low, High The total workload associated with the task
considering all sources and components.

TASK DIFFICULTY Low, High Whether the task was easy demanding,
simple or complex, exacting or forgiving.

TIME PRESSURE None, Rushed The amount of pressure you felt due to the
rate at which the task elements occurred.
Was the task slow and leisurely or rapid and
frantic.

PERFORMANCE Perfect, Failure How successful you think you were in doing
what we asked you to do and how satisfied
you were wlt" what yots accomplished.

MENTAL/SENSORY EFFORT None, Impossible The %mount of mental and/or perceptual
activity that was required (e.g., thinking,
deciding, caiculating, remembering, looking,
searching. etc.).

PHYSICAL EFFORT None, Irn';.ossible The amount of phy,ical activity that was
required (e.g., pusiing, pulling, turning,
controlling, activ3ting, etc.).

-'RPUSTRAT1GN LEVEL Fulfilled, Exasperated How Insecure, discouraged, irritated, and
annoyed versus secure, gratified, cordtent,
and complacent you felt.

STRESS LEVEL Relaxed, Tense How anxious, worried, uptight, and harassed
or calm, tranquil, placid, arnd relaxed you felt.

FATIGUE Exhausted, Alert How tired, weary, worn out, and exhausted
or fresh, vigorous, and energetic you felt.

ACTIVITY TYPE Skill BLased, Rule Based, The degree to which the task required
Knowledge Based mindlass reaction to well-learned routines or

required the application of known rules ý)r
required problem solving and decision
making.
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Overall workload L.LJ-1..iJ....1i__' l i t I
Low High

Task dlifficulty I I I I I I I . -I I I I I I I I I , I I I
Low High

Time pressure i i I I I I I i Ii i I
None Rle

Performance I I I I , I 1I 1 I, I I , I I
Perfect FaluWr

Mentalisensory effort I I I I I I , I I i I I I I
None Impossible

Physical effort LJ.Il IjJ.1j. Ii 1 1I I , I I
None Imptiis ble

Frustration level I' I, li I II I I_ I I lil I
Fulfilled Exasperated

Stressleel I , I , 1 1 , I , i I , I, I , I
"Reaxed Tense

Fatigue ____I ,_ ,_i__ , 1_ , ,_
Alert Exhausted

Act•vty type IJ I I I
SkW based Rule based Knowledgu based

Figure 5-5. The NASA Bipolar rating scales (adapted from Bodtolussi, Kantowitz, & Hart, 1986).

to choose which dimension is more relevant to workload for a particular task across all pairs of the nine

dimensions. The number of times a dimension is chosen as more relevant Is the weighting of that

dimension scale for a given task for that operator. The procedure permits a weighting ot zero for

dimensions that are judged a•s not relevant to workload for that task (Hart, Baltiste & Lester, 1984). A

workload score from 0 to 100 Is obtaiined by multiplying the weight by the dimension scale score, summing

across scales and dividing by the total weights (36 paired comparisons). The weighting procedure
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implicitly assumes that the individual dImrni*ons have ratio scale properties. The weighting procedure

has boen found to reduce between-subject variabili•y by up to 50% compared to undimensional overall

workload rating (Hart ai al., 1984; Miler & Hart 1984).

Tf,• N J•!,, L"k Load Index (TLX) was derived from the NASA-Bipolar scales and uses a similar

weighting procedure. It may be considered a shorter and more refined version. ""he NASA-TLX uses six

dimensions, thereby wnsiderably reducirri the number of paired omparisons from 36 to 15. Aspects of

task, behavior, and the operator are al; Included In the TLX. The first three dimensions can be considered

as characteristics of the task; the next two can be considered as behavkmral characteristics; and the final

scaki Is related to the operior's indivdual characteristics. The six dimnensions are:

* menial demand,

* physical demand,

• temporal demand,

• performance,

* effort, and

o frustration.

The descriptions of these dimensions are shown In Tabie 5-2. Twenty-step bipolar scales are usea as the

sneans to obtain ra.ings !or thte dimensions, as shown in Figure 5-6. Several factors were consideied In

choosing which dimensions to Include in the TLX. ,rterla such as dimension sensitivity, independence

from other dimensions, and subjective importance to Individual concepts of workload were considered.

For ease of implementation (both in the weighting procedure end the Ectual rating of scales), no more than

six dimensions were desired, A thorough discussion of the development of the NASA-TLX Is presented

in Hart and Stavelhnd (1987).

Both the MASA-TLX and Bipolar scales have been used In laboratory and operational environments.

These applications are characterized In the following descriptions. TLX was used in studies of pilot

workload In helicopters (Shively, Battiste, Matsumoto, Pepiton, Bortolussi, & Hart, 1987). Four NASA test

pilots flew an SH-3G helicopter on two different mission scenarios for a total of eight flights. Subjective

and physiological data were collected during the flight. The TLX rating scales were administered at the

end of each flight segment. During the r:,,, '- the pilot transferred co.,trol of the helicopter to the safety

pilot. After rating completion, control was returned to the pilut. If control transfer to the safety pilot could

not be done without excessive disruption, the pi~ot rating for that segment would be 'elayed until after the
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next flight segment. Pilots were never required to rate more than two consecutive segments at one time

and each flight segment contained a major flight task such as hover, terrain folowing, or landing.

Table b-2. NASA TLX rating scale description (NASA-Ames Research Center, 1986).

Title Eidpolnts Desription

Mental Demand Very Low/ How mentally demanding was the task,
Very High

Physical Demand Very Low/ How physically demanding was the task.
Very High

Temporal Demand Very Low/ How hurried or rushed was the pace of the
Very High task.

Performance Perfoct/Failure How successfu! were you In accomplishing
what you were asked to do.

Effort Very Low/ How hard did you have to work to acoom-
Very High pltsh your level of performance.

Frusuiaticn Very Low/ How Insecure, discouraged, irritated, and
Very High annoyed were you,

Results Indicate thIat TLX significantly discriminated between flighr segments In both scenarios -

subjective ratings and available performance measures were compared and appeared to have a

relationship where a lower workload rating corresponded to better peflomiance. Statistical analyses were

not performed due to the limited amount of performance data avvilable. However, the TLX measures

appeared to be sensitive to both flight segment differences as *,311 as performance measures.

Other applications Include the use of the Bipolar scales in a laboratory study where short-term memory

load, tracking task difficulty, and time-on-task were the manipulated variables (Bifemo, 1985). Subjective

ratings were found to correlate positively with certain physiological measures of workload. Ratings of

fatigue and workload were significantly correlated for 80% of the subjects.

Bortolussi, Hart and Shively (1987) found that the Bipolar scales differentiated significantly between

low and high levels of scenario difficulty lia a motiont-basod simulator when 21 flight-related activities were

added in the high difficulty scenario. These recults replicate results obtained in a similar study (Bortolussi,

Kantowitz, & Hart, 1986), supporting the reliabilily of the subjective ratings In different experiments using

the same tasks but ditferent subjects.
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I MentiI DemandI I I i...
Very Le v Vry High

Physical Demand LlIIiAI l I l1l111 J

VWy Low Vwy High

"Temporal Demand I I, I

Performance v., I I IlIlI lI I ,! I I I I I
poriect Fe..

Effort I I I I I I

FrustrationI I I I I

Figure 5-6. The NASA Task Loading Index (TLX) rating scales (NASA-Ames Research Center, 1986).

Vidulich and Pandit (1986) found the Bipolar scales to be sensitive to the effects of tralnlnj on

subjective workload ratings when the training produced lower cognitive load through development of

automaicy In a category search task.

Seyeral comparative studies have used one of the NASA scales as well as other OWL subjective

techniques. The NASA scales have had high correlations with other "ubjecttve measures. Hawortn,

Blvens and Shivety (1986) used the NASA-Bipolar scales in assessment of single pilot workload for

helicopter nap-of-the-earth (NOE) missions. The correlation of NASA-Bipolar with Cooper-Harper was

0.79 and 0.67 with SWAl. In a study by Tsang and Johnson (19C7), TLX and a unidimensional overall

workload scale followed very similar trends. Vidulich and Tcang (1987) found similar correlations among

TLX, an overall workload sealL, and the Analytic Hierarchy Proctess.
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Vidulich and Tsang (1985a, 1985b, 1986) compared the subjective measures obtained from NASA-
Bipolar and SWAT lor both tracking and spatial transformation tasks. Both techniques Y;er? found to be
isemeltive to various levels of task demands andl generally provided similar resuhs. A comparisonf of the two
techniques shows that the NASA-Bipoliar scales result In less between-subject variabilfty but use mnore

dimensions of workload (althoughr at the time, it was unclear whether all nine dimensions added
l-iforrnatlon). NASA-Bipolar required less time In the weighting procedure compared Ato SWAT's scale

development procedure, but more in actual ratings becauso ot the nine scales as compared to three
dfrnenslons ot SWAT A similar comparison between NASA-TL X and SWAT has not yet been reported in

thoi literature.

Of the two NASA scales, the TIX scale is the version that Is recommended by NASA. Information for

administration of TLX Is contained In Collecting NASA Wokbad Ratings: A Paper-and Pencil Package
(NASA-Amnes Research Center, 1986). Containod In this package are copies of the six rating swales, the
fifteen paired-cormparisons, sources of workload tally &hosts and instructions on the pi-cvz'Kures to follow
to obtain individually weiphted workload scores. A computerized version Is also available which provides

software that will display th~e rating scales, tally the sources of workload, and provide the weighted scores.
Being newer, not as rmxh research has been reported for the TLX version as for the full Bipolar version.
Further research and application exerrnp4es will provide additional Infrmration with which to characterize the

TLX scale fully.

As with other multidimensional scales, not only can an overall workload score be obtained, but the

individual scales could be used to diagnose what aspects of workload were particularly relevant for a
specific task. The ability to Identify what task, behavior, or operator characteristic was judged to have the
greatest imnpact on the perception of workload would provide an additional diagnostic tool to assess
system design alternatives.

Summary. Both the NASA-Bipolar and TLX scaes have been proven to be valid, reliable and
sensitive techniques for OWL assessment. The scales hcve been used In latoratory and applied
settings. The multidimensional nature %- workkoad and the relevance of various workload dimensions to
individual assessment of workload are both aucounted for in the Individual weighting proceduire and six
dimensions uised in TLX. TLX was derived from the Bipolar scales and Is the technique currently
recommended by NASA. Certainly, the approach used by both swales Is uoseful. The TLX Is more practical
for operational applicatione because It is shorter and takes less time to complte. ThX Is only beginning to
be characterzed although the validity of its undellyir~g approach Is supported by its predecessor's (Bipolar
scales) research base.
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Among the rating bcale techniques available are those that are baeod on cassic psychometric scaling

methodoloqies. Psychologists have used these methods as a means of quantitatively measurin,

psychological attributes, Workload migi.t be considered to be such an attribute. Among the best known

ire magnitude estimation, paired comparisons, and equal appearing Intervals.

Magnl~ude estlmaglon. Magnitude estimation Is a psychophysical method that requires a subject

tc make direct numerical assignments to the magnitude of some sensory experience. It Is one of the most

frequently used psychophysical scaling methods (Gescheider, 1985). There are two main procedures for

obtaining magnitude estimation (Stevens, 1958; 1975). In the first method, a subject Is presented with a

standard Mimulus and Is told this experience represents a certain numerical value (called a modulus). The

subject is then asked to make judgrrmnts relat;ve to the modulus. For example. N the modulus is assigned

10 and the experience is juoged to be twice as great as the one created by the standard stimulus, the

subiect would say 20. li !he second method, the modulus Is not defined by the experimenter and the

subject is asked, in essence, to establish his win modukus.

Some research has used magnitude estimation In workload assessment (e.g., Borg, 1978; Helm &

Heimstra, 1981). High correlations have been reported between subjective estimates of workload and

task difficulty (e.g., Helm and Heimstra used Information load (bits/sec) as the measure of task difficulty).

Masline (1986) found equal sensitivity 3mrong magnitude estimation, equal appearing Intervals, and

conjoint scaling as used in SWAT. Gopher and Braune (1984) describe the use of magnitude estimation

scaling for workload assessment in "1 experimental conditions. A single-axis tracking task was used as

the todulus and given a value of 100. After each trial, subjects were asked to estimate the load or

demand of othc tasks. Gopher and Braune found that subjects did not have any difficulty In ýislgnlng

nurnbcrs despite the wide variety of tasks. They also constructed a power function and used IR to predict

the loads of dual tasks from single task scores. They found a high correlation between resource

requirements (derived from .ubjective scores) and an index of task difficulty, but low correlations with

reaction time performance measures.

The magnitude estimation method was aiso used by Kramer, Slrevaag and Braune (1987) to collect

subjective ratings of OWL in a single-engine, flxedbase oimulator. A five minute straight and level flight

path segront was used as the modulus and assigned a value of 100. These researchers founa that the

subjeclive rar.,gs cnrresponded well to flight task performance, as measured by flight heading and

altitude deviations, reaction time, and accuracy of the auditory secondary probe task. Both stbjc•tive

ratings and perfomriance maasures differertiated between easy and dIfficult flights and b.tween fi•ht

segments. However, the pilots' workload estimates Indicate that holding patterns, takeoffs, and landings



09Me equally dlftkxA.i while pertn~ominc Measures In~dicated holdin patternS and atre~gm4*lv*"i-fv were

done better tha takeoffs and landi~ngs.

One of th ways of using magnitude estimaton Is to have a standard reference task (a modultis) against
which relatlve judigments of workload are made. Rather than &auwing subjects to mike relative Judgments

against their own Internal reference developed from part expetlence. Hart arnd Staveland (19837) suggest
that a standard reference task may reduce betweent-uubject variability. They sugges that reference tasks
may assist In providing a stable judgment set from which to make estimates of subjective workloao. They
also suggest that the reference task should share elements with the experimental tasks to be performned,
because the workload of different !-t~kp may be caused by different task dimensions. T'he reference task

should provide the opportunity to me!%e comparable judgments.

O'Donnell and Eggerneler (1986) review worktaad assessment that has issed magnitude estimaition
and they conclude that the data support the estimates obtained from magnitude estimation techniques.
They do caution, however, thtu the u-&9 of magnitude estimation may have practical limitations. For
example, subjects may not be able to retain and use the samne modiulus over time. In addition,

counterbalanced presentation of stimuli, normnally used in liboratory magnitude estwimaton experiments
may not be possible. O'Donnell and Eggemneler (¶986) suggest that the impact of these potential
problems should be Identified before magnl~tude estirtiation techniques are used In operational

environments.

Paired comparisons. Other psychometric techniques that might be used for workload
assessment include paired co~mparisons (also called Thurstone scalng techniques). In the paired
cornpairlson technique, subjects choose one of a pair of stirnull which has more of the characteristic being
judged. The nummnber of compasisons made is n(n-1)12, *here ni Is the number of stimuli. Thersforvt, the
number of comparlsons can become qiuie large as the number of stimui kirmeases. Five stimuli would
requite 10 comparisons; eight stimuli would require 28 comparisons; and ten would require 45
comparlstons. Scales are derived from the number of times a stimnulus Is ludged to have morweofthe
relevant charactierhitic than the other stirmui.

SA.I-Wpostng INervals. The technilque of equal-appearing Intervals has the subec assign the
stimnuluis to one of several categories depending on how much of a char&*erskl the stimnulus is judged to
possess. Eleven categories are often used. The subject are albo Wonhtnued to kep the distance
between aniy two categories equal to the distance between arny other two. Hicks and Wierwille (1979)
applie this; technique in a study of workload In an automnobile sirmlator. Results Indicated significant
differences between all task difficulty levels which Indicate the method Is sensitive to workload variations.
Masllne (1986) found the sensitivity of the equal-Interval techniques to be equivalent to magnitude
estimation and to SWAT. He concluded that the equal-interval scaling was the easiest of the three to
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adn*~Wseb,. MaulWn camuf ons that there is a strong tendency for oprators to assign stimuli so that all
categorles are used tout qualy often, which may bus ratings.

Summary. The psychometric tachnk~,es of mignitudo estimation, paired comparisons, and
equal-appearing Irtervals haw been used as workbad aýs sesunen techniques. In general, studies have
Irdicated sensitiviy of the rmthds l0 varying task difficui~y levels. The psychontwmic techniquot appear
to offer viable alternatives for subjective workload =ft&ssment although reservstions About the use of
these techniques in operational e'ionmiurern.s were expressed by O'Donnell and Eggemeler (198~5).
More Information on the doew'opmen! and ptucedures for using these techniques is required before they
ore fully recommnended for Army applications. For furthev Information, the reader should consul' texts on,
psychophysicaJ methods (c.g., Edwards, 19577; $levent, 1975; Geschelder, 1985) as well as reviews of
these wctecpiue as applied to workload asseussmi-i (e.g., OYDonnell & Eggemeler, '19W6).

Satglscth WoeAbad A.mwmit Thcfmgw (SWA 7)

The Subjective Worklad Assessmenit Technique (SWAT) Is a subjeciv rating technique developed
by the U.S. Air Foirme Armstrong Aeromedical Research Laboratory (AAMRL.) at Wright-Patterson Air Force

Mase. It uses conjoiit m fessuremerk and scaling tochniquois (Kraritz & Tversky, 1971; Nygren, 1982) to

develop a rating scale with Iinte.,al properties. SWAT uses the three dimensions of time load, mental
effoil load, and psychological smtres load to assss workload. These were adapted from the workload
definition deveioid by Sheridan and Simpson (1979). For each of the three dh'Tienslons, there are three
levels which are c.,parationa~y defined. These are shown In Table 5-3. TIrm load refers to the relative

amount of time available to ihe operator (AAMRL, 1987) and the percentage of time an operator is busy

(Eggemeier, McGhee, & Reid, 1983), and Includes elements such as o~verlap of tasks and task

Witerruption. Mental effort refers to the arnovit of attention or concentration directed toward the task,

independent of time considerations. Psychohqgkra! atreis Is tho degree to which confusion, frustration

and/or anxiety !s present and adds to the subetive workload of the operator. ,Factors that may increase

stress and elevate distracton from the task include personial factors such as motivatbin, fear, fatigue or

environmental factors such as temp~erature, noise or vibration (AAMRL, 1987).

There are two distnct steps In the use of SWAT, The firot is called ac.4le development. Twenty-seven

cards contain all posslle coortkintons of the three WlbvI of tech of the fthee dimensions. The carde are

soiled by the Individual operators Into the rank order that reflects their perception cf Increasing workload.
The SWAT Users Guide (AAM RL, 1957) suggests that "h 27 cards be f irs sorted into three piles of nine

each, and then each pile ordered 1 through 9 representing lowest to highest workload. The order of the

sorted cards are then processed via conjoint scalirn procedures to develop a scale with interval
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TsbWi 5-3. Clpratlonal deflnttions o~f the three SWAT dilment~orns (MMRL. 1987).

LEVELS LlIMENSlON

1. TIME LOAD
[D Often have epre lVme. tntem*&mon or awnap among sclivities oocur

lrirsquenty or not ii? all.

Oooslorw*l Imv spora time. lmentrpnons or ovarap among a*te
ojr frequenty.

~~J Aftmo never have apre lime, lntaupdntlrs or oeirlap amnng &Mties wre
Very frequerli or omur all the V~MS.

iL MENTAL EFFORT

[D Very Wte corudous mental ~tr or concerrtrction required. Activity Is almost
saomatic reqitlrlng IMI* or no attention.

2:,]Moderate conadlous mental effort or concentration required. Cornplexiyo0 ~ sacivty Is noderately high duo to uncertanty. unr~rsdkabilty. or unfamiliarity.
Considenwble ettention roquired.

rwnExtensive r ,mntal eff ort and concentration are necessary. Wery complex
activity reqtiwing total attantlon.

11l. PSYCHOLOGICAL STREWS

EJ Uttle confusion. frustration or anxkety exists and cor, be ecsily acommmodated.

[2] Moderate stress diuo to confusion, fnrstr~on or anxiety. Nolceeably adds
to workload. Significant compenvatlon Is requirel~ to maintain adequate
performance.

[~] High to very inrense stress due to confusion. I rustr~ton or anxiety. High to
W ~extreme determination and self-control required.

properties. The developed numerical scale runs from 0 to 100. with 0 signifying no workload, or the

lowest ranked condition on each of the ti,ree dimenisions (usually 1.1,1). and 100 corresponding to the

maximumn workload, or the highest ranked on each of the three dimensions (usually 3,3,3). Other

combinations of ratings on the three dimensions (e.g., 2,3,2) wou.ld be assigned a corresponding scale
number (e.g., 75). The scale value corrosponding to Aach combination of rating will be different for each
individual dependent on the way the cards are sorted. An Illustration of the mapping from a three
dimensional to a unkimirensional scale Is shown In Figure Z-%7.
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0I 25 3 7 to 10

-01

Figure C-7. Subjective Workload Assessment Techniquse (SWAT) uses conjoint analyis to change
each individual's rank~s to a unique interval scale. In this individ'ial example, the rank of 1, given to the
co)mbination 1.1,.1, is ref lected as the lowest (0) value on the Woril~oad Scale. The rank of 27. given to
the combination 3,3A3 Is reflected as the highest (100) vr'lue on the Workload Scale, Intermediate rank
values of 3 and 18 given to the combinations 2.1,1 and 2,3,2 respectively, are reflected &a intermediate
workload values (i.e., 20 and 75, respectively) d'~pndent on the Individual workload scale developed.
(The Illustration Is adapted from Gidcurrb, 1985.)

The second step to SWAT is the event, scorin, thrt Is, the actual rating of workload for a given task or
mission segment. For the defined :nsk or segnrint, the operator if, asked to assign a level (1, 2 or 3) to
each of the three dimnensions of time load, mental ~affort, and psychological stress. It has been found that
the order In which the three dimnensions are presented does n~ot affect the rankings (Acton & CoUe, 1984),
but it Is suggested that the order in which they are rar&.ed be kept constent to reduce confusion (AAMRL,
1987). This rating is converted to one ol the 27 nurneric~al scoreso (described a~bove) between 0 and 100
which are computed durin~g scale developmeit.
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Since the Initial dovelopment of SWAT, there have been many refinements, suggestions for

implernentatlon, anzaltsis and Interpretation. One Issue of concern Is the differencre between Indlkda!

ana group scale development. (The group scale Is constructed using group mean rankings) In an early

SWAT study, there were high coefficients of concordance for the rankings of four different groups of

operators ranging between .76 and .82 (Reid, Shlngledecker, & Eggemeler, 1981). Because of the high

level of agreement, a group scale was developed for each different experfrment. With group scales, the

WIosyncrasles of individual sorts tend to average out. Conversely, the group scale may also hide some of

tI individual differences in the perception of workload. An aitemative approach has been developed

that permits scale development for homogeneous subgroupings of individuals called prototypes (Reid,

Eggemeier, & Nygren, 1982). The prototypes are based upon which one of the three dimensions Is the

overriding factor in their rankings. For example, If Urne load is corsidered as most important, the rankings

may reflect a certain level of time hold constant while the other two dimensions are varied across the full

range of possibilities. The SWAT User's Guide (AAMRL, 1987) discusses specific procedures and

approaches to use In determining how Individuals should be grouped together Into time, effort or stress

prototypes. The prototype approach offers an increased sensitivity to Individual differences as compared

with the group approach.

Time, effort and stress may be individually examined as workload components - whether Individual,

group, or prototype sorts are used. How the particular dimensions are rated may be useful in determining

the specific design features that may be contributing lo the workload perception. If the time load

dimension is judged to be very high while the other two are not scored as high, for example, this might

suggest that a design element in the time domain (e.g., data presentation rate or required response time)

is the most important consideration for workload in that task or mission segmant (Eggemeler, McGhee, &

Reid, 1983).

SWAT meets many of the practical considerations for use of workload assessment techniques. As with

other subjective techniques, such considerations Include ease of Implementation, high face validity,

operator acceptance, relative freedom from Interference with the primary task (i.e., Intrusiveness),

scorability (i.e., the degree to which It can be quantified), repeatability and quickness of administration

(Crabtree, Bateman, & Acton, 1984; Courtrigr,. & Kupermnan, 1984).

There have been numerous studies of SWAT as a workload measurement technique in both laboratory

and applied settings. Laboratory studies have shown that SWAT is sensitive to differences In task

demands In critical tracking and simulated aircrew radio communication tasks (Reid et al., 1981);

continuous recall tasks (Potter & A4A.on, 1985); a spatial memory task (Eggemeler & Stadler, 1984); a

short-term memory task (Eggemeier, Crabtree, Zingg, Reid, & Shingledecker, 1982); simulated air-to-air
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combat (Reid, Eggemeler, & Shingledccker, 1983, cited in Eggemeler. McGhee, & Reid, 1983); and a

probability rmonioring task (Notestine, 1984).

Most of the applied studies have used SWAT In aviation applications. This Is certainly not surprising

given the Air Force roots of SWAT and the traditional concern with pilot workload. Skelly and Purvis

(1985) used SWAT in an investigation of a B-52 wartime mission simulation. Haworth, Bivens and Shively

(1986) used SWAT ini a single pilot helicopter, nap-of-the-earth flight simulation. Gidcumb (1985) reports

the use of SWAT in several Air Force applications. Courtight and Kuperman (1985) discuss the use of

SWAT in Air Force test and evaluation environments and found the technique understandable and

accepted by both testers and subjects. Schick and Hann (1987) used a German-language version of

SWAT to assess workload in a moving-base cockpit simulator. They report that SWAT was sensitiva to

varied task difficulty.

However, application of SWAT has not been limited to aviation environments. Crabtree, Bateman and

Acton (1984) used SWAT in an examination of over 20 command, control and communication (C3) tasks

(the tasks are not described in detail). SWAT ratings were also obtained in a study of the effects of

experience level on the performance of nuclear power control room crews (Beare & Dorris, 1984).

The reliability of the SWAT card sorts has been typically found to be high: the correlation ranged from

.77 to 1.00 for four pilots for pre- and post-test card sorts (Gldcumb, 1985). Subjects have produced card

sorts as far apart as a year, and over eighty percent of the subjects produced sorts that correlated .90 or

above (AAMRL, 1987). These correlations suggest stab;e workload judgments will be made across time.

With SWAT, as with other subjective technlqu~es, there is a question regarding the effects of delays

between the workload experience and the rating. Some research has specifically looked at th~s question

and concluded that although there were some changes In ratings, short delays of 15-30 minutes do not

affect the overall mean ratings (Eggemeier, Crabtree, & LaPointe, 1983). This may have been due to a

counterbalancing effect where some subjects Increased rating and others decreased ratings relative to

the baseline. Eggemeier, Melville and Crabtree (1984) found thnt neither 14-minute delays nor

intervening tasks affected subjective workload ratings. However, dalayed ratings should not be expected

to be exactly the same as ratings given immediately after performance. This Is particularly importmat if the

absolute value Is desired, but not as Important If relative values are desired for comparison between two

alternative task or equipment configurations. Additionally, It was found that the most difficult intervening

task produced the most discrepant ratings. This finding is troubling because of the analogy that can be

drawn to applied studies. Often the reason for operators not providing ratings when asked Is that they are

too busy with a difficult, high workload task. At the next occasion for rating, a difficult Intervening task will
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Ihave occurred, therefore, the research suggests that the rating will be lower than it would have been

without the delay caused by the difflcilt task (Eggemeler, Melville, & Crabtree, 1984).

SWAT appears to be a valid measure of some aspects c, workload, particularly those assorciated with

the operationally defined dimensions of time load, mental effort and psychological stress. SWAT has

been found to give similar results to other subjective methods such as NASA bipolar ratings (Vidulich &

Tsang, 1986; Haworth et al., 1986); the Modified Cooper-Harper scale (Wart et al., 1986); magnitude

estimation and equal-inteva! scales (Masline, 1986); as well as to compare favorably with various

physiological measures (Albery, Repperger, Reid, Goodyear, & Roe, 1987).

Several practical observations and suggestions were made by Gidcumb (1985) In a report that used

SWAT as a workload measure in several Air Force applications. He concluded that "SWAT appears to be

an accurate measure of the workload oxperienced hy tho aircrew participating in the tests ourveyed" (p. V-

1). However, several suggestions were made to improve the us , of SWAT in applied settings. During the

introductory briefing to SWAT, more emphasis should be placed on what will be expected of the

operators. There were observations that some of the operators approached the card sorting task very

casually, as evidenced by cursory card sorts. Gldcumb suggests that operators be fully Intrrojced to the

benefits of SWAT to them personally and the Importance of the card sort to the entire procedure. The

motivation of the operators is a critical element In the success of the card sort.

SWAT administrators agreed that the operators should be thoroughly familiar with the rating

procedures, and after six to ten SWAT ratings aircrew felt confident that the ratings were reflecting their

workload perceptions. After 15 ratings, the alrcrew reported the ;atings interfered little with their other

duties. Practice with the rating procedure and the operational definitions of the dimension levels is very

important in obtaining accurate workload measures. Without adequate practice, a learning effect may

distort the ratings and both relative comparisons and absolute measures of workload will have c,•'iy limited

value.

There were other comments dealing with the gathering of ratings. Some pilots refused to consider

real-time ratings because of their concern that it would Impose an additional task. An alternative procedure

was used wh~re the pilots would review mission videotapes for post-flight ratings. Another way to handle

missing ratings would be to assign the highest rating (3,3,3) for real-time segments that were missed

(AAMRL., 1987). The operators also had trouble deciding what to rate segments that were impossible to

perform or were performed Incorrectly. The suggestion was made that the SWAT adrrmnistrator needs to

be explicit about what to rate and what kind of ratings should be assigred impossible or differently

performed tasks.
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Schick and Hann (1987) suggest that SWAT data collection be planned carefully so that obtaining

ratings does not Interfere with flight duties. Therefore, event-related data collection (as has been used in

most studies) appears to be a better alternative than data collection at fixed time intervals. Interestingly,

this Is different from Glicumb's (1985) recommendation that further research should be done on time-

based rather than taso*-based rating segments.

Another observation was that in these applications (and, it can be Inferred, most operational

applications), only a small number of operators and data gathering missions are available, therefore sample

sizes are small. Parametric statistical analyses may be Inappropriate and other descriptive or comparison

techniques may be more appropriate in such cases.

Other issues involve the expansion of the current rating scheme from the three current levels to,

perhaps, live. Although this might provide greater rating scnsitivity and avoid floor or ceiling effects (as

suggested by Potter & Acton, 1985), the card sort (as currently administered) with five levels might

become unmanageable for subjects. However, finding some approach to Increase the number of levels

may yield benefits. The use of partial sonts, consisting of a subset of the original number of combinations,

may be a possible method, although this has not as yet been thoroughly developed (Nygren, 1985).

There is also a question of the ability needed to perform the card sort procedure. It is recognized that

the card sort is the key to successful use of SWAT and that motivation does play a role !n how carefully the

cards are sorted. The cards contain combinations of verbal descriptions and there is some anecdotal

evidence to suggest that individuals with low verbal skills may have difficulty In the sorting task. A possible

solution would be the use of graphical representations. This is an area for furth•r Investigation - empirical

data are needed to examine this Issue to see If it Is a problem. Solutions will be proposed and Investigated

iK this is proven to be a problem (G. B. Reid, personal communication, July S 1987).

Several other concerns have been raised in addition to the potential problems associated with the card

sorting procedure. It has been suggested (Derrick, 1983; Hart, 1986a) that three factors may not be

enough to adequately characterize workload. The three factors, it has been suggested, may not be

orthogonal (Boyd, 1983). Hart (1986a) discusses that the assumption that people can accurately

distinguish between the 27 combinations may not be true. Boyd (1983) suggests that there might be

high Interrater reliabilities at the extowies, bJi the intermedlata ratings may be less reliable. A further

concern is that scales with fewer than six or seven divisions may have response nonlinearities near the

endpoints (Hart & Staveland, 1987).

Summary. The Subjective Workload Assessment Technique (SWAT) uses conjoint analysis to

obtain a workload rating scale with interval properties SWAT uses the three dimensions of perceived time

load, mental ctIfort, and psychological stress to assess OWL. Both scai, development and an event
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scoring procedures are used. These provide individual rank order of dimension and ratings on the three

dimensions for a given task or task segmnent. SWAT has been shown to be both valid and reliable as a

measure of workload. SWAT has been used In both laboratory and applied settings and found to be

sensikve to a variety of task demands. Because of the multýdimensional nature of SWAT, it is possible to

use the individual dimonsion scales as diagnostic OWL tools. Care must be taken in the card sort and

event-scoring implementation to obtain accurate workload measures. SWAT appears to be a useful

technique lo" subjective workloar. assessment in Asmy applications.

Other Suctivo Rating Scles

There are other rating scales that have been developed for workload assessment. Often scales are

created fo: specific studies. This has led Shingledecker (1983, as cited in Potter, 1986) to suggest that

there may be almost as many scales and checklists as there are studies that lose subjective assessment

techniques. Of there marny subjective techniques, a few are presented here as examplea of other typos

of rating scales that have been developed and used In workload assessment applications.

The Pilot Subjective Evaluation. The Pilot Subjective Evahuation (PSE) process was developed

by Boeing for use in the workload evaluation of the Boeing 767 (Fadden, 1982; Ruggiero & Fadden,

1987). The PSE is shown in Figure 5-8. It includes both seven-point rating scales and an accompanying

questionnaire. A validation study of the PSE is reported although details are not given in either of these

two papers. The particularly Interesting aspect of these scales is the use of a reference airplane (chosen

by the pilot) for a comparative evaluation of workload. Basically, the pilots rated whether operation of the

767 was more, the same, or less demanding than than the reference aircraft In terms of mental effort,

physical difficulty, and time required. Ratiags of gr3ater workload indicate areas for design improvements.

An interview, held at the end of each day, provided the opportunity to gather more information on the

items rated worse than the reference airplane workload.

The Dynamic Woiload Scale. The Dynamic Workload Scale Is another rating scale developed for

an aircraft certification program and has been used by Airbus Industrie (Speyer, Fort, Fouillot, & Blonmbrg,

1987). As seen in Table 5-4, the scale is a seven-point scale. The technique Includes workload

assessment by both the pilot and an observer-pilot. The scale is administered without defining workload,

allowing the pilot and observer to be glided by their own interpretation of workload. However, the criteria

for the raters to consider are reserve capacity, interruptions and effort or stress. The omserver makes a

rating whenever the workload has changed since the last rating or when five or more minutes have

passed. A cue is then given to the pilot to make a rating. The primary analyses of these data were

cumula!ý•, rating distributions. Concordance between p!!nt arid observer ratingrs were elso examined and

appeared high. Ratings are also plotted along a timeline. Speyer et al. (1987) report a shift In the median

of the distribution of ratings as workload increased, implying a sensitive measure, although no further

details are available.
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Table 5-4. The Dynamic Workload scale used by Akbus Industrie for alr.'rtt certificatlon (Speyer et al.,
1987).

Workload Crter_ Appreciation
Assessment Roen Capadty Interruptlors Effort or Stress

Light 2 Ample Very
Aoceptable

Modera'e 3 Adequate Some Weil
Acceptable

Fuk 4 Sufficient Recurring Not Undue Acceptable

High 5 Reduced Repetitive Marked High but
Acceptable

Heavy 6 Little Frequent Significant Just
Acceptable

Not
Extreme "'I None Continuous Acute Acceptable

Continuously

Not
Supreme 8 Impairment Impairment Impairment Acceptable

Instantaneously

Analytic Hlerarchy Procss. A scaling procedure which uses paired comparisons is based on the

Analytic Hierarchy Proces6 (.A,.-1P) developed by Saaty (Lkdderdale, 1987). The procedure was aimed at

obtaining relative estimates of workload after flights. All possible pairs of tasks or task segments are

presented to the operator (in this case, the pilot). If one of the pair is judged to have higher workload, the

operator is asked to judge by how much on a scale from 1 to 5:

1 - equal workload

2 - slightly higher workload

3 a moderately higher workcd

4 - very much higher workload

5 - extremely high relative workload.

Through mathematical procedures (Lidderdale, 1987; Lidderdale & King, 1985; Saaty, 1980), the ratings

can be used to obtain retative judgments of mission element workload. Visual inspection of graphs of
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workload assessments of the same 'mission elements obtained by the Bedford scale and the AHP method

show similar results and a rank order analysis gave high correlations (Lkiderdale, 1987).

Vidulich and Tsang (1987) dassify the AHP as a relative judgment method as opposed to the absolute

judgments of workload that are obtained with NASA-TLX or a unidimensional workload scale. All three

OWL scales were used In a single-axis compensatory tracking task with control order detarmin1n% ths level

of task difficuity and ,Asual or auditory presentation. All three OWL measures exhibited,"c.-"", agreement in

discriminating the task variables, although the AHP showed the greatest validity (as measured by

correspondence to performance) and reliabilty (as measured by test-retest correlations). However, topics

of concern Include h3w well relative judgments could be made acrosp more varied tasks, as wel: as the

possibility of subjects forgetting letalls or creating 1heir own hypotheses about task relationships,

Vidulich arid Tsang suggest that further research with the AHP should be pursued.

Workload/Compensation/Interference/Technlcal Effoctlveness. The Mission Operability

Assessment Technique (MOAT) Is another technique that uses conjoint scaling methods (Donnell, 19799;

Helm & Donnell, 1979). The MOAT process was designed to evaluate overall system operability,

spocificafly in aviation environments. As part of te MOAT process, the Workload/ Compensation/

Interference/ Technical Effectiveness (WCVTE) matrix and tating scale was developed. The WCIIIE Is 8 4

X 4 matdx which describes technical effectiveness of the system (4 levels) and pilot workload,

compensation and interference (4 levels) and is shown in Figure 5-9. As In all conlolnt scaling techniques,

pilots first rank order the 16 matrix elements and then specific tasks are rated. T1e task rating can then be

transformed to an Interval value from 0 to 100.

Some data on the sensitivity of the WCI/TE are avaisable from work done by Wlerwille and Connor

(1983). The study used psychomotor tasks In a moving-based flight task simulator. The WCITE scale was

found to significantly differentiate between three levels of task dlflfculty. Wierwille et al. (1985) also report

the WCIITE to be generally sensitive to psychomotor, perceptual, and mediatlonal tasks (the WCVTE was

not tested with communication tasks). O'Donneli and Eggemeier (1986) suggest that MOAT was

specifically intended for piloting tasks and was not Intended as a direct rmeasure of workload.

Summary. These techniques rpresent several ndditional subjective workload assessment too:s.

The PSE and the Doynamlc Workload Scale were developed specificelly for civilian aircraft certification and

provide interesting examples of applied techniques. The WCITE scale has been found to be a sensitive

workload measure (Weerwille et al., 1985), but currently appears to be of interest only as the conjoint

scaling predecessor to SWAT.
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S2 3

Integrated -

MuLtepign Enhances

Specific Tak 3
Accomplishment

Adequate Per-formance Ae.:hiovable; 2
Design Sufficient
to Specific Task

Inadequate Per-
formance Due to 1
Technical Design

Workload Workload High; Workload Wor.Ioad Low;
Extreme; Compensation Moderate; Compensation

Compensation High; Compensation Low;
Extreme; Interference Moderate; Interference

:nterference High Intwrference Low
Extreme Moderate

WORKLOAD I COMPENSATION I INTERFERENCE

Figure 5-9. The WCI/TE scale matrix (Donnell 1979; Helm & Donnell, 1979).

The AHP Is a technique the! has recently been used for workload assessment. Lidderdale (19?7)

found It useful In cn applied setting. while Vdublich and Tsang (1387) tound it more reliable and valid than

two other scales in a sirgle and dual-task laboratory experiment. Suffcent Information Is not yet available

to make OJdgrnents on the, AHP for Army OWL assessment. FLrther research Is needed.

C -mwm Ao R Sc

The results of comparisons among diferent rating scales nave been briefly described in previous

sections. Thera have been several additional studies that have directly compared more than ona

subjective measure of workload. Son.. have used ;inttiple measures as a battery of workload assess, merit

tools -- others have performed research intended as comparisons and validatbn studies of the various
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techniques. Table 5-5 presents a matrix of the sblbective OWL techniques that have been discussed In

the previous sections. Within the matrix, published research that has used more than one subjective

technique Is listed. Althovgh It Is believed that the primary comparative studies are ;sted. some research

that oould have been Included in this table may not have been Identified. However, the table Is

representative of the research that has been done and the gaps that still exist.

The ierature altogether Indicates that the techniques that have been compared corraspond well.

Generally, the same rank order of task difflculty are obtained by each technique. Each of the stucies Isted

in Table 5-5 is briefly p•asented:

Hart and Staveland (1987) describe the development of NASA-TLX as a refined
edition of the NASA-bipolar scales. NASA-TLX was developed to reduce the rumber
of scales (frurm ten to six) by selecting those dimensions that best discriminated
between task variables, that provided independent information, and were associated
with overall workload ratings. NASA-TLX and bipolar scales were not cormared as
such, but the relationship between the scales and supporting empirical data age
presented in detail.

Hawort . Bivens and Shively (1986) Investigated workload In single-pilat operation in
NOE h4.Scopter missions. They used the Cooper-Harper scale, the NASA-Bipolar
scales and SWAT to assess handling qualites (using CH) and workload. The
correlation between the Bipolar and SWAT was .67, while CH was significantly
correlated to NASA-Bipolar and SWAT measures (.75 and .79, respectively). Both
subjective techniques Indicated a highei average workload for one pilot as compared
to two pilots.

Lldderdale (1987) used the Bedford scale to obtain real-time OWL ratings for an
advanced combat aircraft with a two-person cr6ew during low level maneuvers, The
Saaty AHP was used to obtain OWL ratings In a post-fight context. Visual Inspection
of graphs of workload ratings for each flight segment by both techniques show sirrular
results. The Spearman rark order correlation between the Bedford and AHP scores
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1411wM signif"Mant orrelation coefficlants of .86 for the pilots and .85 for the
navtatwor. The AHP obtak x~ rtatt, post-flight aUSIesmnt. while the Sedlord
swale is oonsidewed an absolute scale. The aulhor suggests, however, that the
9edkoed @Wei may bte oonsiered relWie in OWa workload assessments are probibly
made from a baseline of ri prvlous expedeno.

Mas*vw* (1988) used SWAT, magnitude estimation. and equiai-appsailng imEeral
swakes to assess worldoa of a oonkxous rftvls task where pmewuation rate, number
of diits and the nurnibr of positions back to ocAll wore vat~id. Results Indicated
equJal sensitivity wamon the three technique. Correlations between subjsctive and
potwlrinance measures were srfnifhant Maslino compared the three techiques with
other criteria: all three appeared eqivalent In terms of a-ersitivity, predictive
capability, obtrusiveness arnd operator acceptsinco. However, SWAT appeared to
have greater diagnosticity bemause of its mulildimnension~al nature. The easiest
technique to aVnlnAster was the equal-ntefvul scalie.

*Tsang and Johnso (1987) used a battry of three subjectVe measures to assIeSs
workload hi several manul and semi-automated taskcs. The NASA-TLX cals, the
Bedford scale, "n a unkilmensloinal overall workload scale were used. T~he NASA-
TIX arx! overall word'ood scales displayed very similar trendJs fair the differunt tasks.
Irterestingly, the operator workload rating s howed a trainin eilcd evidenced by a
demause In ratings In Wsar sessions (i.e., over three sessions). The sauhors suggast
these finding deronstrats the senst"vt and robustniess of these measures.

The slightly different rtngsW obtained trom the Bedford scale were Interpreted, In light
of nujitiple-rosource thm~ry (Wickenis, 1980), as supportive out the ability of the
Bedford scales to asses Wiga K ctlawTm to mess, that Is. spar capeacty. The authors
do caution tha the"e mviubsiors are based on limitd data from onlty abx subject.

*Vidulich and Tsaiig (1986) (see also Vidullch & Tsang, 198a A 1985b) used both
NASA bipolar scalos and SWAT ratin" to assss workload in a labortory study uusng
trar*cIng and spatial transormadon tasks. Both techniques dieplayed sensitivity to the
various task demnands and, In general, provide siiarrs results. Haworth et Mt. (1986)
also found~ a significant correlation between thb techniques (r = .67), but At Is not as
high as that vound by Vidulich and Tsang Qr- .78). However, specific differences
were found. A major differerce was that the bztween-subject varalablilty was
consistently lower for tho NASA bipolar ratings than for SWAT. It was suggested that
even with Ohe high level of concordance between subjects' rank orderings, the SWAT
scale development stil epresents a group average. For the bipolar scales, however,
the weighting procedure irdividualizes the workload score.

The relative ease of ujse of NASA bipolar and SWAT were also wirnpared. SWAT carn
be used In real-tine data collection as it onl requilres choosing one of three Iev~Is for
the three dirnensions. The NASA bipolar scales require a break in performnance to
col~ect the ratings. However, the SWAT card sorting procedure takes at least 20
minues and may take as long as one hour. It was suggested that the NASA workload
parameter comparisons were easier to perform and require about 10 minutes to
nomnpi~te the 36 paired comparisons.

Neither technique was able to detect resource competition effects In dual-tasi;
61tuations, In response execution prcocesslnU demnanos, or In the dfynamics of
diff-Ikutty changes. Rt was not certain If this resulted from Inherent limitations in
suL~ctlie methods or In the limitations of these two techniques in particular.
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*V~dulich and Tsang (1987) classify the. AHP as a relative Judgment method cis
opposed to the absolute "ugmwnts of workload that are obtained with NASA-ITL)( or
a unbdimenaional workload scale. Vl three OWL Wcales weire used lIn a single-axis
compensatory tracking task with control order deterr~ninig the level of task dlflcuhfy
and visual or aLud~ory presentation. All thres OWL measures exhibited cicse
Pgreement In discriminating the task variables, although the AHP showed the
greatest valkldty (as measured by coniespondence to performance) and reflabillty (as
measured by teat-retest correlations). However, topics ol concern Include tow well
relative Judgments could be miage across more varied task, as well as the possiblifty
of operatorv forgetting details or creatring anid reporting their own hypotheses aboutt
task relationshoe. Vidulich and Tsang suggest that the AHP appears promisoing and
further research should be pursued.

*Warr, Coils and Reid (1986) used both SWAT and Modified CH to obtain workoad
ratings In a laboratory setting for both a cognitive and a motor task, eauh with three
levels of difficulty. A linear transformation of SWAT scoves was performed to make
them equivalent to the Modified CH scores (convIentional rounrding rules are
assumed). No statistical evidence was found that the 8cales differed In sensitivity.
However, both scales were found Icd discriminate betwoen task difficulty levcsls. The
authors point out that, although the scales were found to be equally sensitive to the
task manipulations, the SWAT subscales might provide mom diagnostic information In
an' applied setting.

Wierwille, Casall, Connor and Rahimi (1985) describe a study In whic!h 14 workload
measures including two rating scales were evalu~ated using perceptual tasks li a
moiving-based flight simulator. The perceptual tasks Involved seeing warning lights
on the Instrument conroml panel and responding via a pushbutton. Bothi the Modified
OH and the WOL/TE rating scales were used to obtain workload ratings. Both rating
scales showed a monotonic Increase In ratings as the task difficulty increased across
three levels. The scales differentiated between high and the other two levels of task
diff iculty. Little difference was found In the ability of the two scales to reflect changes
in workload.

Wierwille et al. (1985) also report a similar experiment using mediational tiasks
comprised of finding geometric and mathemat~cal solutions to various navigation
problems. Once found. the solutions were not Implemented. The Modified OH and
WCI/TE were used to obtain OWL ratings. The Modifiled CH showed a mronotonic
Increasfe In workload ratings as difficulty Increased while the WOI/TE showed no
difference between low and mred~urni difficulty. The Modified OH would therefore be
reoomraended as the better rating scale for OWL assessnicnt in mediationa' tasks.

*Wierwille and Connor ('1983) evaluated 20 workload measures Inciuding two rating
scales using a psychomotor task In a moving-basel flight task simulator. Both the
Cooper-Harper and the WOI/TE scales were ussd. The resuts Indicate that both
rating scales significantly discriminated between each of three levels of task diff caifty .
The normalized mea~is ul each difficulty level correspnded exactly In rank order anid
closely In magni~tude. Both scales were found sensitive to Wri are recommended for
workload moasurement for psychomnotor tasks.

*Wleywlille, Skipper and Pieger (1984) conducted fwo studies to test whether the
sensitivity of the Modified OH could be increased by charnging f romn a 1 0-point to a 15-
point s~cale o.- by changing the format to computer-based or tabular form. Increasing
the categories from 10 to 15 did not consistently improve sensitivity. In general, they
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rnx.luded IhM the original Modified CH was the nost consistently sensitive measure
of vhe five altemattvas tested.

Two otbse-vationl3 can be made regarding the comparative studies of subjective workload measures.

"Mho first observation is that, when the techniques are used for the same tiask, In general the results are

very similar. Mn all studies using two or more different techniques (excluding Wlerwille et al., 1984 and Hart

& Staveland, 1987). the sraime rank order of difficuly• was found for the task loadings. It appears that each

of fthe tchniques described, when carefully pisnited utIK Implemented, can provide useful assessments

of OWL.

The second observation Is that more comparative work of this kind should be done. Following the

traditional lead from psychormtrics, it is believed that factor-analysis and other structural Investigations

woukl provide at Vronger base for comparisons among techniques. Certainly, comparisons of the various

techniques are required for systems app;-calons of interest to the Arnmy.

Issues Concerning S8tdc* Raiing Technique

DL7ssoc.afton hbten,%ue t ive Pe mian MW.inswu

Subjective wotkload measurement and operatcr performance are generally highly correlated during the

eady and middle stages of overload. Higher subjective ratings of workload are obtained In parallel with

worse performance. However, this pattern Is not always the one obtained In OWL assessments. Fo:r

example, a dissociation between performance and subjective measures may occur where one task is

performed better than another but Is peiveived as having higher workload (Yeh & Wickens, 1984). The

idea of dissociation between subjective measures and performance is troubling because it indicates that

opposite conclusions might be drawn, depending on whether subjective or performance measures are

used for evaluation.

Attho-gh this continues to be an active research area, several conclusions of interest to practitioners

halve been drawn. In general, subjective experiences are more assessable via introspection and verbal

reports when they are In workirg meimory (Ericsson & Sirmon, 1980). Therefore, perceptual and cognitive

elements (i.e., those elements associated with working or long-term memory), will be more salient in

subjective reports than those elements tha' are associated with response execution such as control

manipulation, Yoh and Wickens (1984) ran a saries of experiments to investigate various hypotheses

regarding dissociation. Based on the results, they conclude that the strongest dissociation occurs

breMeen single task diflculty and a dual task combination. When perfurming two tasks together,
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Increased cognitive management Is needed for processing and coordination. Therefore, subjective

e4lmates will be higher than actual performance decrements in an easy dual task in comparison with a hard

single task. Yeh and Wiokens also found numbers of display elements increased the subjective workload

experience although tracking performance was helped Mth the multielement predictor display.

Vidulich and Wickens (1986) make several observations on the implications of dissociation between

subjective OWL measures and performance. One observation is that the usefulness of subjective

measures may be reduced In detecting the individual workloads of single subtasks in a muftifask

environment. Therefore, the authors suggest, subjective OWL measures should be obtained on

Important subtasks In a ,.ngle-task environment, if possible. Otherwise, perhaps the multiask

environment differences should be weighed more heavily than those found In a single-task situation.

Another source of dissociation Is suggested to result Vrom subjects' logical analysis of 1he situation.

Vidulich and Wickens. for example, slowed down the presentation rate of stimuli, this disturbed the

subjects response rhythm, and consequently degraded performance. However, the subjects' perceived

the slower rate, and logically deduced that this shiould cause less workload, and based their ratings on that

analysis. A third dissociation found by Vidulich and Wickens Is that associated with Increased mrntivation.
Higher levels of motivation (induced by bonus pay) aided performance but led to perceptions of higher

workload. The Implications for operational settings Include the Importance of maintaining constant

motivation levels for different subjects and tasks during system evaluation. The authors emphasize the

importance of subjective measures In situations where new or Interesting alternatives might influence

performance and obscAure actual differences in OWL.

Vidulich (1987) restates the observation that "subjective workload assessments are sensitive to

manipulations that Influence the perceptual/central processing demands and relatively insensitive to

manipulations that influence response execution demands" (p.. 8). Therefore, subjective measures are

particularly useful In situations where operators are system monitors and the primary tasks are involved

with porception and decision making.

Practitioners do need to be aware of possible causes of dissociation of subjective workload measures

and perforrmance. Several practical Implications have been mentioned as well as suggestions for ways to

handle them. The bottom line is ftlt neither subjective nor performance measures should be used as the

sole basis for assessment of OWL.
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Sskyolftfs

The effect of delay In operators giving ratings has been briefly touched upon in previous discussions.

The concern Is that If operators are unable to give ratings In real-time, the passage of time and behavior

that follows may affect subjective workload assessments which are made. Short delays of up to 15

minutes have not been found to have a significant effect on subjective ratings (Eggemeler et al., 1983;

Hart at al., 1984), although some differences were exhibited when a difficult Intervening variable was

presented (Eggemeler et al., 1984).

Video tecording the operators' activitles can serve as an aid for collecting ratings In a post-test session.

This method was used and determined to be a viable alternative to real-time ratings by Gldcumb (1985)

when using SWAT. Although this method of video taping activities for post-test visual recreation has not

yet been reported extensively in the literature, it appears to be a viable alternative when real-time ratings

are not available due to safety or other practical cortimints. Another alternative would be the use of the
AHP technique to obtain relative comparisons ol OWL during post-test sessions (Lidderdale, 1987;

Vidulich & Tsang, 1987).

Resative vv. Absoute Afnunswwnts

There are two ways in which ratings can be used. First, several OWL ratings can be used In a relative

sense to compare whether one task or activity has been perceived to have a higher workload than anothefr

task or activity. Second, absolute subjective OWL ratings are Intended to Indicate the level of workload

without reference to any other iask or activity. However, the question remains whether any subjective

workload rating scale can be used to make absolute judgments. Subjective opinion Is largely based on
experience. As Lidderdale (1987) observes, "It is possible that itl assessments of workload are made from

a baseline of comparisons with other elements In the flight and, Mf this is the case, all rating methods may

be relative" (p. 73). The absolute judgment of workload may be based on what has been experienced

previously; "ie highest workload experienced may be the touchstone of what Is considered high

workload. If mone difficult or intense tasks are perfownred, the touchstone for high workload may change it

Is uncertain if Individuals can possess an absolute scale for OWL that will remain stable over time.

Some OWL techniques are explicitly relative, such as magnitude estimation or the AHP. Other scales

address the issue in a different way. The NASA scales, for example, ask operators to judge the relative

importance of scale dimensions with respect to each Individual task, thereby producing weightings for

individuals by task. Individuals' card sorts of SWAT have been found to be relatively stable over time and

the operational definitions of the levels of each dimension remain constant. It could be Inferred then, that

each Individual would have an absolute workload scale. There is an anecdotal impression based upon
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such an inference that a SWAT rating of 60 or greateir Indicates a high workload condition. Certainly, a

high rating on any scale should be pursued as a potential Indication of OWL problems, althouUh the

relative nature of subjective ratings may lead to Inappropriate Interpretations and conclusions. The relative

nature of subjeciive ratings also cautions against comparing systems evaluated in different studlies (e.g.,

subsequent models of the same combat system).

The issue of differences between Individuals In the perception of workload Is a continuing question of

interest to researchers and prastitioners. In the context of subjertive measures, the issue Is one of

individual definitions of workload and what aspects of a particular task or activity are considered relevant to

the assessment of workload. The NASA-TLX was designed to specifically address this issue by using

individual weightings of the importance of each scale dimension to obtain a workload rating. This has

been shown to reduce the between-subjects variation (Ha,' & Stavelard, 1987; Vidulich & Tsang, 1986).

The conjoint analysis used in SWAT seeks; to account for individual differences through the scale

development (i.e., card sort) procedure as woll as the development of prototype scales (Reid, Eggemeler,

& Nygren, 1982). The use of z-scores provides comparability between the widely varying scores

produced via magnitude estimation. However, because of the intersubject variability, OWL evaluation

must always usi a sufficient sample of subjects, otherwise mean scores obtained in tests may not provide

senttivity.

OWL intersubject variability is also of concern because of its potential implication for selection of
personnel to operate systems. Do differences between Individual ratings reflect orderings of capabilities

for handling systems? Unfortunately, there is a dirth of information concerning the Interrelationships

between individual dliffevences in ratings of workload and information processing-related variables used by

the Army such as the ASVAB. OWL individual differences are therefore an area for investigation because

of the implications for the Army.

Questionnalis and Interviews

The second broad area of subjective methods are those that use questionnaires, interviews and other

techniques to obtain estimates, judgments, evaluations, comparisons, attitudes, beliefs or opinions of

people (Dyer, Matthews, Wright, & Yudowitch, 1976). Such methods are frequently used and are seen as

useful (Meister, 1986). The major reason for the widespread use of such methods is that they are
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perceived as easy and quick Wo administer, particularly in field test environments, and Inexpensive to

develop and produce.

Quastionnalres are forms in which written questions are asked In a fixed order and fomiat and to which

respondents write their answers. The questions may be oper-ended, allowing respondents to write In

their own words and make any answer, or close-ended, where the choice of answers tis been previously

established, such as multiple choice or true and false. Meister (1985) states that the results of studies

(Ellertogen & Danley, 1962; England, 1948; Kohen, de Mille, & Myers, 1972; Prden, Otis, Campbell, &

Saleh, 1964; Scates & Voeman, 1950) suggest that open-ended questions may provide unique

information, but close-ended questions are more reliable. A number of ;ources are available for guidance

In the development of questionnaires, Including the advantages and disadvantages of various types of

questions, sequencing and wording of questions, etc. (Dyer et ol,, 1976; Meister, 1985; J.S. Army Test

and Evaluation Command, 1975).

The development of useful questionnaires requires not only the choice of question "ypes dnd proper

wording, but also the content of the questions - What do they ask? They need to be designed to obtain

the desired Information. Pretesting of questions to ensure their appropriateness to the desired end as

well as planning of the data analysis are important to a questionnaire's value.

The advantages of questionnaires are that they are less expensive and can be completed faster than

Interviews or ratings. Questionnaires often can be handed out and collected without attaching names to

the answers: hence, they can be more anonymous than interviews. As a result of their anonymity,

questionnaires may gamer more self-revealing and unfavorable reports than Interviews which rely on one-

on-one communication.

There are problems associated with the use of questionnaires In test and evaluation environments.

System experts may devise the questions and not have expertise in question development. Yet, as a

result of the ease of putting together a question, there is a tendency for questionnaire use to proliferate.

An example given by Taylor and Chariton (1986) describes widespread respondent burnout from having

answered too many questionnaires that were too iong and not focused on the operator's activity. The end

result was a vast collection of meaningless data. The frequent use of not well-thought-out questionnaires

can result in data that are large in quantity but limited In usefulness.

A recent move has been in the direction of creating computerized systems to create well-constructed,

focused questionnaires for specific purposes. Enderwick (1987) describes a system where a catalog of
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well-crafted questions on human factors test and evaluation topics is availabte to operational test directors

(OTDs) who may choose any number of applicable questions. The questions are printed oul (with the

name of the equipment substituted for the word "equipme'd" 3o that the questions appear designed for

that test) and can be re-ordered by OTDs. The final package Is printed out with a cover page, an

instruction page and the questionnaire. The cormpterized questionnaire system Is designed lro use by

people who did not necessarily have any human factors training. Test directors could design

questionnaires to meet their needs and new questions could be added.

Taylor and Chariton (1986) have developed an automated adaptive questionnaire which used a

branching concept to determine what questions will be asked (xvntingent on the answers to previous

questions. The respondent answers general questions on a seven-point scale and Rf the answer meets

some predetermined criterion (e.g.. -2, with -3 being th,9 most negative score), more detailed questions

will be asked. The contingbncy branching method is most suita;ble for computer Implementation.

Computer implemnentation also dllows on-she data analysis of answers. Note that questionnaire

procedures may Incorporate a sc-aling method thus blurring the distinction between iating scale and

questionnaire.

Questionnaires are commonly uised in test and evaluation environments (Enderwick, 1987; Meister,

1986). Anecdotal evidence Indicates they are commonly used for workload assessment although the

specific questionnaires are rarely found in the research liter.ture. It certllnly appeais that the

development of workload questionnaires aided b, computers could be helpful to Army analysts. It seems

that sufficient information is currently available to create a universal set of general workload assessmernt

questions that can be tailored for specific application. However, further development of this concept is

needed before such a tool is available for use.

The Interview Is an interpersonal Interaction In which the interviewer boeks Information or opinions from

the respondent. It permits more flexibitity than the traditkonal questionnaire. It allows the interviewer to

foliow-un on the answers given and thereby gain insight into areas that maLy not have been addressed In a

written questionnaire. Disadvantages of the Interview method are that it Is very' costly in time and, because

of the personal communication, respondents may be less like:y to report anything negative and may also

be Influenced (consciously or subconsciously) by the Interviewer. Interviews catn iak.. place one-on-one

or with groups as in the case of crew operations. Key questions can be determined ahead of time and

pretested for understanding, likely respoc;nes and the information they contain (Meister, 1985). Both

Dyer et al. (197e) and the U.S. Army Test and Evaluation Command (1975) provide information about
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interview considerations, procedures and analysis. Interviews are useful to obtain unique Information and

opiaiions about workload. Meister (1985) suggests that test participants should always be interviewed to

leam how the participant viewed the test situaton. If the view was different from that intended by the test

director, then the data may have been affected.

Powy i

Protocol analyais requires operators to verbalize their thought processes or performance. This method

has been used extensively in computer interface research as a way to find out how an operator" solves

problems or discovers the appropriate commands to use. Protocol analysis relies on the ability of the

subject to determine Introspectively thought processes and then verbalize them, either during task

performance or afterwards. Verbal protocol is listed as aii available subjective workload method (Hart,

1986a). BroNn (1982) writes that such verbal reports can be verj infomative, but during high workload,

operators may not IPave the time to provide complete information. (in a sense, the verbal report is a

secondary task.) Verbal protocols and analysis may provide useful lnfom',aticn, particularty in computer

interfaces where such techniques have previously been used.

SumITaay

Questionnaires and interviews provide an Important adjunct to workload estimation. Proper

questioning can provide insight into the causes of problems associated with workload. Furthermore,

questionnaires and interviews provide an opportunity for subjects to give their detailed impressions of

system operation and how it might be improved. Rating scales are usually too highly structured to provide

detailed, subtle impressions. Questionnaires and interviews require careful construction and should be

use tc. obtain more detailed i:iformation in all workload assessments. Possible enhancements to these

subjective measures are an automated questionnaire design tool and the use of protocol analysis.

Smmuy and CxcksoWn

"1he need for subjective techniques for workload assessment in applied settings has been identified

and substantial efforts have been directed toward obtaining a solution as evidenced by the amount of

research performed and reporled. Several reccmmendations can be made based on the review and

analysis of the subjective techniques and the issues involvad in their use:

Subjective measures can provide valuable information concerning the operators'
peiception of their workload experience in specific tasks o7 activities. Subjective
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techniques have been demonstrated to be sensitive and should always be Included
in an evaluation wherever possible.

"The questions of intercst to the system designer or evaluator should be defined
before choosing a technique by which to obtain answers. Overall woikload ratings,
such as the Modified CH, will provide a global assessment and can identify potential
problems or workload chokepoints. More specific Information, like that available
through multidimensional scales or questionnaires and Interviews, will be necessary
to potentially diagnose specific sources of workload and identify solutions.

" The value of qualitative Information, like that obtained from questionnaires or
Interviews, should not be underestimated.

All subjective measures, including questionnaires and interviews, must be carefully
planned and Implemented to obtain valid and useful data.

The OWL evaluator should be aware of the measurement scale characteristics (ordinal
vs. interval; uni- vs. multi- dimensional) and to what extent these characteristics will
influence the inmerpretation of results and conclusions that can be appropriately
dr3wn.

Multidimensional scales, like NASA-TLX and SWAT, offer the opportunity for using
tho subscale ratings in diagnosing OWL with respect to specific system design
characteristics.

Available evidence indicates that Modified Cooper-Harper, NASA-TLX and its
predet.essor, and SWAT are sensitive to differences In workload. Substantial
research supports their use in OWL assessments I.Tsz Mnnf-rtenn il -,,rrently
available on the Bedford scale and AHP. The original Cooper-Haiper scale has been
found to be particularly sensitive to psychomotor tasks in aircraft environments. It is
not known if it is equally sensitive to psychomotor tasks in other system control activity
(e.g., tank operation).

Psychometric scaling techniques have been shown to be sensitive to differences in
task manipulations. These are viable alternatives; although a certain degree of
hnowledge concerning these techniques is required in order to meet necessary
design, implementation, and mathematical requirements.

The use of observers as well as operators to make OWL ratings Is an alternative in
workload assessment, although trade-offs in information quality exist.

Subjective OWL assessments can provide useful and valid Information for the Army if there is: (a)

careful definition of questions to be answered; (b) careful selection of technique; and (c) careful,

consistent implementation of technique in a laboratory, simulator, or field environment.
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CHAPTER 6, SECONDARY TASK TECHNIQUE.:

An imooriant reason for measuring operator workload derives from the objective of designing human-

machine Interfaces that will optimize sylv.em pefrrmance. To do so requires knowledge of the work

capacities and imitations of the human cerator.

Secondary task techniques have been employed as a tool to assess the work capacities and limitations

of the human operator with respect to primary task performance. Typk;aliy, the secondary task paradigm is

used in applied settings to assess the workload associated with a prfrmary task such as piloting an aircraft.

To derive the workload associated with the primary task, the operatrar is required to perform an addftinnal or

secondary task simultaneously with the primary task. The relativ/e workload associated with the primary

task is refiected in th3 levels of performance on the secondvcry task. That is, because primary task

performance requires the utilization of the resources and capabilities of an operator, secondary task

performance will reflect the remaining resources and capabilit is or relative spare capacity of an operator.

For example, if the operator Is fully loaded by the primary task, performance on the secondary task may be

unacceptable. By contrast, If the operator is only partially load 9d by the primary task, porf ormance on !he

secondary task si.ould be acceptable. (See Chapter 2 for a lescription ol the relation between human

performance and operator workload.)

A critical aspeci W! thi secondary task paradigm is the deteaTnination of acceptable and unacceptable

performance on the secondary task. This determination rrvy be accomplished by establishiing the

performance level on the secondary task without the primary task, and tlKan corn-. ring this baseline

performance leve; to secondary task performance with the primary task'. The determination may also be

accomplished by varying the difficulty of the secondary task while tti operator maintains the primary task

performance. Then the comparison is on secondary task pa,!*irmance across the levels of difficulty.

Through these various manipulations, the secondary task paradigm offers the practitioner a means to

assess the relate workload associated with a primary task which may not be apparent from primary task

measures alone.

Secondary Task Paradigm: A Solution or a Problem?

The secondary task paradigm encompasses several techvIques that have been employed to assess

the spare capacity and resources available for additional work when performing a primary task. There have

been many reviews on this topic over the past 25 years. For example, Knowles (1963), O'Donnell and

Eggemeier (1986), Ogden, Levine, and Eisner (1979). Rotfe (1971), and Williges and Wienvlile 11979)
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have all provided reviews of the techniques as well as the methodological issues associated with their

usage. Because secondary task techniques have rrceived i considerable amount of attention, nt would

seem appropriate to assume that guidance iq the use of such techniques would be straiChtforward and

readily available. This is not the case.

To illustrate, Gopher and Donchln (1986) and O'Donnell and Eggemeler (1986) disagree witii each

other in the same volume of the Handbook of Perception and Human Performance concerning the

methodological issues that should be addressed In Implementing a secondary task technique.

Specifically, O'Donnell and Eggemeier support clair,• that the secondary task must not interfere with the

performance of tts primary task. By contrast, Gopher and Donchin take exception to such a position and

support the position that it is legitimate for secondary tasks to Interfere with performance of the prinmary

task.

For the practitioner concerned with operator workload, such mixed messages regarding the

implementation of secondary task techniques are troublesome. In fairness to the authors just cited, their

apparent disagreement iluurjAtes the differences in opinion faund in the literature in how best to select,

implement, and interpret secondary task measures. The reasons behind such disagreements are based

on: (a) theoretical grounds, (b) the findings from the plethora of secondary task studies, and (c) practical

considerations. These are briefly discussed below as background for our approach for use of secondary

tasks.

T7heonr

Abasure Spare Capacity. One theoretic., position has espoused the secondary task paradigm as

a tool to provide an uncontaminated measure of trMe spare capacity or resources not expended with a

primary task (Kahneman, 1972). This Is the view of O'Donnell and Eggemeier (1986). Such a theoretical

position requires the primary task performance to be stable when the secondary task is concurrently

performed with the primary task. Then and only then can changes in secondary task performance be
interpreted as a reflection of spare capacity leftover from primary task demands. (See Kantowitz 11985] for

a critique of the spare capacity concept and the problems ass(,%iated with such a concept as it relates to

measures of performance.)

Load the Operator. A different theoretical perspective is to view the obje*,tive of the dual task
paradigm to be the measurement of the operators ability to perform adequately two tasks concurrently

(Schneider & Fisk, 1982). This is the view of Gopher and Donchin (1986). This thewaetical position

maintains/argues that changes in primary task performance when a secondary task Is performed

concurrently reflect.s an inefficiency in human performance in the dual-task situation as opposes to a

methodok)gical flaw.
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Wkckens' Resource Model. Another important theoretical tormulation is Wickens' Resource Model
(Wlckens, 1930). The resource model has been offered as a guide for secondary task selection with

respect to the nature of such tasks (O'Donnell & Eggemeler. 1986). The model depicts the overall human
irforrnntinn pmcessing system as composed of mnutiple but separate processing structures/resources,

each of which can have capacity limitations and be a potential bottleneck In the human processing sysem.

These separate processing structures are defined along the following three dichotomous dimensions:

"* stages of Information-processing (perceptual/central-processing operation vs.

response selection and execution),

"m odalities of perception (auditory vs. visual), ard

"- codes of information processing And response (spatial-manual vs. verbat-vocal).

Each processing structure has its own limited supply of resources which are not interchangeable with

other processing structures. It is suggested that the secondary task be selected so that it has the same

processing %tructures utilized by the primary task. In this manner, the secondary task is more sensitive in

Identifying the level or amount of spare capacity (O'Donnell & Eggemeler, 1986). In support of this

position, Shingledecker. Acton and Crabtree (1983) conducted a study that demonstrated that the

sensitivity of the secondary task performance varied as a function of the primary task resource demands

according to Wickens' model. Such results are promising, but It may not be readily apparent which

processing structures are dominant w.th performance on a complex system such as a helicopter.

Summary. Therefore, depending upon one's theoretical position and primary interest in using the

secondary task paradigm, the selection of a particular secondary task techrnque will vary. As a result,

secondary task selection in applied settings may still be difficult.

Rwets 1o Studim: What to BeleVe?

Another contributing factor to the apparent confusion concerning the appropriateness of various

secondary task techniques stems from the difficulty of slmply interpreting reported findings. For example,

Ogden et al. (1970) provided a table containing 144 secondary task studies and lsted the major findings

from these studies. Perusal of the table reveals that for most secondary tasks one study can be cited to

show improvement, another degradation, and a third no change in secondary task performance. It is

consequently not readily apparent which secondary, tasks are most appropriate to assess OWL. Appendix

A contains a detailed review of the secondary task literature which Illustrates this comrp-)xfty.
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The vast maujority of the work done with secondary tasks has been conducted in controlled laboratory

situations. As a result, secondary tasks that have been found sensitive a.Jid capable of measu.Ing spare

capacity in laboratory situations may Wot be applicabie In applied settings. For safely reasons, for example,

flying a helicooper precludes the use of any secondary tasks that would possibly Interfere with the pilot's

ability to maintain control over the aircraft. Another practical consideration Is that the elaborate

experimental procedures usually required to Implemnent a secondary task paradigm may be excessive for

ma/ system developMent effots In terms of rnV&p -vr and time consrilnts.

The remailning sections of this chapter consider secondary task techniques as used in applied

workk)ad asoessment settings. It differs from other chapters in that we retrain from reviewing all the

Meraturs at this point for two reasons. First, there Is a tremendous vokime of literature. Second, most of

the literature is theoretical and academic In nature. Alhough much of the discussion in the iterature Is of

considerable importance in understanding how cognitive components of workload impact human

performance per se, It may be of secordary importance to the individual evaluating a system. As an

afternative, we have opted to put the more general review of the literature In an appendix (Appendix A) so

that It is available for the Interested rea.er. We will now discuss our approach and then we wilN present

examples concerning design issum and suggest applications of secondary tasks.

Our Apprh

The problems facing the practitioner interested In workload assessment are: (a) knowing tho

circumstances in which seconary task techniques are appropriate, and (b) which ones to use. Our

approach is a systematic attempt to provide such answmrs In identifying appropriate secondary task

techniques within the coidext of a system development effort. The approach is directod from a very

pragmatic philosophy. That Is, secondary tasks offer utilty for a system development effort when suich

taski are used to load the operator and drive him to the performance envelope boundary. The purpose is

to determine how much more can the operator do. This chapter describes the most practical secondary

task techniques that allow such measurements.

To evaluate the appropriateness and utility of secondary tasks in applied settings, it was deemed

necessary to examine the specific design Issues or concerns that would call for using secondary task

techniques. It is important to recognize that the basic secondary task paradigm encompasses several

different techniques which manipulate or vary the parameters of secondary tasks in order to identify

potential OWL problems with aprtmary task. We judge these various techniques for their appropriateness
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in answering specific design questiovis by reviswlrig the Nitetalure In suppor of such techriques. The
utility of seomndaly task technkiqes waw also examyined with respect to meetin-g thl~ Afrn~y need) for
woriftad techniiques that are relatively easy to irrpiomserAt can bta used to Identify OWL pmrblemns whI~.n
comrplex systerms, and provido relatively stralghtforwartl appication for data collecion and analys-s.

Secondary Task Techn"qe In Applied Setting&

Previous reviews noted that secondary task techniques are most applicable to early design stageS Of
syntems In controlled laoratory settings (e.g., Schifiett, 1976; Wlerw~le & Willogs, 1979). Several facinrs
have been suggested for their lack of use or applicability during the later phases of the system
development process (Ogden et al., 1979: Shlriledecker et at., 1980). For example, Ogden et al. (1979)
noted that secondary task techniques may not receive uniofor operator acceptance. As &. result,
operators possibly will run the gamut from neglacting the secondary task altogether to assignin2 it such a
high priority that it artificially contamrinites and changes the test situation. In eFher case, the results from
'wch test situations will not accurataly assess the amount of resources commiftte to the primary task or the
amount of spre capacity remaining.

More recently, researchers have suggested the applicability of some secondary task tochniques for
use In simulations as well as the later phases of system developmrent (e.g., Bortobassi, ltantowltz & Hart.
1986; Shingledeckor, 1987). These techniques are designed to alleviate problems such as:

"* instrumentation limitations which preclude the use of secondaiy tasks Into system
prototypes or high~ fidelity simulators,

"* potential task intrusion caused by the use of secondary trass, and

"* pcor operator acceptance of secondary tasks (Shingledecker, 1987).

Such techniques offer great promise for the Army since they seemn to overcome the potential objections
concerning operator acceptanrA and ai1Igiclal intrusiveness on primary tAs or system performance. In
addition, these techniques', are relatively easy to Implement. Four specific design and development
examrples In which these secondary task tehniques offer the greatest utility are described In subsequent
sub-sectionts. For each of the ex-mimplas, a brief description will be given and subsequently discussed with
regard to appropriate secondary task techniques. These discusslons are Intended only to provide
sufficient detail for understanding secondary task techniqueis. Following discussion of the examples,
consideration of other potential secondary tasks, will be giv,&n. Our Integrated approach to a workload~
assessment battery containing several different types of techniques is discussed in Chapter 8.
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System Desin and Devekbpmen ELWmpi. 1

02.wdptloui. Successful operation of a system requires that the operator routinely perform sevarai
tasks in order to carry out a midssion (e.g., tracking targets, radio cormnimcations, weapon delivery, ea)
'You are Interested In knowing whether an operator can adequately perform these tasks. Specifically, are

there firnits In Ahe operator's c~apability to perform those tasks, such that iH the Emnits are exceeded the
operators performance deteriorates? (This Is an e-. tmple of overloading the operator, although
experimnents do nat always show riduced performance on the primary task.

Conhldoratlons for Scondary Task Tewhniquez. The enrtwdded secondaty task technique
developed by Shingledocker and colieagues (Shingiodeckor, Crabtree, Simoria Cotrtiflgtit & O'Donnell,
1980; Shingiedeckeb & Crabtree, 1982) offers a means for such an assessment. The concept of the
embedded secondary task Is based on ovemrcoing the problems of Implementation, Intrusiveness, and
operator acceptance mentioned earlier. The embedded secondary task lechnique alleviates these
concerns by utilizing an existing sub-iask of the "ysem, such as radio communications as the secondary
task, that is fully integrated with existinig system hardware and software andJ with the operators conception
ol the mission environmerit. To iNustrate, Shinglodec~ker and Crabtree (1982) reportsd a study in which
they used the radio communications task In an aircraft ervironmenrt vs the embedded secondary task.
They scaled the various task loading properties uf several radio communrication mesuages. The task load
is the work pilots are required to perform Mn response to such radio messages such as request for radio
frequency change or request for traffic infrroiation. Based on theiv scczlng of radio message task load,
they were able to Infer that Increased communication load produced decrements In the primary task
Iperornmance of operator tracking in a flight simulator. Similarly, radio messages that were more demanding
also elicited signs of uverload In secondary task performnance; the operator took longer to perform
required actions in response io such messaiges when compared to control conditions, i.e., the radio task
by itseli. Such findings encourage the use of embedded secondary tasks In assessing the limits of
operators workload capabilities.

Simnilar findings have been reported In several simulation studies (e.g., Wierwilie, Casali, Conrnor, &
Rahimi, 1985). The primrary task In the studies reported by Wierwille et al. (1985) re'juired pilots to
maintain a steady course under simulated condittions (e.g., Mild random crosswin~d). Within each study, a

"task that can be described as an embedded secondary task was manipulated to Increase the demands on
the operator by the tasks. For example Iii one study, they varied the number of warning and ermergency
li~hts that pilots were required to detect (monitoring task). In another study, they varied the complexity of
wind-triangular course problems (navigation tasks) to be solved during the simulated tilght. In a third

study, they varied the number of occurrences of the pilor3 call sign (radlio communIcations task) to which
pilots responoed, W~erwlle et al. (1985) do not classify these manipulations of task parameters as

embedded socondary tasks. afhocugh their u.se of such sub~tasks fits the embedded secondary task
paradigm.
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The rewilts trom the Wiorwille at &I. tudies were quite revealing. In all cases, the manipudlaton of the

embedded s~econdary task demands resu~ted In reduiced pilot performance on secondary tasks, while the

pterlorrnwvoce measures for the primary task remained relatively stable. Such findings are indicative of

pilots' capacity 0o handle workload demands (i.e., spare or resrve capacity as assessed by embeddled

second~ary tasks). These results are further substanthuted by the fact that more traditional secnaryts

techniques, time estimation, weia als~o used In the study and exhibited similar results.

Finally, Chiles and Alluisl (1979) with a rulpllpe-tasl., perforrmance battery (MTPB) have used s~milar logic

as employed In errbeded secondary task riaradigm. In particular, they assumed that the movitrlng tasks

in their task battery were acting as secondary tasks. Based on this assumption, they used the monitoring

task results as inc~ces of workload Imposed by differere comtinations; of ¶lhe other, time-shared, active

primary tasks to develop a workload metric. Taken together, the body of these results lead to the

conclusion that Mhe workload associated with time*-shared rmultitask systemns can be assessed by use of

the embeddted secondary task technlquo.

System Design and Devok~pment Exanple 2

De.lpflion. You have two alternative designs of a system or sub-system which have been shown

by previous test1ing to be essentially the samfe (rio differences) wfth respect to primary task measures. In

this situatr., you arti f auod with what appears to be two comparable designs. Which system design do

you choose? (This axample is 014e in which the practitioner might Ike to determine where the operator Is

in the workload performance envelope. However, this determination Is not absobut*l essential to answer

the question.)

Considerations for Seowndary Task Techniques. Besides the potential cost factor diferences

between the two designs, there may also exist operator workload differences that are not 5eing reflected
by primary task measures~. rho secondary task paradigm can be used to deterrmine If either of two designs

is loss demanding on the operator. This Is Important becatuse the less denanding design Wil leave more

srare or reserve capacity so that the operator can perform the mission tasks under more demanding
cosiditions (e.g., coroat) than those Investigated.

Embedded Secondary Task. The embedded secondary task technIqILIG Is applicable to this

design example If the two afternative designs have subtaska that can be used as the secondary task. In

fact, Shingiedecker (1987) describes a situation similar to the design example describeJ above in which
the errbedded secory.i&ry task technique is offered as thes vehicle to Identify the mnost approriat lsg

alternative.
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It the embedded secondary task technique cannot be applied, there are several traditional secondary

tasks which may be useful. These secondary tasks have been used to determine the spare capacity of

operators when engaged In conmpilex sys m operations such as flying an aircraft

Tlm, Estimation SecondAry Task. Typically with this task, operators are required to produce time
Intervals of 10 second durations without using counting, tapping or any sort of direct timing procedures
(see Hart, 1978, for the merits of such a time estimation procedure). The premise behind this procedure Is

that the busier an operator is, the less attention is available to judge time &c=urately and as a result the
subjective impression of time becomes less accurate with respect to objective time. That is, operators will
produce longer and more variable estimates of 10 second time intervals because they lose track of time.
To illustrate the use of this technique, Bortolussi, Kantowitz and Hart (1986) conducted a study with pilots
in a Singer-Unk GAT-1 flight trainer. Two full-mission instrument-flight-rule scenarios (high and low
workload scenarios) were utilized. In addition, each scenario was designed to contain flight segments that
varied In difficulty. The results were such that the time production secondary task discriminated between
low and high workload scenarios (i.e., longer time intervals for the high workload scenarios). Furthermore,
it discriminated among Individual flight segments in the high workload scenario but did not in the low
workload scenario. The variability of time productions was also greater for the high workload scenarios
than for the low workload scenario. Similar results have been reported by other researchers. For example
in a series of studies, Wierwille et al. (1985) found the variability of time productions (i.e., standard
deviation) discriminated between various workload conditions that were manipulated within a flight
simulator. The workload conditions Involved task loadings or workload levels on either psychomotor,
perceptual, mediational, or communication task components of the flight simulator. The merits of using
the time estimation production technique for assessing the relative workloads of two comparable design
alternatives are several. it requires little instrumentation or training and can be included as a nomia; part of
an operator's duties without Interfering with such duties (Hart, 1986).

Choice Reaction Time Secondary Task. Another secondary task that Is relatively easy to use is
choice reaction time. This technique involves operators responding to several visually presented stimuli
(e.g., a light emitting diode with arrows pointing in different directions), with each stimulus requiring a
different response such as different buttons to press. To Illustrate, the Bortolussi et al. study (1986) cited

above also Included 2 and 4-choice reaction time tasks that pilots performed during the flight scenarios.

Mean reaction time scores for both 2 and 4-choice reaction time tasks discriminated between low and high

workload scenarios. The choice reaction time tasks also discriminated the different workload levels among

different flight segments. These results have been replicated in another study by Bortolussi et al. (1987).

The merits of using choice reaction time as a secondary task lBe In its simplicity, ease of Implementation,

and ease of interpretation of results. Moreover, Its sensitivity follows the theoretical basis for its use as a

secondary task; that is, it reflects central Information-processing demands as well as response selection

demands.
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stern Desgn and Devekpmwent Emrnpe 3

Description. You have a system that Is under the Product Improvement Program (PIP) for

enhancements or modifications. You are Interested In whether the operator can handle the new
capdLeodtt S and/or new functionalty that is planned.

ConsklWts for Secondary Task Techniques. If the specific enh'incement is definable as a
new subtask, it can be examined easily within the framework of the errtmedded secondary task technique.

The new task can act as a seconday task. The demands (e.g,, the timing and number of radio inessages
received with a communications task) associated with the new task can be varied to examine its effects on
the operator's performance with the existing system. By employing the embedded secondary task

tecrnique, It Is possible to elucidate the conditions under which the new task may, In fact, hinder operator
performance. Another variation of the embedded secondary task technique would Involve setting the

new task aside and the manipulation of an existing subtask of the system as the secondary task in order to
determine the limits of operator performance. By so doing, it is possible to estimate the spare capacity an
operator would have for a new sut3ask.

If these variations of the embedded secondary task technique cannot be applied, there are several

other secondary tasks which may be useful. Scenarios for system usage can be developed within which

time intervals can be Identified for the operator Involvement with the new task. A secondary task can be

substituted for the proposed task to examine the spare capacity that would be available to perform the

new task within the context of the system's other requirements (tasks) placed on the operator. Choice

reaction time and time estimation am two secondary tasks that may be applicable for these circumstances.

Bortolussi, Hart, and Shively (1987) provide evidence for the use of secondary tasks in a synchronized

manner with specific scenario events In order to identify changing workload levels within the context of a

flight simulator. They synchronized the presentation of a choice reaction time task and time production

interval task to specific events during high and low workload flight scenarios. By so doing, they were able

to discrininate with both secondary tasks between high and low workload scenarios. They suggested that

these results could be further examined by a detailed time-ein analysis to localize the specific events that

produced the apparent differences between flight workload scenarios. This Is sirnlar to the.i proposed use

of secondary tasks being offered In this section.

Sysem Dein &nd De w # Earmp 4

Description. You have a system under test and evaluation. You are not only Interested in

knowing whether the system can be handled by operators within the context of a mission scenario but

also where the potentia;ly high opbrator demand areas lead to operator workload problems. Clearly,

loading the operator will show performance deficiencies that identify the high workload areas.
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Coserkma/m for Secondy Task Tectn/que. his quite pMobable that primary task measures

will answer the direct question concerning the operators capabilities to handle the system within a set of

conditions tested. With respect to Identifying the areas that are relatively high in workload demands, the

embedded secondary task paradigm can be utilized. The supposition Is that the operator can be driven to

performance limits by various task loadings on the designated second'ary task. By so doing, breakdowns

in human performance can be Identified that may otherwise not be shown vAth primary task measures

under normal circumstances. Additionally, if there is a possibility to break the mission Into segments,

examination of the performance within segments will help to Identify the problem areas.

Another possible method Is to synchronize secondary task presentations to specific primary task

sequences that may be suspected of high workload but may not be reflected by primary task measures.

You are, in essence, attempting to Identify momentary high workload areas that may under stressful

circumstances contribute to poor operator performance. The Bortolussi et al. (19871) article described

above is an example of using secondary tasks in this manner. Based on this study, choice reaction time

tasks and time interval production tasks may be appropriate for such a type of operator workload

assessment.

Other Secondary Tusf

With respect to secondary task techniques not specifically described in this chapter. there are several

that have been shown to be sensitive to operator workload levels. For example, the Michon Interval

Production Task (IPT) requires the subject to generate a series of regular time intervals by executing a

motor response such as a finger tap every two seconds (Michon, 1964). The IPT has been shown by

Shingledecker of al. (1983) to be sensitive to psychomotor task loadings for primary tasks but not other

types of task loadings such as memory and perceptual sustained attention. Accordingly, the Michon

paradigm seems appropriate for assessing psychomotor workload. What limits Its applicability is the fact

that the operator must perform the IPT with one hand devoted continuously to the task and as a result may

Oimit its use with coinplex systems that require operators tc have free use of both hands.

The Steinberg Memory Task (Steinberg, 1966) has also been shown to be sensitive to operator

workload levels (e.g., Spicuzza, Pincus, & O'Donnell, 1974). The task involves memorizing a set of Hems,

usually digits. Later In testing, a single probe digit is presented. The operators task Is to Indicate whether

the probe was in the memorized (positive) set. Both response time and accuracy are measured. Memory

load may be varied by Incliding different numbers of Items In the memory set. Research shows that

reaction time to the probe Increases linearly with the number of Items in the memorized set. In this way, a

slope can be determined which reflects the rate of memory search and the degree of cognitive load&r-.

Wickens, Hymen, Dellinger, Taylor, and Meador (1986) reviewed seven studies that employed the
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Sternberg task In flight simulators or aircraft environments. The power of the Sternberg task les in its

potentlal diagnostic value in distinguishing between cognitive processing task loading and response task

loading for a primary task. This reaulres analysis of the Steinberg task data for changes in the slope and

Intercept of such data in order to Infer task loadings on either cognitive processing or response selection

as a result of primary task demands. Based on their review, Wickens et al. (1986) have questioned the

utility of such an analysis in a typical operator workload assessment situation since the studies reviewed

reported a high degree o! Instability In the slope and Intercept data. As a result, Wickens at al. (1986) have

recommended the use of one level of the Steinberg t&sk as a general memory secondary task to Infer

operator workload levels. Wickens at al. (1986) have also noted that the Steinberg task may be

insensitive to high workload levels because pilots may shun the task under high workload.

Of all secondary task techniques, the embedded task offers the most practical utility for the Army. By

utilizing this technique, one may overcome many of the problems identified in using these largely

laboratory oriented secondary tasks in applied system evaluation eiivlronments. The principle advantage

of the embedded secondary task technique is that the data collected are generally applicable with respect

to design and system evaluations.

Thw other secondary tasks offered in the examples are possible altenatives that may be applied when

the embedded secondary task technique is not feasible. However, these other techniquts are offered

with two cautionary notes. First, as shown in Appendix A, all secondary tasks can sometimes Intrude on

primary task performance. This possibility cannot be ruled out for the secondary tasks described in this

review. However, the secondary tasks recommended here are ones that have been shown to rminimize

this potential confounding in most situations. A second conilderation for these alternative secondary task

techniques is their sensitivity to reflect primary task demands (i.e., workload). That is, these techniques

may not always be applicable for a particular situation. They have been shown to be sensitive to workload

levels in oomplex aircraft systems, but have not been fully exercised with other types of complex systems

of interest to the Army.

The recommendations offered should not be intorpreted to mean that other operator workload

techniques are inappropriate in the circumstances described (e.g., subjective techniques). Indeed, we

recommend that secondary task techniques be utilized as part of a battery of both subjective scales and

other empirical methods. In this way, the information obtained from several diverse techniques can

compensate for limitations in oach individual method. Chapter 8 armlplifies upon the breadth of these other

techniques that are also appropriate for the siluations described above.
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Cl1APT~fl7. ~'rin'o"!LoG!,.AL TCHINOUES

hyslioc.pical techniques assess the cfermtor's work~orl In a way c forent from primary and subjective
Iquas. Primary techniques sample dlfreclly obotervisble responses of the opsrator, the operator's

rat output re*.uftlng from somne task~. %Wov1%ord (thq ral.iMtve citpacity to respenoj Is Inferred from the
r, latency, or pttemn of the responses. "~tJ~cthre workload techniques -rzsess thne j~udgments of

operator about workload. These Judgrnents are related to and dtc,,"re toward such factors as
rationi, difficufty, time pressures. etc. Worklcad Is Inferred from ýI''dgments. By contrast,
Mcogicat techniques assess activties which artt ;omira",Y not dire-, bservable and reprosent
es of the underlying processes Involved In repons"s.

The OWL physiological literature has a will aivoioped empirfk-.al, statistical ad mathematical
ndation. Further, many quite differont tmchnlquo' hnve been us~d. However. :n authors often
ume, apparently, that the reader undirr~tfnds tho underlying p, iysiology and the authors do not
sent the thinking and physiological ratlonp'o b-hind the Pppi~cation. When this happens. the various
niques used may rpipear-tothe-n apparent 'prab bi'g of technfiques. In fact, the various tephniques

niple a range of quite different physiologilcal systems and mectmi~isms. By and large, all of the
hniques are based on sound physiological evidence, however, tome techniques can be highly
cif ic to a single physiological subsystem. Accordingly, ft wigl be helpful to the reader to discuss the
ysiological basis and delineate not only the r~tionale, but also the physiological systems and
hanisms being measured.

In of-der to understand the application and tho mr~jls oPtainc-d from such techniques ft Is necessary to
e each techr'que irto an appropriate phy'ogbopc1 corntrxt. First, woe, will discuss some measurement
es Including the theoretical basis for estch measure And vnome datz ianalysis Issues. Next, we will
sr, briefly, sofine bqski ys50Ty to prov;"e a fipr ewomrk for the techniques discu~ssed and especially

at they measure. Then, we will revliw r~omme of the 111ternure ksn the~e techniques as the techniques
ppyto, workload. Physiological rmpesur" of w-oi,,,ac h nve been rectýMly reviewed (e.g., O'Donnell &

Egemeler, I z186) and our Intent Is not to rprwt the informastion already available but to build on ft.

Although results will bo Inchl'drd, o~h~'rTrphpsis will be oli understanding of the technicue and
Its application snd unetulness In thiwotk'~ rosd t
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RMsm, Wment Clfterla

There is a major difference In the focus of physiological research and workload research and evaluation.
The nhv.iiolonlst is interested in mechanisms and the functioning of physiological subsystems.

Accordingly, the study of a physiological subsystem will involve discovering Its full range of operation,
including the impact of extremo conditions not normally encountered in every day life. By contrast, the
workload researcher is interested in relating measturements of the subsystem under mnore normal
circumstances to measures of human behavior and to workload. As an example, consider pupil diameter.
The full range of pupil function is from about 1 mm in bright light to about 8 mm in total darkness and this

range is what a physiologist would be interested in. Under normal circumstances, thos, which an operator
is likely to experience, pupil diameter changes show a range less than 1 mm (Beatty, 1982). Clearly, the

range of operation is much more oon~trained in the workload context.

When one uses a physiological technique to assess OWL there are several types of quesions to

answer.

Is this physiological technique one that could reflect workload changes? This is an
Issue of appropriateness. Is the technique appropriate to the questions being
asked? A large portion of the inconsistency about a technique In the workload
literature may be related to this very point.

" Are the variations of the physiloogicul technique in the normal operating environment
sufficient to produce measurable workload variations? This is the issue of sensitivity.
Are the techniques sensitive to the variations in OWL the operator will experience?

" Do these techniques reflect the kinds of changes in the human operator one is
interested in? This Is diagnosticity which is an extension of sensitivity. Are the
techniques empioyed sufficiently specific to localize the difficulty and identify the
underlying mechanism?

In one form or another, the techniques we have classified under physiological are those which are
indirect Indicators of operator workload as compared with primary task and subjective methods. They are
presumed to be reflective of the amount and difficury of the work the operator is doing. This is thought to

be true beceav:,i the bodily states vary as a function of what one Is doing: waking, sleeping, running,
sitting, etc. Similarly, changes in bodily state and especially brain states can be measured and related to
these activities. It Is the hope of the Investigator that thtl bodily functions will show similar, measurable
changes, albeit smaller for workload changes than what the physiology studies show.
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Early arousal theory assumed that all rvmtivation and emotion Involve the same basic continuum of

physiological activation and that this continuum is reflected in ali of the psychoohyslological techniques

(e.g., Hebb, 1955; Malmo, 1959). Thus, techniques of electroencephalogram (EEG), electromyography

(EMG), skin conductance, etc. should be interchangeabie according to arousal theory. It Is now known

that such a simplified view is wrong, but to an extent, the workload literature continues to reflect this

simplified view. Increasingly, researchers are discovering workload to be multlfaceted and thus a particular

technique m~y reveal workload effects in one case but not another. Stated another way, the use of an

inappropriate technique may be misleading; it may be a good technique in some Instances, but it was the

wrong tool for the question at hand.

As the task for the operator changes, the most appropriate workload technique for assessing OWL may

also change. Many physiological technicties have been applied to the study of workload. in some cases,

the aulIrs have claimed the technique to have relevance for workload but the relevance is a!so

contingent on the definition of workload. Because the nature of operator tasks has changed rapidly,

some of the older techniques are more related to fatigue than to workload as defined in Chapter 2. These

have been discussed, briefly. The appropriateness of the technique in the current workload context will

be made apparent in the discussion of individual techniques.

DOa Analyis Affects Swtsftty and Viegnaftly

There are several Important implications of data arialysib with regard to sensitivity and diagnosticity.

Since mental workload Is dynamically changing over time, the investigator shouid plan the study and the

analysis to assess the timeline of operator activity. For instance, if one averages over time, one should be

sure that the data have beon examined first for consistent trends which may occur with time; these trends

may be linear or nonlinea', depending on the circumstance. More will be said about trends in the section

on heart rate. While this Is not a caveat against averaging, it Is a plea for knowledgeable :and careful

averaging. Unfortunately, there are cases in the literature that report a failure to find an effect but appear

to have masked the effect of workload through averaging.

A fairly simple, preliminary analysis Is to pick some (arbitrary) short time period as a window within which

data are arranged. A computer program can average scoros within each window to produce running

averages. This permits the investigator to look for both short and long term trends in the data. The data

can be reanaiyzed using several variations inc.uding (a) changing the size of the tomporal windows or (b)
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using temporally overlapping or non-overlapping windows. A considerable amount of Information may be

gained from analyses of this type; specifkuafiy, senstivty will be Increased.

.•ct applied workload studies involve human performance over a period of time. Time, than, is an

especially important factor in the analysis of data obtained with the techniques. Because of the interaction

between and the counteracting effects of the sympathetic and parasympathetic branches of the nervous

system, seif-paced taskc are difficult to analyze. It is necessary to have time marks, either recordec¢ by the

experimenter or based on other responses of the operator, to separate types of activities into meaningful

categories. Otherwise, averaging will simply mask any effects of Interest. (See Mulder and Mulder [1987]

for further discussion.) Further, diagnrsticity will be quite low if there is no way to relate the measured

changes to ongoing behavioral activity.

Ghien that a technique Is sensitive, additional procedures can be employed to improve diagnost;city.

One such technique involves the use of time marks recorded during data collection. These marks can be

based on external events, mission milestones, stimulus presentations, or operator responses. Having

recorded some type of mark, the analysis can be locked on these marks. As will be apparent, such an

approach to data collection and analysis can be critical for both sensitivity and diagnosticfty.

Some analysis techniques, such as spectral analysis, require suitably long time segments to do the

analysis. It the experimenter selects or samples a segment which is too short, the results may not be

stable due to the small number of observations. By contrast, if too long an Interval is selected, some of the

effects may be masked. Here again, averaging and poor choice of the temporal scale may destroy

potential sensitivity and diagnosticity of a physiological technique.

Physibgolkgia Backgrund

Earlier, physiological techniques were referred to as a grab bag of techniques. To organize the

techniques and to provide a benchmark for our evaluadions and recommendations, we will provide a brief

discussion of the physiology underlying the changes that various techniques are supposed to measure.

This physiological overview * ill be referred to in the course of discussing workload techniques. It will also

emphasize a clear rejection of the simplified arousal theory view that all physiological techniques were

created equally (e.g., Hebb, 1955). To facilitate und•erstanding for the reader, a schiematic showing the

relations of several physiological subsystems is shown In Figure 7-1.
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Central Nervous System
(CNS)

Sympathetic Parasympathetic I
- i

ErnseSaocrne SystSm

(Chemical)

Figure 7-1. Illustration of the schematic relations among various physiologica' systems. The
technique associated with each system is shown in a box.

The central nervoua system (CNS) consists of the brain and the spinal cord. The CNS is actually

composed of a number of distinct, identifiable neumlogical structures which bre somewhat specialized to

perform particular functions. Hence, superimposed on this structure are functional systems. For example,

the language system is composed of a number of functional oarts: hearing and analyzing speech,

mediating or understanding the speech, a vocabulary, language rules and the organization and

generation of speech, Including not only ordering the words but control of the articulatory 'mechanisms to

produce the sounds. The case studies of brain damaged patients demonstrate the ex•istence and

separability of these "tructures. There are a number of , pecili~ed cortical neurological structures which

operate in unison to provide the capability of language with each structure contributing to the functional

system.

The electroencephalngr,-m (EEG) and evoked cogticai potential (ECP) are techniques which reflect

P'ctivity of the CNS and the cortex In particular. Electrodes placed on the ,-.alp over particular neurological

structures will measure very small chaoiges in vlectrical potential occurring in the brain. Despite the use of

identical reccdng procedures, the composition of the two techniques are quite different. The EEG
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contains a number of waves, some of which reflect general arousal. By contrast, the idea in the ECP is to

average out these arousal waves and study zownponents due to specific stimuli. To continue the

language example, Chapman (1979) and his colleagues presented subjects with words selected along

1c. d'G semantic differential dimensions of Evaluative (good-bad), Potency (weak-strong) and Activity

(fast-slow) while recording evoked potentials. He found quite different wave forms, Implying differential

brain functioning depending on the semantic dimension and affective meaning of the words. These

results illustrate the level of detail that can be examined using physiological techniclues.

Other techniques such as heart rate and pupil diameter are a function of the peripheral nervous

system. The peripheral nervous system consists of all nervous cells outside the CNS including those

entering and leaving the brain and spinal cord. The peripheral system is divided into two parts, tMs first is

the somatic nervous system which includes sensory nerves from most veceptors and motor nerves

(effectors) for skeletal muscles. The second Is the autonomic system which includes sensory and motor

nerves serving the heart, glands, and smooth muscles. Eye movements are accomplished by three pairs

of skeletal muscles (somatic system) while pupi dilation is under control of smooth muscles (autonomic

system). Both of the these peripheral nervous subsystems are under general control of the CNS. It is the

CNS and the autonomic system that are of principal concern for the measurement of woddoad.

The Putonomic nervous system underlies emotional and motivational behavior. Any feedback system

will have counter-acting Influences and the autonomic system is no excep(ion, it Is divided Into two parts

which act In opposition to each other The sympamthe•k and the parasympthetic. The sympathetic system

activates the body and the parasympathetic serves to conserve the body. To Illustrate, there Is clear

physiologi-al evidence that stimulation of the syrmathetic will result in heart rate ircreases and pupil

dilation whereas stimulation of the parasympathetic causes decreases in heart rate and pupil constriction.

UrIer normal operatloý -, the two systems balance each other. However, an emergency may cause a brief

Imbalance which can have several different results depending on the timing of the two systems. Fainting,

for e,%ample, is the resut of reduced blood flow to the head caused by activation of the sympathetic

system followed by a flood of activity from the parasympathetic.

Our brdet discussion ol some highlights of physiological function clearly shows the diversity of

Irdformation available from the various rather specialized techniques avalla•k e to measure phsiloiogical

functions. Although one could say ail measure CNS activity., most do not measure the aclivity directly. In

the case of body fluids, the techniq ? may be three or four stepc removed from CNS events. There are

also timing differences, neural activity is quick, chemistry much slower. Cleady the system is complicated

with lots of antagonistic activity at all times. This implies that physiological technioes may reflect particular

changes. However, if the technique does not show a change, one cunnot infer high workload to be

absent. Because of the rar:idi.y of neural activity and the counterbalancing effects of the antagonistic
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systems, timing Is of the essence. Falujre to assess a physlobgical charge associated with workload can
reflect either an Inappropriate technique or t~Appropriate data analysis.

Techniques Memmiuring Cardiac Rheaponesms

The heart Is infhjenced by the autonomic nervous sysloem atnd through this cormnection the heart Is
related to physial and emotional states. Heart rate Is known to be related to the amiourt of phyIcal activity
(oxygen requirements), respiraton, and ttt~rmal regulatIon. It can also be maid that any factor which affects
mental activities will also affect the heart, Thum, mental bad and task demands wil affect (arid can be
observed In) cardiac response. However, so can other normal f actors much as the orienting response and
the defense response; stressful and surprisng events will also be evkkdend. Additionally, factors such
as age will result in changes In heart rate variability as well (Mulder & Mulder, 1987). Consequently, heart
rate is a function of a number oi forces which may be operating simultane~ouuly.

Hun Rift

Many years ago, Darrow (1920) reviewed studies which roomed to stow that looking at simple stimuli
seemed to cause heart rate deceleration while stimuli that demanded cognitive processing wier
associated with ticceleratk~n. Since then, many studies; have shown attenition to One environment to be
assoiated with heart rate deceleration. Acceleration Is less clear, but conainly there Ws a relatin betweon
heart rate and the skeletal preparation for movement. Accordingly, unless the Investigator is very careful
to separate all of these influences, the Increases and decreases may be masked. It seems modemn
Investigators have had more difficulty with the technique; possibly the Increased use of computer
technology has mo.ved the researcher away from the data.

There is sofme controversy with the OWL Implications of heart rate (O*DormeIl & Eggemelir, 19868;
Wierwile, 1979). Not all Invvestgators havefom cor~nsit results, or even results In the samne direedlon.
Sinc heart rate also Increases with physcal activty, one oaist tske c=r when measuring, mental workload
that the technique is not contamidnated by high physical activity conditions. Roecoe and Grieve (1966) and
Wierwille and Connor (1983) have Indepenclently shown that the technique Is sensitlie to hiGh
stresstworkload in which survival, embarrassment or similar eorrionlos play a role. Slrnwaly, Wrg-tenn
effects seem to be ocknle~jgod. Sharkt and Saivend (1982) In discussing occuNVIonal stress, stata,
wroe heart raea measure has unc.oubtedly been proven to be the most versatile measure of stress. p137.'
However, some investigators stste that unles strong wmkncuo are present, heart rate will not 4ovary with
woikloa (Hart, 1968a).
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A recent report by Sauer, Goldstein, anid Stern (1987) provides a~ departure hi procedure from other

studies and also Illhustramsa one of the points made earlier about averaging, Au~ Indicated 49bove, some
Investigators; have failed to find consistent changes in heart rtae as & function of task. Bauoir. al a. (19.67),
using the Stormberg task as a secondary task, colleced a mult~ipe set of measures thvnt prov~des or
opportunity to compmr variou meawurement tachnh~us. For dat analysis on heart nate,, ihey divided
each blatl into 18 t~me bins consisting of 950 ma each. In only fttA~ out of the IS time bins did tas~k koading

manipulation have a significant effect on hear rate. However, hea~rt rate incrased and then docreased is
a function of time Inio the trial. These three interv~Is reflect different rule bazod activities. Averaging
(which is done in analysis of variance) within just a six second interval to compare the cue, memory, and
test intervals did not yield a algnuffcarit differnene for the three intervals. There was no effect of task
loading but a clear effect of kinoking different underlyfn processes. It Is of note that their evoked cortical
potential measure showed an effect of both task demands and task loading. While Peark raie did niot
reflect task loading very clearly, It certainly showed clear differencgis related to what the subject was doing

and when, that Is, the changing task demands.

Hol-~ rate variability (sinus arrythmia) Is another workload measure relevant to beern ratei data. it has

p~roven to be equally controversial (OD~nnetl & Eggemealer, 1a86, Wlerwille, 1979). Somne of the
lnconsis~tency may be due to quite different xanalys techniques; Kalsbeek ((1 9731, cited iy O'Dlonnell &
Eggemneier, 1986) has reported more than 30 techn~que which have been used to determine variability.

Wh.y look at variabiity? Simply on logia grounds one would expect an Imcrase in headt rate to b3
associated vith a decreas in varlabW, altar al there Is an upper Hn* co tioari rate. At It tiawrrs cut, there Is
a negative -,orrelation (ab~out -.40) between heart late Increases and heart ratis variabiity. Even though

there is a relation between the two, the fadt that the correlation is modevi indicaes the two measures
reflect somewhat dillervil aspacts of the physbook** activity.

The spectral amlxysis of heart rate variabillity privides a method to separate out V~veral frequency
components Stemminng from different sotirceti and imems to show promise as a measure. One pe&'c,
found around 0.35 Hz. reprsents respiration and a second peak reported xt 0 20 Hz represents heart
activity related to ?"'.nnal aspects (Sayers, 1973). Sorne Investlgatorn suggest a ihermal energy band
from .02 to 06 Hz; arterial pressure from .07 to .14 Hz; and respiratory activIty frum. 15 to .50 Hz (Aasman,
Mulder, L, Mulder, 1987). For our purposes the irportsnt peak, found around 0.10 Hz, Is miated to blood

pressure and seems to be correlated with workload (Sayers, 1973).
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The early work of Sayers ha-- been fokav,:od by an lncruaslnqj number of studies wb'ch show the,10 Hz

component to be tan effeactive Indicator of mental activity, but care must be taken to factor ouit all

confounding variables. Aaisman at at. (I P811) found a signiflicant affect of task lioading (2 or 4 items) In a
continuour, mnemory paradigm; the amplitude of the .16 HzI component decreased as thle load on memnory

!,ncreased. 'These investigatory' attribute the change to the amnount of effort expended, distinguishing

between mental effort and mantel workload (in our terni!-iology different rules). Workload refers to
dimensions of the percoived task demands and use of resources. Effort refers to what the subject is

doing, the willingness to expend effort In the utilization of the resources. Overload., twshing the operator
outside tho workload envelope, however, results In a cessation of effort and a correspondingi increase in

the A10 Hz ccmiponent.

Vincerite, Thornton, and Moray (1987), In another recent study, used three levels of difficulty on a
tracking task and had subjects give subfective ratings of difficulty, workload, and effort. Effort was defined
as the amount of attentional demand: difficulty was def mned as how hard the motor task was; and workload
was defined as the overall level of demand on the task. These linvestigators dild not f Ind an lffect of task
difficulty on the .10 Hz componen! and only a marginal e~fect on the subjective estimates of effort.
However, they found a correlation (.66) between the .10 Hz component and the subjects estimate of

effort. Actually, seven out of eight subjects showed the correlation, the eighth did not. Of interest to the
comments about data analysis, the tracking task Is continuous, liming of performance and thei size of time

sampq:les used In the analysis are Important (Mulder & Mulder, 1907).

Both mean heart rate analysis and heart rate variabdity ("Wcta; analysis) are based on mneasures, of
heart sate. Accordingly, one has a unic" opor~tunity to extract two neasures from a singue technique.

Mean hesrt rate. as indicated by the older lIterature and somne recort studies, shown measurabe ctunrges
as a functkc'n of task difficufty, .4ulte possibly due to a gonerrtlized atousal corponent. Heart rate variability
(.10 Hz com-ponent) often appears to be sensitive to task goading and fatigue (Egelund, 1982; Strasser.
1981). The majority of ctudies reported In the ifteratcre ara looking ior ce~atively subtle effects. In Pmocical

app~cation, there may be some situations In which uiNmown but extreme demands may be made on thG

operator; heart meisures would detect such stuations.

Overall, one Is not Impressed with the consis.'ency of the rasults using heart meriures. This has lead

O'Donnell and Eggemeier (1986) to conclude "Fctr the present, iher,,ifore, heart rat6 andi haart rate
variability must be cornsidired an attractive erxi piomnisirng but unvalidatad rreasure of workload p 42-42.1

However. the European research groups (e~g., M~ulder & Mulder, 1907; Straajer, 1981) have had
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reasonable survcoss when fte vatious confounding factors havo been~ tak~en IrAc akcount. Ttaxs, In some
applied situations, heart techriquos mfuy be aippropriate.

Tti;hnlqua Vx Measxring the Eye

Three sepuratit visual structures are of Interest In the context of OWL. These are

The movements of the aye which are confrollet by three pairs of muscles (horizontal,
vertical and rotational movements) under control of the eye movarmert systesm,

The pupil which Is conr~tolled through the aurtoomic system, and

The 'vids of Mhe eye w'i ch ear under cortm cof the somatic system.

Eye ftwnentu and &nnkfg MINNV of Mpnlro)

Eye movements occupy a uifrue role In irdnfombton acquisition. Because of the central role of vision

and eye mc' vements in information acquisition, miany lr'vestlgators have focusz~d on Information
acquisition strategies ref lected in eye scannin'g partterns to Identify the soumrce of iriformation for decisions.

The goal oi applied eye movement ;esearch has been to deterrrino the scan r., ittems, how and where

an oper~ator gels Information and in turn whai h3 does wihn It. An assurnp'ion normally made is that dwell
time (the lengtth of a look) serves as an index of visual workload:'11e longer the dwell time. Ithe more
difficult to read the instrument. Current eye movement tetirbology, ývemits the trnvestlgator not only to

monitor movemnent of the eyes but, whti apprpprialto calibration, determine the point of regard, iLe., what
war, looked at.

In 1903, Dodge used film to ricicorcl a refkrcted Image of the eye which is still a useful techniqlue. Since
lhe time of Ccdge, a nunber of techniques havb beea developed. (See O'Dorineit and Eggemeler

119861 for a review of iýiose varnoiu technilques and Hallett [t, 86] for a thorougn review of eye movement.
research.) While each, &~ hese lechniques ran serve a useful research function, few are useful in an

applied context. Helmet mounted cameras filming Ml'e eye, much ab Dodge did, have also proven t-
provide uselul diagnostic. information for OWVL (Wilson, CYDonnell & Wilson, 1983).

Reseawh shows workload can be predicted from changes, In dwell times. These workload changes
respift from, for example, ihn diffica,31y of reading an instrument (Harris & Glover, 1984) or a change In mode
of flyingj, autopilot or manual (Spady, 1978b). Waller (1976) shewed eye movemnent data could be used to
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predict Cooper-Harper rat!ngs, thus broadenln• the application of eye movement techniques for OWL

estimation.

Diagnosticity of eye movement measures can be excellent. Wilson et al. (1983) were able to diagnose

wnat a pilot was doing even when they could not obtain good evoked potential responses. rThe eye

movement technique measures visual workload, but manipulations outside vision may Increase gen,)ral

workload which can have an effect on dwell times.

Some eye movement devices can be expensive and require substantial data analysis capability,

although many analysis techniques have been worked out (Harris, et al., 1955). Its potential as a workload

analysis technique is highest among the techniques classified as physiological, however, it may not be

practical at the present time for most Army applications. Whot can be of considerable use and much less

costly, even though more obtrusive, is the helmet mounted camera - the Dodge technique.

PtII Diwneter- PAWI Daution

It Is well known that pupil diameter varies with a number of physiological and psychological variables.

Beatty (1982) has reviewed the Ifterature and concluded that the task-evoked pupil response reflects

processing loads. In the context of our terminology, it appears to be sensitive to both rule changes and

task loading. For example, pupil diameter changed both as a function of the phase of task (listen, pause,

report) as well as the memory load (3 to 7 digits) (Beatty, 1982). Similarly, the measure has been shown to

be sensitive to difficulty of tasks such as sentence comprehension and visual tasks Involving comparison

of letter pairs.

At present, because of the stringent restrictions on operator movement, the field application of pupil

diameter measurement is minimal. To obtain good, accurate recordings, eye movement must be kept to a

minimum; when the eye is at an oblique angle to the recording device, the two dimensional image of the

pupil will be attenuated due to the geometry. Further, because the pupil varies with light levels

independently of workload states, one must be careful to keep ambient light at a constant to avoid

contamination of the data. It appears possible to remove both of those effects analytically, but this has not

been done.

B//nk tRe and/L.eMrcy

Although blinking is subsumed under eye measures, the somatic motor pathway of the eyelids may be

somewhat different from tie motor pathway of the saccadic eye movement (Moses, 1970). There are two
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types of blinking, reflex and spontaneous. The spontaneous blink Is of Interest In the study of workload

and can be conditioned. The duration of a full bliri Is about .3 to .4 seconds and occurs normally at the

rate of about 2.8 seconds in men and 4.0 seconds in women. Blink rate of the eye has been measured

using electromyography (EMG), sometimes called electro-ocuiomyography (EOG) when applied to eye

resoarch.

In the study discussed earlier using the Sternberg paradigm, Bauer et al. (1987) also measured

blinking. Their analysis was parallel to that for heart rate and Included three measures: blink rate, blink

lateai cy, and blink duration. For data analysis they divided each trial Into 18 time bins consisting of 950 ms

each. These bins were ales blocked Into Intervals consisting of six bins each. Blink duration showed a

decease over bins and an inmease over intervals. Blinks occurred (blink latency) earlier following the cue

than for other stirruli. For !he blink rate analysis, the bin effect was significant; blink rate declined as an

Increasing function of tima sirsu the stiinu;us presentation. Of note, the blink rate declined from one

every two seconds In the first bin to one every six seconds In the last bin. In eight out of the 18 time bins,

the set size task loading had a significant effect on rate and overall set size had a statistically signiicant

effect. Blink rate provides a measure directly related to task demands and to task loading.

Summary ofkye TYVhnlqNW

Because vision is a major Information acquisition sensory system, many Investigators have focused

efforts on determining how the system functions and acquires information under varying workload

conditions. This has primarily focused on determining the point of gaze or look point ol the eye. 'The

three techniques considered in this section cover three different aspects of the nervous system. Of the

three, the eye movement / point of gaze technique is probably the most Important. The data derived from

studies of eye movements have application in a number of workload situations: not only for Instrument

panels and computer displays but also visual search patterns used to detect events and targets. The cost

and effort required to obtain and analyze eye movement data reduce the practical applicability of these

techniques.

Pupil diameter has oeen shown to be sensitive to workload variations, especially the amount of mental

load. However, measurement techniques do not lend theimselves to field situations. These restrictions

limit the technique to the laboratory. Blink rate is a technklpe that has received less attention, but It could

be useful, especially in conjunction with other measures of eye behavior.
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Tecdhiem, for Mwurme of Brain Acttvlty

Within the past 10 years, a considerable amount of effoit has boen devoted to Identifying measures of

brain activity that are reflective of underlying psychological processes that Influence human Information-

procusion andr perlornance (Donchin, Riter, & MacCalkim, 1978; Aillyard & Kutas, 1983; Posner, 1978).

Such efforts have offered promising results with respect to identtfying brain activity patterns related to

operatom workload (e.g., Kramer et al., 1987). With respect to understanding human Information

processing and perforance, researchers have recognized that measures of brain activity (e.g., cortical

evoked potentials) are oomplex and thei r wording and analysis costly. Therefore, one Is not likely to use

these measures excelt when they provide data not easily available with more traditional behavioral

measures (Duncan-Johnson & Plonchln, 1982). A sornewhat similar note of caution has been offered In

regard to utilizing brain activity measures (o.g., cortical evoked potentials) as Indices of mental workload

(Kramer et at., 1987).

F'uctmwi I'll, (EEG): Spec4,)or:yWu

The electroencephalogram (EEG) Is typically recorded from surfact electrodes placed directly on the

scalp. Such recordings can provide data on the brain's electrical activity during the performance of a task.

Attempts have been made to quantify this electrical activity according to the predominant spectral

frequencies that make up such brainwave activity. The premise is to identify those spectral frequency

bands that are indicative of and reliect changes In workload. The EEG frequency bands that have

received the most attention are 4-7 Hz (Theta), 8-12 Hz (Alpha), and 18-30 Hz (Beta).

In general, the findings support the conclusion that the percentage of low Irequency EEG spectral

bands (i.e., Alpha) Increases during the course of prolonged and continuous performance (Parasuraman,

1984). Such findings have been Interpreted as Indicative of lowered arousal levels over time (Gale, 1977,

O'Hanlon & Beatty, 1977). As a result, EEG spectral changes have been seen as reflecting general state

changes within an Individual (e.g., drowsy, alert). However, tWe relationship between these general state

changes as shown by EEG spectral analysis and operator workload as indexed by performance changes is

not always clear. For example, Gale, Davies and Smallbone (1977) used a simulated radar type task to

show that subjects' performance declined as measured by reaction time (RT Increased) during the course

of prolonged performance which was accompanied by corresponding Increases in the amount of the 7.5-

9.5 Hz EEG spectral band (i.e., decrement in physiological arousal). In contrast, similar changes In the

EEG have been reported by Fruhstofer and Bergstrom (1969) when subjects were relaxed and performed

no task for a comparable period of time. The EEG spectral analysis approach has therefore been seen as
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Indicative of organismic states which may or may not interact with or reflect workload (e.g., fatigue,

boredom).

To illustrate this point, Howlit, Hay, Shergold and Ferros (1978) exmmined EEG changes for a single

pilot during actual flights in a small two-engine transport aircraft. The flights weae pedfomsed either as tho

first flight of the day, after a night of sleep deprivation, or after a series of daytime flights to assess

sustained performrance over the course of a workday. Each flight was consmiderd to contain segments of

differing levels of workload (e.g., single engine takeoff vs. maintaining steady level flight). Results

showed a decrease in amplitude of EEG attivity across several spectral bands (o.g., 8-12 Hz and 12-16

Hz) when sleep deprived f:ights or end of the day flights were compared to first of the day flights. These

EEG changes were seen as reflecting organismic chRnges rewilt~ng from sleep deprivation (e.g.,

sleepiness) or prolonged work (e.g., fatigue). However, when comparisons were wvade to in-flight

segmints of different workload levels only the first day flights showed evider". in the P:EG for rvilecting

workkad levels (e.g., increased EEG amplitude for spectral bands) with concomitant irerease In workload

activity. By contrast, sleep depnved tlkijh cnd end of day flights showed no sgnrs In P're EEG tat wero

reflective of changes in workload levels during these ftlgits.

Summary. EEG spectral analysis seems to offer means to assets changes, n organismic states

within an operator (e.g., fatigue, sleepiness) that may or may rot show in performance. As a direct

measure of workload, EEG spectral analysis is not an advantageous technique. Other researchers have

voiced similar opinions (e.g., O'Donnell & Eggemeler, 1986).

Evoked Ootke POF Nrts (ECPO)

Usually, brain wave activity as measured by electroencephalography (EEG) reveals little in the way of

discriminable patterns that ran be attributed to operator workboad. However, signal anrlyss techniques

can be utilized to isolate speif ic brain wave patterns that are responses to external stimuli and may be

used to reflect operator workload levels (e.g., Isreal, Wickswi, Chesney & Donchin, 1980). These brain

wave patterns found In response to external stimuli are called Evoked Cortical Potentials (ECPs) or Event-

Related Potentials (ERPs).

The value of the ECP Is based on the concept that brain wavs reflect a combination of human sensoii

Inputs (e.g., external stimuli/events) and cognitive processing (e.g., evaluating exterrzl stimuli/events).

For example, when a stimulus Is presented to the operator, a portion of the brain wave activity Is a

response associated with that stimulus. The remaining brain wave activity is considered as ongoing,

unsynchronizeiJ, spontaneous activity that is not necessarily associated to the processirg of such stirrmuli.

By performing ensemble av3raging across the time intervals following the multiple presentations of the
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stimulus, the ECP associated with Wsch stimu;I will be enharicid through this averaging while the

spontaneous brain activity occurring In these time Intervals will be cancelled out. Figure 7-2 depicts the

remtlon between ongoing EEG activity, external auditury stimuli and signal analysis techniques used to

extract the ECP associated with such stimuli.

ECP Components. As seen in Figure 7-2, the ECP Is a complex wave form. It exhibits several

componeids that are Idontified as either negative (N) or positive (P) peaks. In addition, these negative and
positive components are further identified by their time course as measured from the external eliciting
3timulus onset to their mean latency of occurrence (e.g., ihe P300 is a positve waveform component
occurring at approximately 300 msec. aflar stinuls onset).

ONGOING 50 1
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Figure 7-2. Depiction of the relations between EEG activity, external auditory stimuli, and signal analysis
techniques used to extract the ERP associated with such stimuli. (Adapted from Hillyard & Kutas (1983]).

The eardy occurring components of the ECP, less than 250 m= from the onset of the external stimulus,

have been characterized as being responsive to the physical nature of the external stimuli used to

generate the ECP. For example, visual stimuli have elicited ECPs with Identifiable early components that

seem sensitive to manipulations of the physical parameters of such stimuli with respect to brnghtness

(P200; Wastell & Kleinman, 1980), spatial orientation (N125; Harter, Previc, & Towle, 1979) and contour
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(N14j,0.235; Harter & Guido, 1980). Suich LECP compt~nenits are classified as exogenous (i.e., stimulus
bound) since they are sensitive to the physicei attrtiut'cis of the stimuli (i.e., intensity, modality, arad rate of

presentation).

The later components of the ECP, those beyond "50 meac. from the onset of the external eliciting
stimulus, are considored to reflect active cognitiwei prouo*vsing of stimulus information. These ECP
components seem to be sensitive to changes tn the processiicj dtuinanda. of the task Imnposed on the
operator but not to changes In the physical characteriblics of the elicIt~ng external stimuli (Sutton, Braren,
Zubin, & John, 1965). Those later occurring ECP components have been classffied as endogenous
componrents. The ECP endogeiious component that has received I ne greatest attention Is the positive
waveform occurring approximately 3W) msec. after, the external eliciting stimnulus onset (P300). "Ibi P300
has bean examinbd as a measure to mfloot cognitive processing aM. ivities as well as a measure to reflect
workload levels, (See Pritchard, 1981 for a c~omprehensive review o.'the, P300 Iliterature.)

PM0 and Cognitive Pm'cuslng. The P300 waveform exhiblt systematic changes in latency and
amplitude that are used as evidence to,. its sensitivity to aspects of rouran Information processing. In
general, the P300 amplitude seem~s to be sernitive to thte task releva~ice and the sublecdve probability of
the eliciting external stimuli (Duncan-Johnson & Donchin, 1977). For example, the P300s elicited by task
relevant stimuli are larger In amolitudfi V1an the P300r; elicited by stimuli riot relevant for the lask to be
perfor,mied (Roth, Ford, & Kopell, 1978).

The P300 latencty appears sensitive to the tirm required to recognize and evaluate task relevant stimuli
(Kutas, McCarthy & Donchin, 1977). That Is, the P300 latency reflects stimuluk; evaluation time in the
sense that Identification and evaluation of a stimulus mnust be completed before the P300 Is observed
(Pritchard, 1981). This relationship between P300 latency and stimulus evaluation has been
demrwrstrated to be independert of responae celection anti execution process. McCarthy and Donchin
(198 1) manipulated stimulus evaluation time by 9merr~ding a target word (P300 eliciting event) either in a
m'atrix of It s.'gns ar within a confusnble background of eotters. Response selection was manipulated by
changing the compatibility between the target word (righit or left.) and the responding hand. It was found
that both visually distracting stirmuli and stimulus-respunse Incompatlibliity increased reaction time to the
target words. Only the presence of the distracting stirvi~lus tackgrounds (letter backgrounds) had a
significant effect on P500 latency (i.e., more evaluation tUme was needed to Identify target words).

P300 and OWL. The findings jutst cited provide evidence that the P300 Is sensitive to aspects of
cognitive prorcessing. Further, the relevance of P300 measureP Iemrr~itivola and1 Iatarvu0 fn nnrAmtor
workload has been demonstrateo In a is4rtes of studies conducted at the Cognitive Psychophysiology
Laboratory at the University of Illilnois. For example, Isreal, Wickens, Chesney and Donchin (1980)
examined a display-monitorinG task in which operators monitored 4 to 8 targets that moved across a
television scr-enn. HP~f of the targets were square-shaped objecte &Lnd hal were trianu ar-shaped
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objects. Operators were required to monitor one class of targets (squares or triangles) and to detect

changes in eit'aer direction of movement or brightness. A secondary task was also required of operators.

Operators were required to listen for high and low frequency tones that were presented during the
performance of the display-montoring task. They were instructed to count to themselves the number oe
tim:ies tL.t high pitch tones (lower probability of occurrence than the low-pitch tones) were presented

dufing the course of trial runs. They were told to report this number at the end of the trial-run. The P300
elicited to the rarer of the two auditory tones was used as a measure of operator workload levels. The
concept behind such a measurement scheme is that the primary task will occupy operators' perceptual
resources as a function of the primary task demands. More perceptual resources are needed to monitor 8

moving targets than 4 moving targets. As a result of this manipulation, the available perceptual resources
needed to detect high frequency tones under high primary task demand will be less than under lowi

primary task demand and therefore will be reflected In the P300s to such tones. The iesults of the study
supported such a measurement scheme. The P300 elicited under control conditions (no primary task,

counting of tones only) was highest in amplitude. This was followed next by the low perceptual demand
condition (4 targets to monitor). Finally, the high perceptual demand condition (8 targets to monitor) was
lowest in P300 amplitude. The conclusion to be drawn is that the P300 seems sensitive to perceptual

task demands (i.e., workload).

The use of the relatively non-intrusive socondary task just described (auditory monitoring to detect

Infrequent occurring tones) has been called the oddball paradigm (Donchin, 1981). The oddball

paradigm has been employed In several workload studies with similar Tesults being reported. For example,

Isreal, Chesney, Wickens, and Donchin (1SS0) and Wickens, Kramer, Vanasse, and Donchin (1983) have

reported the P300 amplitude elicited by the secondary task (oddball pa-adigm) decreased as the

perceptual task demands of the prfmary task Increased.

Further evidence In support of P300 sensItivity to OWL has been reported by Wickens, at al. (1983).

They were able to demonstrate with a p'mary tracking task in which discrete displacements of the tracking

cursor served as the eliciting stimulus. The P300s associated with such a primary task, as contrasted with

the secondary task, increased in amplitude as the perceptual demands of the task increased ki.e., operator

workload). Kramer, Wickens and Donchln (1985) have reported similar results with P300s elicited by a

primary tracking task.

The evidence presented In support of the P300 as a mieasure of OWL In this review has been confined

to nontrolied laboratory situations. However, there have been attempts to record ECP with the use of the

oddball paradigm in simulation type environments. Kramer et al. (1987) elicited P300s by means of the

oddball paradigm while student pilots flew a series of instrument flight rule missions in a single-engine,

fixed-based simulator. The flights varied In difficulty. The P300 amplitude discriminated between flights

such that the more difficult flight mission elicited P300s lower in amplitude for the secondary task than the
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easier one. However, within-flight primary task demands were not distinguishable by the P300 amplitude;

for example, takeoff, straight and level flight, holding pattern and landing. Natani and Gomer (1981) have

reported similar success in using the oddball paradigm to elicit P300s with a low-fidelity flight simulation

such that P300 amplitudes varied as a function of workload levels.

The P300 latency measure provides an accurate and reliable means to assess the time needed to

identify and evaluate a stimulus prior !o making a responv!. In addition, the P300 latency seems to be

independent of response selection and execution processes (McCarthy & Donchln, 1981). As a result,

the P300 latency can be used to determine the locus of performance changes that may occur. That is, If
P300 latencies vary systematically with performance changes, one may conclude that identification and

evaluation ot stimuli are contributing significantly to performance changes such as increased reaction

times. However, if P300 latencies mma!n invariant and stable to performance changes, such changes are

not likely due to Identification and evaluation processing. To illustrate, Gomer, Spicuzza and O'Donnell

(1976) reported a study in which subjects performed the Sternberg memory-scanning task (Sternberg,

1969). Subjects were presented with probe letters of the alphabet (ECPs were elicited from these stlmu;i)

and were asked to Identify if the probes were members of a previously memorized positive set of letters.

Memory load was manipulated by changing the number of letters In the memorized set. Both reaction time

and P300 latency increased linearly as a function of memory set size for positive probe Items. Such

results support the inference that stimulus evaluation time (i.e, memory scanning) contributes greatly to

reaction time scores in the Sternberg paradigm. In contrast, Duncan-Johnson and Kopell (1981) found

that the Stroop effect (i.e., pe,)ple respond slower to color words printed in a different color than the same

color, e.g., blue printed In the color red as opposed to blue printed In the color lues) was mainly due to

response incompatibility rather than perceptual interference (i e., prolonged stimulus evaluation time).

With the standard Stroop task, reaction time scores showed the usual interference between hue and word

meaning. The P300 latencies elicited by such words however remained kiwarlant.

Summary. The use of the Evoked Cortical Potential (e.g., P300) as an Index of workload must be
recognized as a highly specialized technique that requires a staff of highly trained personnel tamillar with

the recording techniques. There Is also a need for expensive equipment a, od sophisticated software for
the recording and analysis of the data generated. Beyond these consideratlons, there are other important

technical as well as theoretical Issues that m¢oy limit the applicabity of using ECP as a measure of OWL:

The ECP technique is based on producing an ECP in response to some time-locked
repetitive stimulus event. Such eliciting ECP stimuli are usually controlled by the
experimenter and are presEnted as secondary task stimuli (e.g., oddball paradigm). It
Is possible in some systerm applications (e.g., field testing and evaluation) such a
stimulus would represent a form of Intrusion and possible distraction to the operator.
It may also not be possiblo to Implement such a controlled type situation for some
system appliations.
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"" The ECP technique requires the use of electrodes and, in some cases, associated
restraints are needed to reduce artifacts (e.g., eye movements that may contaminate
visual evoked cortical potentials). As a result, the applicability of the ECP technique
may be limited to controlled laboratory situations. To Illustrate this point, Wilson et al.
(1963) conducted a study with 12 A-10 tactical air command pilots. The study
involved the implementation of various simulator emergencies conditions, whereby
s!nnle evoked cortical potentials to auditory probe stimuli were recorded
simultaneously with the occurrence of the simulated emergencies, Only three pilots'
ECP data could be used out of 12 pilots. Artifacts in the EEG data of one pilot
resulted in his rejection and the other pilots were rejected due to the fact that their
ECPs failed to meet the ECP criteria for discriminability in order to be inckuded in the
data analysis. Such resulrs point out the fragile nature of such recordings,.

" ECP results may not show a strong relationship to other OWL measures. As a result,
ECP data may be difficult to Interpret with respect to their significance and Implications
toward system design decisions. Far example, Bifemo (1985) reported a study
whereby subjects performed a compensatory tracking primary task and ECPs were
elicited frorn auditory stimuli that were the call-signs designated for each participant.
In addition, each subject filled out the NASA Bipolar scales to index subjeclive
workload, The results were such that 4 out of 20 subjects exhibited significant
correlations between P300 amplitudes elicited by their auditory call-sign and their
weighted workload ratings. With only four significant correlations out of 20, the
results are not encouraging with respect to a relationship between P300 amplitude
and subjective workload ratings.

Studies that have shown a relationship between ECP components (e.g., P300) and
operator workload havt been limited mostly to primary tasks that can be characterized
as trecking type tasks. It therefore remains to be demonstrated that the ECP
technique is applicable to other kinds of primary tasks that are now required of
operators because of the advancement of technology (e.g., decision type tasks, data
mantgement end data fusion type tasks, ard communications type tasks.)

Blood Prefture

Blooa pressure reflects both cardiac output and vasomotor consequences of dilation and constriction

of the blood vessels. (The vasornotor response serves two functions: to maintain body tempetature and

io direct blood flow to local £hreas.) The more blood pumped by the heart and the more the resistance the

blood encounters in the vessels, the higher the blood pressure. Sympathetic activity tends to increase

blood pressure by increasing heart rate and causing vasoconstriction.

Summary. Seve.al studies have reported blood pressure changes with workload. Ettema (1969)

showed relatively small effects over a short term but over a long term the pressure increased substantially.

Similar results were reported by Ettema and Zielhaus (1971) who used auditory reaction time for the task.

Nevertheless, the measure is not recommended for workload. One major delimiting factor is that this

measur6ment requires the operator to sit still to get quality measurements. Further, bloo I pressure is a
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func~tion of heart tate. One could eliminate a step In the physiological chain and measure heart rate

directly

Gavwt Skin Reelmneii (GSR): Skin Oxmlar- SWi Vpdnce

The galvanic skin re'Vponse (GSR) in fth measure of the resisance of the ski to the flow of electrical

current. The resistance of the skin will c&nge with degree of production of the sweat glands which are

innervated by the sympathetic, system. GSR is measured by apptirvnj a weak current through the skin and

measuring Mhe resistance. (Conductance can be obtained by taking the reciprocal o! resistance.)
Electrodes are usually placed on the palm or on the wrist. Skin potential Is a reiated measure which is

often used In mooer research.

There is a large psycholoog lierature empt~ying the tecnnique, however, not much has been done in

the workload context. O'Donnell and E~ggmeler (1906) do not woen review the technique and Wierwille
(1979) only discusses a few reports. For examnple, Kroese and Siddle (1983) studied workload while

rmasuring GSR. They varied Ciae stimnulus presentation rate of digits; the task was to pick out odd and
even sequences. GSR was mesasred on irrelevart tones presented during the *ask. They showed skin

condluctance to decline (habituate) more slowly for higlher workload conditions (faster stlmukjs rates). The
fact that the GSR habhtuates with repeated presentation of stimruli, rimakes it loes aultable for workload
research and evaluation than manry other technklues. The habituation in amplitude of the response may
vary with workload but it has to be mesasured over a series of presentations and then a new, no~vel stimuluks
must be presented It mig:re be useful for perceived emergency conditions.

Summary. GSR has bean thown to bm related to short-term general &.-usal effects. Sensitivity is
reasonable; diagnosticity Is low. For both theoreticall and practical reasons, it Is not recommended as a
preferrea technique in OWL assessment.

ElsctwxnyogrpIy (EMG) (Ph els P*uWful)

General arousal theory would claimn that an Increase in mental activity would be accompanied by an

increase in muscle tension. Electromyography is used to provide a measure of muscle tension ancs

activity. It is, however, a measure of sonmati rather than autonomiuc nervous system activity and because of

this it is a rather indirect measure of workload.

Muscular tension is related to both physical and mental allivity Indeed, dealing with inappropriate
muscle tension ýs one of the more commnon approaches to athletic psychology (Nideffer, 1976). In tennis,
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for exerrile, missing the IMt verve ffey cams the player to lowe up' wkh the remd thW the muscles awe
tighter and the loss on the second serv Is n&t as high. lb. consequence often Is thW fth second serve

is also missed. Gileaauy, mental activty has camed a Ofiens In nuhdcJe xWe.

I o lpmrktrrl rntential created by motor units of the muscle reflects both the force exerted by ths

mnuscle arki the tgnsion in the muscle. This can be measured by kvp*Mnqrv eleodes In the muscle or.
nvre feasibly, by measuring the surface potential. In physica wourk, At Is believed there Is messtlally a
lninar rsl~lon between mnuscle activity and the recorded potential. Tifs permis the measursmv4i of both
(a) Immediate work (forces exerted) and (b) long-tenn activity. In the formier case, the absolute forces
requlrcd to move or operat# cup be mieasured. In the letter cms, temporal analysis of speed and degr
of shift will show different spectral chA~iucterts.

Suin~iary. There appears to have been little reserch Lsong this teclutwiqu n the last ten years.
Wierwille (197C~) reviewed a few studies which stow increasecl tension to be ourrelsled with Increased

wodijoad; OMonnell and Eggerele (1986) reviewiW tha same studies and camne to a similar concitision.
Although the technique reflects wockload changes. it is a technique that measures the somatic system
and is only secondarily tuned into mental workload. There are also more practical ways of measuring
physica~l activiy such as video taping movements and analyzing them later.

Critca Flc Fequnc (CF

CFF Is that transition frequency at which a flickeringlight passes into perceoved steady state, fusion. A
tremendous arneunt of research has gone Into Othi phenomenon over the last century. Brown (I M5) has
revie~wed much of the work on intervvdtent atimulation up to the daes of his review. (See Watson (19661 for
a fthcrough dicusalon of this approach as well as a current review of temporal senskvity.) The relative
irnportance of fth phenomnenon for this report is, of course. the application of the techniqu for mneasuring

workload.

CFF is a diffuse but direct measuis of ONS functining. CFF occuts at frequencies between 50 and 70
liz depending on contrast and illurnination (Brown. 1965; Watsort. 1986). Because cells below cortical
level have been shown to have capabltlte' to respond to stimuli at much h~oher frequencies than
benavioral CFF. it has been tak~en to be in indox of physiological functioning of the cortex. Further
specification Is provided in a study by WIlson and ODonnell (1966) which Isolates several aspects of CFF
w~h respect to physiokogcal functioning. The proceduires used are too complicated and qwapelazed for

applied work; nevertheess, the results are related to the diagnosticity of CFF. They used steady state
ovokod potential to separate Mu three frequency ranges of flickering stimuli. Thtme ranges are cvr'ered
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at aig'eroximateIl, tO Hz (low). 18 Hz, and 50 Hz (high), each %Yth difierng arrpltLWes of the averaged

sigrwI. 4oll'wling from the woift of Regan (1977;'. These rfksult Indicate that high Irs~uency transmicsion

is related to SOMsory-rmotor portions of the scanning task w,4lle the medkim frequency Mr -e-alhd 0ý)

cognitiv poftons. Thi work is suggestive that CIFF changes ara related to sensory tuinctlons 0' ftie CNS.

Wierwille (1979) reviews one study w~c suggests CFF changett are related to fatigue but not
cognitve wowldosd int ay direct or consWIstM mannr. Oishima (1961) has- summrwaized his work on CIFF as

a measure of miental latigue. Most of this work Is In Japanese and thertfore, procedural details are not
readily avallable, However, he suggests CFF Is an effective technique to rne&sure fatigue He elfto shows

substanlla variation as a function of diurnal rhythm. Brown (1985) also reports effects ot diurnal rtr,4hr in
his review. Fatigue, anoxia, effects of drugs, Mtae of arousal, and age are among other factors shown to

hbifluence the CIFF (Brown, 196M). Mo~tn and ('Donnell (1986) have: shown a unique arnd a high degree

of stability of response to flicker for several individuals over several years.

SummarY. The CFF technique cen be applied In a short period 01 time. In general, psychophysical

measurement tends to be quite reilable and stable when extraneous factors are controlled. lowlever, care

must be taken with the tachnhlue to evaluate all of the factors which have been shown tW Influence CFF.

Changes in CIFF can be Wue to a itimber of variables, but whan these are factored out, it appears to be a
broad index of fte efficiency of CNS functioning, especially the sensory component. it coufil be used

effectively to evaluate long term offticts of workload during sustained operations and the depletion of
resources.

BoyRMt Analpf

Body Mile~ analsis is one of the few techniques oviabl" fur the assessmnent of sustained or long-term

effects of workload. Three body flukds ate known to change their chemidcal composition as a function of
long-term workIoad and strus- Blood, urnW, and saiva. Recent WOt "M3 concertrated on urtne and
saliva because these two can be obtained relatively frrre easily than blood samples. Periodic urine
colkctiorns may be difficult to acoomplla bocause of roquirements to producm on demand. Both urine
andi salivary fluids may be particularly difficult to obtain just after Intense stress. Indeed, the

psychoendocrine approach h~s been adopted by many researchers In stress research. Sharit and
Salvendy (1982) provide a sumnriary of both theoretical and empirical work usin the approach.

The compounds typica~llý assayed involve both sympathetic nervous system arnd bodily metabolic
functions. According to Wierwilie (1979), the corncentr'atons of cotTpunds in the urine or parotid fluid

that are exarwned and their Indicationis wre
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*norrIlnsphrine sympiathiatk nsrsm: tay~iorv adVlty,

er~neoit~ ine - eyrnpafthstk ner/ous Gv'utem and adreenornedulary activity,

17-hydroxyvortkxsterok.f ('o7-MM>S) - gvirnoixorlica' activly,

*urea -proein motabollmn

* sodum - *iiekg, mnetabollsm,

"* potasitsm - rrilneral Jeaollsm, anld

"* sodium to potassium rattlo - metatolc balance.

The usual procedure Is to gather sarriples before, during and after a prolonged taak., The samriles are
then analyzed chemically for co'centrations of compounds suspe~ted to be related to high workload.
liming of the collecy1on of the fluids mauy be crifcal when measuring the syroathetica~y inducid changes.

This timingn Issue is less cit*;al for physical activity and "b mretabo~c rraaaures. The technique Is believed
to be sensitive to prolonged sliess and strain. It is also likely to be sonsitie to physical iv~rkload,

particularljf for compounds &ssoclated with so~um, potrissitim, wWn urea. The techniqoie is useful for
assessing poezible 8ong-termn effects but is niot recommrended for 9!ývrt-teni effects (Wlerwille, 1979),

LAn alternative to alSng body tWid arnalyris migjl't be tc. tiis & subjective meothod, In particular a mood
scale. Frequently used In stress reseat,%h, the mood scale offers a reasonable afternative to the chemical
assay methbod, reduces the resource requivrements, and can be administered ieiat~ly quickly.

oveigRMWY

Physioiogical tect~nIque3 assess a variety of physiological subsystemts which ,irs ditactiy or Indirectly
Irtiuenced by workdoad variations. Seine of these technriques awe highly spe~iAlized to exmimination
particular parls of th~e system during high, workload. Boca, so of the rapidty of nenA/ois system ictivity and
the counterbalancing effects of antagoristic sykdems, 'te timing of mneasurert -ints is critical. Every
technique reviewed has been shown to be sensitive to w~orkload and arnost evc iy techniq~ue has been
shown to have fallureti. One of the Irn~onard aspects Wnvi ed when applying any ptiyslological technIque
is the ;ecognitIon that various subsystems operate In op~ouwitlori. Acoordingly', data analysis plays an
importait role in the success or failure of OWL assessment 'or many of the techniquoi.

A number of physiological techniques have been used In tWe evaluation of work~load. The discussion
can be summarized into four broad categories:
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HOMew

Mean rate. Heanr rate has boon snown to be -enskitve to workload variations. The
technique Is controversial, Nut certainly will ref lect high cVresstworkload

Variability (sinus arrythmia). Also controversial and a technique which requirms care In
data analysis, heart rate variability has been shown to be senkstive to workload.

Eye.

Eye movement measurement Is the most promising physiological technique in the
applied context. Much of the basis for usefulness of the technique rests on the high
degree of reliance on visual Information In modern systerms. DwGIl times give an
indication of Importance arnd/or the difficulty of interpreting an instrument or display.
The technique does, however, require considerable resources. As Indicated by a
considerable body of research, eye movement techniques are certainly sensitive anid
have a capability for dir~gnostic Information for OWL (Harris, Glover, & Spady, 1986f).

Pupil d~lation has be"nr shown to be sensitive to workload variations, however,
restrictions required to obtain clean measuremerrl limit the field application of the
technique.

Blink rate land associated measures such as latency have been sho~wn to be sensitive
to workload variations.

*EEGIECP.

T hese two techniques measure electrical activity of the brain. While they have been
used quite successfully in the laboratory to assess cognitN~e states end their relation
to OWL. the techniques require considerable resources and can ba dlfflcift to
implement In field situations.

*Other Techniquess.

Blood pressure. This rnedsure is not reoornimeridod because of the conlounding of
cardiac outp!t 4and temperature regulation.

Galvanic skin respon~se (GSR). This has been shown to be sensitive to merotal load,
however, the eff ect Is one of slower habituation. This tends to less useful as a
workload technique.

Electromnyography (EMO). Increased muscle tension may# be an Iimmediate
consequence of increased workload, tul not iiecessatlly. For the Purpose Of
measuring longer tenn physical work, the technique would be usaful.

CrItical tider frequency (::FF-). CFF can be memwsred ea*~ and rfilably. ft appears to
be sensitive to ionger lerm effects, especilaly for the sentswy' systemn.

Body fluid arwysis. This Is a general technIquo which can be used to detect long
term effects of workload and stress.
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CHAPTER 8. MATCHING MODEL

The puypose of the matching model Is to assist the user in selecting OWL maasures for the Army

system to be analyzed. The goal Is to use all of the informatIon available In the best way possible to match

the requirements of the user with characteristics of the OWL techniques. The ana1,,sis of Interest to the

user may be for an Army system going through the traditional materiel acquisition process (MAP), or

through Army Streamlined Acquisition Process (ASAP), Product Improvement Program (PIP),

PrePlanned Product Improvement (P31), or Non-Developmental Item (NDI) procurement. One mason for

the Matching Model Is the cowplicated nature of the OWL measure selection process. Another important

reason for the matching model Is to take Into account the needs and requirements of the user, and the

Intended application of the results.

It has been suggested that the Army does riot have sufficient human factnrs personnel avaidlae to deal

with any but the most pressing operator workload Issues. This was partly revealed In Arny interviews (Hill,

Lysaght et al., 1987). Further, with the emergence of MANPRINT, there is an even greater need and

demand for human factors analysis In general and OWL analysis In particular. Clearly there is need for

more expertise and greater distribution of OWL information within the Army community. The question

then is how to provide such expertise within existing frameworks and organizational structure. While there

are a number of alternative solutions such as bringing in more experts, by far the beat alternative (and leak

expensive) is to use a computerized Expert System approach. An Expert System, for present purposes,

is a method of formalizing the considerations Involved in selecting OWL measures to apply to analysis of

Army systems in various rtages of development.

When one calls in an expert, one expects to get answers to the problem at hand. No answers are

possible, however, without clearly stated questions. Hence, the expert will often begin by asking a host of

questions, starting with very general issues and gradually asking about more and more detail, finally

coming up with one or more suggestions. The thought processes generally follow a relatively consistent

line whether the expert be Sherlock Holmes solving a nystery, Einstein developing relativity theory, or a

prnctitloner developing a line of analysis for measuring OWL. Although not always formalized, the steps

are: first, develop a system model which organL es the available facts; second, determine what pieces are

missing and where the gaps are; develop the hypotheses; and third, generate specific questions to be

answered. The point we wish to make Is there Is nothing so practical as having a system model. This

system description or model provides an organization for the operator behaviors involved and a framework

which is extremely helpful in posing the questions. Such a model can often be obtained from analytical

techniques; analytical techniques often have an important secondary function since they provide the
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Initial basis of an Army system model of the system which facilitates the generation of questions and

sjbsequer( answers. In the next section, we will begin to formalize the steps a human factors workload

expert would follow in selecting an appr-tpriate battery of lechniques.

There are a variety of analytical techniquos which can be used during early concept phases and also

later in development. Not all of these analytical procedures have boon fully validated. However, in order

to be validated, they have to be used. Accordingly, we will suggest techniques that appear to be

appropriate, Independent of validation. In our discussion, we will describe natratively and show graphically

the reasoning underlying the selection uf techniques from the analytical category of the OWL iochnique

taxonomy. Then we will consider some examples and case studies for empirical techniques. Following

that, we will lay out the considerations for an overall, general matching model which includec both

analytical and empirical fechr~ques. During our data collection, the Army community expressed a desire

for a computer-based rather than a written manual (Hill, Lysaght et al., 1987). To respond to this desire our

expert system will build oil developments Incorporated In W C FIELDE /Wodiload Consultant for FIELD

Evaluation) which was built to deal with empirical techniques in an avifation context (Casper, Shively, &

Hart, 1987). At the end of this chapter, we will provide some background on computerized expert

systems,

Ar, WtU MattNng Model

Analyi~cal workload assessment techniques can and should be utilized throughout a system's

developinent cycle, but are especially important at early, pre-hardware stages. As suggested in Chapter

3, there are few good predictive techniques and many of the analytical techniques have limitations.

Nevertheless, the tremendous cost I benefit value of recognizing and diagnosing problems early on

makes the use of these techniques imperative.

This section describes the core of the analytical methods segment of the overall matching model. It will

assist the workload analyst to make intelligent decisions as to which analyticai methods to use for a specific

situation. First, the reasoning undwIlying the model is explicated In narrative form. This presentation is

high-level and is intended to b& exemplary, not comprehensive. Then the reasoning is formalized in logic

flow graphical descriptions. We have chosen to begin the formalization process immediately rather than

wait until after validation; in this way, creation of the matcning model in the form of an expert system Is

faciitated.
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- 3OMMUNNG&

The logic underlying this first-cut &nalytical component Is explicoted In the following system

considerations. Hopefully, as a result of this report and others (Hill, Plarnondon, Wierwille, Lysaght, Dick,

& Blttner, 1987) analytical techniques will receive a boost toward more development and validation. The

main considerations for analytical procedures are:

What Is the stage of development of the systenm?

- if the system exists only on paper, then analytical techniques are the techniques
of choice.

- Otherwise, If some hardware exbits, then both analytical and empirical techniques
are possibie. Please notw, however, that one should not utilize empirical
techniques without a very clear picture of the questions to be answered.

Has a mission scenario been developed for the system?

- If the answer is no, then one must be developed. It is absolutely essential to have
a definition of not only what the system must accomplish but also specification of
the accuracy required and the available time in which it has to be done.
Additionally, the conditions under which the scenario Is to be accomplished
should be specified. The scenario becomes the specific framework within which
OWL can be absessed, and time and accuracy become the measures of
effectiveness (MOEs) within which the man/machine performance must fall.

- If the answer Is yes, then one can proceed.

Has any wor',doad analysis been done on similar systems?

- If the answer is no, then we start fresh doing an overall analysis, probably in terms
of task analysis or simulation.

- If the answer is yes, then one should build on the analysis which is already
available. Certainly, one would want to compare the new system with other
existing systems via Comparison Analysis.

Has any workload arnalsls been done on this system?

- If the answer Is no, then we can skip this question.

- If the answer Is yes. then presumably more detailed questions should be
addressed. It may then be appropriate to analyze a specific portion of the system
in detail using one of the mathematical model techniques or operator simulation.

Re /worklf conra/unts

Having identified system issues, one also needs to consider real world constraints imposed on OWL

analysis. These constraints include limits on the time available to do the analysis (How last must the

analysis be done? In what time frame?), the manpower available to do the analysis, the level of expertise of

the btaff available (which will have an impact on the length of time required and how much can be done) as
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well as the level of detail required In the analysis. Additional oorstra;nts may exist in the form of compiuter

facilities to run simulations, both on the hardware side and the software side. (However, it should be

pointed out that both Micro SAINT and HOS-WV are available .o Army users.) Applying theto consiraints

may lead to ruling out certain types of analysis tihnhinjes. For example, If cnly two weeks are ,vailable,

then one might only use expert operator opinion to Identify chokepoints. Otherwine, a more detailed

analysis should be done.

08ciaon kvic

The flow of the decision logic is Plustrated in Figure 8-1 and elucidated in the following outline. This

figure does not contain all of the appropriele detail bit serves to show the prncipal steps, primarily for

systems in the PreConcept or Concept Exploration Stages. However, analysis of workload is an iterative

process and these techniques will be useful at any point in the analysis process. Feasibility checks,

shown in the upper right of the figure, sire also repetitive; the proposed analysis must be compared

again•t real world constraints at various steps in the process. Specifically, the feasibility issues are

• Time constraints, how nmuch time is available to do analysis?

• Manpower constraints - How much manpower is available to do analysis?

* What is the detail required in the analysis?

* What Is the required accuracy of the analysis?

* FacilitV3s - are comrfluters and software available for simulation?

'tep I: Has any OWL analysis been done on this system?

Alternatives:

If no, proceed to Step I1.

If yes, proceed to Step IV.

Step I1: Are any relevant data available? Check the MANPRINT ON-LINE database In the Soeier

Support Center for possible databases which may contain relevant Information. Also

check the Manpower and Training Research Information System (MATRIS) office of the

Defense Techo'cal Information Center, San Diego, ior material from their MANPRINT

database. The Army Research Institute (ARI) and the Human Engineeiing Laboratory

(FIEL) have strong human factors engineering expertise and it would be well worth while
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contacing one or more individiuala in these organilzationls. If no relevant Iq1fonTation is
found, go to Stop Ill. othfirwwse if relevant Wnomiation is found go to Step IV.

R Concep RPoh"*p~

Figue 81. iagam f OL anlytcalMathin Mo el.1t
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AND

Perform task analysis

OR

Simulation.

THEN

When hardware arilves, other techniques, especially empirical ones, can be
used.

Step IV: Is the previous OWL analysis Information of Interest for a comparable system or on the

system ?

If OWL research has been done on a comparable system

THEN DO

Compansuri Analysis between the older system and the current system.

OTHERWISE select one of the following specific Issues for the current system.

Issue 1: Re-evaluation or additional work needed, that Is, inadequate inlormation is

available.

DO

Expert opinion Use expert opinion from one or more individuals to identify questions
of interest. Experts should bu abla to identify possible chok3points to
focus on in the analysis.

AND

Task Analysis

OR

Simulation.

Issue 2: Functional re-allocation of man and machine tasks.
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DO

Expert opinion Use expert opinion frorm one or more individuals lo identify questions

of Interest. Experts should be able to Identify possible chokepoints to
foxus on In the analysis.

Aiý191

Simulation

Isue 3: Specific design issues (clarify data and issues).

DO

Expert opinion Use expert opinion from one or more individuals to Identify questions
of Interest. Experts should be able to Identify possible chokepoints to

focus on in the analysis.

AND one or more of the following

Math models:

Anthroplrmetric model

Sensory model

Manual Control model

Queuing Theory model

Task analysis:

Cognitive task analysis

Simulation:

Detailed network models or HOS may really be the only sir,1ulation models
specific enough to analyze design Issues.

Performance model - Card, Moran, and Newel. (1986).

Empirical techniques:

Part-task analysis can also be accomplished with empirical techniques.
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One of the techniques recommended throughout Is the elicitation of operator expert opinion. Often

the Individual developing the OWL analysis does not have direct, first hand experience on the operation

of the system. UWe of operator experts can both save time and provide a focus on operator chokepoints.

As one can imagine, the definition of an expert varles widely and one needs to be aware of the

background of the export. For example, an aldine pilot Is certaintly an expert on aviation, but would not

normally have substantial background on adv2nced avionics or advanced display technology. A test pilot,

by contrast, would likely have a much richer arnd broader experience with new devices and technology and

would be able to identify more quickly the potential trouble spots. This does not mean that expert opinion

is not useful, it simply means it should be put In the conteil. of the experience of the operator.

Task analysis is also a technique utilized very generally. Typically, a task analysis is done in concert

with, or directly following, a mission scenario development, which is required for all systems. Tom task

analysis forms the basis for performing more fomial analytical techniques such as mathematical mcJeling

and simulation, and serves as a guideline for any empkical work.

EmpircalCsem ss

Portions of the empirical matching model are already available in the NASA Ames Expert System W C

FIELDE (Casper et al., 1987). This system has b4;en reviewecd by experts in workload research and has

gone through several revisions. The Matching Model outlined In this chapter is anchored on the structure

of W C FIELDE. However, the workload approach as characterized by W C FIELDE omits some issues of

major interest to the Army community. W C FIFL.DE, In particular, does not have the capability for direct

comparison of two or more systems nor does it consider individual differences. Of potentially more

Importance, it also does not consider conditions under which the system must operate, such as battlefield

conditions, or system support requirements. Mariy of these conditions cannot be tested except In an

analytical w.y. These are not criticisms of V1 C FIELDE. Most of the OWL literature, being more

academically based, frequently addresses issues directed to a theoretical interest, Instead of those oerrtvl

to the goal of application. These academic researchers by and largo have not only ignored some issues,

but have actively sought to reduce or eliminate them as contaminates of the 'rear Issues they wished to

study. Although theoretical research is productive and Important, it is not sufficient. Irdilvidual

differences, which are frequently controlled experimental factors in research laboratories, ano the

comparison of combat s;ystems are extremely critical factors in Army systems development.

It is our intention to develop a complete and integrated matching model for both analytical and empirical

techniques, and one which will provide OWL measures sensitive to individual differences as well as 1o

comparing several systems. In this section, we will discuss some examples of system design issues and
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provide recommendations for selecting empirical mer~sures and appropriate analytical techniques for
situations of Immediate Interest to the Army. The issues are focused at different system evalu~ation
problems. For example, sometimnes a workloaid stud". may We Jevised, other times the study has already
been done. The measures suggested are the minimumn one shoukl collecrt. The cost of co'lecting tthe
data and the analysis requirements have been taken liido account In our recornmendations.

System Design and Dei'ebopnse Exanp I

Descriptir of Example. You have a sybtemn which requires that the operator ro'utinely performs savera!
tasks or sub-tasks (e.g., tracking targets, radbo communications, weapon c~alivery, etc.) in order to carry ou
a mission. You are interested in knowing whether an operator can adequately halmle the8 system
Specifically, what are the limits In the operator's performance before the operator's penorman-*o
deteriorate3, that IF,, show signs of overload? The following steps are recommended and are air-o
illustrated in Figure 8-2. (The nurmbering of the steps matchies the Roman numerals in the igure.)

Step 1: Identify the conditions under which this system will be used. Then, identify those conditions
which can be tested. A feasibilhV1 check is appropriate at this point In the procnss.

Step II: Define your measures for the primary task, Including the overall system measures (Type 1) and
operator response measures (Type 2) as discussed In Chapter 4. These pertoriaruce measure$ may yield
important information on overload. system Instability, as we!l as permittng Inflerences~ on porform'ance rule
changes. In addition, consider the use of SWAT or TLX to get quanidied measures about the o~p6ralors
opinions about workload as well as Interviews of the operator to get addWitional detail. F'Aalty, the heart rate
measure can be useful as a physiological Index and cani yildk some additional informiation. Depending on
the context, one might wish to consider use of a helmet motjnted eye tracking camera for diagn~osis.
Video taping the operator during performance of system tasks Is highly recomrmended and can be usea
for delayed, retrospective TIX (or SWAT) ratings.

Step Ill: Parformn the stuoy. But before commencing, review tlko feasibility. Are the techniques
feasible? What are the time constraints? How much time Is available to do analysis? How much manpowsr
is available to do analysis? What is the* detail required in analysis"' What Is the required avxuracy of the
analysis? Are computers anid software facilities available?
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3"e Vi: Pf lftw+v Am no apparent OWL. Am~blems mome work frey stil be required. There may be a need
to k.ok at the votndddion. which were not tjefted, such as enivironmertail extremes. This could be done by a
mb: lure ot analtlical a'sd orr4Aircal technnlue. The analytical portion would li-cliude use of expert operator
opinion both through -ntervlews and quantification~ through the use of ProSWAT (or ProTLX). (it video
tapes were made odoiulta~y, the video tUp ff-aýy be useful here for replay to the operator for retrospective
rati-igs.) Model sliulatbons of the ijotertial chokepoirfts could also be done, Lich as Micro LAINT or HOS
to test extiemne conditions. 'The empqirical technitiuet would focu% r'n escoidaSry tasks In the attc'Ypt to
drive the operator to higher woidload levels. The secondary task rdsults coupled 1.,slth the primary
measures will yield irn~oiiar datai about strategies &Wd Identify borderline workload portions.

System Design and De@W rneWEwvipf 2

DoedplAorn otExarnple You have two alternative cestgns of a system or sub-system which have been
shown by previous t tstirwj to b~. essentially the same (no differences) with respect to primary task
measures. In this situation, you are faced with what appears to be two comparable designs. Whic~h design

do you choose? Since the testing Is already done, this can result in tomne serious problems 3S wili

beoome apparent in the discussion.

Step 1: Identify the conditions under which this systsm wilt be used. loheai Identity those conditions
which have been tested. A fefisibilit'1 r..r~ck is appropriate at *his point, In the process.

Stop Il: Determine the level of data available. The data one would wart are 41--se describedi in Example

1; si.ecilically, complete primary task data 9nM the stobjec'ive scale data. Additional data are always
welco*me, especiall1y video tape of the operators. If the primary task aW- subjective scale data are available,

go to Figure 8-2 and follow tha accomprnnying descr4-taon, especially from Step IV on. If these data are not
avvilabia, thiere are a few things ine can do.

"* Redo the OWL analysi as descrted In Example 1, Step IV

"* If video taptss are available, then one can &sk operators to use SWAIT (or TLX)
retrospec',Kvelv on the video tapes.

*Use artalylai techniques as descrtbe,: in the Analytical Matc~hing Model.

*it nio d.30 are availabiq and you cannot do aily of the above, our advice is: Don't ever
get Into this situation. All you can do is start a, Step I as d-scrtbd in Ejxarnpe 1.
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DewcpEWon of EninnpL You have a sysom that is under a PRxkict Irrpovernent Program (PIP) or P31
foi enhancements or modlWft:91ns. You are interested In whether tl'e operator canl handle the new
capabilities and/or new functionality that Is planned.

Step 1: Identify the conditions under which this system wigi be used. Then, Identify those conditions
which have been ieuted. The aystem may be manageable undier test conditions but may not be
nmanae&bie under more extreme, e.g., combtat. conditions, Note the application of a feasibility check at
this point in the process.

9tep Ila: Plan a task analysis to determine It the noew system capabilities Involve new tasks which are
added on, or #f the rwr~w system capabilities will help the operator, perform his dusties, or both.

Stop lib* Plan a comparison analysis incorporat~lg expert opinion.

Step IIl: Since this is an existing system, a workliad studly cars be conducted on the present system
with a secondary task. This task could be to measure the operator's spare capacity and to look for
performance changes and especially performance rule differences. The secondary task should be
selected to be comp~arable If not anakogmms to the planned modifications.

Step IV: Do a fevsibIlity check before starting. Are all tWe techniques feasible? How much time is

available to do analysis? How much inanpower Is available to do analysis? What Is the detail required in
analysis? What is the rsquired accuracy of the analysis? Are computers andJ software available for
simulation? Are comp~uters available for data analysis?

Syst&n Daslgn end Devekopen Ekampl 4

Description of example. You have a system under test and evaluation. Ycu are not only interested in
knowing ý.vhether the system can be t- idled by operators within the c~ontext of a mission scenario but
also where the high work"oa areas are that could lead to operator workload problems.

Slop I: Ideritity the conditions under which this system w'll be used. Then, Identify those conditions
wh~ch have been previously ta*sted. Again, udo a feasibility check at this point in the process.

Slep II: Plot the n',szuion profile. An exampie nf this In aviation would be iakc off, ascent, cruise,
descent, approach, ar.., landing. .Isc Fxpert opinioni to deternnfne those missicrn segments which have
highur '#.znkload 'hap others. It you wi-'h, unse ProSWAT (or ProTL.X to quantify the excpert opinion.
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Step III: Do a cognitive task analyst to Idontffy the goals ond str'lies. I!ila will armist In selecling

primary measures and secondary tasks.

Step IV: Then perform the study as suggested in Example 1.

Stan V. Are the analytical techniquea feasible? Are the empirical techniques feasible? How much tine

is available to do analysis? How much manpower Is available to do OWL analysis? What is the detail

required in analysis? What is the required accracy of the analysis? Are computers and software available

for simulation? For data analysis?

S•Wem Design and Devoepment Eksmple.!

Description of Example. How would you deal with individual differences, personnel considerations and

OWL while developing and lesling a systim?

This example on individual differemces often falls In the cracks between operator workload and

personnel issues. The Army has a wide range of personnel capabilities and any OWL analysis should

include this consideration. The operators performing test evaluations may not be representative of the

overall population. Whether the operators are representative is something that can be evaluated.

"Triere are a number of tools being created for the concept/desigi phase of system development which

will help to answer personnel/OWL problems. In particular, the MANPRINT Methods ProdLVct 6 is an

analytical tool which is being designed to address the questions of what kinds of personnel characteristics

are necessary to operate (and maintain) systems.

At present, the evaluator uan do some straightforward things Gu;;h as get as much information from the

test operator's personnel file cs p•sSible These items would include the ASVAB, an" MOS information

available, and Skills Qualifying Test (S"T). It is not suggested here that any one or all of these items

together will provide detailed predictions of performance on a system. They will permit so)me relative

comparisons of the general capabilities of the operators tested with the pool of operators for which it was

designed.

The Beass of a General Matchdng Model

The objective in developing a general matching model is to provide a basis for the systematic selection

of a good, if rot optimal, set ol workload assessment techniques for a given circumstance. As this is an

ambitious undertaking, we have begr.jn what is clearly an evolutionary process. Such a baginning will
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serve to stimulate rapid growth In the area of workload af;sessment. The model offered here builds and

expands upon the concepts contained In W C FIELDE.

The particular use of the matching model will depend on the situation of the user. The user may be the

OWL assessor, or the user may designate that rWe to a designer, an engineer, etc. Many variables

properly affect the solection of an assessment technique battery so all appropriate personnel Involved in

the deveiopment and evaluation should collaborate In this decision. The model offered is designed to

enhance this collaboration.

Specc Ocand CojsCow&

The specific goals o! this effort were to develop the framework for a user-centered expert system /

decision aid technioue using:

" The Matching Model to guide the user to the appropriate workload methodology;

" The OWL Information System to guide the user to the appropriate background
literature;

"* Other Databases to guide the user to the appropriate and available comparison
systems; and

* Other tools as may be avail ble or are in development such as MANPRINT Methods
being developed by ARI.

The interrelation of the component parts of this approach is illustrated In Figure 8-3. In developing this

overall model, our guiding principle was and is that the user need not be an expert In human performance

technology, statistics and data snalysis, laboratory work, and using computers. It was assumed that the

user will be responsible for deooding on workload analysis techniques and will be responsible for getting

the anatysis done. Furthermore, it is anticipated that the user may not be totally familiar with the Army

system acquisition processes. The emphasis is not to make a user into a human factors engineer but the

goal is to make the user more knowledgeable about what needs to be done and what are the available and

preferable options. Whereas the Matching Model may assist the user in selecting the appropriate

techniques, the application of a workload technique may require the assistanco of a human factors

engineer. Consequently, 'there is an attempt to identify and locate expertise where ever possible.
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Figure 8-3. Illustration of the vatious components feeding into the Matching Model.

Matching Mxoel Developnent

We began to construct our matching model by developing a list of relevant user questions, in a format

appropriate for an expert system. 1"he terminology follows that of an expert system shell and that of W C

FIELDE. Each entry in the list corissts of a:

"* Ouestlon - to be answered by the user,

"• Reason - basis for P decision rule (or set of rules) based on the answer to the
question, and

* Atemative User Responses - possible user answers to the question.
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Next our set of questions was compared with the Issues covered in W C FIELDE. Differences were

analyzed and appropriate revisions were made In our list. The result of this comparison process Is the list

of 23 questions presented below which form the basis of expert system development. Table 8-1 contains

the set of operator workload techniques to ue ncluded in the Matching Model.

Question 1: \inat Is the type of acquisition process the system is going through?

Reason: The selection of OWL techniques will depend on the type of acquisition process

being used. A Non-Developmental Item may not have the concept phases and
therefore both analytical and empirical techniques can be used from the beginning.
Further, the time available for OWL analysis will vary.

Alternatives:

Traditional Materiel Acquisition Process (MAP)

ASAP

NOI

P31

PIP

Question 2: If traditional MAP, what stage in the system acquisition cycle is the man-machine system

currently in?

Reason: The first two alternatives are predominantly e,/aluated by analytical teuiiniques.

Usually, there Is no hardware such as a simulator available to do any detailed testing
with an operator in the loop. There are exceptions to this; for example, availability of

generic simulators and rapid prototyping systems In which new displays can be
installed and evaluated. The answer to this question has an impact on deciding which

category of technique is more appropriate. While any technique can be used at any

stage of development, typically, fewer possibilities exist during early stages of
development. Flexibility In selection of various evaluative techniques increases as we
go down the )ist. In some sense, the ease and cost of evaluation is also influenced,

e.g., If only one simulator exists, scheduling time to perform tests will be more difficult
than If several simulators exist. The capability of changing the workload through
systam design decreases as we go down the MAP list for cost reasons. Either of the
first two alternatives will result In a suggestion of analylical techniques. Falling into the
latter three categories does not eliminate the possibility of using analytical techniques.
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Table 8-1. Complete list of techniques and measurement procedures for OWL

AJtematlves
Analytical Proeduren

Cormparison Analysis
Early Cormparability Analysis

Expert operator opinion
Prospective rating scales - ProSWAT
Other

Mathematical models
Manual control models
Information theory model
Queuelng theory
Other

Task analysis methods
'Task Analysis
HRTES
McCracken-Aldrich
Cognitive task analysis

Simulation models
Time line
Performance model (Card/Mo ran/Newell)
Micro Saint - network sirnulat )ns
SWAS
SIMWAM
Human Operator Simulator (H )S)

Empirical Proced•ims

Primary task
System Response

RMS Error
Perlonnance related

Primary task speed *

Primary task accurac *
Fine structure
Other

Subjective scales
Rating scales

Analytic Hierarchy Process
Cooper Harper *
Honeywell version of Cooper-Harper
Modified Cooper Harper
Bedford
SWAT

"The measurement technique is included In W C FIELDE.
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Table 8-1. Complete list of techniques and measurement procedures for OWL 'continued).

Empirical Procedurw (cont.)

NASA TLX (NJASA Bipolar)
WCI/TE

Psychometric methods
Magnitude estimation
Equal Interval
Paired Comparisons

Specialized scales
Pilot Subjective Evaluation
Dynamic Worldoad Scale

Ct:estionnalres/Survey
Irterviews
Other

Secondary task

Embedded secondary tasks
Dual tasks

Sternberg Memory "
Mental math
Shadowing
Time estimation
Communications
Traddng *
Monitoring
Choice RT
Embedded secondary tasks

Other

Physiological & eye movements

Heart rate *
HR variability (0.1 Hz)

Body fluid
CFF
Eye measurements

Eye point of regard - Eye movements
Eye blinks *
Pupil diameter

EEG (brain activity)
Evoked potential
Blood pressure
GSR (skin)
EMG (muscle)

Other techniques
Vidoo tape

"The measurement technique is included in W C FIELDE.
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However, the emrphasis may shift to empirical techniques and the data
requirements are much more rigid due to the magnified cost of design

changes. Here we need to focus on precise detailed problems. Port-task

studies are quite useful to decide whtther to make some hardware changes

or nossbty add decision aids.

Altratlves.

Pro-concept expicration

Concept exploration

Demonstration & validation

Full scale development

Production & deployment

Question 3: What is the time frame in which workload analysis mrust be complete?

Reason: Determine the Impact of the analysis time frame on techniques selected, e.g.,
if time is short, then use subjeclive techniques for both analytical and

empirical purposes.

Alternatives:

Less than a month

One to 2 months

Within 6 months

Within I year

More than a year

Question 4: What sort of system apparatus exists to assess workload during performance of
primary tasks?

Reason: If no hardware exists, then we must rely on OWL analytical techniques. i.e.,

task analysis, simulation models, etc.

Alte~m.%"s:

Simulators

specific to current system
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generic

Prototypes
Mock-ups

Production system

Ouesslon 5: What computer software facilities are available ?

Reason: If no software exists, then we must go to other techniques such as pencil and

paper techniques, iLe., task analysis, but cannot use simulation models, etc.

Alternatives:

Computer simulation models

time One analysis

Micro-Saint

HOS

other

Data collection (Interface software)

Data analysis

Statistical analysis packages

Question 6: What computers are available?

Roe n: It requires a computer to run simulations. Different simulations run on specific

machines and may not be compatible with other machines.

A l•ternatm:

Micro-computer (IBM-PC/AT) or compatible

VAX

Main frame

Other

Question 7: What sort of laboratory facilities are available for empirical work?

Reason: Some empirical techniques require specialized facilities or equipment.

Primary and secondary techniques may require equipment to present tasks

and record responses. Subjective techniques may use computers or
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paper and pencil. Physiological techniques may require equipment, such

as sensors, to record physical responses.

Aimrnattvms: Video, Audio, EEG, EKG, Pupil diameter measurement equipment, and

Oculometer, etc.

Qustlon 8: What staff support Is available either In house or through another organization?

Reason: It is necessary to have the expertise (or the expert) available on the various

topics.

AftemM~ss:

Expert operators on this or similar systems

Technicians, eloctronic, computer

Human Factors specialists

Personnel for testing In laboratory or field

Software developers -programmers

Statistic3l analysis support

Psyctwmetric scaling and /or questionnaire expertise

Question 9: How much staff or manpower Is available to do the OWL analysis?

Reason: Certaii. techniques (especially empirical) are very labor intensive. Certain

techtiiques are more flexible than others in terms of manpower requirements.

AltematIves:

Less than 1 work week

Less than I work month

One to six work months

Six months to 1 work year

More than 1 woex year

Question 10: Why is OWL assessment being don3?

Reason: The reason OWL assessment is being done will influence the types of techniques

used.
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Alternatives:

MANPRINT requirement

Comparability analysis suggests chokepoint

Chokepoint already identified

Comparison of two (or more) candidate systems

Examination of Individual differences

Question 11: What is the Mission Area (13 areas)?

Reason: Answers to this question will be helpful in directing the user to appropriate

information already existing on workload evaluation. This breakdown will be

helpful in tracing down comparab!e systems and may or may not be useful in

the matching model. For instance, aviation systems have had considerable

evaluat ion in the commercial arena by NASA, FAA, and by commercial aircraft

companies. Other areas may or may not have a similar counterpart. This is

also an attempt to use all Irnforniation which may be available in other

databases.

Alternatives:

Close Combat (heavy)

Close Combat (light)

Aviation

Air Defense

Combat Support, Engineering, & Mine Warfare

Ce,ý'hat Service Support

Fire Support and Target Acquisition

Nuclear, Biological. Chemical

Command 8, Control

Communications

Intelligence & Electronic

Special Operations

Combined Arms
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Question 12: Is this a derivative system or a brand new one?

Reason" If it Is a derivative system thern the system can probably be tested in a generic

simulator using the old system simulation model with mock-ups of the new

opeiator controls and procedures.

Aitemrlvss:

New

Derivative

Dont know

Question 13: What arc the criteria against whicn to judge OWL with respect to overall man-

machine systom performance?

Reeson: Need to know how th3 criteria were developed and to what they refer (this

defines the boundaries of the criteria). Differentiate between system

performance which Includes the man and machine vs. human performance

ahne. A standard Is needed to determine satisfactory sylem peorlnance.

Alternathves:

Time requirements for mission objectives

Aoujracl / Error requirements for mission object&ves

Both time and accuracy.

Not identified

Question 14: What operating conditions (e.g., environmental conditions) anclor system usage

faMcors need to be addressed or simulated by OWL assessment?

Reason: There are likely to be conditions under which the system cannot be tested

even though they are conditions within which the operator woulo be under

extreme stress, for example, battlefield conditions. These conditions will

nsed to be addressed with analytical techniques even if the system exists.

(Part of ,he answer could be to highlight or alert the user io the existence of

voids in the availability of techniques.)

Alternative:

Deep Battle Environment

Coverig• Force Operations



Main Battle Area Errvlronmen
RearAreas
Su4Vort A)MIJive
Trainkig
NBC Envirotrnment
Clinudic Conditions - htast cold, etc.
Noiso
Vibration

Qmastlon 15: Are Irdvvkiu operator diferences knpqortant? That Is, oes the OWL. analysis need
to take into account the caliber and nuimber of indiiduals; available?

Reasion: This question tas to do with ampt~1aI evaluations. 'Test sysems are afteta
evaluated using top calter operators. Even iN individuals are sucvessflul. lems
capable operators may not be. This suggests getting ASVAB and other data
available on the operators and compari~ng theaw test scores to the general
level within the 1010S.

Akosmah=:

Yes

Mo

Ouost~on 16: What are the pimary measures of' unJan performTan-c- In the sy"em?

Reraon: T1his Is an attemp~t to het,, the user define successful performance.

AKitamM:

Time requkereents

Accuracy (or orrMr) requiremnents

Both time and &ix~uracy

Fine structur:) of behavior

Not Identified

Queuit~on 17': What are fth qua ific~tionsAfharactertatlls expected for operators of the system?
Do you need to consider mai~ower and personnel, and tm~Inirng Issues',

Reaon~ 'This questlnn h-m to da with MPT objectives. This is asletp toward defining
Individual differences. It the analysis includes rnan-ln-trie-Rio thei' *t wouki
recommend getting ASVAB, MC'S test data, Skills Oualgying Test (SOT), arid
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other available information. By knowing that, we woutd be able to infer what

the dominant characteristics mus4 be. (This question has to be stated in

appropriate termrnology, othorwise, the user may not know how to answer

his very wenf)

Manpower requirements (e.g., crew s1ze)

Personnel requirbnents - Aptitudes (e.g., coding speed)

Training - Skillis and knowledge of soldlor (eag., flmetaccuracy requirements
for performance of system tasks, knowledge of other systems intorfacing with
system to be developed)

-- usatlon 18: Has mRry OWL analytical analysis been done?

Rason: Analyils of workload in an 3trative process, throughout the acquisition

development cycle. It Is Important to determine whether system performance

requirements were fulfilled and to identify the workload techniques used.

Allemitivs: Analytical Procedures

Table 8-1 provides a list of theze alternatives.

Question 13: Has any OWL enrrtical analysis been done?

Reason: When empirical analysis Is possible (later In the development cycle) the

information gained is very valuable to users and future OWL assessment.

Empirical analyses, In general, have more face vaidity than analytical

techniques because they are more grournded in reallty.

Alternatives: Empirical Pr.oceduhres

Table 8-1 provkles a list of these altematrves.

Ouestloq 20: What operator performance characteristic are relevant to the particuldr man-machine

system? (Universal operator behavior dimensons [Berliner, Angeli, & Shearer, 19"4D

Reason: We ara Interested in the categories of behaviors the operator must use. These

questions can relate to the operators perforrmance and to the ability of the system to

.z;e , !h , ii ,, b.g., bvrvk~irn; tariets, ity-ig sp"cific nurrmers oi

missions per day. (Th1 user may not know how to answer this very well in the form

given for the aternatives. It may be helpful tc deline the type of equipment and then
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to Inter wh"t the b0hvioral categorlos will be. 1f all of these Fematlves are seiected it

will be recesrary to brea them out !rlo subse!. lo deal w.tteo iem more efficiently.)

Perceptual

Mediational

Communication

Motor processes

(A =74"*Oiku !'-, is provided in Tabe 8-2.)

Oasatlon 21: Can the operator be Interrfxjd during a mission or are there blocks of time during

the mission In which the operator can f11 out forms?

Rems: Subjectve measuree require some 1ime for filling out the rating forms. If the

operator cannot be kiterrupted, then t Ws better to video tape the session and

have the ratings corrtolted later.

AWtemathis:

Yes

No

It Is possibIe to use video tape and get rxntirK$ later

Cua•ton 22: Does the operator hive spare time to do other thins at iarious points In the mission?

Reion: Secondary tasks nay be used I tfhee Is some spare time.

Afteanm'tvs:
Yes

No

Question 23: What is the required duratbon of operator performance?

Reason: Again this is an important determinant of the types of data wh!ch can be

collected. Short term and long term performance are different situations and

require different treatment.
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Table 8-2. ListIng of Berliner et al. (12 34) taxonomy of oowanhttvE thaviors.

Dete•ls
Inspects

---- frObservusSamtyng forman - 6 Reads

e--oReceives

SP::;,ulprocesses Scan~s

Identifying objects, DIdenifies

actions. events Lo iltes

E Loctes

Categorizes
Calculates
Codes

Informadon 1 Computes
processing Interpolates

Iterrzes
Tabulates
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Lu= !ihnn one rniute

Less than an houxr

One to two houri;

Two to 8 hours

Sustained perfomiance (over 8 hours)

Ex~d System ouW

Possible Recommendat~ons: The outcome and recommendations are selected from a comprehensive
hierarchy of OWL techniques fisted Table 8-1. Those which are addressed

in W C FIELDE are noted with an asterisk.

Outcome AlternatIves: The outcome possibilities are the ertire set of techniques shown in Table 8-1.

Ejqmtl Systems

Two issues are considered in this section: What is an expert system and What are the reasons for an

expert system?

WiWt Is an Expg Systm ?

An expert system codifies the specialized problem solving expertiso of an authority or, in some cases,

many authorities to assist In solving complex problems in narrow domains. Expertise In a specific domain

may generally be describad as knowledge about the domain, the problems involving the domnain, and the

methods and approaches to solving the problems. The terms expert system and knowledge-basEd

system are often used Interchangeably to refer to artificial Intelligence based systems that capture

expertise in prob;em areas. In our approach, an expert system is considered to be a system consisting of

two separate components.

A krowledge-base representing the heuristics, facts, judgaents, and experience
about a selected problem domain.

An Inference processor which Interprets the contents of the knowledge-base to infer
conclusions toward a solution of the probiemo
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The separation of the knowledge from the inferential mechanism permits more flexible development and

applicatiorn, and mnre closely folk'ws how humans deal with complex problom domains. Traditiona!';,

expert systems are generated by a knowledge engineer who questions extensively an expert In a field to

determine Information and know-how about a selected topic, and translates the expert's knowledge Into a

knowledge-base. This knowledge-base construction Is bolh the heart of aad the main bottleneck to

bulldirnj an expert system.

t7w Rsmans Atr an EipW Sy'tswn

There re a number of reasons for developing an expert system. Many of these reasons are listed in

Table 8-3. While all of these reasons are relevant, the more Important ones are: (a) communication of

knowledge easily and efficiently, and (b) consistency and mliability.

Table 8-3. When expert systems pay for themselves (Van Horn, 1986).

l The expert is not always available, the expert Is retiring, the expert is very expensive
or rare

* A shortage of experts is holding back development and implementation

* Expertise is needed to augment the knowledge of junior personnel

* There are too many factors or possible solutions for a human to keep in mind at orne,
even when the problem is broken into smaller units

Decis;ons must be made under pressure, and missing even a single factor could be
disastrous

"" A huge amount of data must be sifted through

"• Factors are constantly changing, and it is hard for a person to keep on top of them all
and find what is needed at just the right time.

"* One type of expertise must be made available to people in a different field so they can
make better decisions

t Th.re Is rapid turnover, a constant need to train new people. Trainin2 is costly and
time consuming

• Th:, problem requires t knowledge-based approach and cannot be handled by a
conventional compt,',dtional approach

• Consistency and, reliability, not creativity, are paramount
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This intent o this chanter is two-fold within the focus of OWL technique selection. First, the discussion

lays out some examples for the Immediate applkiation of OWL techniques in the prediction 3nd evaluation

of workload. Second, this chapter outlines the general approach that needs to be taken for selecting

OWL techniques. Twenty-three questions are presented which cover all major aspects of workload

technique salictiofn.

The general approach illustrates the seemingly complex set of considerations which must be

addressed in selecti:rj techniques. This general approach can best be Implemented in a computerized

expert system. Through this means, the development community has access to broad body of workload

knowledge which is distributed and accessed in a systematic and efficient manner. Both the system

developer and the workload analyst can identify easily the appropriate means to assess workload.
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CHAPTER 9. CONCLUDING COMMENTS AND FURTHER DISCUSSION

The overall ouroose of this report Is to provide useful and practical Inlonanation concerning operator

workload (OWL). This information is used not only for the evaluation of exisiing Army s/s~lems but also for

prediction of workload for future systems. Much of the material presented In the preceding chapters

represents a fairly comprehensive revilew of how researchers and practitioners have defined and
measured workload. In the review, we have presented and used traditional clastf iattion schemes (e.g.,

Hart, 1985a; O'Donnell & Eggemeler, 1986; Strasser, 1985) for organizing operator workload techniques.

A considerable amount of attention was devoted to explaining and defining workload. A number of

definitions of workload as used by researchers were considered. Workload has been defined in terms of

(a) the number of things to do, (b) the time required vs. the time available to do a task, and (c) the

subjective experience of the operator. After considering a number of performance issues and these

workload definitions, we developed the idea of a performance envelope in Chapter 2. The performance

envelope is a generalized explanatory concept; it contains the foundations for each of the three

definitions and allows for variations in performan•,e within individuals and between individuals.

Performance can be described as a momentary point In space within the performance envelope. We

maintain that variations in operator workload, as well as other factors depicted in Figure 2-2. cause

displacement of the operator within the performance e'n,-,lope. The proximity of the Individuars position

to the boundaries of the envelope are indicative of the relative capacity to respond. it Is this parameter of

operator workload that we deem to be of major interest to system designers.

The main bocy of the report Is a review and analysis of techniques !fhat havo been used for assessing

OWL. These techniques were classified Into two broad categories: The analytical category which

contains predictive techniques that may be applied early In system design without the operator-in-the-

loop and the empirical category which consists of operator workload assessments that are taken with 3n

operator-in-the-loop, during simulator, prototype, or system evaluations. This analytical/empirical

dichotomy Is an important distinction in workload assessment. One objective of the present chapter Is to

piovide some additional discussion on this distinction as well as some additional general comments

related to operator workload.

The goal of workload assessment is to contribute to the processes that ensure acceptable system and

human performance. It is useful to categorize OWL techniques as objective vs. subjective or primary vs.

seconKdary, however, such categorizations tend to emphasize differences that are independer! of the

goal of workload assessment. In fact, such c;!. !ncions may serve to cloud the issue. We have often made
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Ithe point in this rep)ort ftha 1ittip'le techn)C4iqus shouid be L'Ced for a iull OWL. assessment. (Indeged, the

dissociation of subibfatte workload assessment results from empirical pernonnTance Is amp~le basis for this

recorrvrwndatior.) A more general and possibly more useful distInction Is to consider operator workload

½rn a cause arnd effect standpoint: this Wa some limportant Implications lta estima~lng workload. We want

to draw out ths implications by separating the determinants of operator workload from opirator reactions

to that workload. It will be ar-jued that the cause and effect approach parallels the analytical/empirical

distinction.

Operator workload research has tended to be atheorotical and this volume has been orientad

unatbastwdly toward practical application of the techniques and concepts to Army systems. But there is

nothing so practical as a workable theory. Accordingly, part of our discussion in this chapter revisits the

workload model (Figure 2-2) nrnd considers the review of workload techniques from a slightly different

perspective from that generally presented.

The Determinants of CQpemat Wmkodkic

Factors both external to and Internal to the operator will determine the extent of workload. The external

factors Include job requirements and job constraints that determine the workload of any job. The Internal

factors Include the operator's own resotirces and capabilitias. Together, these factors form thq basis for

analytical techniques; they are shown In Figure 9-1 and descilbod below.

Job requirements. Job requirements will be a function of the types of tasks allocated to the
operator and the rapidity of occurrence of various events to which the operator must respond. The types
of task~s are lrr'portant because they wili determine the kinds of acts which an operator musm be able to
produce while doing the job. The rapidity with which events occur Wit determine the frequency and the
time avallabie to produce various acts. Further, the sequencing and timing of external events confronting
the operator will vary from moment to momient. Because of this, the workload associated with a job will also
change over time. The same observation could1 be made about the workload of a particular task or a
particular act. Although it may be tr'Je that a &Ingle set of values could be tastlmated for the average
workload of a job or task or act, It wou~ld be ignoring tne fac! that there are distributions of workioads !or
jobs, tasks, and acts.

Job constraints. Job constraints kckide fte resources furnished to the rPerator (e.g., the design
of the workstation, and the types of equipment and supplies the operator czn use in perfo~rming the job).
For example, the extent to which the workstation has; been engineered for the human can impact
significantly the workload of performing the job, and hence, th(ý difficutfies of various job-related acts.
Because the working status of various equipment items and the avallabi~ity of supplies and services may
also vary from moment to moment, the job consiraints will probably add to the overall variabiiity of workload
and perfonTzrice distributions.
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IEXTERNAL DETERMINANTSIJOB REOUIREMEN4TS 1

I--
JOG CONSTRAINT S

Ex~rnel SISamtn
Mabffait and WJuppt

Ds~lr d Wakftksn

EXTENT OF
WORKLOAD

INTERNAL DETERMINANTS

IHum'an Capmdft
Humwi, Rescuoas

Figure 9-1. Illustration of the determinants of operator workload.

Infernal Voetwilnantu. Factors within the operator deterrrinlng the extent of workload relate to the
various internal resources and capabilities that tho operator carries into andJ applies to the job, tasks, and

acts. There are, of course, tremendous indivdual differences In the resources and capabilities of potential

operators. Appropriate selection, placement, and training of operators can be expected to result In

greater suitability of Internal capabilities and resources of operators assigned to a given job and also

reduced variability of individual differences. Performance would be expected to improve as a result of a
reduction in workload. However, It Is utireasonable to expect that all individual differences can he

eradicated by these moans (e.g.. Adams, 1987). Therefore, we rnusl assume that even after appropriate

personnel actions have been taken operators will vary in their capabilities to perform various jobs, tasks,

and acts,

Interactions of Externl and Internal Factcrs. Thie extent of workload imposed on an operator will
be a function of the oxternal job requirements and constraints and the operators internal resources andi
capabilities. These determinants differ trom operator-to-operator, Irom day-to-day, and even from
moment-to- moment. Perhaps more importantly, tasks can Interact. Although it is perhaps a poor example
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because it could be memotized, the Odphabetic/numbor interleaving task described in Chapter 2 Is an

example of detrtrneNal task Interactior Becaue of these variations, the estimation of extent of workload

for a given job, or even a given mlssk)n or mission segment, is neither a simple nor a straightforward

exercise. Certainly, workload canrot be evraluated 13y considering one task at a time without

understanding the context of other current tasks that will be required.

ftfW A Amo Wa Prsdtb of OpMW MWO

Task AnaI WA. There are several lrnplicions of the cause/effect distinction for the prediction of

workload. For example, enumerating the various operator tasks can probably be accomplished with

relative ease. Determining the frequency, sequendng, and especially the intera(tions of those tasks is far

more difficult. It requires careful and accurate determination of the external events which will probably

occur for a variety of mission stuaiOnS as well as the careful and accurate determination of the probable

external resources ttat will be aval&bie to the operator.

Obtainirg accurate astimatas of the expected frequencies and sequences of the operators tasks is,

however, only the starting point for workloa analysis. One of the goals of traditional task analysis was tc

arrive at estimates of the kinds of acts (e.g., perceptual, cognitive, psychomotor, communications)

required by those tasks. A second goal was to arrive at estimates of the times required by those acts (and

hence, by the tasks in which those acts occur). The times to accomplish various perceptual and

psychomotor acts will ultimately depend on the operators workstation; accurate estimates of somo times

are not possible without first determining the layout oa the workstation. There remains much controversy

over these time estimates (e.g., Holley & Packs, 1987), especially when they are obtained in a subjective

manner and the estimators are not required to specify what assumptions they have made. To ameliorate

this problem, most analytical techniquss have recommended using SMEs (e.g., actual operators) in a

standardized, struxtured estimation process.

aPrkfmnnce A#%" /& For obvious reasons, SMEs are generally preferred over novices. Some if

the techniques reviewed in Chapter 3 (e.g -HOS) reduce the use of SMEs to (a) describing the detailed

steps in each task and (b) the likely design of the crewstation displays and controls. HOS assumes that

SMEs can be relied upon to arrive at sufficiently valid descriptions of this type of information, but It does

rnot make the additional assumption that SMEs are ,ecessarily good evaluatois of either the acts or the

times that will be required by the detadied steps in each task. Indeed, we know that operators do not do

well in these regards (Spady. 1978a). Instead, HOS relies on a fairly complex, computerized human

operator model to accomplish those latter functions.

Determining accurate estimatos of which operator acts will be require•d and when tMey will be required

are, themselves, complex problems. But, in reality, they are mere!y the beginning steps for predlctin,

human performance and estimating operator workload. TA time needed to perform the acts and the
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acxuracy with which those acts can be accomplished will be a function of the capabilities and resources of

each Individual operator. Thus, one can expect a distribution of relative workloads for different operators

just as one can expect a distritxion of relative workloads for different missions and scenarios.

The time and accuracy to perform any given act will be dynamically changirn from moment t,.) moment.

Beause the ultimate measure needed for workload is related to how close the individual Is coming to the

edge of his acceptable oerformance envelope, estimating workload remrins a highly challenging poblem.

_Mma•iung CDiPMMo' lRemons to Woricload

The preceding section contained discussions about the various determinants and causes of workload,

on the analytical side of workload analysis. In that approach, one examines the conditions under which an

operator will be required to perform tasks anid on that basis, arrives at estimates of what the performance

and workload should be. On the empirical side, we examine various types of operator reactons to

performing a job and, based on those reactions, arrive at estimates of what the workload must have been.

In this section, therefore, we will discuss the various outcomes and effects result•ng from workload.

However, rather than use the more traditioal four-level taxonomy presented earlier, it is suggested that

the measurement of outcomes of workload can be described more parsimoniously in tripartite terms of the

operators' (a) job-related acts (primary and secondary task meaiures), (b) concomitant physiological

changes, and (c) subjective reactions engendered as the operator attempts to perform the assigned job.

Figure 9-2 illustrates these effects of operator workload.

Job-relsted Acts. Job-related acts are synonymous with job requirements and required acts

described in the discussion of workload determinants. Estimating when certain acts occur cau be done

using either subjective or objective techniques. Some of tfhse acts are observabie and can be measured

in highly objective fashion. For example, head and eye movements and visual fixation can be determined

objectively by measurement of the eye. Umb movements, grasping and manipulating control devices.

and use of speech for messages can be also measured end timerd very accurately by the primary and

secondary tash measurement techniques. However, not all human job-related acts are directly

observable. EEG data indicate that internal eventb are continually occurring within the brain, but they

provide little inforrnation on what specific events are occurring. To a large extent ECPs arid the variability

in heart rate may be considered as preliminary attempts to measure indirectly the occurrence of those

various internalized activities which are not dire"ly obsurvabie.

PhysIologIcal Changes. Physiological changes represent the second type ,f reaction to the

workload an operator confronts. There Are twc broad subypes of physiological changes: Momentary and

long term. The momentary changes are represented by ECP techniques, pupil responses, eye
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Job tielmted Acts S riziary

EXTENT OF ' Physiological Physioioqkml
WORKLOAD Co~ncomritants Tehiues

F-Subjective Ubjective

I Experiences VMethods~

Figure 9 2 Tihe measurable freactions to wovtdoad. The essessment techniques are shown in the shaded
areas.

miovemtents, and Ahe lik~e, These momenitary chaaiges have been well documffented. There also is little
question in the long-termi that a variety of bkochemical byproducts are generated as the operator goes,

abourt performing a job. The Increase or decrease of certain chiemicals in the body may be related to thet
depletion and recovery of somne of those resources needed 'to pforforrm various acts. What we areo
speaking of in the long-term case are not the various phyioiogkcal Indicators that a task~-related act has

coccurred, but ralhei the co:ncoottart physiological changes occurring because internal resources are
bet~xj depleted Several of 1hese types at physiological chiangles are discussed In Chapter 7. Because of

the complexity of the varying time delays involved in the underlying phys.'ioglcal processes, the
detectable cheia-xes have little citagnost~c value at present lor determining precisely which acts were
related to those changes

Operator Experiences. zbuojectlve experiences are the third type of reaction to the workload
confronting an operator. We knoyw that some "yps of qxperlances ( e.g., anxiety, fear, fatigue, confusion,
frustration, anger, f eijr) -countered In work~ situations are correlated with various concomitant
physiological changes We also know that some ty;pes of experioncea may be ocorrelated with &,t
operators level of perilormiance. Thus, there Is ant obvious; overlap betweent an operators roactions to
work~load 1'ai we classify at. an exper~ew~e and the Other tYRC Work103i ONO C~tcieporios. However, the
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overla is not pedisc and sometimes the none~laton is oven negative. This has boen caged dissociation
by varinus kwestligalors (e~g., Derrlci. 1968; Yoh A Wikorens 1964).

A related problem Is that the kinds of experience frequently reported by workload researchers are

correlated among themselves. Thux, It Is Nk4el that a person who reports experiencing confusion "May also
report Iseing trustrated as well, If experiences are himportant effects of workload, we need to Isolate their
Wnependent dimerniions. Subjective experiences are also likely to undergo continuous changes during
a misson. Ht on walts until the end of a mission to collec dMt on subjective experiences, it is possible

that earlier Pgperiences may have been forgotten. It is aWao WeI* that sutiectve reports wil be Influenced

by the pe.ocelwed outcomes 31f the minaion. For examnple, when a mnission Is ultmately successful,
Woprtors may lend to play down the bypr~~tance of an eafltr feeling of confusion. By the same 11oken, I
the outcome ofl a situation Is a failure, this operator, even though he nevoir actually flet that way during the
rnission, mV~ now recognize that he muwst have been cortised. This could lead to the operator repltng
confuuiorn even though he never really fell that way.

A final point is that ilnfofmation Is sometimes solicited under the guise of the operator's subjective

experiences when, In reality, the Information we want Is the operators evaluation and judgment
ooivemlNu the goodness of the design of the system. A relevant question, then, is whether opeators
wouid anive idi the same conclusions about a system design without eveor asking about their experiences.
From a desigir~es point of view, ft will almost always be more Informnative to know specifics about tasks or
components of the system with which operators experience Oifficulty, than just to kno~i that he
experienced ain ovqrkoad. Additional useful and diagnostic Information can be co~leced by eliciing direct
information from operators about how the system might be irmpmoved.

The Relatfkm betwen One DoMm~mf a* Eftft of N~x~

It should be possIble to estimate the extent of workload by examining either the determinants or the
effects of the waiload. For a given situation apd Individual, one would expect the two approAches to
yield simTilar answrer to the question of what the extent of workload was. Indeed, kt Is entirety possible that
they wAil niot. The major reason can be desctibed In terms of the parallel distictilon between analytical mnd

emp~rtal techniqus and the capability of predicting vs. measuring performance. The most obvlcas

overlap between the two approaches lies in the m~a of j"b-elted tasks and their perlormance by a gOwn
operator. That Is, a full understanr~kn of the task demnands, situational constraints, and capabl~tes imd
limitatlons of a given operator should yield accepable predictions of what adts will occur, when they will
occur, and how well they will be executed In that aituation. This desired agroerneni between predicted
and actual acts Is one of the major goals of the deveopxmnt of human performance prediction models. It
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may be argued that valklation of all of the pnscllctd acts cannot be Lt~aned because some acis are isImply

not observable. There Is. however, a partial answer to'this objevtlon. It Dliet* Is acceptlAble

cowrespoondence among the predictod amnd Lcluol observed acts and events, then the model Iii probably

aeccounting for the tines required by the unobeivable acts.

The deot rminants approach to asoessing OWL suggess tha various Internal resources wmiirt be beng

depleted as ads take place. Tho effects approach suggestv thast $off* ot the dotqvt~ble physiioglogiA
changes might be Inodicative of the latigue and recovery tA thos same hntsma resources. Thus, there Is a
secorW way in which the two approaches mright be shown to correspond. it might well be, however, that

some interal physiological changes cannot be detected or observed wfth the present technology.
Theoret~ally, the deplietion a nd eovery of various Noternal resources are responsible for changes in the

level of performance of the job-ralated acts. Thus, If the human performance model correctly predicts
when the performance of various acts wiNl degrade or improve, then ft can be assumed that the depletion

and~ recovery of Internal resources is being accounteM for. Currendthuman performance models do not

Include provisions for the depletion and recovery of Irdernal resources needed for the production o*;

various acts. However, there Is nothing that pwrvets that concept from being hdludecl.

The determinants approach, unlike the effects approamO, falls to consider an operators Internal

experiencs. If some of the subjective experiences are considered to be the results of the operators
perceptions, then bney also could be modeled. For exaimple, anxiet and tear could be assumed to occur

when the simulated human assesses the situaition In which he finds himseelf as being threatenlrQ.
Confusion could be assumed to occur when the simTu~ated operator cannot so"v problems as rapidly as
he normaniy can or when pcocessed irformat-ion (perceived anti/or recalled) Is vound to be contradi-tory.
Fee~ings of physical or mental fatigue could be assumed to occur when the corresponding acts have been
required over a sustained period of tine. Even feeltIngs of being overloaded could be anumed to occur
whotiever the model of human performnance Indlicates a recognition of job demands okftpacftV available

time. Ttvis, Ot is conceptually feasible (though a nmeor undertaking) to construct human performance
models that would also Inckmude the generation of mubjectlve experiences as well as the performatce of the
assoiged tasks. As ft would have to Include various Introspective taskcs along with the Wbrelated ones,
such a model would be more com~plex that existing ones. It might be. however, that ultimately swich
models would be more accurate in pmwdlctng actual Job performance because they could account for the
kinerntal motivations of the operator.
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Thi Abed *W ~1Ik~W V13tO

Thi cause (determinaunt) and eyffect (reaction) apprach is nothing more than looking at two iu4des of the

samri* cin. Rosearchers have done this Implicitly in doveloping and applyin analytical techniques by
often using data from emnpirical techniques. But they have simrply not gone far enough. 1oo few of the

anailyical tehnqus have been sufficiently validated. Without thorough validation, we do not know If we
have a good, practicai technique or an interesting, untested theoty. The la(* of vai~duitod anultlcai
Information on OWL suprjsts looking at both sides of the coin. As a result of convyerging operations

(Chapter 2) a clearer picture can be obtained from several unceriain view. This Is the predominant
rationale fo our advocacy of OWL technique batteries.

lUWM iaurecithon

Having considered virtually evei'y woridoad assessment techniqu and thereby having obtained a rare

overall perspective, we would be remiss not to highlight several gaps In the techno~logies arnd content of
workload research. Of course, many Wings noed to be done to create m~ore applicable and validated

workic~ad tools and techniques. Analytical techniques In particular represent an area (*ontaining many
technological gaps. This has been considered Inl thet discussion of Chapter 3 as well at In this chapter.
Two major areas of OWL research that need farther study are: muftple task peroformance a~nd Indivdual

diff erernces. Each of these topics not only hai UTVact on operator wvomicoad evaluation, but also on
perfo.rnaonce and other areas of MANPRINT coicers.

A good deal of the laboratoty workload research has deaft with stingle or dual tarqk experiments
orzcurrir.g within a single. or possibly 1wo diferent sets of tasl- cenditions or situations. Aithough the
results of that research have been Interesting, most Amry jobs of Interest have multiple ongoing tasks.
Further, as pointed out earlier, even though the nature of an operator's tasks may be similar from one day

to the next, the relative difficulty of the various mnission situations confronited may change significantly on a
day-to-day basis. Figure 9-3 illustrates the two dimensions of numbier of corocurrent iaslcs and nurmber of

different situations In which the tasks oxu'ir. This fligre, of course, is an abstraction. In reality separating
discrete elements of tasks or situations -,nay be diff Icult.
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"Figure 9-3. Relation of number of tasks and number of situations.

Despite the fact that most empirical data collected on operator workload come from the Irwer left cells of

Figure 9-3, the major Interest for future workboad research will be the upper right multttask, miltisituation

cell. In many experimerds, subjects have been required to perform only a single task. In this case. it is

relatively easy to determine how well the subject has performed the job. When a second task Is added to

the job, Ps in the case of dual-task studles for example, it Is much less clear how one should fivaluate the

overall performance of the lob. Yet, It is clear that job performance and operator woddoad cannot be

evaluated by examining only the performance on the primary task, Ignoring time-sharing recquirements,

Rather, overall performance on all ongoing tasks must be considered In arrMving at estimates of workload.

How this Is to be done is one of the most challenging Issues, na only for workload assessment, but also

for overrall performance predito ii and evaluation.

An advantage to collectihg datp ,n multiple situations Is that, not only can measures of inieresting

parameters for each task be obtained for each situation, but they can be compared acros; the various

situations. For example, our discussions in earlier chapters indicted that changes in the frecqency or

extent of certain kinds of acts from one period to another might be indicative ol the operator applying a

different set of performance rules for the same acts in different situations. Tho technrque of adding a

secondary task can best be understood In the context of changing the situation in order to see how it

affects performance on all of the other tasks. The itssu c! oredicting the impact of additional tasks on

overall job performance is, of course, central to the whole pioblem of aieCating tasks to an operator. The
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concept of manipulating the dificutiy of any task 1: see how I will kipac ovoral job peronnnca is also a

useful technique. Adding now tasks or lioraslng the difficulty of existing tasks are altemative techniques

for determining the location of the operator in his perormance envelope. In the process of evaluating

cpe.'a-.r wor.Joad, we do not yet fuly understand where the boundaries of acceplable workload are for

the human. Incrementally adding to the worldoad urtil perfoammnce begins to deteriorate or to breakdown

Wi similar to methods used in the physical sciences for Wtetng the tensile strength of various materials.

We have stressed the Importance of not only estimating what operator performance will be under a

variety of expected mission scenarios, but also knowing how close It will come to the boundaries of

unacceptable performance during those missions - even It every operators performanoo were comp;ately

acceptable. The purpose In doing this is to understand better the margin of error in a proposed design of

a new system. That margin of design error is especially Important because future demands of any job may

well be more difficult than originally anticipated and new tasks may have to be added to counteract

technological advances or doctrinal and tactical changes In the employment of hostile forces.

The application of Improved knowledge about performance In multitask situations will clearly benefit the

system designer and Impact not only workload evaluation but aiso &• variety of MANPRINT issues. The

designer will benefit by being able to improve designs and optimize task allocation. The trainer will benefit

by having a better understanding of performance rules and which components need more emphasis. The

traine" will also beneU! by being able to teach tirne-sharing skills. The suggested approach is clearly

Interdisciplinary. The need for considering diverse sets of data from neuropsyebhology, from individual

difference research, from performance research, from human modeling and artificial intelligence, and from

mathematical modeling Is simply too much for any single researcher to master.

Aftention and Switching Among Tasks. A general conclusion from this review is that a full

understanding of operator workload will begin to emerge only when sufficierd workload Investigations
have emphasized multiple tasks and multiple situ&lions. The suggestion of look!ng at mut'iple tasks and
multiple situations is a general plea, however, and we can be more specific. Because multitask situations
are common occurrences for an operator currently and may well become even more corinon, we need
-more information and data about multitask performance and an understanding of the relations among and
impact of individual tasks on muititask performance. In particular, the issue of time-sharing abilities comes

Into focus In this context.

The importance of the interactions of two or more tasks on performance cannot be overestimated.

Mental workload often Increases when two or more tasks are to be performed concurrently. This is

certainly not surprising from several different theoretical approaches. We prefer an explanation involving

atlention switching for the following reasons. First, If one assumes that operators can consciously attend

to only one thing at a time, the nultitask situations require operators to decide which task should be
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to only one thing at a time, the rnultitask situations require operators to decide which task should be

attended to at various points in time. This additional mental task clearly does not exist in single Itk

situation,;. Such decirions, especially In rapidly unfolding combat situations, are far from trivial. The

operator may well feel torn between working on several critical tasks, each of which is currently demanding

his attention. Second, especlally when tasks are considered to be approximately of r.al Importance,

multitask situations may result In frequent interruptions of the current task to determhr, tMe need to work

on the others. Even i the task Is considered the most critical, the time and effort to rvaluate the status of

the other tasks takes mental time and effort. Third, the Interruption of a task means tdat some time elapses

during which the Interrupted task Is not consciously attended to. When the operator returns to the

interrupted task, he may be surprised at what he now finds. The actions required may be somewhat

different from what he had anticipated thus requiring yet additional mental effort. Finally, the continual

switching among several tasks may require some additional time to reestablish the contents of the

operators working memory with the current situational data and the procedural rules for the task currently

being worked on.

There are a number of experiments supporting the attentional switching conceptualization. Mewhort,

Thlo, and Birkmayer (1971) used dichotic listening and showed, Independently of other factors, that the

number of required switches had a dramatic impact on recall. In a different context, Weichselgartner and

Sperling (1987) concluded that attention consists of two partially concurrent processes. One is a fast,

effortless, automatic process (on the order of 100 ms) and the other Is slower, effor~ul, controlled process

(on the order of 300-400 ms). The faster process Is affected by manipulations often considered as parallel

processes that are independent of task difficulty while the slower is affected by variables typically

considerEcd as serial processes and related to task difficulty as well as training and practice.

Althcugh data bearing on attention and switching problems are available from dual task investigations,

many of the experiments reported in the literature have used tasks (both primary and secondary) that have

little similarity with real world tasks. Attentlonal decisiovs as to which of the two tasks to work on in those

situations are trivial when compared to most rtni-worid situations of Interest. Indeed, conclusions drawn

from those types of investigations may simply be irrelevant to the real problems confronted in designing

complex human-machine systems. Our earlier statement that future experiments should Investigate

multiple tasks performed in multiple situations or under multiple conditions Includes the collection of

relevant data for understanding attention switching problems.

The Need for New Metrlcs. As more realistic multitask multisituations are investigated, the issues

of performance and workload trade-off and how they can be handled, will become more and more

apparent and more pressing. New metrics are needed to facilitate more precise predictions about the

trade-ois. One metric proposed Is the performance operating characteristic (POC) (Norman & Bobrow,
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1975). The POC is a way of representing the data obtained from two tasks done Individually and in

combination. Under the multiple resource theory (Navon & Gopher, 1979), Wickens, Mountford, and

Schreiner (1981) have developed a normaliz:stion schenme which they claim provides such a metric.

Essentlally, their recommendation Is to normalize dual task performance to single task performance.

Kantowttz aod Weldon (1985), howevor, have shown some of the dangers of using suoh a procedure.

Through simula.ion, 1lney have shown that erroneous conclusions could be drawn from the application of

such a transformation. Further clarification has been offered by Wickens and Yeh (1985). Until these

Issues are settled, the POC may be a useful way to present data but its application should be extended

only ,vth care.

It may turn out, as suggested by Pechella (1974), that spelsd/accuracy trade-offs and other similar

performance trad'e-offs should be handled with weaker scales of measutement (e.g., ordinal) and not the

interval scales curnently attempteci. Other mathematical techniques may also be useful such as

correlation, conjoint measurement, and factor analysis. Regardless of the ultirnate nature ot the metrics

needed, It is obvious that much work currently remains to resolve this problem.

indlvk/W Diftemnces, Pertaomatxe, awd Wodkbad

Our account started in Chapter 1 with a quote from a little book 1hat dealt with testing for individual

differences and it is fitting to close with some comments on the same topic. The usefulness of personnei

testing during World War I was clearly demonstrated and documented In that 1920 reference; such testing

has continued to the present. Although such Information is highly useful, It is useful only in a broad

sense. It does not provide the detailed information needed to predict operator performance precisely.

We can ill afford to build a system and then determine whether soldiers can operate it. To use analytical

techniques in a more beneficial manner to determine performance before the system is built, It is

necessary to have a considerable amount of detailed Information. In many ways, this approach

compliments the multitask approach.

It Is not that individual differences have been ignored in the experimental literature, they have been

consciously set aside in favor of examining population means. (This is by no means a new point [e.g.,

Noble, 1961; Ozler, 1980].) About the only information available from many experlmentel reports related

to Individual differences Is the Information contained In the error temis and the subject term ol analysis of

variance or in the means and standard deviations which are sometimes presented. Further, much of the

research concucted in universFy laboratories has dealt with a highly restrictodJ population. Accordingly,

even If information was presented about Individual differences, one usually does not have Information

about differences for the population of Army operators. While most Investigators support the Importance

of individual differences, cne can find only a few volumes (e.g., Eysenck, 1977; Miles, 1936) that deal with
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individual variations In an experimental oortext ear provide data needed for the analytical techniques.

Forfunately, the situation Is not as stark In other areas of research.

Any consideration of individual differences and mental workload lands one squarely In the domain of

Intelligence. Many years ago, the neuropsychologist Karl Lashley (1929) outlined several major

theoretical positions on Intelligence. Two of these general theories are extant: the general plus special

abilities theory (e.g., Spearman, 1927) and the specific abilities theory (e.g., Thurstone, 1938). The

general theory holds Mhat there exists one general Intelligence factor plus some ability specific to the test

used. By contrast, the specific theory holds that Intelligence is the algebraic sum of a number of diverse

capacities. There are, of course, many variations of these two classes uf theory: the theory subscribed to

can have tremendous implications for the approach taken toward individual difference rese.rch. Much of

the research in Individual differences In abilities has utilized factor analytical approaches.

Emphasis on Underlying Acts. Akin to traditional factor analysis are several theories and

approaches which emphasize the various capacities and resources that underlie performance on many

different tasks. Work on attention has emerged from Information processing and cognitive theories about

behavior Coupled with the attention work Is the evaluation and identification oe mental acts involved in

performance. Typically these approaches have not focused on Individual differences but there Is no

reason why they cannot be extended. Navon and Gopher (1979) postulated that different amounts and

types of resources are required for different task combinations (cf. Navon, 1984). Wickens (1984),

building on the information processing approach, has formulated this Idea into a relatively few genoral

dimensions (e.g., verbal, spatial, auditory, visual, bpeech, motor) to deal with the multiple task problem.

There are a number of other ways of examining behavioral detail associated with mental acts. Researchers

have generateO, a considerable amount of data relevant to the Issue using a number of approaches,

including perceptual processing (Gamer, 1974), brain da.mage (Luria, 1966), ollI learning (Adams, 1987),

and the nature of intelligence (Guilford, 1967).

In his Underlying Internal Processes (UIPs) theory, Wherry, Jr. (1986) emphasizes Individual

differences and postulates that most differences In task performance are attributable to the number of

times different UIPs must be invoked for a given task and how fast and how accurately different UIPs are

performed by those individuals. Based on the established moment to moment reliabilities of task

performance, he maintains that the time and accuracy of given UIPs within individuals must also remain

fairly constant. He presents a metnodology by which the number and nature of the different UIPs required

for given tasks can be identified by the analysis of the correlations among task completion times across

many variations of the task of interest. His analysis also permits the estimation of the Individuals'

capabilities for the identified UIPs.

These approaches have much In common. They share with traditional factur analysis approaches to

intelligence research the conceJpt that Individual differences in task performance are attributable and
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excpla"nable by unders.anding the dlfferrnces In humans' capablltlas to perform various kinds of

underlying mental acts. As such, they also share much In common with the required acts as explained in

our recasting of analytical and empirical woridoad estimation approaches. Thus, we also corclude that

MU"!.. Ii; IU;- diiention must be paid to quantifying individual differences in underlying c2.pacities if workload

estimation Is to progress to a mature and useful technology.

Skills and Pertomonance Rules. In addition to the approaches already mentioned, there are several

other directions individual difference research m.ght take. One of these is In the acquisition of skill and

how tasks and acts become automated. Tne other is In the parformance rule/strategy domain. Individuals

differ nui only in their underlylrJ, mapablitles, but also in the knowledge they may bring to beer on various
problems. Ozier (1980) has shown clearly the role of performance rules In free recall. The differences

found are quite striking even with a restricted popuiation of college students. OzIer suggests that these

organizational rules (or strategies) are independent of scores on several Intelligence tests. Whether

application of performance rules Is Independent of or related to general abilities Ws of tremendous practical

importance to operator workload Issues. Indepandence implies no predictability and without predictability,
All of our performance models are inadequate.

Project A. Yet another approach to Individual differences is represented in Project A. This is a
large scale program undertaken by the Army Research Instltuti to supplement the ASVAB for the

purpose of Improving the prediction of successful performance In both training and on the job. Peterson

(1985) provides an overview of the steps tUken to develop additional personnel tests. The overall
program involves not only developing new tests but also validating these tests against criterion soldier

performance. When completed, the database will contain a considerable amount of Information of

relevance to p~erformance. Of particular importance Is the fact that some of the new tests being developed

are computer-based performance tests in which information being evaluated by subjects can be

dynamically changing and performance patterns and performance times can be measured. Thus, it may
b3 possible to assess rindealying processes not testable by the typicai paper and pencil methods.

And Finally, Nt maly is an Eiopwvtl

It is difficult, perhaps impossible, to summarize a vo!ume of this siza In a few well chosen sentences.

The reviews of workload definitions, techniques, and approach3s represent a massive aff.,rt rarely

undertaken. After having the opportunity to examine the great diversity of those definitions, appmaches,

and workload estimation techniques, we have been struck by tMe fact that we have, Indeed, been looking

at tVe same elephant.

One objective of this final chapter was to provide a further synthesis of the materials from ihe preceding

chapters. We have attempted to illustrate and clarify the very real overlap between traditional analytical and

empirical workload techniques with our discussion of the causes and effects of workload.
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,A second objective was to assess brieflty past research efforts and Indicate future dlirsctns that will

strongthen the body of kiiowledge upon whicn more coherent and encompassing models of operator
wnddcoad carn be constructed. To this end, we have advocated a much g~eater emphasis on multitask and
multisituation investigations as well as grmally expanded Interest In Individual differences.

A final objective of this chapter was to emphasbre that determining fte extent of workload Is not an end
In Itself. It is, however, a necessary step in determining the position of the operator within thelr own
petformance envelopes which In conjunction with the nearness of the boundaries of those envelopes,

provides an Indication of the operator's momentary relative capacity to respond. It Is this parameter, more

than ary other, that system designers require if they are to build adequate man-machine systems.

The importance of understanding the level of operator workload is zlear: High workload may result in

unexpected and undesirable performance changes. The operator may shed tasks, be unable to perform

them, or in some othe,' way fail to perfcorer acceptably. In one form or another, rightly or wrongly, the

oparaiur will adapt. Without such consideiation, the incorporation of MANPRINT concerns Into the design
of systems will continue to be problematical.
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APPENDIX A. LITERATURE REVIEW OF SECONDARY TASKS

The approach taken to review the vast secondary task literature was to identify any relationships

that may exist between secondary task characteristics and primary task characteristics. That is, we
classified the types of secondary tasks and primary tasks that have been reported In the literature. We
then examined the results of such studies based on the various secondary and primary task
configurations. Our reasoning behind this effort was to address a prjgmatic question that other
researchers have recognized as being very important but overlooked (Chiles & Alkulsl, 1979). That is, are
operators capable of performing two different tasks concurrently? To Illustrate, i either the primary or
secondary task eidlbits a decrement In performance when they are performed jointly, this finding, at the
very least, suggosts that operators find it difficult to perform such a dual task configuration. Even though
such findings may violate methodological assumptions needed to draw inferences about spare capacity, it
provides valuable Information about the ability of operators to exhibit time-sharing ability between two

tasks. (See Gopher and Donchin [19861 for an overview of the literature that specifically addresses time-
sharing ability.) To our knowledge, there have been no published reports that have followed sur.h a
scheme for the secondary task literature. Ogden et al. (1979) have provided a basis for such an analysis,

but they did not actually oomplete the analysis.

We recognize that even though the results from this analysis may suggest that certain dual task

configurations result In primary task performance decrements, it is misleading to suggest this will be the
case In every situat:ion. Rather, it is our Intention to alert human factors practitioners to consid:a ine
Implications of this analysis with respect to their particular situation. This Is important as technological

advances have Increased the complexity of systems such that operators are routinely required to perform
more than one task at any time. The secondary task paradigm is a controlled analog of this situation.

We were also Interested in identifying any trends from this analysis that suggested performance

changes that are sensitive to secondary task characteristics as a function of primary task clwactertstics.

IdentIllcaton of Seowndmy Task Uterste

The primary reference sources used to Identify relevant secondary task articles published prior to
1980 were Ogden at al. (1979) and Wierwille and Williges (1980). For relevant articles published after
1979, we Identified key people in this area through our OWL Information System database and sent
requests to such Individuals for their most recent articles on operator workload. We also searched relevant

journals (e.g., Human Factors) and proceedings of conferences and meetings (e.g., N4SA/University
Conferences on Manual Control) for recent studies. Ac a result of this effort, we were able to obtain 147
studies for review. Of these, seven were excluded from our analysis because they lacked sufficient
information to interpret their results. Four studies were also excluded because they dealt with multiple
task batteries in which no attempt was made to examine dual task performance. We were left with 136
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mrtlclas awl '181 experiments to be analyzed. This literature base Is a comprehensivoly representative

sa•iple of the sec)ndary task literature.

Ctagslflicaton Schene Jor P*iny Wad Secondary To"c

Classification of secondary and primary t*s characteristics was attempted following the major
"classes reported In the literature (O'Donnell & Egernmeler, 1986; Ogden et al, 1979). However, due to

the variety of secondary and primary tasks that have been employed In studies, it was necessary to
expand previous classification schemes as wall as to Identify particular tasks that have received extensive
use (e.g., the Steinberg memory task). Listed below Is the classification scheme we developed with

descriptions for each category. This lst represents the entira range of 26 tasks that we were able to

Identify for secondary and primary tUsk characteristics .based on our review.

" Cholce Reaction Time Task - the subject Is presented with more than one stimulus
and must generate a different response for each one. Visual or auditory stimuli may
be employed and the response mode Is usually manual. It Is theorized that choice
reaction time Imposes both central processing and response selection demands.

" Simple Reaction Time Task - the subject Is presented with one discrete stimulus
(either visual or auditory) and generates one response to this stimulus, minimizing
central processing and response selection demands.

"* Driving Task - the subject operates a driving simulator or actual motor vehicle. Such
a task involves complex psychomotor skills.

Randomization Task - the subject must generate a random sequence of numbers,
for example. it is postulated that with increased workload levels subjects will generate
repetitive responses (i.e., lack randumness In responses).

" Tracking Task - the subject must follow or track a visual stimulus (target) which is
either stationary or moving by means of positioning an error cursor on the stimulus
using a continuous manual response device. Central-processlng and motor
demands vary depending on the order of control dynamics for the device used by the
subject to control the error cursor.

" Monitoring Teak -- the subject Is required to maintain attention to a visual display and
to detec', the occurrence of a stimulus (signal) from among several alternatives
(neutral events). The task Is not intermittent but continuous. Monitoring tasks are
generally assumed to Impose a heavy load on perceptual processes.

"" Time Estimation Task - the subject keeps track of time eltl or by generating a specific
time interval or by estimating the duration of a time Interval at its conclusion. Typically,
rLrbjects are required to generate 10 second time intervals (time production
procedure) and it Is assumed under high workload coaiditions that subjects will
underestimate the passage of time as reflected by their responses (I.e., longer time
estimates).

" Memory Task -- there are a variety of memory tasks which employ a number of
different types of materials and specific requirements. For example, the subject is
required to recall In any order a list of words previously memorized (free recall
paradigm) or is requir•-,d to recognize previously memorL'e words from a list of words
(recognition recall paradigm). These tasks are typically assumed to Impose heavy
demands on cenrral-processing resources.
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itMental Mathematics Task - the subject must perform mental arithmetic operations
such as addition, subtraction, and multiplication. 'These tasks are generally
considered to place heavy demands on central-processing resources.

" Michon Interval Production Task - the Michon paradigm of interval production
requires the subject to gernrate a sories of regular time Intervals by executing a motor
response (i.e., a single finger tap every 2 sec.). No sensory input is required This
task Is thought to impose heavy demand on moor output/response resources. It has
been demonstratad with high demand primary tasks that subjects exhibit Irregular or
variable tapping rates.

"" Stemberg lmory Task - the Steinberg memory task Is a commonly used memory
task. The subject is presented with a set of digits or letters to memorize.
Subsequently, the subject is presented with a test digit or letter and must judge
whether this digit was contained In the previous memorized set. it Is theorized that
the Steinberg memory task aids in workload assessment by distinguishing between
primary task central processing effects from pdrmary tabk stimulus encoding/response
execution effects.

" Lexlcal Dedison Task - typically, the subject Is briefly presented with a sequence of
letters and must judge whether this letter sequence forms a word or a non-word. This
task is thought to Impose heavy demands on semantic memory processes.

* Distraction Toak - the subject performs a task which Is executed in a fairly automatic
way such as counting aloud. Such a task is Intended to distract the subject In order to
prevent the rehearsal of information that may be needed for the primary task.

*iProblim Solving Took - the subLJct engages in a task which requires verbal or spatial
reasoning. For example, the subject might attempt to solve anagram or logic
problems. This class of tasks Is thought to Impose heavy demands on cemral
processing resources.

" Identlflcatlon/Shadowlng Task - The subject Identifies changing symbols (digits
and/or letters) that appear on a visual display by writing or verbalizing, or repeating a
spoken passage as it occurs. Such tasks are thought to Impose demands on
perceptual processes (i.e., attention).

" Detection Task - the subject must detect a specific stimulus or event which may or
may not be presented with alternative events. For example, to detect which of 4
lights Is flickering. The subject Is usually alerted by a warning signal (e.g., tone)
before the occurrence of such events, therefore attention is required Intermittenily.
Such tasks are thought to Impose demands on perceptual processes.

" Classlfication Task - the subject must Judge whether symbol pairs arm Identical in
form. For example, to match letters either on a physical level (AA) or an a name level
(Aa). Depending upon the requirements of the matching task, the task can impose
demands on perceptual processes (physical match) and/or cognitive processes
(name match or category match).

" Psychomotor Task - the subject must perform a psychor.iotor task such as sorting
different typen of metal screws by size. Tasks of this nature are thought to reflect
psychomotor skills.

Spatial Transformatlon Task - .he subject must judge whether Information (data)
provided by an instrument panel or radar scruen - nmatches information which is
spatially depicted by pictures or drawings of aircraft. This task Involves perceptual and
cognitive processes.
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" Speed Malntenance Task .- the subl"t must operate a control knob to maintain a

designated contant speed. This task Is a psychomotor type task.

" Production/Handwriting Task - the subject is required to produce spontaneous
handwrfttkn passages of prose. With primary tasks that impose a high workload,
subject's hnrKdwriting Is thought to deteriorate (i.e., semantic and grammatical errors)
under such conditions.

m Card Sorting Task - the subject must sort playing cards by number, color, andxor
suite. Depending upon the requirements of the card sorting rule, the task can
Impose demands on perceptual and cognitive processes.

"Three Phase Code Transformation Task - the subject operates the 3P-Cotran which
is a workstation consisting of three Indicator lights, a response board for subject
responses and a memory unit that the subject uses to save his/her responses. The
subject must engage in a 3 phase problem solving task by utilizing information
provided by the Indicator lights and recording solutions onto the memory unit. it Is a
synthetic work battery used to study work behavior and sustained attention.

" Multi-Task Performance Battery (MTPB) - the subject operates a workstation
consisting of display panels and response control panels for six different tasks
(choice RT, monitoring, mental math, identification, problem solving, and tracking).
The task battery is designed to Involve perceptual, cognitive, stimulus encoding, and
response selection processes.

" Occlusion Task - the subject's view of a visual display Is obstructed (usually by a
visor). These obstructions are either initiated by the subject or imposed by the
experimenter in order to determine the viewing time needed to perform a task
adequately.

" Simulated Flight - the flight simulators used in the studies that were part of our
analysis were typically commercially available training sl',iulators (9.g., Singer-Unk
GAT-11B). Depending on the purpose of the particular study, the subject was
required to perform various maneuvers (e.g., landing appro-ches) undor different
types of conditions such as Instrument flight rules or simulated crosswirJ conditions.

Measures LUsed with PrVnay and Secondary Tasks

The complexity of the results found with different secondary and primary task pairings can be

partly attributed to the different and numerous performance measures that have been used with these

tasks. Also, studies which have used the same primary and secondary task pairings have either used
different measures of performance or reported different results from the same task measures. In Table A-
1, we have listed several of the frequently reported measures that have been recorded with primary and

secondary tasks. These measures are organized according to the task classification just presented.
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Table A-1. Measures utilized to quantify performance on primary and second~ary tasks.

TASK MEASURE

CWr&z Reaction Time Task Mean (median) RT for correct responses
Mean (madian) RI for Incxorrect responses
Number' (%) correct responses
Numrber (%) Incorrect responses

Simlple Reaction Wkne Task Mean (median) RT for correct respondes
Number (%) correct resionses

01lvin Tos Total time to complete a trial
Number of acceleration rate changes
Number of gear changes
Number of footbiake operations
Number of steering revercals
Number of obstacles hit
High pass steering (standard) deviation
Yaw (standard) devri'tion
Lateral (standard) deviation

Randonmiaton Task % redundancy score (bits of Information)

Tracking Tasks lnte~rated aror sIn volts(root mean square error)
Tot tme on target
Total time of target
Number of times of target
Number of target hits

Monitoring Tasks Number (% of correct detections
Numbet % of incorrect detections
Number (%) of errors of omission
Mean (medsian RT for correct detections
Mean (median$ RT for incorrect detections

MermoyuTsk Mean (median) RT for correct responses
Number (%of correct responses
Number ( errors PW omission
Number (% of incorrect responses

Mental Mathematics Tasks [Number Nof corredA respon%*46
Mean (median)Tfocorcreons
Number (%)o incorrect responses

Michon Interval To~pping Task Mean Interval par trial
Standara deviation of interval per trial
Sum of differences botween successive

Intervals per minute c; total time

Sfteinbrg Memory Task Slopes and Intercepts for RT data
(5e. memory tasks)

Loxical Decision Task Mean RT for correct responses
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Table A-1. Measuref, utilized to cqiant~y petosmance on pwlmaty and socondary taske (Cont.).

FTAISK 
MEASURE

Psobiri Solvin Task Number ()of orret responses
Number km o ncorec remponase
Wean (Medlarf) PT for correct roepontiss

WM W~hdo VTask Nufttge of words orowsctimkute
Number of digle spoken
Mean time kft.v betweeni apoi~n digits
Number of error* of am~'inio

L~aac.1o Tasks Measa RT Vo oomra dosectOww
Numbe (%) of oommeA Jlaoctions,

C~~in~~I~~fon~ IPske IIIn Mmda)R o he match
Kfoen (mdin) PT for ceovmatch
Nume (%) "ror for;pyia m*,ch

N NJe for..v err"r o wah oodmac

Ps~ayuchm Ofe Task Number of completed Items

SpNMt TrWbsfonWUon TA1cs Mean PT for conrec reoponses;
Number R)~ -,fcfe epne
Number I% of kmcorrec responses

Oxuslon Tasks W.-agn voluntarl occlusilon time
Percent looking Ornm.lotal time

evcrAWOS WuftIIQ Number of semantac and grwrtmetkal eror

Cudv Softln fluatiW"Of Cmrdi WofeW
týjernb*ý (W of inOxrec raiponsee

3P-Cotnmn Taskd Wsno'wsteiadn) RT M~r difterert piumoes c4

Nuboz sr-omr jesots) :or d~ivote's

1"9Mean diar, FIT tor corrtoc dtecions
%hormboi (%) of correct dtectrjons

Nuaihv of pmr~itns Sartepled

sa-140*0 ft . ýJtrnber of vmtkalsI acelarxa ins
Mean ei mor frnut toquired, kiaide
Root mean w~tia 'o4Ur arro;
R~oot Moen $quren glsde-slope rrM
Nurrbev of cxxnt.o' noverowtars
Pitrh hig-ixss m~eai satu*)
Roll"~t~ar mew. square,

*Ik~~~O~t1 f,*sM in~4 a 'V V .. .4 W 2KJ
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Ary stoWhme &a PMtwy ad SsMcndwy T1w*

In order to amalyze the results from the studies reviewed, we established conventions to provide a

framework for tatlatlng such complex findings. Wo worked with the promise that It was important to
rep:,-r! an.-, :rcIatoi that dual task parig reeulhsd In a performance decrenent on one or both of the

ta.kt Ir(nlmrrv or wecondary). Based on this premise, we formulated the tollowng criteria for priorities on

the tesulls reported In each tudy

* Measures which revealed diffemnces between duviask and slngle-task pedornance
were tabulated and preferred over results for measures which showed performance
stability iar the same task.

* Measures which revealed decrenmvs for dual-task versus single-task performance
were Istulated and prefeited over reuts for measures which showed performancs
enhanrcewt for the same task

* Measures which revealed dual-task performance decrements with sxpertmantaM
manipulation (i.e., different sound levels of noise, different levels of task demand for
either secondary or primary tasks, etc.) were tabulated and preferred over results for
measures which snowed no effects for the same task.

Afllys of Seoanduy Task Ufer

A systematic approach was urIdetlaken to characterize the wealth of lywomrtlon owtalned in the

experiments reviewed. The approach Involved several stes.

We first characterized the studies reviewed acoording to the prkntry and second/ary taks imployed.

Table A-2 and Table A-3 contain the results of this affo". As seen I Table A-2, t is evJont that the

majority of experkments have Involved a select rumber of seconaloy taks The fOW, four secndary tasks

listed in Table A-2 represent over 50% of the total secondary tasks that corrplsed our sample. Similarly

with respect to primary tasks, the tt three O k W ed In Trtn A4 rnIn( wm, 50% of the Ut pinvry
tasks in our sample. It is also evident In werrinkq Tre A-3 thit a swnal p0•RaNag, of the t0de6

reviewed have employed primary tasks whic? casn he chrsicteftd as realistic. Tht ;&, pdrtnary taks

typically do not involve multiple sensory irpu and swm typ• o operator actiort and responses (LW.,

driving and sinlated flight). Such fkndxg rafkxc th acadlosrc ikomatca res•archers w* have ufili•ed

the secondary task paradigm.

We hfrther chartnuerized the snIder soording to tho partiuar prlmay-s", y rnlrpflion

employed. This was acornpshed in two comp&rTnlary ways. We examined saeondary tas with

respect to the various primary tasks That have been us" In anoclatlkr with each secondary task.

Similarly, we exasrnec primary Malts wth respsA to the variou secotdary tasks that have ben used in

association with eac prk-iary tak. We wew dtoeregted in Uernlfyng arn tretds In ie resufts across

similar dual taok paoing expevmat ta wo&A auggest pertlbdr Cal tUk pitings ae nrwA svar4ageous

for the operator (i.e., peronmar~r; dacreRrs for both secondary and primary tsks). AttachmeM 1
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Table A-2. Number of *xpemronsas lo utiliz secondary tamk.

Secondary Task Number of Experiments

Mor~oiqv Task 41

Memmry Tasks 32
Chokcu RoaW~io lime '..k 25
ManW Man~almnts Task 1
Tml*IngTasks 12

Shnp. Readbln Th" Task I1I

Mkivni Irterval Fwductlon Task I11

klerg~icatbon Tasks 9
Pmdoem SoMng Tisk6 8
Twme EsvpWn Tasks 7

Dtectsdn Tasks 6

Stemberg Memory Tcsk 5
Rancjrnvzlion Task 5

C)Wk'SbA Tasks 4
On chwT'ot Tasks 3
Caid ScftV Tasks 2

Spordaneou HmndwAlthI TUsk I

Spailw Trvatramwtkt T&*Sk1

MTP8 (rwnkrlorln tasks)1
Diei412v.1io Tftks1

TO~TAL. 203

71vi VW~ 203 ropresil the 0n4ýce Volta thewe s4oxidLy task *eu
usud hr eypedwati- Spvera tixe used more than one secondar
task Wn a skngle ~xp-~rvnt. The toal 203 is baiý on 180 sxpernemet.
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Table A-3. Number Of experlentWs that utilfzed pdnmay tasks wilh secondary tasks.

Primary Task Number of Experiments

Tracking Tasks 48

Memory Tasks 26

Monitoring Tasks 23

Choice Reaction Time Tasks 18

Drhlnc Tasks 17

Simulattd Flight 8

Detection Tasi.s 7
Problem SoMrng Tasks 7

Idenftficationr Tasks 5

Classificatkin Tasks 4

Mental Mathermradtics Tasks 4

Simple RFeact.on Time Tasks 3

Psychomotor Tapping Tasks 3

Card Sorting Tacks 1

Spztial Traeorudciton Tosk I

Sternberg Memory Task I
DLktracton Tasks 1

Lexical Decision To* 1

3P Cortran Task 1

MTPB 1

Psychomotor Tusks 1

TOTAL 181

The total 181 proserdnts the Apertments reported In the 147 articles
th awe reiwu for &uw anaysis.
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contains the results fromt the analysi6 of indivdual secondari tasks each paired with varfous primary tasks.
Atlactunent!2 containsi the results from the complementary analysis of indivdual primary tasks each paired
with various iecondary tasks.

Discussio of Secondary Task Analysis Results

Perujwni of A-4 reveals the oomplex nature of the results that have been reported with various
plmary-secor~dary task pairings. With respect to practical consideratlons, the results depleted In Table A-4
Mflec the neod on tihe part of human factor practitioners to examine the specific demands placed on

operators whenever there are ".sem requirements to perform sevmral tasks it once. This point Is
illstated by examirtng the major chmsss of secondary tasks that are depictd In Table A44.

inopection of monitoring socondary task oxperiments reveal several Interesting trends. With monitoring-
mvno04oring cual task pairings, performance on the primary task seems to decline conslstently across

experiments w41, one exception. A somewhat similar finding Is shown~ In these same experiments with
respect to the monitoring tasks detignrated as secondary tasks. As these experiments did not place a
greater emphasis; on eithe r prý_ airy or secondary rranioring tasks with respsz to maintaining performance
ievels. such findiirgs are possibly due to the high task demands that two monitoring tasks combined
placed on perceptual prooesses. When one examn~es the trackfn-monitoring dual task pairing results, a
somewhat diflerent picture emerges. The primary tracking task results twxbhbt across experiments an
almost equal spit between stable performance and degraded performance. lov~evev, the experiments
that reported degraded performance for the primary tr -king tami an placed eual omphasis on both
primary andl second&-y MN~ performnance. This may have contributed to subjects' poor performance or,
the tracking tasks because siubjects may have formad kwappopriate etratogies lor handling the dual task
pairing. While those expenrifents thai reported primary trackting task performnance as stable, a greater
emphafo~s was placed on tradCkn performsnce for thzee out of seven experiments Olsted In this catagory.
With respect to the mnonitoring secondary task results In this dual tast:- cool lgumtlon~performance appears
stable when the monitoring task Is auditory In nature. But wh3rl the monitoring task is visual, six out of
seven experiments raeported a performance decremnent on the monitoring portion. Such findinga seem to
indicate that visual tracking-visus monitoring dual task pairing can lead to performance decrements.. This
Is the case esptially onf the v~ual monitoring portion probabl because of the combined visual load
plared on subjects by fte to tasks.

For secondary memory task experiments, the results rmeem to extibit a tf and across experiments
that Indicates prior expoflrter with a task is an Important tactor for dual task perforffance. With drift-g
memory dual task situations, only the memory portion revealed a performance decrement. As these
expetiments Involved experienced drivers with greater emphesis placed on driving performance, these
factors probAbly coraiuft~ed for such driving tabilifty but at the expense of the meomory task. In contrast,
tracking-~memory dual task situations resu~ted in both tasks exhibiting poor performance for most
expenirnwnts. These experiments typ~ally hwiolved college students an their inability to perform this dual
task cortl~qura'tion reikics lack of experience, even though reseamrhers try to provkdo for tas., mastery.
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With respect to choice reaction time secondary task expetirnents, it Is elident that the dual task

pairing consisting of tracking-cholce reaction time results In poor performance on both tasks with one
exception. The complexity of this dual task situation (i.e., task demands on central processing, response
selection and motor responses for subjects) probably contributes to such poor overall performance.
Sirllar results are found with experiments that empioyed mental mithematcs secondary tasks. As seen in
Table A-i, dual task pairings with mental mathematics as the secondary task results in poor performance

on both lasks for most experiments. As mental mathematics can be considered a relatively complex set of
cognitive operations, its pa!rlng with almost any primary task configuration except simple tasks (e.g.,

tapping) or highly practiced tasks (e.g., driving) results In poor overall dual performance.

The above descriptions Illustrate the complex results found with all secondary task studies. The
results reflect the complex Interactions between the sa"ient factors that influence performance in dual task

situations.

ConckMw3

The complexity of the results just described may seem, at first, to be beyond simple concluslons

or Implications. However, several important Issues can be derived concerning the use of secondary tasks
as an OWL technique and dual task perlorumnce In general.

With respect to secondary tasks as a workload estimation technique, the results described show
that secondary tasks can Interfere with primary task perforriance. As a result, inforences concerning spare
capacity with a primary task become difficult to Interpret. A solution to this problem Is to employ tasks as
secondary tasks that are inherently part of a multltask system. Under these circumstances, a wealth of
information Is gained even though the primary task may show performance changes. Because any

change in performance, whether on the designated secondary or primary task of a system, provides
valuable Insight concerning the operators capabilities and limits in using the system. It Is for this reason

that the embedded secondary task technique Is offered In Chapter 6 as the technique of choice in system

design and development environments.

Another important Implication that is derived from our analysis is that secondary tasks can result in

changes In primary task performance that seem to be reflective of subjects' inappropriate strategies with
respect to the dual task situation. Subjects' performance on the primary task seems to be degraded

because the introduction of the secondary task has changed the nature of the situation with respect to
primary task demands. If your Interests are to quantify the spare capacity with respect to a primary task,

then such changes are clearly troublesome. To prevent these possible circumstances, it is necessary to
use secondary task techniques that do not Intrude on primary task performance. Several secondary task

techniques are offered Chapter 6 that minimize this potential confounding. They have been

demonstrated in some applied settings not to intrude on operators' performance with complex systems

and to be sensitive to workload leveis on such systems.
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For dual task performanco, the secondary task literature provides, though In some cases
unintentionally, valuable Information on the critical factors that hinder mutti-task performance. These
factors are:

inappropriate operator strategies with respect to meeting the task demands of several
tasks at once,

" the potency of certain types of tasks (e.g., mental mathematics) to hinder the ability of
operators to perform any additional tasks that may be required, and

" the combined task demand effects of certain task configurations (e.g., monitoring-
monitoring) are such that they overload the operator when performed together.

The human factors practitioner needs to be aware of these factors In order to ensure that performance on
complex systems does not suffer from such factors.
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APPENDIX A - ATTACHMENT 1

Scunday TaOk Expetmers with Ruepsc to Oecondry Talk Chalusfhs

Attachment 1 Is shown an the following pages and contains the results from the analysis of
Individual primary tasks with respect to secondary task pairings. The table Is organized In the following
manner:

The particular primary task examined Is Identified in the far left-hand column header of
each page. It Is Indicated with the letter *F" preceding the primary task characteristic,
for example P-monitor.

" The secondary task pairings associated with the particular primsry task are listed below
the primary task header In the far left-hand column.

" The experiments that employed these particular dual task pairings are listed by first
author and year for cited article veference. They appear in the table under the
appropriate column with respect to the results for the primary task as well as
secondary task. If an experiment only reports the results for eitl the primary or
secondary task then the experiment Is listed only once under the appropriate coftimr
for the results reported.

Based on the conventions/rules described In Appendix B, experiments are listed
under the appropriate column headers as follows:

P- signifies primary task measures were stable in dual task pahdngs

P Down signifies primary task measure(s) exhibited a decrement In dual task paidngs

P Up sigigties prirnTry twk mecsurv(4) Ai^;tbdld ar: increment in dual task pairings

S- sign.fies secondary task measures were stable In dual task pairings

S Down signifies secondary task measure(s) exhibited a decrement in dual task
pairings

'3 Up signifies secondary task measure(s) exhibited an Increment In dual task pairings

Each experiment Is listed In the following sequential manner:

First author's last name only for the cited reference article.

For example, "Domkr

If one author tMer the author's lasW name Is underlined.

For example, "QQmU"

The year the cited reference article was published.

For example, DomicaO

If the cited reference article contained more than one expernment then the particular
experiment is Indicated within parenthesis.

For example, Domic8O(1)
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The primary task's modie for stlmuhtis Information:
V-visual input

A-auditory input

T'mcutaneous input

AiN-both auditory and visual simultaneously

ANV-both auditory and visual but not sivmultaneously
-- not appropriate

For example, Domic80(1)v
The secondary task's mode for stlamilus Information:

V-visual Input
A-audftory Input
Tuxcutaneous input

A+V-both auditory and visual simultaneously

A/V-both auditory ancd visual but niot eimultaneously

--not appropriate
For example, Vomlc8O(1)va

The emphasis placed on maintaining porformance for either primary or secondary
tasks during dual task pairings as specolcally, stated In the article or implied by payoff
matrIces (e.g., $10 for high scores on the primary task).
P-primary task emphasized

S-secondary task emphasized
Blank-both secondary and primary are emph&~slzed or the auttrrs do not specifically
state the performance emphasis placed on subjects therefore assumed equal
emphasis for both primary and secondary tasks

For example, Domlc:8O(1)vap
li the experiment contained data that allowed the determiination that either the
secondary or primary task performanc-e changed (i.e., Increment or decrement) or was
stable In dual task pairings but was not specifically addressed by the authors, this is
indicated under the appropriate ptimary or secondary result column header as
Interpolated.

For example, Domlic8O(1)vaplntrp
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AM't1PDI A. ATrrACttPENT 2

SOoMdWyYa TO* CqMbcvs *Ah hftWec Ila PORMt~Y Tak ̂ , twWaWtstict

Aft4CAhMt 2 Is shown on the follweing pages u~s cortalns the rwsuh,& from the analysis of
infilvilual primaty tasks with respect tn &)xonrvlary task pairings. The table is organized in vivoe folowlng
maniner:

"'The particular pdinary tak examined Is kMori~fled In the far left hand co,.jfmn hesvd.r of
each page. It is Indicated with the letter -P- preceding the primary task charactewlstic.,
for exampie P-mnonitor.

" The sevondiriy task pairings asaoclated with tte patlc~ar pftnary task &ure Wsed below
the prDt~ary task header In Via far Wit 4ywnc oi'Imn

" The exporlmehits that emloyedl trtso p~Rltcler ckial ýas pairinge are Hasted by tVrst
author and year lor cited article referen~ce. They appear ýc't the table tavw~e the
appropriate co,'umn with respect to the. results for tho primary task 9S well im
secondary task. if an experi meii only reports the results for shher the prkrroary or
secondary task then the experknment Is lised -il once under the appiop 1te column
for the result reportebd.

<1Basad on the c-3nventlon%.rules dorscribed In AppvIxlk 8 ex~mriiment'i &,,a libted
und~er 11" ppropriate colu".! headers as fio~s:

P- slgrifles primaiy task mea,:,,ures were st~e in dual twq pawins
P tCown sfrjnlies prinnary task rneacuare(s) ekhbited a dec¶-mment In dual Itasa palirigs
P Up signifign p~rinary tas% mneasure(s) '.xhibited an In~r=9entn hi dual tasý, pal:ings
S- Cwr-,s aeconreAry task memiuet were samble In dual task Pwrlitgs
S Down' 8igIIies scondlary task mneasure(,) ex~ilblted ~a Jecrcmneni In dual task
pailrngs
S Up siniles seL.ndaliy t~jAs m~eazure~s) exIlftao an Increment h rOuaI task pairings
Each oxpeti-mntiIs listed In the following sequentilal manner.
FWic authtof's last name only for fth cited ref erexce aiticle.

For exarroel, "Donrltf
If otic luhor ther I*e authc~rs last namne Is under~-.Iad.

INi year,&*e cited referv'ic anklde wug published.
7-or exarrpk, ()omki8t

If the A~led rvf1wt~nce cttids contained ,mre 1han one experiment thent th3 pinr~j~r
expeJ.i,' is Irndicatei 'itian pamnthcas.

lKýr ex& ople, zxmicso~1)
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The prknary ank's mode fIt, stnuk" vrdormion:
SV-visual in4put

A-auditory Irnut

"Tacutaneou6 Input

A+V-both auditory and viwial sirTrltaneously

_W-both auuftory and viwual but not simultaneously

-- not appimpriate
For exmple, DomWcOtI1)t,

Th6 secondary task's mode for •inulus Information:

V-visual input

A-atiditory Input

T-cutaneous Input

A+V-both auditory and visual sihnvultneouslV

AN-both auditory and visual but not simultaneously

-. not apprpeiaate

For example, Dor;lc8O('i)va

The emphtsis placed on maintaining performance for either primary or secondary
tasks d•rilng dual task pairings ar, specifically stated In the article or Implied by payoff
matrices (e.g., $10 for high scowrs on the primary task).

P-prdmary task emphasized

S-secondary task emphasized

S;;nk,,hoth secondary and primary are emphasized or the authors do not specifically
state the performance emphasis placed on subjects therefore assumed equal
emphasis for beth primary and secondary tasks

For example, Domlc8O(1)vap

If the oxpariment contained data that allowed the determination that either the
--econdary or primary task performance changed (1.e9, Increment or decrement) or was
stable In dual task pairngs but was not specifically addressed by the outhors, this is
liicatad ,4rbier the appropriate primary or secondary result column header as
Interpolated.

For example, DomIcBO(1)vaplntrp
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P-CHWPCI P-DOWN P-Lip 5--DOWN $-UP

AT

PSYCHO. 
cotM

MOTOA 14

STERNBERG HaflSS

SPUHT. S&hauton62

WRITING ovp

TRACKING Lag=76vv YIWIakoL7'

avp Hwong~l28VS

CHOICE FT alowm6a Schvanoveldt Dka~l 76va

EII&73va 69(1 .2)vv EB*73v&
Schvarevoidt

09(1 .2)vv

MEMORY afag*m~ raften165

to Is

I(.ele73vv

MENTAL EiW=*75v&P EWiaLvP

MATH K.Mo67v& KOMMA7wm
ChlIes7Qvv Schotmllm2

av?p

MICHON M~~41

MONITOR Bogpe8vap Hilggdorl m7 Hj~*l2dor7
vap V&P

900-ywap

FRODLEMSchouisn62
SOLVING v

SIMPLE FIT glo76 UCZ
yap jaa

P. P- P-DOWN P-lip S-DowN 5-UP

3PCOTRAN--

MTPB ~ ~ s7 Ius~

(OWid
combinalofls)

P. P- P-DOWN P-p' B S-DOWN 5-UP

CARDS;ORT

ItANDnMIZE 2ane1,1466 V.
V. 

V
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P-P P-OOWt P-UP 5-S-DOWN $-UP
CLASSIFY

TRACKING Wk~n*S Ivv Wk*onv~lvv

MEMORY WiknsMlve wickws8va

SIMPLE RY rd=Usjh73 miIIorlsQMtjg7
vap v'A/vp yap

Milisr75
V.alvp

DETECMON VhiWMaS2 ~JZ4mIS2
vvP vyp

CLASSIFY W1016081w Wickwnsslvv

P- P- PDOWN, P43P s- S-DOWN S.UF
DETECTION

TRACKING Wickense Ivv Wlcinssivv

MEMORY Wiokenslava Wlkeons8iva

MENTAL ,La~cftwjW2 UWS8
MATH va va

MICHON Mlqhnnb4(2) MJban64(2)
v - V.

task task
comparslons) compwarions)

MONITOR Tylor74va TyIer74va
Doear7gvv

SIMPLE RT Laure[I76va Laur*1178va
Extrap Extrap

DETECTION WIckenselvv WIckanuse vv

IDENTIFY Edia75vvp EjLa75vvp

P- p. P-DOWN P-UP $- -DOWN S-UP
DISTRACT

MEMORY BroadbonI62
vs
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P-DRIVINO P. P-DM~N "-up I.II-DOWN

IDENTIFY *41eks7ovvp WIerwill*77

vvp WkwwW.k73
'VP

STERNBERG ft~hlbI±S I

'%CCLUSION Farber?2vvp Comfeder7v Fawbef72vp
IEka"78P sends(8a7v

CHOCEU PT Agen7Svv AIfgn75%v aSmwheova

MEMORY Jtnmsevep BLMwa6IVaP BLjM66Va
samefBO Yp ftmaznvap
kfl=ii2vap ItnzM62velp
Inorp InIrp

va va

MATH Va Vol
seoww I vap Brown.1 vap

MICHON £azlme~v-P am~-

MONITOR Biw"i7vvp Bartl5vap HolmaneG 9LM62VfAP LAut67vvP
ramgfO ap vap Inirp
Intep flinnGvap

va
Haillmanp6

PROBLEM hMi6 hIalI
SOLVING va vi

4IUPLE RT LaureII7liva Laureil78va
Extrap ExIrap

Lbopm.;73va

RANDOMIZE ya1&MpaflS
V.

P-LEXICAL P- P-DOWN P-UP 5- -DOWN 5J
DECISION 

!U

CHOICE MT Pkr7v

SIMPLE MT aldm7eva RackeL7eve
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P-FLIGHT 0- P-DOWN F-UP a- *-DOWN $U
ISIMULAT.

CWNOCII RT 111MIjAwils BrossS
v"p vvp
2woflussi*s Soa'CusamlS6o
vv v

VICHON wletwill.#5 WI4rwliaelts wiarwil.85
(2,3.4)v- (3.41)v- (2)V-

MONITOR SoIldoyoSwv

TIME Bovlolussi67 BowsoluhhI87
ISlIMATE v-p v.P

B~r~olumssatiorgctui~.se

WkwwW*35( Wh~rwilloes
1.2)v- (1 .2)v-
(2.4) (3.4)

NAVIGATE Lowis68vvp LsvefllsSvvp
(field study) (field sturey)

P-IDENTIFY P.6 P-DOWN P-UP S.- -DOWN 5.UP

MEMORY ~jak7ovs AIlporI72
a.v/ap

M'ONITORIN D=1980S flfliJso
a (,)Yap (.)vap

(2)v'vp (2)vvp
Chke&79vv

IDENTIFY AIlporI72 Allport?2
avp svij

PSYCHO.- Jjaj,176vv
MOTOR

P-SIMPLE P. P-DOWN P-UP 11- S-DOWN S-UP
RT

TRACKING fSchml itfl4av ScbmldI34av

MENTAL Chiio*70vv
MATH

MICHON yj=73avp YL2W, 3avp
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P-MEMOmy P. P-DOWN P-UP l S.TJUWN c-up

TRACKINO Johnsicn7O Johr-~lonO
ov a

CHOICE RT Loqw7O LoWa7O

MEMOflV araadbuiiW Shubma il
va (t)AV
CIIIw75

(1 .4)vw
(3)va

MENTAL 8Si'vemalmin7l
MATH vY

Roedlger7s
(3)vv

MICHON Rooawnr7 Roodlgr75

MOVITOR Tyloo;74va M1UNW~AUAa Linday69as
Lhidsaav9a
Chow75(2)va

PROBLEM Thmmbo7ovv Tnimbo7Ovv
SOLVING

ShlPLE HfF Martin74
(¶,2)avp

RM400MrZE Tummloýv-

DETECTION Hoffman83 Shw~man71
vvp (2)av

Swhunan7l
ov
Hofiman83
vyp

IDENTIFY

CARD Mutdock65 Mualockt3
SORTING (1)mv (2)svp

Murdocki65 Murdock65
(2)avs (I)av

DISTRACT G"nz.46
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PUONITOR p- PODOWN P-UP 6- S-DOWN $-UP

TRACK;NO Grigiathg7l .ittu71

CHOICE wr smithoo IURJ717Ivap
(1 ,2)av Smith6G

('1.2)av

MEMORY Mookowitz74 Chinohi~io79 Ctechil*79
v~a.v v~i.v

Maskowwtz74
SAixtrap

MENTAL KamlufwmmnG Krhrw~nmw7
MATH yap wap

Chlhi7Owv CNMo7Ov

MICHON *hbglwecar Sh*Ilackir
lSv- ov

UOh'TOfl Ewa~bmfn5 mg1b=5 Stager7tvas LmA78(1 .2)
iy &v.A*v va

(1 )av~lva %l ,3)lviva
L2M 76(1 .2) ChincNfe7g

Stager7 lvii
Chwehilm79

v~av

Smi~hS6vv
PROBLEM Gould67vvp
SOLVE SmlthS6vv

DETEcTom Tlchner72vv

IDENTIFY Smmago76
vyp

OCCLUSION Gould67vvp

TIME L~iu#7v. Liu$7v-
ESTIMATE

PJPSYCHO- P- P-DOWN PUJP "-OWN Su
MOTOR

MICHON Mi~bv~64(2) ju42
v-(Usoa v.(usos
muftpl iaM mu~tiole WaIk
comparison.) componsons)
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P.P -DOWN P-UP 8- $-Dow" a-UP
TRACKING~

TRACKING Mad WWM%8oW Taaq*4vwp Twgsovvp hMrhmndspi
7lvvp Wftsinaalw Wilakentalw 72vwp

CH4OICE RT TruaftY2 9nbg&77vv nachf -7v Dimnlgam
(1 2)va Iuus.Iovap

woempeava Gkouard3.4
IsmoeUovmp (1 .2)va
Girnuard&4 Kk"ppva
(1.2)va op-

MEMORY Fhinksmwaai4 Trumf*o71 Tan04 Tru~mb7l ZoIl"Yova
va (1,2)vv Vvv/ap (1.2)vv FfluktIian54l
ZoIUln7Sva NoN0f7ve Nobloe7ve Va

Holmstta7O H*,msIra7O
va ve

wftkoanoova TsmgS4
Huddk*1cfl1 v.vlE~p
vvp WicJ'ans~va
WWcA~nauva Huddkma"c71

VYp
Wiskensalva

MENTAL Huddleaton71 MgLl&03v& *ahfrk54v& MggUWSva Ch~sO
MATH v Wk*UM.1 Helmstra7O Wicionh1

inahrlcl54v* va Huddlem~n7l
Will70 wip
Holns~a7O
ve

MICHOPI 1"9l9I-
dockorS3v- doe$v

MONITOR A~ftai73vv hmamn Figmiolseva %Gb~d73vv HeIftctra7O
UaIZvap asvv Krsmer84 flaI7vap v
Kyrtokides HUmG5aa v.vlm Homa~65a
77vvp Putzl4vw Malinarom HMLas=68
Gabrlel6Stiv Kramoi*4 83v& vv
Huddl~sIon7l v,via Kyrok~ides
vvp H*lmstra .77yvp
KoilyO7vv T0vv Putz74vv
Figaoioaeliva Mahculrom GabrI168vv

83vs NuddWes*a
MonlyG5vv ?1 vip

Mantye~vv

PROBLEM Tru~kba57va TruwmboSiva
SOLVING Flgarola6evv Figauolalowv

SIMPLE RT I'eimstr&70 #Vlckens77vv Ht4kmatr&7O
v v vv
K*Ilyesva
Wicr-kes77vv
KLapp4va
oD-
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P-P-0OWN 1040P 5-m w" %OW
TRACKING

yapva (1.2)va

$P&TIAL Vkiu~ic$SS
TRANSFOR. V.Vlap

CLASSIFY Wiahaisliw Wickenal.lvv

R.~kDOMIZE ZQMollgo? TruaIen*76 7011fln7s r5ln~

VM(wsD) va(cume)

DETECTION Wh*A~MolVV vwwkarlvw

IDENTIFY Gabay77vv Gahay77vv

PSYC41O- i165AOW8
MOTOR W~ckana7G

P- P- P-DOWN P-UP II -DOWN SU
PROBLEM
SOLVE _____ _____ _____ _____ _ _ _ _

TRACKING vvp vvP

CHOICE RT fBshj75avp Efa~9.75flvp
Eximp Extrot

MEMIORY Ds~.4*5va Staget?2vv

UICI40N 9AJ1=64(2) U1ld"64(2)

(multiple (muIlhpla
task la~k
comparisons) aonw~Patoml)

MONITOR WrogIlP74(1 Wftlghfll)
VyP vvP

ChIlos79vv

PROBLEM Chbe*79
SOLVING

P-SPATIAl. P P-DOWN P-Up S- S-DOWN S-Up
TRANFORM

IDENTIPY FOUMaar76 F4rumier76
vap a
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'I-MINTAL P- P-DOWN P-up S S-DOWN s-ulp
MATH

MEMORY Ua"*0t3 aAI
Ivp mvp

MONITOR 2uinnJs~O Qoakaso
V?vp Vvpv

MICHON Utka64(2) Mt~42
V- V.

compariscns) compahmons)

P-STEsN- p- P-DOWN P-UP fb- &-DOWN $-UP
BERG

MICHOIR ShkngIdeiWr smodok
%,3v- ~ v

P-TAPPING P- "-OWN P-up $--DOWN &U

MENTAL Kantowitz7S Koviw*Iz76
MATH (1.2)vap (i.2)vap

Kapawilu74
VV
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